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Abstract

The thesis consists of six chapters*

The first chapter deals w i t h the historical
background of the period (eleventh and twelfth
centuries A*D*)*

It sums u p the results of the

Cola invasion and examines the nature and the
functions of intellectual awakening after the
re-establishment of Sinhalese rule w ith special
reference to the age of Parakramabahu I*

The second chapter treats briefly almost all
the works of the period w ith their respective
authors*

It includes various categories of works,

literary and othex’wise, written in Sinhalese, Pali
and Sanskrit*

The third chapter concerns the concept of
bhalcti and its special significance in the context
of devotional literature*

It also shows how this

concept was transferx’ed to the Buddha by later ,
Buddhist devotee writers*

The

fourth chapter makes a comparative study

of the works of Gurulugomi and Vidyacakravarti •

It

examines their inspirations and influences from
such Buddhist works as Avadanas as well as Sanskrit
poetic traditions and some Sanskrit prose worksV
It also assesses the literary quality of each work'*-

The fifth chapter contains a comparative
study of the Sasadavata and the MuvadevdavataV

It

deals with the concept of poetry w ith special
reference to the Siyabaslakarat and examines the
inspiration of these Sinhalese poems from Buddhist
literary traditions in addition to their influence
from Sanskrit poetic traditions.

It also approaches

each w o r k aesthetically following the rasa theory as
postulated by Anandavardhana and Vi4vanatha*

The sixth chapter deals with the problem of
literary translation.

It examines the translating

processes put into practice by Ceylonese writers
from early times*

It pays special attention to the

translating processes practised by Gurulugomi and
9

Vidyacakravarti in their renderings of verse and
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Introduction

This study involves an ancient period of Sinhalese
literature, w h ich Falls between the eleventh and twelfth
centuries*

For many reasons this period bears special

significance for the nation as a whole, especially its
religious and cultural movements*

This age begins w i t h

the invasion of Colas’
, which brought about immense
a
humiliation to the nation, and it ends wit h the rise of
many severe problems,

internal and external, that affected

the native people very widely, and finally resulted in
another foreign invasion*

Despite the foreign attacks

and internal discord among royal princes who claimed the
i

throne,the two regimes of Vijayabahu X and Farakramabahu X
brought back peace and prosperity to the Xsland of Lahka.
Under the leaderships of these two great rulers who strove
to build a n independent and united nation, the surviving
religious and cultural institutions of the Sinhalese,
w hich had severely suffered during the foreign rule and
internal unrest, flourished anew and the Xsland was so
fortunate as to regain its past splendour*
Xt is certain that almost every national movement
of the Sinhalese ceased to function in the reign of the
Colas owing to their destructive policy and negligence

9
towards the heritage of the native people*
constructive p u r s u i t s .in the literary,

Accordingly'^

cultural or

r e l i g i o u s .fields cannot be expected from themv

But

their rule',’ which lasted more than seven decades, no
doubt must have paved the way for a convergence of tlie
thoughts and concepts of the new ruling class with those
of the inhabitantsv

At first, the impact between the

views of two nations belonging to two different religious
and cultural heritages might have caused upheaval in that
society*

X.n the same way the reaction that might come

from the native people,
circles,

especially from intellectual

to these new thoughts and concepts must have

yielded various results in the national life*

Though

many features of this are hidden in the past we cannot
ignore the significance of this impact of thoughts
between two national groups *

We need tlier ef ore", to

examine how far the results of this impact influenced
u,
the subsequent literature of Ceylon written in Sinhalese,
Bali and Sanskrit1*
Accox’ding to the chronicle the regimes of the two
above-mentioned monarchs opened the way to international
relationships between Ceylon and the countries of South
and South-East Asia*

Learned theras and many scholars

from abroad are reported to have come to the Island on
several occasions for various purposes at the personal
request of these kings,

or of their own accordV

Those

scholars, who were welcomed cordially by the munificence
of the monarchs,’ no doubt must have played an important
role in religiotts as well as literary fields'*

And such

relationships will have brought abovit a great confronta
tion between the intellectual faculties of native people
and those of foreignersv

T h u s 7 we may 'also need to make

an enquiry into the effective influence of these relation
ships on the national literature1*

It must be noted that

Pali and Sanskrit seem to be the main vehicle of inter
national communication and the mai n media through which
one nationhs intellectual treasure came to be known to
the other *

Pali as the language of the Theravada Buddlrism

wielded its predominance over many learned faculties of
religiotis studies, while Sanskrit as a language of art
and science did the same or more over almost every faculty
of studies during this period'*-

The authoritative power of

these two languages and the potent influence of their
literatures on Sinhalese are unmistakable".

The relation

ship of these literatvtres with Sinhalese, xdiich inspired
native writers by providing themes,

plots, modes and so

forth,

should be, studied for the evaluation of its

effectiveness on the one hand', and the appreciation of
the literary merits of each work in Sinhalese on thp
otherv
Accordingly,’ this study should partly concern
itself with the various significant features of the
selected literary’ period, including religious or
cultural movements and intellectual pursuits w i t h their
contributions', and partly w i t h ,the selected literary
works themselves"*

While the study of the particular

literary works occupies the m a i n part of our research
it will also touch on the field of literary relation
ship,

or inox’e specifically, .literary indebtedness,

w h i c h features as an important branch of Literary
research within particular literatures, and especially
1
in comparative literature*!
Xt has been pointed out that any serious study
or analysis of any author includes consideration of the
component parts of his work, their meaning and relation*"*
ship", how they are suggested to the author,’ what they
meant to him and to his work*'

1V

Some scholars-and critics

C oinpara t ive Lit erat ur e V (Me thod and Per spe c t ive ),
edv Newton P*Stalluaecht and Horst Frenz, Literary
Indebtedness and Comparative Literary Studies^ by
J>Tv Shaw (Carbondale7197l), PP*' Sk, ff'*i

who have studied literary indebtedness, seem to feel
that to suggest an authox^s literary debts diminishes
his originality*

But it appears that many gx*eat authors

who admitted their indebtedness to others felt that
originality consists not in materials or in style and
manner, but in the genuineness and effectiveness of the
artistic moving power of the creative work*

In their

opinion, what genuinely moves the reader aesthetically
and produces an indepesxdent artistic effect has artistic
originality, whatever its debts*

1

¥e may also agree

that the original author is not necessarily the innovator
or the most inventive, hut rather the one who sxxcceeds in
making all his own, in subordinating what he takes from
others to the new complex of his own artistic work*
Xt is of note in this respect that

2

some protago

nists of Sanskrit poetics who dealt with the subject of
literary borrowing were of the view that literary borrow
ings do not always blur the originality of a poet, but
sometimes bring a charming beauty to the w o r k instead',
according to the skill of the borrowex’V

A poet, who is

influenced by earlier poets and their works creates
certain compositions which bear resemblance to the

1*

B omparat ive Lit erature 7 p p ♦ S5-86V

original works where they are borrowed from*

Ana n d a 

vardhana divides such works into three categories',1
namely,

those reflecting the same image, those like a

painted picture and those like two living per,sons
resembling each other*

Of these, the first and the

second should, he says, be rejected for they are devoid
of their own so ills >

The third', according to him,*

acquires exceeding beauty and should be practised*
According to this formulation, though its subject matter
is drawn from an earlier w o r k of art,

it bears charming

beauty and brings cx’edit to the borrower'*

1

The

indebtedness in such a case is no cause for reproach’.1
Further, Anandavardhana laid downs

!F v e n trite

subjects in poetry will put on a new freshness if they
get touched with sentiment,

just as the same trees

2
appear quite new with the advent of new s p r i n g .1

Xt

is apparent from this formulation and his illustration
of this idea' by comparing some verses —

old and new

that Anandavardhana holds firmly that even in a literary
borrowing could be manifested the creative skill or
originality of a poet if it is saturated w i t h poetic
sentiments
**
2*
3V

3

P h v a n y a l o k a » ppV 594-595 *
Ibidy," ch*4,
v.4, pV5 6 7 *
Anandavardhana quotes some pairs of verses in order to
illustrate his idea; in such cases he tries to show
the charming beauty inherent in the new verse in spite
of its close resemblance to the earlier verse1*;
See Bhvanyaioka, pp*567-56S'f

Rajas ekfoara’
, the author of the Kavyamimamsa,
who handled tlie question of borrowing or plagiarism in
detail, laid down that there is no poet that is not a
thief, but he who knows how to hide his theft flourishes
without reproach*

1

He deals with two kinds, of borrow-

ing, namely, that which should be avoided and that w hich
should be adopted*

In his view,' a poet may be a creator

(ut padaka), or an adox>ter (parivartaka)V

one who covers

up (a c chad aka )V or a collector (sam gra haka ) ,

He who

sees something new in word and sense writes up something
old but in a different way may also be accounted a great
poet V

2

Ksemendra, the author of the 8 ara sva 1 1 -leantha -

bha r a n a , also deals with this sort of literary borrowing*'
To. his mind,' a poet while composing may thrive in the
shadow of another poety or on his words
metrical line

(pada), or on his

(p a d a ) , or on his entire composition#

*3
he may thrive on his own faculty acqttired by effort #

Or
i

All this shows how far earlier poets and their
works a r e effective on later writers'#*

.

And at the same

time it reveals that the creative power of a poet could
be manifested even in something borrowed from the w o r k
1#
2*
3*

ICavyamimamsa. edv Ganga Sangara Eai (Varanasi, 1964) ,
ch.ll, v, pyil58 *•
Jbid., d r y 1 1 5 - pp. 144, 158v
Suryakanta» lisemendx»a S tud 1 e s V S ara svat i-kant habharana
(E*oona,195^)»‘ppV 97* ££V

of an earlier poet’
y

Thotigh our critics of Sanskrit

poetics sometimes discussed the question of novelty in
p o e t r y n o n e of them .postulated entire newness of poetic
., '■
, 7, .’'■■■
.1 ■
:
"
themes, plots and so forth,-". for they perceived that
almost every poet lias had some sort, of relationship*

in

one w a y or another1*.'with previous p o e t s *1 In spite of
such relations’, direct or indirect', to. earlier poetical
works', the problem of novelty in new creative writings
exercised the attention of those criticsv

Gertain

attempts were made by some of them to find ways and means
by whi c h novelty should be achieved*

Anandavardhana',

one

of the foremost in that rank", laid down certain formula*-*
tions regarding the matter,' tliat is to say", how novelty
should be achieved in poetry when a poet, deals w i t h a
trite stibject from an earlier poem.

He tried, to tackle

this problem by paying special attention to his theory
of suggestive power1*' T h u s 1,, at the outset of the fourth
chapter', he formulates s *By a mere touch of even a single
variety of suggestion*, the poet *s expression will acquire
novelty though it might embody only a trite idea*!

He

illustrates this conception with examples quoted from old
and new w o r k s , by throwing light on how each new verse
acquires novelty through the variety of suggestion despite
1v

See X)hvany a 1 o k a , chv 4 , v V 15 and its commentary
: PPv 5 9 7 - 398.

the existence of an earlier verse embodying tlie same
ideal

At the close of his discussion he conclxides;

*Novelty is produced in poetic themes not only by their
union w ith the varieties, of siiggested content, but also
by their contact w ith the varieties of suggestive
elements V 1

1

Xt is apparent from the foregbing discussion,
that these critics of Sanskrit poetics paid great
attention to the problem of novelty in poetry in parallel
to originality or the imaginative power of a poet, by
treating' the literary relationship or indebtedness to
eax’lier poets and their works*

Xt seems that in their

view the critical reader needs to have a knowledge of
the literary relationship of a w o r k to earlier works';
in other words^ he must be conversant w i t h the source
of each w o r k which he is dealing with*

Accordingly',

they seem to have felt that any literary study of a
w o r k without such critical Xsnowledge is not perfect and
is not sufficient to meet the demands of literary
appre c iat ionv
Xn this respect,

it seems necessary to add some

annotation to such terms as imitation', borrowingV source,
influence and translation which are too often met wit h
in the study of literary relationship*
IV

DXavanyalokaV chV 4, ppy55<3~569’*!

In the case of imitation the author is obliged
to give up his creative(personality to that of another
author.

In Anandavardhana1s view imitations retain the

same essence as that of the earlier work; they do not
possess their own souls'*

He uses the term

*pratibim~

bal-calpa-lcavya1 (a poem like a reflected image) to mean
a composition which is exactly the same as an earlier ,
world

Hajaseldiara also uses this term in the same

sense as Anandavardhana!

He gives, more details regarding

the characteristics of such a composition1!
outlined by these w o r d s ;

They are

! A poem (kayya) w h ich conveys

entirely the same meaning (as that of an earlier work)
tho'tigh in a different.-syntactic manner and does not
differ

(from the earlier -work) in purpose is called a
•

■

*prat ibitnbakalpa 1v

2

"

'

"

■

•

■

‘

This kind of 1poet ic reflect i o n 1

is not appreciated by those ancient critics-*' ,
In the case of borrowings, the writer helps
himself to materials or methods’
," especially to aphorisms^
images, figures of speech, m o t i f p l o t

elements*. A

borrowing,, according to a modern literary critic’, is an
a l l u s i o n ,1 more or less clearly pointing to the literary
sources:#

In Kajasekhara the term harana whi c h is

1 v Dhvanyal okaV chv
* p!595'*]
2 *; .art h a h sa eva sarvo - vakyant aravira canaparam yatra,
tadaparamarthavibliedam kavyam « pfatibimbakalpam syatv
Kavyaniimamsa,' cli! 12 y- p ! l 6l « .
3 * C omparat ive hit erat u r e , pySp v

equivalent to borrowing^' is defined in these words;
*parayuktay o h* -sabdarthayornpanibandhah1
i *e * to use
'
•■*
^
words and meanings

(in a poetical composition) that had

-1
been employed by others*"

/
Rajasekhara details five

kinds of borrowing's, namely, borrowing of words

£pada)V

borrowing of metrical line (pada), borrowing of meaning
(a r t h a K~ borrowing of metre

(vrtta) and borrowing of

entir*e composition (prabandha)V

This sort of borrowing

from earlier works of art seems to have been one of the
m ain subjects of some critics in the field of Sanskrit
poetics at one time,
2
kharaY-

especially in the days of Rajas©”-

The matter is discussed by them in detail,

paying special attention to the xcroblem of how to turn
those borrowings skillfully to advantage in a poetical
composition*

In general',' the ta.sk of critics and

scholars w i t h literary borrowings is to discover the
relationships of the use of the material in the new w o r k
to that of the old «- the artistic use to which the
borrowing is put!

IV
2y

I£avy am Imam s a , ch1! 12, p ! lMt •
See also History of Sanskrit Poetics’* I I ’
,' pp! 287-288V
296-2 9 8 *
Xt is of note that some Sinhalese a tithors who wrote
paxaphrases or such works considered the search for
sources where borrowings are taken from as an
essential factor^ in the study of literatturev
See Mahab od hivam sa grant hi pada -v ivar anay a , Dhar mapra d ipikava and Sa sadavat a-purana-sanney

19
The term source Is most frequently uOed to
indicate the place from which a borrowing is taken*
But for a modern critic of literary indebtedness this
use of S o u r c e *

seems to be different from the *source*

in the sense of a w o r k providing the materials or the
basic part of the materials - especially the plot - fox*
a particular work!

The source in this sense may or

may not provide or even suggest the form for a particular
1
work!'
For the Sanskrit literary critics we have
mentioned above, the source seems to provide not only
the materials but also the form or the artistic use of
materials-!

Xt is not clear from their formulations

whether they meant that the source provides simulta
neously both the materials and the artistic 'use of
materials for a particular work!1 Nevertheless! those
formulations do not deny that a particular work, or at
least a part of it*,* can be the source for a w o r k of a
later writer while the artistic use of materials in his
w ork came from elsewhere!'
A n author may be considered to have been
influenced by an earlier writ ex', native or foreign, when
his new literary w o r k shows something of an extx*aordinary
effect that cannot be © p l a i n e d by his personal development!
TV

Comparative Lit eratnre, p y 90*

In contrast to imitation?' influence seems to show
the influenced author producing work which is essen
tially his own*

Influence is not confined to

individual details or images or borrowings or even
sourcesV though it may include them, but is defined
as something pervasive,

something organically involved

in and presented, through artistic works**

Influence,

to be meaningful',' is required to be manifested in an
intrinsic form, upon or within the literary works
themselves*

I

Thus,

influence may be shown in style,

imagesV characters, themes, mannerismsV as well as in
content and ideas presented by particular works*

We

may further note that influence may accompany or follow
social or political movements or, es£>ecially, upheavals1*'
The source of influence might 3101 necessarily be a literary
one 5 it could be religious or otherwise*

For instance,' at

a time when a new religious concept ov similar^ influential
view had been introduced to a cei'tain society it might
cause upheaval and pave the way to radical change of
direction of a particular litei'ary tradition, and perhaps;
make writers produce new literary w o r k s *1
1*

2*

Comparative literature, pV 9^V
Also see Claudio Guillen, Literatuxw as System
(Princeton? New Jersey, 1971), p p # 18, 28-^1*
Haskell M V Block, The Concept of Influence in
Comparative Literature ? The Year Book of Comparative
and G eneral Literature , 1958, Vol »VXX~, pp* 3^-35 •
X b x d «, p*93 *
»'iM mi

>
n H *
1.n.11>1— *W

1i
f
c
.
i

Translations? whether they are counted-as
creative acts or not? bring into the contemporary
native literary, tradition works w i t ten in another
language*

Despite the fact that the translator gives

himself up ent ir ely or partly t o the form and the

matter

of the original w o r k when he reproduces it in the new
language many liteiary critics tend to categorize them
as creative art;

A modern critic of translation who

seeks to compare tie task of translation w i t h the
universally acknowledged arts of painting and drawing
mentions that the contention that translation is an art.
would be admitted without hesitation by all who have
ever had much experience of the worls of translation*

2

Another critic, by name Renato Poggioli? w h o sees the
translator stand at the opposite pole from the performing
artist, musician? singer, or actor? claims that the
’7
'
,
O
translator is the only interpretative artist?:
Transla
tions? -whether they deserve.to claim artistic status or
not? provide another subject of interest and value to the
field of literary relationship;’

IV
2.

'-Comparative Literature? pv88v
■1
*1
1*1
.!*—"lTpH| |||I11'Il* II'ttip*n W
*1nijnn » l»HWH'H.liU IWH* W
fjpBl* Iul

Theodore Savory? The Art of Translation (London,!96 8 )?
. p p V -30-31'V
3‘* Renato Poggioli? The Added Artificer, On Translation?
ed? .OR*A* Brower (Cambridge,Massachusetts,1959)? pVI38V

Historical Background
(a)

The Xaxvasion of tlie Colas and tlie Expansion, of
Hinduism

The later years of the Anuradhapura period furnish
neither stability in the state nor unity among tlie royal
princes who claimed the throne*

Much discord and unrest

broke out through the country due to the incompetence
of the rulers*
kings', Sena V

The first of the last two Anuradliapura
(A *25* 972-932}, whose political power was

much weakened early in his reign by the revolt of the
general Sena, ended his short life in debauchery at
PolonnaruvaV

His successor Mahinda V

(A*D* 932-1029)

fled to Ruhuna because of his failure to pay the Malabar
mercenaries! who came out on strike demanding arrears
of pay and besieged the king in the royal palace*

2

The

events that occtxrred after his flight indicated that
the Xsland was faced with imminent invasion from a
neighbouring country*

The Culavamsa refers to the

situation immediately before the invasion;

1*

The C u l avamsa, e d * ¥ilhelm Geiger | (London, 1925 )V
ch* $ k ‘9 w .

2.

I bid

57-72*

ch * 5 5 1 vv'# 1-12 *

"

* I n the remaining parts of the country, Keralas, Sihalas,
and Karmatas carried on the government as they plea s e d 1 * **•
The machinery of government ceased to function*
order in the land were interrupted*

Law and

Raja raja I (A *2).985-

1016), the Cola king, hearing of the situation in the
*
island dispatched his army to invade Ceylon.

In A.D. 993

his forces captured Anuradhapura and annexed the princi
pality of Rajarata as a province of the Cola empire* ^
The kingdom was moved to Polonnaruva and Anuradhapura
ceased to be of political significance for ever.

The

Cola
viceroy governed Rajarata
in the name of the Cola
•
*
*
king*

In A*D* 1017»

just twenty four years after their

first invasion, the Cola army conquered Rohana and captured
*
“
the Sinhalese king alive and deported him to the Cola
*
kingdom where he died in captivity in A•D-. 1029*

Thus the

great kingdom of the Sinhalese became a territory of the
Cola empire; the glory of Anux*adhapura that had flourished
for twelve centuries came to a n end*

Irreparable damage

caused by the Cola invasion is portrayed by the chronicler
*

in

these words: *ln the three fraternities and in all Lanka,

breaking open the relic

1.

2*

chambers,

(they carried away} many

Cv. ch. 55* V.12*

C*¥* Nicolas and SVParanavitana, A Concise Historyof
Ceylon* (Colombo, I96I ), p*15S* 1
See also University of Ceylon, History of C e y l o n *Vo1 *X,
P t 5 I' (Colombo, 1959)» PPi 3^8-351^

costly images , of* gold, and while they violently destroyed
laere and there all the monasteries like blood sticking
yakfchas', they took all the treasures of* Lanka for
th e m s e l v e s 1 *

Although the brave Sinhalese soldiers and

royal princes in Rohana broice out in revolt for sovereignty,
none of them other than Prince Kitti (Vijayabahu X) was
able to lead the Sinhalese force successfully against the
Cola power to clear it out from the land#

The Cola regime

*

*

therefore, lasted for seventy seven years until Vijayabahu X
liberated the island of Lanka in A #1)#1070*

He celebrated

his ceremonial of kingly consecration three years later in
A .D.1073. 2
Xt is clear that the Colas'
religion and cultux*e
»
occupied a commanding position during the period of their
occupation of Ceylon#

Und e r such cir cum stances the religious

and cultural activities of the indigenous people received a
rude set back for more than seven decades*

The destruction

wrought by the Colas to Buddhism was enormoais#

As is pointed

out by Paranavitana, institutional Buddhism was on the point
of disappearing; apart from acts of repression and pillage
by the Colas, the decay of temples and the diminution by
#
neglect or lapse of the temple revenues, the saiigha had

1#

Cv»

ch* 5 5 1 w *

20-21.

2.

History of Ceylon (UC)
p . k 2 7 + ~

(Colombo, 1960))', Vol.X, pt #XX,

suffered severely in its membership#

1

Soon after his

enthronement Vijayabahu X made a request to the king of
Burma to send pious and learned theras to Ceylon, due to
the lack of bhikkhus who were competent to perform the
ordination ceremony#

p

While Buddhism and Sinhalese culture

suffered from lack of strength, Hinduism and its culture
were reinforced w ith the extended support of Cola
imperialism and they flourished in some parts of the
country.

Temples were built for Hindu deities'*-*

No doubt

Brahmanical rituals and customary Hindu ceremonies of
various types must have been performed in these temples*
Certain archaeological discoveries and ruins which belong
to this period exhibit how far they affected society#
The feiva Devale N o v 2 at Polonnaruva w h ich is regarded as
one of the masterpieces of the Dravidian architecture was
built by the Colas#

Xt is mentioned that the Be vale named

V a n a v an Madevi Xsvarai^ had been erected not long after the
—
li
Co^as had settled t h e r e ^

/
siva Bevale No * I is also
—

believed to have been erected between twelfth and thirteenth
centuries#

5

/
Stich shrines were consecrated to the god Siva,

1.

History of Ceylon (UC )»p #562 # See also ¥ *M*K#Wi jetunga,
The Rise and Decline of Cola Power in C e y l o n ,
unpublished Ph*D t h e s i s ,University of L o n d o n ,1 9 6 2 #pp#323 f f •

2*
3*

Cv • ch# 6 0 ,w #4 -5 ♦
History of C e y l o n , (UC),p .^13 *

k.
5*

Xbid • p.5 90.
S #Paranavitana, 'The Art and Architecture of the Polonnaruva
Period', Ceylon Historical J o urnal,XV# (Colombo,195^-55)#P.82<

one of the most esteemed deities or the Hindu trinity
in South Xndia*

Some bronze images w h i c h are considered

to have been made in South Xndia were round at these &iva
Bevales.

Among the images preserved in the Colombo museum
—

/

/

there are specimens or Nataraja, Saiva
saints and Siva and
; 1
Parvati.
xt is also recorded in a slab inscription rrom
_
/
Pala Mottai that donations to the god Siva had been made
by a Brahmin lady, in memory or her husband.

As is evident

by these Pacts, it is justifiable to conclude that feaivism
was the predominant religion under the Cola power, and it
might have

been popular not only among

the Tamils butalso

among some

other people in the Island. T h e religiotis

Poundation or the Colas was so firmly established that
even Vijayabahu X continued and extended his stipport to
it.

He not only permitted the religious foundations

established by the Colas but also patronized new Saiva
*
• •

•

-

q

shrines founded in his reign*-'
As a matter of fact', many gods belonging to the circle
of the Hindu pantheon such as Visnu, Slcanda, G-anesa and
1. S .Paraiiavitana, fThe Art and Architecture of the
Polonnaruva Period*, Ceylon Historical J o u r n a l # XVV
(Colombo, 1954-55), p . 71.
Z* Bpigraphia Zey l a n i o a . Vol.XV. (london, 19^3), pp.193-19^-•
3. History of C e y l o n (TIC),
I5Z.., pp. 193-19^1
Wijetunga is of the opinion that the progress made by
Hinduism in the Rajarata during the occupation of the
Colas would have led to a closer contact with Buddhism
after its revival in the time of Vijayabahu X.
The Rise and Decline of Cola Power in C e y l o n , p.3^0*
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many others were held in high esteem during this period*
Some or them were assimilated in the faiths of the people
and in their culture * while others were identified with
Buddhist devatas V

According to the literary sources it

seems that the god Visnu who was regarded as the protector
of the world came into prominence during this time in
parallel w ith the god Siva*

The Sasadavata * belonging

to the twelfth century, gives some evidence regarding these
gods *

The author mentions that feiva and V i s n u were among

the gods who came to venerate the Buddha.**' The popularity
of Hindu gods in medieval Ceylon is discussed in detail
w i t h m u c h literary evidence by Ariyapala,
not repeat.

2

which we need

Tfe may laowever, refer to some evidence which

needs our attention*
The god Slcanda who is also called Murugsji and Kartikeya
was worshipped during this period*

In the relic-chamber

painting at Mahiyangana executed in V i j a y a b a h u *s time',
/
Siva, Visnu and Kartikeya are represented in the company
of the divinities who came to laud the B u d d h a *3

His name

1*

S asadavata* ed* A* Hhammapala,

(Vaiitara, 1 9 3 ^ )V v . 1 8 1 •

2•

M .BV Ariyapala, Society in Media eval Ceyl o n . (Colombo,1 9 5 6 ) ,
PV 1 85V

3V

History of C e y l o n , p. 578V

was included in a legend which reveals his mysterious
appearance in divine form and is related in the Cuiavamsa
1 "

written during the Polonnaruva periodV

r

'

#

. 1

1

According to the

story there was a' prince called Manavamma, heir to the
throne of LankaV

At one time he seated himself on the

bank of the river in the neighbourhood of Gokanna and made
u

4 •

full preparations according to custom, for an incantation*5
He began, after taking the rosary in his hand, to murmur
the magic vers e v

To him there appeared Kumara

and his riding bird, the peacock.

The

beak at the plate w ith the offerings5*.

(Skanda)

bird pecked w i t h its
But finding no

drink in the old coconut shell w ith its holes, out of wh i c h
the w ater load run, he flew at the prince*s face* Thinking
only of his future success
*

prince offered him his ©ye*
drank thereout violently*

(bhavinim siddhim apekkham} the

v *~..

g

■
*

■'

'"

The peacock slit it open and
Kumara was p l e a s e d , granted the

prince his prayed-for w i s h and departed", brightly gleaming
-•“1 "
through the air*

This story, although it is not connected

wit h a contemporary event ,, furnishes us w i t h evidence to the
belief in Skanda during this time1*

Such Pali works as the

Kasavahini of Vecleha and the B a thavamsa of Dhammaki 11i
w h i c h are ascribed to this period also give some details
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regarding these gods*

Though such details are removed in

time and space, they appear to bear a certain relation to
society w h ich w© are dealing with*
Brahmins appear to have come to Ceylon in considerable
numbers during the Cola regime*

There is no doubt that they

performed religious rites for devotees as practised in,their
own country*

Though the insufficient evidence does not allow

us to conclude that the Brahmins had attempted to convert the
native people to their religion, under these circumstances
it is inevitable that their religious rites and ceremonies
must have received much attention from the inhabitants*
As Ariyapala has suggested, the native people might have
included them in their own faiths*

Not only during the

Co^a occupation, but after V ijayabahu1s enthronement as
well, the Brahmins had a close relationship with kings and
high officials of the state*

It is pointed out that the

king Vijayabahu I,had not discriminated against the
Brahmanical forms of worship.-'

A n inscription; dated in

the forty second year of Vijayabahu l', from Kantalay —
a village which was inhabited by Brahmins at that time

1.

2.

R asava h i n i , ed* SaranatissaT (Colombo, 1928), pp. 5 6 “58;
1 6 3 - 1 6 5 • Bat h a v a m s a , ed * Silalankara, (Alutgama, 1 9 1 ^ ) i
w . 155* 2 0 5 , 2 0 2 7 ^ 0 7 , 209.
Society in Mediaeval Ceylon, p* 180*

3*

History of Ceylon* p.180; EZ*, Vol. TV, pp’* 193-19^v
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and Tor a century latex* - records that the charitable
bequest made to a Saiva temple there was to be maintained
and protected by the Velaiklcaras*

Referring to this

inscription, Faranavitana suggests that Kantalay probably
became a centre of Hindu influence dui’ing the period of
Cola rule in the eleventh century, and the Sinhalese kings
who succeeded the Colas maintained the Brahmins and
patronised their shrines*

Further, he points out that the
/
_
Saiva shrine at XCantalay, since it was called Vijayaraja
Xsvaram, must have been founded by Vijayabahu I or at least
under his patronage*

1

Hxe Culavamsa refers to occasions w h e n the Sinhalese
kings and princes performed Brahmanical rites apart from
their observance of Buddhist precepts*
that Manabharana had rites like

It is recorded

1h o m a * sacrifice performed

by the house priest and other Brahmins versed in the Veda
2
and V e d a n g a s , in order to be blessed w i t h a son1.
The
~

1

'

'

episode says that the king once made

over the whole

administration to his ministers and while

he himself

sojourned nearby for seven or eight months, he camped one

l£

Hibtory of CeylonV (UC), p* 134*

2,

Gv* ch v 62, v* 33v
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night in the temple of the king* of* gods, observing the
1
precept of discipline’.

T h e king of gods in this context

/
2
is identified with. Xndra or Sakra by Geiger.

This

identification, though possible, suffers from insufficient
evidence*

No other evidence is available to support any
/

idea of a shrine dedicated to Xndra or Sakra*

Xt is

interesting to surmise that this specific religious rite may
have some sort of connexion with the Devaraja cult which
flourished in some parts, of Asia during the medieval times1*/

This was probably a form of a Saivism centred on the worship
of the 1 I n g a ♦

According to this supposition, the property

of the kingdom was considered to be bound up w i t h the welfare
* -3
of the royal l i n g a .

Xt may be of significance to observe

that even in the reign of Parakramabahu I a special house
called Dhara^ighara was built for Brahmins to recite Eiagic
verses*

4

P rom all this it is apparent that during the

eleventh and the twelfth centuries many features of Hinduism

1*

Cv:« ch. 62, v v 11'*

2*

Culavamsa (PTS) translation, Wilhelm GeigerV (London,1928)
ptv! XV *chv 62, v v 11 fn*’

3•

D.G.B* Hall, A History of South-East
p . 102.

4v

Cv.

ch* 73# V. 71.

Asia (NewYork,

1970)
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have influenced Sinhalese Buddhists as well as their
culture *
Xt is likely under such cix’cumstances that the
Indian Bhalcti cult must have been held in high esteem
among Hindu communities in Ceylon who came here as
immigrants and invaders and that it had some influence
on the tenets and practices of the native populations
During this time when the Dravidian culture had reached its
/
peak, Saivism and Vaisnavism had a great revival in Xndia,
i

especially in the South*

Xt is believed that the

Bloagavata Parana which sums up the tenets and the outlook
~~rv
*
of the neo-bhakti cult was composed about the beginning of
the tenth century.

The Saiva canon which was enriched with
/

the hymns of such well-known Saiva poets as Sambandar, Appar
and Sundarar, is said to have been arranged in the first
instance in the reign of Rajaraja X by Nanibi Andar Nambiv
I n the same way the Vaisnava canon was given definitive
-1 '
shape by Nathamuni during that time5*

The theory of

spiritual non-diialism (advaita) and world illusion (maya)
promulgated by the great SaiiKaracarya and his followers
seems to have led to a vigorous revival of Vaisnavism in
.-2
the subsequent centuries and about the twelfth century*

1.

K «A • Nilakanta SastriV A History of South India .
(London, 195^, p* 4l8)f

2*

Susil Kumar Be , Early History of Vaisnava Faith and
Movements in Bengal
Tealcutta, 1942), p *2 *
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Sankara*s extreme idealistic monism, postulating the
sole reality of an attributeless and unconditional Brahman",
hardly leaves any scope for a dualistic conception of an
individual soul*s longing devotion for a personal deity*
According to hind, the soul is really a part of Brahman
individxialised by association w i t h m a y a *

And w h e n

released from m a y a * the souX is again merged in Brahman
and loses its identity*

This monistic theoxy of non-

duality paved the way for controversial speculations among
some intellectual circles.

There were four sampradayas

or schools of thought , namely ^Sri, Brahma, Rudra and
Sanakadi which were engaged in expounding new theories
/

#

...

M

intended to refute Sanlcara’s theory; , These sampradayas
associated respectively w i t h the names of Ramanuja, Madhva,
Visnuvamin and Nimbarka played a very important part in
the later development of the Vaisnava faith w h ich expounded
new theories known as Qualified non-duality (visistadvaitaiiiimi ■■ i

v a d a ), Duality

(dvaita-vada) * Pure non-duality

mi

t

it

nli M in m

(suddhadvaita-

Dualistic Non-duality (dvataddvaita-vada)
E a c h of these schools wrote a fresh commentary on the
V edanta.sutra *' in which an attempt was made to establish
a theory which would permit the individual exercise of
love and piety in a world of reality,

some of them

maintaining a frankly dxialistic position',' and others

34
expoimding various degrees of1 qualified dualistic views-i'These sampradayas (except Rudra which is considered as
more modern) played a vital part in the propagation of1
Vaisnava faith during the medieval times*
#•

Xt is not

unlikely that the devotional faith inspired by these
movements might have become known to Ceylon in various
ways and affected the contemporary mind of the Ceylonese
in general^
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(b)

The Intellectual Awakening During the Period
As is described in the Culavamsa % Vijayabahu X

when he had driven oat his enemies completely and Treed
the country from the mighty Cola power, turned his mind
to the task of repairing the damage that had been inflicted
upon the national life by foreign invasion* -Religious and
social activities that had been neglected for more than
half a century x\rere begun throughout the country'*. Finding
that there had been no higher ordination for many years
due to the lack of ordained monks in the Island, caused by
the internal disturbances during the foreign rule, the
king invited learned theras from Burma through the king
Anuruddha to establish the ordination in Ceylon*

The

theras who came to Ceylon were no doubt masters of the
three pitakas and helped in the resuscitation of learning
T

by instructing a large number of bhikkhus in the three
1

pitakas and the commentariesV

The king himself and

Yasodhara, the king*s daughter, are said to have built
monasteries for the bhikkhus of the three fraternities5*
He caused the three pitakas to be written out and given
ft-

to the monks who desired copies*

1•

G*P. MalalasekaraV The Pali Literature of CeylonV

(hondon, 1928), P* l66*
2*

Xt is undisputed that

Cv *

oh1*5
-.60V w 5*5 13 V 83 ,
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Buddhism w h i ch was in decline during the Cola period
revived under the generoLis patronage of the royalty*
This religious revival , as Malalaselcara has
remarked, was accompanied by a great intellectual
reawakening*

1

—
According to the Culavamsa the king

himself* was a scholar and a poet who was described as
the master of* poets

-2
(kavissara) «v

had a great attraction for him.

hiterary activities

It is said that amidst

his kingly duties he found time every morning to seclude
himself for a few hours in his library where he translated
Dhammasangani into Sinhalese*

This translation and poems

ascribed to his authorship are lost forever*

Being a

generous patron of learning, the king encouraged poets by
giving them great possessions with heritable villages.

3

The yoitng noblo sons of royal rank in his court who
composed verses were awarded suitable presents by the
king, who listened carefully and appreciated them*

Xt is

also mentioned that the mighty monax>ch gladdened many
scholars who had come from Xndia w ith gifts of money*

1*

Malalas eka r a , o p » c i t *, p* 1 6 6 *

2^

C v . ch* 60, v* 76.

3•

Cv*

ch. 60V v* 75*

h*

Cv*

ch* 60, v* 7 6 *

5v

Cv.

ch. 60, v5 19*

5

Nothing has been said to identity these scholars in the
chronicle, yet it reveals that m e n of* great learning in
arts and science who came from abroad were cordially
welcomed*

Intellectuals either from outside or within

are indeed a n essential fea^ire in reviving a nation*
This was a n important incident in our history which
provided us once more w i t h a better opportunity to make
contact with the ctilture and the intellectual movements
1
of other lands*
Among these learned men who received
a welcome from the royalty, there would have been well
versed Sanskrit and Tamil scholars including Mahayanist
p
teachers*''

—
Xt is recorded that Vijayabahu X on several

occasions sent costly offerings to the Mahabodhi at
Bodhgaya m

India*

3

These religio^^s missions as

Paranavitana has suggested must have been instrumental
in establishing contacts w i t h the various schools of
Buddhism^

k

Xt is certain that the Buddhist communities

at Kanci and Nagapattanam in South Xndia had frequent
intercourse w ith Buddhists in Ceylon*

These confronta

tions of various scholars w ith the native intellectual
1 • Malalasekara, op» city, p* 1 6 7 *
2* History

of Ceylon

(uc)‘V Vol* II, p* 5^5*

3* Cv* ckP

v v -23 ♦

V* History

of C e y l o n -

(UC)y V o l *11, p* $6k\

5 * H istory

of Ceylon

(HC)^ Vol *11', p* 5^5 *

faculties in Ceylon 110 doubt must have brought about a
great revival in the contemporary society, especially
in educational circles*

It is not surprising in such an

atmosphere that Sanskrit scholarship, whi c h was not
acknowledged by the early exponents of the Mahavihara
school as a n important part of clerical education, seems
to have received great attention in every faculty of
learning without any discrimination*

The importance of

Sanskrit both as a medium of scholarly knowledge',
especially in secular subjects, and as potent influence
on the native languages,

especially in the development

' of their vocabularies and literary styles, must have met
w it h general acceptance during this time*

It is pointed

out that the heyday of Sanskrit studies in Ceylon

...1
commences froxa A*p> 1058 *

As is evident from the

Culavamsa and other historical sources, the relationship
of Sanskrit w ith Sinhalese culture goes b a c k to earlier
times, but as a whole its influence begail to affect the
minds of the people somewhere between the ninth and the
tenth centuries*

Iv

It is believed that SiyabaslakaraV the

0*H.De A* Wijesekara,
VolUIV;

Geylon Historical Jou r n a l ,

(Polonnaruva Period);

(195^-55)» P* 85 ‘.;
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extant earliest Sinhalese w o r k on poetics based on the
Kavyadarsa of* Bandxr/f was written in the latter part of*
the tenth eentnryi1

Mahab odhivanisa

in such Pali poems

(kavya) as

and Telakat ahagatha, both probably

belonging to the last quarter of* the tenth century, the
influence of* Sanskrit is unmistakableV

2

The language of

these worlds may be described as some kind of Sanskritised
P a l i } sometimes Pali words are used in their Sanskrit
sense, sometimes Sanskrit words which are unfamiliar to
■old Pali works/ and long compounds are often employed in
this new kavya style*

Malalasekara is of the opinion

that 'the beginning of the period of Sanskritized Pali is
marked by the Mahabo dhivamsa *3
Though we hardly find Sanskrit works written during
the reign of Vijayabalut I, the great attention paid to the
development of such studies is certainly evident by
celebrated scholars and their works

(as well as some

inscriptions) of the second half of the Polonnaruva
period that followed nearly four decades of internal
discordv
1*

Vijayabahu*s long f e i g n of peace and prosperity

2*

S* Baranavitana, JCBRAS (NS), (Colombo, i 960}, V o l * V I I , ;
pt *■ I, pp, 23-^4 5 some scholars are of the opinion that
it was writt on by S ena I (826-84 6 ); see P,B *Sannas g a l a ,
Simhala-Saliitya-Vamsaya
(Colombo, 1 9 6 1 )', p* 62 •
“V *
e
History of Ceylonh (UC), p# 5881,

3V

Malalas ekara V opf cit., p^ 159*

was sxtcceeded by an internecine strife among his heirs.
The princes who came to power during this time paid no
attention either to Buddhism

ot

Sinhalese institutions

and their traditions * Due to their negligence and
deliberate destructions all Vijayabahu1s attempts to
revive Sinhalese art and culture received a rude set back,
Vikramabahu 1 (1116-1137) who succeeded in Polonnaruva
after a heavy fight with his rivals is said to have ejected
monks from their viharas in the city and turned the buildings into barracks for foreign mercenary soldiers# 1

Theras

in the eight chief viharas secretly took the Tooth and Alms
Bo“
wl Relics away from the capital and hid them in Rohana*
¥
During this time several inscriptions were published in
Tamil by those rulers, which shows their ill-treatment
,p

and negligence towards their own heritage *"
Xt is certain that the learned pursuits of the
religious institutions which had been originated and .
supported by Vijayabahu X were thoroughly interrupted
or ceased to function for a while due to this civil
discordj

however, they were not subjected to such severe

destruction as in the Cola regime where scholars and artists

1,

Cv. ch. 61, v*55.

2.

S. Paranavitana, Art and Ax'chitecture of Ceylon,
(Colombo, 195^). P« 23.
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had no opportunity to carry on their educational
activities and to practice their arts because the
royalty, nobility and the Buddhist church had ceased
to exist'*

Religious and cultural activities, which

found no shelter in Polonnaruva itself, were more or
less preserved unimpaired amidst the hundred and one
interruptions of opponents in the areas w h i c h were
gOveiuied by provincial rulers who did not accept
Vikraraabahu1s regime*

TJndoubtedly they must have

received necessary protection and patronage of some of
these rulers and nobles#

The Culavamsa describing the

childhood of Parakr amabahu the Great, mentions that the
prince was given a n education whicla comprised every
science and accomplishment of the age in w h ich he lived,
including Buddhism, medicine, politics, logic, grammar,
lexicography, poetry, music and the training of elephants
and the management of horses*

As is evident from this

description, there must have existed at least certain
studies of religious and secular subjects which remained
as fragments of the heritage that Vijayabahu X had
bestowed during the forty years Lintil the emergence of

1#

S * Baranavitana* Art and Architecture of Ceylon
(Colombo, 195***}» p ‘*22*

2#

Cv * ch* 64, w

*- 2«5>
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Parakramabahu X (1158-1186)•

Better times for such

activities dawned w i t h his ascending the throne*
Parakramabahu the Great, according to the Culavamsa»
succeeded in making himself the master of the whole Island
and was not only a mere war champion but also a creator
of a new era#

He was endowed both w i t h scholarly knowledge

and intelligence, and at the same time he was gifted with
unsurpassed courage and v a l o u r •

The chronicle speaks of

his fourfold kingly aspiration which was put into effective
practice soon after his enthronement, namely for the
happiness of the mass of the people, the stability of the
B u d d h a ’s Order,

the protection of the nobility and the

support of those in want*

1

These aspirations,

especially

the first two, necessarily include his desire to protect
and improve the intellectual and cultural heritage of the
nation*

E v e n though his reconstruction activities have

been elaborately detailed by many hands, his endeavoLirs in
respect to the religious and educational refox’mation may
well need some explanation#

Among his royal pursuits tlie

unification of the Sangha was highly praised by many later
writers in Pali and Sinhalese*

2

The endeavour to

1•

Cv # ch * 73 J vv # 1 —10 m

2*

Almost all the Pali works during the Polonnaruva period
highly praise the k i n g ’s assistance in the reconciliation*
Also see Pu.javaliya* ed# Medhankara,; (Colombo, 1 9 3 ^ )V
chi 3k t pv ^3 *

accomplish this great task was described as an.effort to
lift Mount Meru#

1

There is no doubt that his intention

to see the Sangha purged of undesirable elements and
united must have brought the expected results, yet it
seems difficult to surmise owing to the lack of evidence,
how far the reaction to the unification influenced
contemporary society, especially its intellectuals*

It

is certain that there were some dissentient groups who
disagreed w i t h the reconciliation on both sides, the
Mahavihara and the other two nikayas *
mm m m

. ..r ~ ... mrmi

The Culavamsa
".in

1 I

I

n y i

mentions that at the very outset of the reconciliation
some monks left the Island for foreign lands;

others left

the Order; and still others wished not even to appear
befox’e the judicial court*

2

Further, the chronicle

speaking of the monies of Abhayagiri and Jetavana viharas
states s

fHe

as samaneras
*

(the king) caused many monies to

b©degraded

or novices and those who were steeped

'-3

wrong to disrobe, and gave them high posts*
of this unification,

in

As a result

the Abhayagiri and the Jetavana

fraternities are said to have ceased for ever.

1*

Cvy* ch*

. --

2*

3^

Cv *, chi! 78, vv 131*1
Cv♦, chi 78, v^i 2

4*

History of Ceylon

(UC)', pt *11’, pv 5^8!*

k

■

However,

no evidence is available to show how those who belonged to
the dissentient groups or schools reacted after the re c o n 
ciliation or to assess the dissenting action taken by them*
It is possible that many events concerning the
unification may have ended in favour of the MahaviharaV
wit h the resistance of dissentient groups presumably
subdued before the supreme power of the monarch*
other hand,

1

On the

it is still difficult to determine whether

there was any such strong opposition at all to the act of
unification as indicated by the author of the ‘chronicleV
for all the differences between the various sects,
according to some historians", were gradually disappearing
•p
and the Order In Lanka was heading towards, a unity*''

IV

The account of the Hikayasangrahaya suggests that the
purification amounted to the s^lppression of the
Abhayagiri and the Jetavana Nikayas *
See Nikaya-saiigrahayaV Government edition,

(Colombo, 1907)

P*
2.

Gunawardhana supposes that the members of the clergy had
come to realize, by that time, the desirability of
reforms and the need for unity, though formally the
initiative was taken by the king*
R *A *L *H *Gunawardhana", The History of the Buddhist Sailglia
in C e y l o n , unpublished Ph*B* thesis, University of London
1965 V pV 468V
See also Vincent Pandita, CHJ'V XVV pV: 129V1
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Th o u g h tlie chronicle and some later sources speak of
the resistance of some monks who belonged to the
dissentient groups and of the k i n g ’s reaction to it,
all of them are silent about the situation of laymen
who supported those dissentient groups'*

Xt is again,

a matter of conjecture whether the royalty did impose
some restrictions on them too so as to prevent anti—
Mahavihara thoughts*

If any attempt at confining

intellectuals of either side, monks or laymen, to only
a single way of thinking had happened,

it would have

been harmful to the intellectual pursuits of the age*
But no evidence can be found from our sources in support
of such an implementation of intellectual obstructionism*
Nothing also can be traced that indicates restriction
meant to control the free thinking of the people either
in literary or other artistic fields*

As is apparent

from the Galvihara R ock Inscription, what the king had
really done was to furnish the Blders of the Buddhist
church with the necessary assistance so as to purge the
Order of undesirable elements and to put an end to the
disharmonies within it*
Po 1 onnaruvkat ileavat a

The inscription containing the

highly praises the k i n g ’s endeavour
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ill respect of the unification of the Order at its outset*

1

It then mainly deals w ith three problems concerning the
maintenance of that unity, namely (a) scriptural study,
(b) the places and times within which monks are permitted
to go out and(^c) the care necessary when admitting a
disciple to the Order*

2

It may be significant to observe that even these
ordinances too were framed by the sangha headed by the
Blder Kassapav

3

The king is said to have only lent his

support in promulgating' and enforcing them*

Ip

Besides,'

it is interesting to note that in comparison with the later
Dambadeni-katikavata * containing two clauses that prevented
monies from versifying eulogies for laymen and studying
poetry and drama,

if

3

there is no such impediment at all to the

gz. V o l f II, n o f 41

2.

(London, 1928), ppf 263-268,

Vincent Pandita, CHJ, IV, p f 122.
p

3*

.

mm

/

mm

Mahakasyapa mahasthavirapramukha sthavira varayan rna
visin* . * adurol novihida kala katikavati^ KajbdUcavat
Sangara, ed * B*B* Jayatilaka

4*

History of Ceylon

(Kalaniya , 1 9 5 5 ) j P * 2*

(UC), p * 570*

5 *; a)* grhasthayanta solo adiya banda no kiya yutu*
b) kavyanat akad i garhita vidya tama nugata yutu , anunut
nuganviya yutu*5' op* o i t ., p* 15 ,
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subjects of monks* education in the Bolonnaru-katikavata*
One niight incline to think .that the monastic education at
that time would have been entirely confined to religious
studies because the prelate Mahakassapa of Udumbaragiri
who presided over the council of Elders belonged to the
forest-dwellers* fraternity*

But as far as our knowledge

goes, no evidence would allow us to reach such a conclusion,
for the Buddhist church, after its reformation as previously
engaged in its former intellectual pursuits without facing
any significant restrictions* .As Paranav±tana lias pointed
oiit, w h e n Parakramabahu ascended the throne there was no
dearth of learned and saintly maha-theras who not only
gave the monarch all encouragement and guidance in his
religious undertakings but also shed luster on his reign
1
by their literary labours1*
Xt is of note that many of these learned theras who
dealt w i t h literary activities were great scholars in
secular as well as religious subjects*

Unlike the

Mahavihara monks of the Anuradhapura period, almost all
the prominent members of the Mahavihara d\iring this period
were well versed Sanskrit scholars*

1*

History of Ceylon

(UO}, p* 566 ♦

Their scholarship in

Sanskrit must have covered various fields of study
including grammar, Hindu and Buddhist

scriptures, logic,

poetics and literature and so forth*

Mahakassapa of

Udumbaragiri,

a scholar of no mean repute and a man

distinguished for his piety, was the author of a Sanskrit
grammar called Balavabodhana*

The grammarian (elder)

Moggallana was hailed as an embodiment of the abilities of
Panini,

Candra, Katyayana and the like who were well known

1
g r a m m arians•

And also he was called the royal preceptor

who was endowed with a knowledge of all the sastras and
agam a s *^

The great subcommentator Sariputta, also

called Sagaramati,

like to the ocean in wisdom, was a

clever Sanskrit scholar whose authorship was assigned to
a grammatical w ork called the Katnamati Paneikalaiikara~ « 3
tilea * Though no poem is ascribed to his name, he was
compared to Kalidasa in poetical skill; his knowledge
in grammar and logic is also highly praised*

S a r i p u t t a *s

pupil and successor Sangharakkhita was the author of two
works on Pali poetics and prosody, the Subodhalaxikara
and the Vuttodaya *' In the same w a y there is no dearth
of examples that exhibit the influence of Sanskrit
1*

Paneikapradipaya, ed*. Bharmarama

2*
3#
k*

EZ f, Vol * XX, no* kO, p. 2 5k .
M a l a l a s e k a r a » op.cit*, p* 190*
Abhidharmarthasangrahasannaya, ed * Pamiamo 1 i ~t i s sa
(Ambalaingoda,1 9^ 6 ), p * 190*

(Colombo,1896), p«3 *
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poetics and prosody in Pali works like the Samantakuta*

varaiana ■of Vedeha,

the Jinalanlcara of Buddharakkhita and
r ■ ... -n-m

the Patliavamsa of B h a m m a k i t t i *

*

It is interesting* to note

in this respect that the author of' the chronicle speaks
of the Art liasa s t r a o f Kaut i ly a » a work on politics
1
... ™
.z
wri t t e n by Canalcya, the Rainayana and the Mahabharata ,
the famous Indian e p i c s , whe n he is dealing with the
studies of Prince Parakramabahu*

It can also be judged

by such Sinhalese works as the MahabodhivamsagrantXaipa,da,
Abhidharm arthas angrahasanna and the Bharmaprad ipikava what
a great number of Pali and Sanskrit works had been studied
by their authors in order to draw materials lor their
discussions*

The last of these, the Pharma p r a d 1 pikava

of Gurulugomi,

is outstanding as a collection of much

*

knowledge that had been accumulated for many years by
reading a large number of works on various subjects.

It

must be noted that the sources of some Sanskrit passages
cited by Gurulugomi which appear to be from Buddhist
*

writers are yet to be traced*
writers whom he quoted,

3

Among the Sanskrit

Candragomi,

4

™
tm
Aryasura,

2#

Gv *
Cv *

ch* 64, vv* 2 —5*
ch* 64, w * 41-45.

3*

E *$ » Go d a k u m b u r a , S inhal ese Lit e rat nr e (C ol ombo ,195 5 )» P *48.

^*

P h a r m a p radiplka, ed * Pharmarama

5*

Ibid.. p. 175*

(Col o m b o ,1 9 5 1 ),p p *15 7-3 *
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Santideva,

1

-

2

Dliarmakirti,

and Harsa

3

are so far traced*

Xn the Dharmapx'adlpikava there can be found more than
five hundred quotations from religious and seoular w o r k s ,
apart from some poetical descriptions translated directly
\
from Sanskrit verses*
Likewise, there are nearly one
hundred and five quo tat ions in the ________ __
f £
A mong the Sanskrit works cited t h e r e , the R a g nvamsa,
6
—
-7
M e g h a duta, Janakiharana*
/#
-lO
S l s y a lekha,

.11
Am a r a k o s a ,

easily be traced*

—
8 — —
n
Kadambari * Nagananda *
i
—
—
IP
and Vakyapadiya

can

Xt also mentions the names of Daiixji

and Jayadeva* well known Indian writers*

IV

Pharmaprad ipikava , p* 172 *

2V

Ibid., p* 2*

3*

Xbid . , p. 300.

13

imii in iMii ■! iwi i1*1 iJn iu m p i'Wliiih ■*i,iii■*■?, <* f.iiwm n u n w in-MUi* w

* Mahabo dhivams a -grant hipadaya V ed'* G. Phammapala,
unpublished dissertation for M.A* Vidyadaya University,’
I 9 6 7 * Introduction, p* 25 *
5*

Mahabo dhivams a - .
(Colombo, 191a}

6*
7*

X b i d •, PV 12 7v
Xbid «, P* 127.

8.

Xbid *, pv 1 1 .

9V

X b i d * * p* 129.

i
0
H

X b i d •, p* 63.

*.
rHI
H

Xbid*, P* 37 V

12.

Xbid .

13 V

pV 35 *
Xbid », p. 1 1 6 *
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From all this it is clear that scholarship during
the period was by no means confined to a few subjects or
a handful of books *
considerably♦

Xt appeal's to have widened very

Laymen as well as monies who were endowed

w i t h sufficient abilities might have enjoyed educational
opportunities provided by the royalty or nobility and
acquired m u c h learning*

Though these opportunities for

learning were no doubt not so extensive as to meet all
the requirements', the scholars begotten by that education
were highly advanced in the knowledge of the age in
w h i c h they lived*

Many woxlcs written during this time,

as we have shown, exhibit how widely extended the author *s
field of stxidy was and how well organised the educational
system w h ich led up to their formal recognition as
scholars*
The scholarship of this period produced a considerable
quantity of books which can be divided into two m ain
categories, namely works of exegetical or analytical
character in grammar and philosophy, and works of poetical
and creatiye activity*

1

Xt has been pointed out that

critical analysis was more px'ominent than creative literary
effort and may be considered a characteristic of the thought

1*

History of C e y l o n - (XJC), pV 588

of the period*

Among the subjects to w h ich many

scholars devoted their attention, Abhidhamma
grammar had a prominent place.

2

and

As we have seen above,

m u c h care was bestowed on the study of Abhidhamma by
the king Vijayabahn I*

Ho himself is said to have

translated the Phainmasanga n l , the first treatise of the
Abhidhamma pit a k a , into Sinhalese.

The Abhidhamma 11 ha sangaha

of Anuruddha which presumably falls within this period had
a great effect on a considerable number of siibsequent

3

works *

Two commentaries were written to this work in

Pali and a third in Sinhalese;
by Sariputta,

the latter was written

the great Pali sub-commentator.

To the

name of Anuruddha are also ascribed another two works on
Abhidhamma, viz * Namarttpapar ic cheda and Panama 11 ha v ini c ch ay a *
This series of compilations on the Abhidhamma reveals one
phase of the thought of the period that tended to philoso
phical analysis.

Another phase of the same thought can be

judged from the great enthusiasm showed by some distinguished

1.

O.H.Be A. Tfijesekara, Pali and Sanskrit in the
Polonnaruva Period, GHJ., IV,
p. 91 +
M a lala s e k a r a , o p . c i t ., p. 167*

3*

Xt is believed that this work (Abhidhainma11hasangaha )
was compiled before the accession of Paralcramabalm X*
^ ee Malalas e k a r a , op.cit ., x>. 168, and CHJ s, XV, p. 91*

k,

M a l alaselara, op.cit . , p. 1 6 9 *
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scholars for grammatical analysis#
Of* the grammatical works, the Moggallana Vyakarana
of* Moggallana

(elder) and the Balavabodhana of Kassapa

deserve special mention*

The first of these was

actually an attempt to start a new school of Pali grammar
in Ceylon*

U p to that time the Kaccayana Yyakarana

liad been in use among the scholars of M a h a v i h a r a »

It is

also pointed out that this grammar had been held in high
esteem by the Pali scholars of Ceylon from about the
seventh century*

1

Malalasekara merely says that the

Kaccayana Vyakarana came to be recognised in Ceylon as an
authority on Pali grammar somewhere between the century
after Buddhaghosa and the eleventh century*

2

It is certain

that the theories of Kaccayana grammar had been established
and expounded in varioxts treatises among the Theravadins
before Moggallana tried his hand at producing his new grammar.
However, Moggal l a n a *s work was able to w i n the attention of
many prominent scholars of the Polonnaruva period by
surpassing the older grammatical system of Kaccayana1*
Xt is likely that the inspiration to rindertake such a
task of recodifying Pali grammatical science came to
*

Moggallana from his intimate acquaintance with. Sanskrit ,

1.

O.H.De A V 1'fijesekara, C H J , IV',

2.

M alala s e k a r a , o p . c i t ., p. 18k.

3v

CHj; , IV, p. 921.

“ p. 92.
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grammatical authorities•

Nevertheless,

it seems

difficult to deny that the work as a whole is a result
of a new way of revolutionary thinking as against the
tradition or well established theories.
The Balavabodhana of Kassapa on the other liand, which
also was held in high esteem among the Sanskrit scholars
of Ceylon, resulted in popularising another grammatical
system, viz. the Candra schoolv

K a s s a p a fs work,

intended

as a n introduction to the Candra system, functions to this
day as a useful hand~book'*

It seems that the Candra system

had been in use among Ceylonese Sanskrit scholars in
parallel to the f a n i n i ~and Katantra schools.

Ratnasrijnana

or Ratnamati, a Mahayanist scholar who is said to have
lived somewhere about the tenth or eleventh century,* wrote a
commentary to the Candra called the Candragomi-vyakaranaVI

-I

panoikaV

—

Sarxputta, Kassapa*s most illustrious pupil,

is

said to have written a t ilea on this Pane ilea entitled
VI
wm • m
-'2
Pane ikalankara v
Similarly on the creative side', this pex’iod may be credited
with the production of a good number of literary works in
Sinhalese, Pali and Sanskrits

For the first time in the

history of surviving Sinhalese literature there emerged
M alalasekara, o p . c i t ., p. 168V
2 . .Abhidharmartha sangraha sannaya, ed . Panhamo 1 it i s sa (Ambalangoda, 1 9 2 6 } »* PV 2 5 7 ^

two poems, namely the SasadavataV and Muvadevdavata,
wh i c h were thoroughly influenced by Sanskrit poetics
during this timeV

The Amavatura and the Butsarana stand

as testimonies of contemporary Sinhalese prose*

This

period is also adorned with a number of poetical contri
butions by distinguished poets in Pali and Sanskrit like
Buddhappiya, V e d e h a , Anuruddha and such others', whom we
shall deal with in detail later on.
As is apparent from the preceding discussion’
,
monastic education during the Polonnaruva period was in
no way confined to religious studies.

The education in

whi c h Buddhism load been the central pivot must have
covered certain secular subjects and had a great effect
on society*

Undoubtedly this influence must have varied

in accordance with the support it received from the
royalty and the nobility*

Since the regimes of the great

m o n a r c h s , Vijayabaku X and Farakramabahu I, lavishly
patronized religious institutions w i t h munificent gifts,
the Education given in them flourished freely, and
resulted in great intellectual awakening during the
p e r i o d *1 X n this respect we may need to make an inquiry
into these religious institutions,' especially the x’d e
played by them in the educational f i e l d *1
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The Culavamsa

attests the existence of eight ay at a n a s

during this period*

It is said in the C u l a v a m s a 'tliat the

monies of eight ay a tanas
assembled

on

the

siicc ess or

to the throne.

served on the panel of judges, who

demise of Vijayabahu
1

I to select a

A later account in the

?
chapter alludes to eight inula viharasV*
—

same

—

The chronicle

refers to ayatanavasi in the account dealing w i t h the royal
pursuits of Parakramabahu I*

It records that the Icing built

mansions at Jetavana vihara in Polonnaruva each with three
3
storeys for the monies of eight ayat ana s '.

Tlie term

ayatana in this c o n n e x i o n is used as equivalent to mula,
mula * m u l a - v i h a r a , ay a tan , mulu^ayat an and^
-5
sense of institution*

sauiuha in the

Though the sources refer to the

eight ayatanas V none of them either enumerates them by
name or gives details of their particular functions and
individual significance within the nikayas:*

However,

in the sources xve find nine names of such ay a tanas which
—
6
read as j the Selantara-samuha *
*

- —
-7
the Kappura-mulayatana,
mmm>
ii«
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1*

Cv * chv 61, w *

1-4 •

2.
3.

Cv. ch.- 78V
Cv. ch. ?8 , v.

kv

Fu javaliyaV ed * Medhahkara •' (Colombo , 193^) V ch*3^ V P .23 *

5.

R.A.L.H. GunawardhanaV The History of the Buddhist Sangha,
unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of London, 1 9 ^ 5 Vp.4l5

59*
35*

6.

Cv * ch. 57V v . 3 7 .

7V

CvV ch. 6 0 , v V

83 V

,.1
»
«
2
«
q
the U t t a r o m u l a . the Vah a - d i p a . the Mahane11ad±padika.
,-4
...5
~
6
the PalcMiln a . the S enapatira.ia . the S a r o ^ a m a ~samuha

and the Pancaparivena-samuha.7
ft

On the matter of the

enrun ©ration of1 the eight ay a tanas'# all the scholars are
not of the same o p i n i o n .Many of* them incline to exclude
the Paficaparivona-samuha fr0m the ootad of a y a t a n a s ,8 The
latter occurs in the Culavamsa for the first time in the
.u J1

L

account of the prince Paralaramabahu V

According to the

chron icle, w h e n the prince reached Saraggama his uncle
Kittissirimegha sent the great sage Abhaya of the
Pancaparivena to persuade the prince to come back to the
.9
capital.

«,
Another reference to that ayatana can be found
—

—10

in the Bhe sajjaman ju sa

—

m

and the S ilckhapa da v a 1 a n iana

are ascribed to the Bambadeni period;

11

which

The author of these

A

works is described as the head of the Pancaparivena-samuha«
IV
2.

CvV eh® 57 V v#:2 0 ".
CvV ch. 4 8 ‘, v V 65 •

3.

C v V ch. 48, v V 2 *

4V
5V
6•
7*
8V
9.
10*
11.

OX* ohv 42', v v ,14.
CvV chV 5 1 V v ‘
v 88V
A b hidhanappadipika« ed . ¥askaduve SubhutiV (Colombo ,19©%)
ColophonV v V 8V
CvV chV 6 7 # vV* 6lV
Y * Dhammavisuddhi, Buddhist Sangha in C e y l o n , unpublished
Ph.D. tlaesis, University of London, 197®, pV 9^*
CvV1 chV 6 7 , w V 59-61V
Bhe sa .i.1a Man.ins a f. with SamtejK.D V Kulat ialak&. (Nugegoda,
1962X 1 Colophon, p. 8 7 2 *
Sikkhapadava 1 a n j a n ^ , £d-. ¥• Pannamnd^ (ColomboV 1 9 0 7 )*

It is difficult to find any reference to this ayatana
in the Anuradhapura period*

Likewise the history of the

Sarogama-samulia also does not go back to the Anuradhapura
period*

Hence we agree w i t h Dhanimavi suddh i w hen he

suggests that the Vilgammula (Sarogama) and the Pancapar ivena
e
1
mula had originated during the Polonnaruva period*
Direct
—

or indirect mentions of the other ayatanas

can be traced in

the sources of the Anuradhapura periodV
Of these ayatanas the Kappura-mulayatana^ the Uttaromala, the Vahadipa and Mahanettadipadika are considered to
P

have belonged to the Abhayagiri fratexuaity* ~

In an

inscription ascribed to Mahinda XV (956-972) which is
located within the px’ecincts of the Abhayagiri monastery,
the four m u l a s of the monastery are compared to four divine
abodes*^

Tho u g h the inscription does not furnish us w i t h

the names of the m u l a s it reveals definitely that the
Abhayagiri fraternity contained four institutions

(sat a r m u l )V

The Dakkhina and Senapatiraja mulas are said to have belonged
to the 3 a gal ilex or Jetavana fraternity*

The S e lant ara - samulia

w hioh is considered the most senior institution according
I V Y • Dhammavisuddhi , opveit », pV 114 *
2 V M. V i m a l a k i t t i t Sasanavamsapradipaya 7
pp. 117-119.
3-^"S§> 'XV (London, 1912), p V 218.
4 V /Sasanavamsapradipaya« pV 129 *

(Colombo, 195^* )V

—

—

—

to the Culavamsa» possibly belonged to the Mahavihara*

1

Of these ay a tanas the Daldchina and Vahadipalca seem not
to be mentioned in our sources after the Anuradhapura
period.

Nor is the Kappura-mulayatana referred to after

the time of Vijayabahu X.

Xt occurs for the last time

in the Culavamsa in the account of Vijayabahu X*
Yasodhara, the k i n g fs daughter,' was reported to have built
—

—

2

a large image house for the mulaya t a n a .

This institution,

w hich developed on the basis of the Mahakapara pirivena
built by Dathopatissa

(6^2-651), appears to have

flourished during the latter part of the Anuradhapura
period by attracting the indulgence of a considerable
number of patrons *

However , it is not clear from our

sources why this institution does not occur by name after
the time of Vijayabahu IV
Though some ayatanas like Dalckhina and Vahadipalca are
not referred to by their names at this time, it is evident
from the sources that there existed eight ayatanas till
the end of the twelfth centuryV

From the available data

it is difficult to decide which ayatanas that had existed
until then completed the octed.
IV

Nevertheless,

it does

P.B. Sannas g a l a , Simhala-Sahitya-Yamsaya. (Colombo, 1961}
p. 295 S V Paranavitana suggested that this ayatana
belonged to the Abhayagiri nikaya (History of CeylonV XJC,
XX', pV 56Sy R.AVL.H. Gunawardhana who denied
P aranavitanafs suggest ion, argues that there is no
evidence at all on the sectarian affiliations of this
fraternity , op.cit V. p. W ? V

CVV chV6oV vVS*fV

not seem plausible to surmise that there were only six
or seven ayatanas in all during this period and that
w h e n speaking of ayatanas as a group it was customary
to m ention the group of eight as it was a usage of long
standing.

1

Ho reason arises for any doubt about the

—
— —2
- — 3
terms atthayatanavasi and atthapasade
occurring in
the chronicle.’ The second of these terms directly refers
to eight mansions probably built separately for the heads
of each institution and actually visible to the axvthor
of the chronicle.

It is likely that the mansions were

built for monks of the eight ayatanas in the new city
w h e n the kingdom moved its seat from one place to another
Accordingly,

in spite of the lack of evidence we can feel

confident of the existence of eight ayatanas during the
period*
I n this connexion it seems necessary to deal in more
detail with these institutions which'played an important
role in the field of education during the time*

Since

Gunawardhana and Dhammavisuddhi have discussed many
historical facts connected with these institutions we do

1*

Y* Dhammavisuddhi» o p . c i t »t p. 115 *

2V

Cv*

ch* 61V v* 1*
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not need to repeat them*

Our attempt is to make a survey

of the services rendered by these institutions to the
process of intellectual, or, more precisely, literary
pursuits*

¥e shall begin our discussion from the

Selantara-samuha which enjoys a longer history than the
other ayatanasV

According to the chronicle, the origin

—
1
of the ayatana may be dated from the seventh century*
But the first direct reference to the ayatana appears from
the reign of Vijayabahu XV

The chronicle says that

Tasodhara, the k i n g !s daughter, erected a mansion for this
«
2
ayatana»

The Selantara-samulia» as suggested by

Gunawardhana* seems to be located in Rohana*

3

Xt is

recorded in the Culavamsa that the sage Nanda of the
Selantara-samuha led the monies of all three nikayas in
Rohana to take part in the deliberations leading to the
-4
vinification of the sangha *
*

F rom this evidence it is clear that the Selantarasamulia was held in high esteem by all the monks of
Rohaija, without sectarian discrimination*

There is no

doubt that the ayatana must have been accepted by all
IV

Bathopatissa (642-651) is mentioned as the founder
of this institution, see Cvv chV 57* vy* 31-37*

2V

Cv*

3*

R*A*h*H* Gunawardhana,

4V

Cv .

elf. do, W

84 *

ch* 78* v v lO*

op.cit*, p. 445*
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the monies in Hohana not only as a religious centre but also
as an educational institution.

Otherwise, NandaTs

leadership would have been refused by others*

No evidence

is available from our sources which shows the scholarship
or any other literary activities of Nanda, but he was
undoubtedly a scholarly monk:*

A mention of another monk

of great learning of the same institution called Sila
occurs in contemporary literature*

Sangharakkhita, who

succeeded Sariputta Sangharaja, mentions in the Vuttodaya*
the only work on prosody in Pali, that his teacher was the
thera Sila of the Selantarayatana*^

He states in the

colophon that he wrote the book under the inspiration gained
from his teacher*

The term *Belantarayatanavasikaf which

means dwelling in the Selantarayatana denotes nothing
specifically concerning any office in the ayatana held
by him*

But, if we consider the term to denote the

head of the ayatana., then it would not be unreasonable to
surmiso that Sila was the successor of thera Nanda whom
we have already referred to*

No doubt, as is revealed

by the colophon, the thera Sila must have been a well

?

learned teacher, specially well versed in prosody*'

Vuttodaya, ed* B* Jinananda ' (Patna, i 9 6 0 }, Colophon*
2’
*

y enant a tant arat analcaramant hanena
manthavalollasitananavarena laddha
saramatatisukhita sukhayanticanne
te me jayantu guravo guravo gunohi, Vuttodaya* Colophon,

Probably Sangharakkhita stcidied prosody from him*

As there

is a lack of sufficient evidence, it is difficult to infer
whether he was the teacher who had introduced him to the
Order, or the one who taught him prosody*

Sangharaldch.ita

elsewhere describes as his teacher the distinguished
Sangharaia Sariputta whom he mentions in his works with
great respect *

Xf the sage Sila was also the teacher who

introduced Sangharakkhita to the Order then Sangharakkhita1s
relation with the Selantarayatana would be clear*

And since

the name of Sariputta has been mentioned as a teacher of
Sangharakkhita, it is not unjustifiable to surmise that
there was some sort of fraternal relationship between
Sariputta and the contemporaneous Sila*

Xf this was so,

the importance of the role played by the Selantarayatana
would certainly be groat•
The Uttara-mula is also considered as one of the most
important institutions, for it had been vested with the
charge of the Bowl and Tooth Relics5* The ayatana, which
had close relations with royalty from the very beginning,
played its pax*t very successfully not only as a religious
centre but also as an effective body of learning.

The

great sage Moggallana, who is described in the Velaikkara
inscription as a man of good conduct and behaviour, versed
in the sastras and a&amas in addition to being the royal
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preceptor,

1

—

was the head of the ayatana at the time when

it was inscribed*

The term vyarini used as an epithet
n ifc—
■♦*—
»i

ic n *

2

in the inscription denotes that the thera was a grammarian #1
Wickremasinghe identifies him with the hierarch Moggallana,

the author of the Moggallana-Vyalcarana who lived during the
»

—

—

...

reign of Parakramabahu I#

3

jDhamraavisuddhi who argues that

Mugalan of the Velaikkara inscription was not identical
with the author of the Moggallana-Vyakarana has pointed out
that the latter is not known to have held the office of
k

-

head of the Uttara-mula #-

Piyadassi, the author of the

Padasadhana* who described himself as a pupil of Moggallana,
the author of Vyakarana* mentions that his teacher dwelt in
-c

Anuradhapura#

5

The Culavamsa
*■

•

M

also refers to a Moggallana

who was said to have led the monks of Yuvarajurattha to the
••

—

6

council summoned by Parakramabahu X*:

The identity of

these three Moggallanas is still a matter of conjecture#
However, if the author of the MoggaHanaVyakarana belonged

1*
2 •'
3V

K2.‘,VolV XlV (London ,19 2 8 ),no *?

k O f p; 25^ #

The Tamil word forgrammarian is 1veiyakaranin* ♦
Tamil Lexicon# VX , Madras , 193^-» p‘# 3 8 5 6 *

See

Jgz£ xi,jp‘249#

k #: Y * Dhammavisuddlii, op * oit#, p'# IQk •
5*

6 *^

Padasadhana with sanne, ed* Dhammananda (Colombo ,1932}
Colophon#
Cv# chv 78 V v# 9 #
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to the Uttara-mula then it will provide, us w ith important
evidence to distinguish the service rendered by this
institution*

If so, it is not unreasonable to describe

this ayatana as a n institution which paved a new way ot .
thought*5 As we have mentioned elsewhere the Moggallana
Vyakarana started a new school of* Pali grammar*
upasthavira

The

(the s e c o n d 'thera in rank) named Anuruddha
/

to whose axithorship is credited the Anuruddha- Sat aka * a
eulogy of the Buddha written in Sanskrit,

can also be

1
introduced as a notable product of the U t t a r a - m u l a *
The Mahane11adipadika of which the history goes back'
to the time of Aggabodhi (718-72*0 also played an active
part in religious and 'literary fields in and after the
Polonnaruva period*

This institution is referred to as

mula in the Pu.javaliya of Mayurapada .Buddhaputra which
was compiled in the x'eign of Parakramabahu XX

(1236-1270 )*

The authox' speaks of Vijayabahu XXX (1232-1236) as having
built a monastery on the top of the Vatagiri rock for the
mahasthavira of the Malianetpa-mula ♦

Further', the

mentions that a monk who benefited from the munificence
JT
of the king, Sumangala of the Mahanetp^niula, was a co-pupil
«

1*

Anuruddha-Sat akaya t ed * D*A'*S7* Batuvantudave "(Colombo, 18 79 ) *
v'»- 101.
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of the author and that the author had learned the Dliamma
from him,

1

— —
Sumangala occurring in the Pujavaliya is

identified wit h the author of the A h h 1dhammattha"Vibhavini
2
who has described himself as a pupil of Sarijautta*

To his

aiithorship is also credited the Abhidhamma11ha-vikasi n i ,
the commentary on the Abhidhammavatara of Buddhadcitta *
In the Vinayasarattha-dipani which is said to have been
written by Vacissara,

one of the distinguished pupils

of So,riputta? a thera Sumangala has been mentioned as one
of the monks who invited him to do the task.
to this he was a forest dwelling monk.

3

According

Though there is

not any direct reforence to his fraternity it is not
unreasonable to identify this Sumangala w i t h the monk
of the same name in the P u j a v a l i y a ,

In the light of this

disciission we may infer that the Malianetp^4rala also
rendered a n important service in the development of
religious and literary activities during this period*
A reference to the Sarogama-samuha, which flourished
in tho time of Parakramabahu I, is found in the colophon

1.

P u tjaval iya t ed * Medhankara

(Colombo $1932 )» ch*3^> p„1^0„

2*

A#P* Buddhadatta, Theravadxbauddhacaryayo

(Colombo,1 9 6 0 ),

p p « 97“’!QO; Abhidhammaltlia —vibhavinx » ed , D* P a m m s a r a &
P * Vimaladhamma (C o l o m b o ,1933)» P * 158 *
3*

A*P* Bu d d h a d a t t a , Pali Sahityaya

(Colombo,1956)*

p,288*
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of the Abhidanappad.Tpi.ka« a Pali lexicon compiled perhaps
not long alter the death of Parakramabahu 1. The author
n a m e d Moggallana describes himself4 as h a v i n g lived in the
Sarogama-samuha of4 Jetavana at Polonnaruva*

Further he

mentions that he was b enefited by the munificence of4
Parakramabahu I* M oggallana who figures in the Abhidhana—
_
1
ppadxpika was different from the grammarian Moggallana.
As there is lack of evidence,

it is difficult to g'ive

more details about the author* No reference other than
this to the activities performed by this institution
during the period is available from our sources,

though

this ayatana became later on one of the most eminent
institutions in the field of religious and literary activity*
We have seen that no evidence me n t i o n i n g some
aya tanas by their names,

such as the Dakkhina,

and the Senapatiraja during the period,
sources. However,

is available in our

we find a reference to a special term,

Viyatimt-ata-ganaya,

which shows some relationship with the

institutions mentioned above,
•

the Vahadxpa

and the N i k a y a s a n g r a h a y a *

1

-

in the Dalada-Pujavaliya

2

It is recorded in these twp

1. Malalasekara, op * cit * * p. 179*
2. Dalada-Pujavaliya, ed. T.Sugatapala
3* Nikayasaftgrahaya, Ceylon Govt,

( C olombo,1929)*P* 49 *

edition,

190?» P*
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texts while dealing w ith the royal activities of Parakrama
bahu X* that the king had appointed the Yiyatpat-ata-ganaya*
The term Viyatpat -ata-ganaya in the texts may signify the
eight corporations of those who had scholarly attainments
or a group of eight learned men who attended on the king
at his court*

2

-

Viyatna occurring in the same texts was

probably the representative of these colleges*
As we have seen in the above discussion, the
educational system during the reign of Parakramabahu X
reached a climax under the patronage of royalty.

The

hierarch Sariputta and his contemporaries praised highly
the king*s patronage of literary activity.

The scholarship

which benefited from the munificence of the monarch was held
in high esteem.

Many facilities were provided for those

who engaged in literary activity1#

Among the buildings

erected by the king in the new city, two libraries are
also mentioned*

He is also known to have repaired one
.,- 5

hundred and twentyeight temple libraries1#

These

libraries were aao doubt filled with various works both
1.

History of

Ceylon (UC),

2*

R.A.L.H* Gunawardhana, o p . c i t ., p. 4 6l *

3*

Histoiy

4*

Cvv ch*

5v

Cv* ch. 74, V. 80.

p. 5^1*

of Cey l o n ^(UC}, p.
v. 37*
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religious and secular , and were not only', for monks but
also for laymen who were interested in advanced learning*
The king, who himself received a very liberal education,
is said to have encouraged learning among officials in
order to ensure better standards*

Xt is also recorded that

special endeavours were made by the king to increase the
\ Hi

number of people versed in foreign dialects

with the

ideas of facilitating espionage in the various parts of
the Island and perhaps even outside the country*

2

Viyatpat-ata-ganaya and the Viyatna in the above reference
probably imply some sort of well-organised ediication which
was implemented throughout the country*

The learning

programme which was finally subject to royal consent must
have been arranged by the Viyatna with the assistance of
his colleagues*
Tho u g h the king himself was described as a great
scholar he was not credited witla the authorship of any
work*

3

As evidenced by the building activities described

lv

Xbid *, ch. 6k f w .

2 ‘.

Sirima Wilcramasinghe, The Age of Parakramabahu X 8
Unpubiished Ph.D. t h e s i s , University of X»ondon,1958,p.281*

3v

According to Munldasa Kumaratunga» the Kavsilumina was
written by Parakramabahu X* See Kavsilurain:!/ PelagasmaV
edv M* Kumar a tunga
(Colombo, 1 9k 5 ) , Xht r o due t ion1*

22-23 .
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in the chronicle,

in which two chapters are devoted to

that purpose, the monarch was no doubt a great connoisseur.
Asssuggested by Paranavitana, the lofty Lankatilalca, the
Tivanka image-house with its walls adorned w i t h paintings,
the impressive rock-cut images at the Galvihara, that
Xooetry in stone, the lotus bath, the less romantic SilaXiokkharani and the Audience Hall within his palace attest
to the k i n g fs grand conceptions and good tastes in art and
architecture*

1

Xn addition to the great achievements of

art and architecture a remarkable inrogress ±n irrigation
exhibits another achievement of the intellectual awakening
of the age#

The vast tanlcs like the 3?arakrama-samudra,

whi c h perhaps was the most remarkable achievement of the
ancient irrigation, display the wide spread of scientific
knowledge in the nation#
a time of renaissance,

There is no doubt that in such

intellectual activities had immense

effects @.n the literary field#
H o w e v e r ’, the facilities for learning established
during Parakramabahu*s long reign of peace and prosperity
did not continue for long after his death#

His successor,

Vijayabahu XX (1186-1187 ) whose reign did not last for
more than one year had no time to introduce any new

1.

S# Paranavitana’
, Art and Architecture of C e y l o n ,
P* 23.

V

7

7i
arrangement for the development of literary activity,
According to the Culavamsa he was a great poet
and a scholar*

who himself* composed a Sandesa

(kaviss a r a )
(message)

in Pali* that was meant to be sent to the Icing of* Arimaddana
-2
in Burma*

All his literary and religious activities were

interrupted w h e n he was assassinated by Mahinda w ith the
help of* a cow-girl named Dipani*

Hissanlcamalla (1187-1196),

’k*10 hParaja of* Vijayabahu XX, assassinated Mahinda and
ascended to the throne; his brief* reign of* nine years did
him great credit in architectural achievements1.

Though he

was also a monarch who loved tours de f o r c e , in art and
architecture, as evidenced by the Nissanlcalatamai^apaya',
Galpota and certain other remains in the precincts of* the
old Dalada-maluva
in Polonnaruva,’ we know nothing of* his
•
•
activities in. the literary fields
■•

’

1

/t *
The death of* Nissankamalla was followed by decades of*

internecine warfare and foreign invasion during which the
military leadex's wielded actual power*

1 ;*

The queen Lilavati

The ICavsilumina is attributed to the authorship of this
I li

r

f

I*

Icing by the celebrated scholar ¥alivitiye Sorata, who
edited this famous ornate poem*
See Ifavsilumina
Kalpalata Vyalchya (Colombo, 19^*6), Introduction, p* 3TT,
2'*

Cv* ch* 8 0 v*6*

3.

Cv* ch* 80, V* 15*
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/ /

*

who succeeded Nissankamalla ascended tlie throne three
times intermittently by the support of military leaders*'
She and her prime ministers, Kitti and Parakrama, are
highly praised as sxipporters of religioxis activities.
The Sasadavata which was written in her first reign
(H97-120G)

speaks of her and Kitti*s generosity and

patronage towards literary activity by w h i c h the author
himself was encouraged in his task*

2

D u r i n g these times

w h e n the rulers were outshone by the military leaders
there was neither stability of the state nor any note
worthy advance in religious and cultural fields, but it
was possible to protect and maintain former traditions
and some institutions.

In the light of this discussion,'

we may be permitted to conclude that the intellectxial
awakening dux'ing the period from the accession of
Vijayabahu I until the end of the twelfth century,' paved
the w a y for a renaissance which affected the social,
spiritual and cultural life of the people,' though it was
interrupted for a time by some civil discord1*

1.

Sasadavata * ed* A* Dhammapala r (Valitara, 193^-)» w * l l - l 4 *
Dhthavamsa , ed * H. Silalankara V (Alutgaina,IQl^ ) , w y 4-9 V

^ * Sasadavata',. v * 14 *
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CHAPTER XI

ON SCHOLARS AMD THEIR WORKS

The period which includes the two x’egimes of
Vijayabahu X and Parakramabahu X can be regarded as an
age of renaissance in the history of Ceylon*

The

country itself reached its summit in peace and prosperity
under the unsurpassed rule of these glorious kings, and
at the same time literature and ax’t received m u c h care
and patx-onage from the royalt}?-, tlxe nobility and the
Buddhist church.

T h o u g h we have already discussed the

role played by them in the process of x’eligious and
cultural revival,

it is desirable to discuss in detail

the services rendered by the celebrated scholars whose
names deserve the respectful commemoration of the
nation*

The Elder Kassapa of TJdumbaragiri who was the
most senior monk and a distinguished scholar in the reign
of Parakramabahu X, was one of the outstanding figures of
the age*

He was not only a man of letter's but also a

m a n of good conduct and behaviour whose leadership was
beyond question among the dissenting groups too when he
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was appointed the liead of* the council of Elders
summoned by the king*

It is mentioned that the

Parakramabahu Ka t ileavat a in the Galvihara inscription
at Poloimaruva was written under the supervision of
the hierarch Kassapa, who was specially pro lie lent in
ecclesiastical law*

He is reputed to be the author

of a Sinhalese s a m e V a verbal paraphrase,

to the

Samantapasadika of Buddhaghosa, a w o r k w h ich is no
longer extant'.

1

To his authorship also are credited

three other works in Pali, namely a Forana Tlka on

v

1•

the Abhidhamma11hasangahaV Buddhavamsa and the Anagata
2
vamsa »

His scholarship in Sanskrit too is well known

and inspired enthusiasm fox’ Sanskrit studies in many
intellectual circles dttring this period. The BalavabodhanaV
a grammar in Sanskrit on the line of the Candravyakarana*
r

was written by him.

" "r

"

11

•

Due to its brevity and simplicity

this grammar was popular among students of Sanskrit and
played the same role as did the BalavataraV a Pali
grammar on the ICaccayana~vyakarana, among the beginners
in Pali grammar#

1.

His erudition as an expert in the

Malalasekara’
, op. c i t .» p# 17<I*
I b i d .t p. 179*
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Vinayapitaka and his leadership as the head of the
saiigba (sanghapitxi^ were praised by his distinguished
1
puprls *

Thouglx his skill in scholai'ly activities

produced widespread results in the subsequent periods ,
unfortunately it is difficult to assess the services
rendered by him in the development of Sinhalese
literature as his only w o r k in Sinhalese', the paraphrase
of the Samantapasadika* is no longer extant *
There was another learned tliera named Kassapa whom
—
—
2
the Sasanavamsadipa calls a poet of the Cola countr y ,

who lived at tlxe same time as tlie Elder Kassaioa or soon
after his deatlr*

He is reputed to have written a commen

tary on the Abhidhamma pit a k a » called Ho ha vi c che dan i * and
a sub-commentary on the SamantapasadA.ika* the Vimativinodan!*

He is described as an orator and a m o n k of good

-

conduct who was respected in the Cola country.

3

Though

he was well known as a poet not a single one of his
poetical works is now in existence*
...

lv

■

■ ■ —■»«P.|—M« ■— ■ » ■'I.H W-

Saratthadxpanar* edV B'*Devarakkhita (Colombo,191*t )V
w * 3 - 5 , pvl*

2 •> Acariya ¥imalasaraV Sasanavamsadipa
v :
«2G4 y
3V

(Colombo,1881),

Mohav icchedani (PTS), ed*A#P* Buddhadatta,

& IC*A;*¥ader

(XvondonVl9^l) * pp*359~360*
A3.so see Buddhadatta, Theravadx-bauddha caryayo
(Ambalamgoda,19^0)', p*105.

Ananda
It is mentioned in the Nikayasangraiiaya that
there were two Anandas among scholars who played a
prominent role in the religious and literary fields in
the time between the tenth and the twelfth centuries*
But, according to the available data, there were four
Anandas who flourished during this period or somewhat
-1
later*

Certain attempts have been made by some Pali

scholars to identify them*

A.P. Buddhadatta lias pointed

oxit that AnandaV the author of the Kulatilca to whom is
attributed the teachership of Buddhappiya and Vedeha,
was different from the monk of the same name who lived
—
2
in the reign of Parakramabahii II (1236-1270) •

Further ,

he maintains that the latter, who was the pupil of
Medha&kara of Udutnbaragiri, was the author of
3
Padasadhanasanne *
According’ to Saddhatissa there
«

were four Anandas', namely, the author of the M u lati k a ,
the autliox’ of the Saddhamnio pay ana * the teacher of
Buddhappiya and Vedeha and the author of the Padasadhana
sanne V

As he pointed out, the first Ananda who was the

lv

XJpas aka .janalankara V ed V H ;* Saddhatissa, \
j
(l#ondon,1965 )V Introduction, p *28;
Nikayasangrahaya refers to two scholars by the same
name fAnanda* * See Nikityasangrahaya* p*21.

2*

A *P* Buddhadatta , Theravadi Bauddhacaryayo * pY 69'*

3*

Ibid .,- pp. 7^-75.

teacher of Bhammapala, the author of* the Visuddhimagga
Tlka, lived, in tlae tenth century, and was most likely
the author of* the Mulatikav

The

second Ananda was the

author of* the SaddhammopayanaV a Pali poem written lor
the elucidation of* certain ethical topics of the dhammaV
The Saddhammo payana Sanne also was written by one who is
called AnandaV

The third Ananda was the teacher of*

Buddhappiya and Vedeha while the fourth was the author
of the Padasadhana Sanne ^
The second Ananda, the author of the Saddhammopa—
yanaV is said to have belonged to the Abhayagiri
fraternity.

As is apparent from the Sinhalese verbal

paraphrase he held a title, Abhayagirikavicakravarti
p

(monarch of the poets of the Abhayagiri circle) *

The

title itself implies that the author of the Saddhammo pa y a m was a leading monk of the Abhayagiri monastery.
Since the Abhayagiri Vihara seceded from the Mahavihara
in.the first century B.C.^and remained as a separate
fraternity until the unification of the sasana in the
reign of Parakrainabahu X, this Ananda no doubt differs
from the first Ananda, who belonged to the Mahavihara
school*

The third Ananda, the teacher of Buddhappiya

Dipankara and Vedeha', according to Saddhatissa was the
l v TJpasaka.ja.nalankara» Introduction, pp. 29—31'«
2*

Saddhammopayana with sanneV o d « IC.Ratanasara
(Colombo,1 9 1 1 )*
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most probable author of the Upas aka jana 1 anlcara a
whereas Buddhadatta attributes its authorship to the
—
—
.p
later Ananda, the author of the Fadasadhana S a n n e .~
Ue agree w i t h Saddhatissa when he reaches the conclusion
that the fourth Ananda, the author of Fadasadhana Sanne
who lived in the Dambadeni period, was not the teacher
of Buddkapriya and Vedeha*

3

As he has pointed out

Piyadassi, the teacher of the fourth Ananda,

criticised

4
the Kupasiddhi of Buddhapiya in his Pad a sa d h a n a »

Apart

from this, it is justifiable to suppose that the teacher
of Buddhappiya and the author of the Pa da aadhana Sanne
belonged to two x’ival schools of Pali grammar, the
Kaccayana and the Moggallana.

However,

this Ananda,

the teacher of Buddhappiya and Vedeha, seems to have
been outstanding figure during this time#

He was

e^L^.ogised with great respect by both his pupils *
Buddhappiya describes his teacher as a banner to Ceylon
and the jewel of the forest'#

6

This Anandahs greatness

1*

Upasaka janala&kara, p v 33 *

2v

AVF* Buddhadatta, Pali Sahit5raya (Colombo,1 9 6 6 )jp .448 *

3♦

Upasaka janalanlcara , pv 34 V:

4#

.Padasadhana with S a n n e » edV Dhammananda
P *67 .

5V

K u p a s i d d h i , ed* K* Pannasekhara

6*

Pajjainadhn, ed* H. Bevamitra

(Colombo,1 9 3 2 )V

(Colombo,1964), p,3XX.

(Colombo,1887 )9 Colophon*
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has also been extolled by his other pupil, Vedeha
in his Rasavahini and Samantakutavannana »
eulogised in-the Samant akutavannana,

As is

Ananda was a

great poet',‘ (Mahakavi), a distinguished scholar who
crossed the ocean of sastras (satt hasagaraparago) and
was as well known in the world as the sun in the sky *~
It is worthy of note that the Ananda who is described
in Sundaramahadevi*s inscription as a great dignitary
of the sasana in Ceylon, has been identified with this
Ananda#

2

In the inscription he is eulogised as a

banner raised aloft in the land of banka and he is said
to have been instrumental in the establishment of the
sasana among the Colas,

It has been suggested that 'this

Ananda had some conne.^ion
with the monks of Tambarattha*
w
« *
'3

the Malay Peninsula*

It is evident from all this’,

that this Ananda, the jewel of the forest, was a leading
monk of the Theravadins somewhere around the twelfth
c entury *
.Though he has been described as a great poet in
the Bamantakutavanna n a * there no longer exists even a
single poetical work composed by him*

lv

Samantakutavannana

(PTS), ed* C,E. Godaleumbura

(Load on ,1958 )f *pV ‘75 *
History of Ceylon (UC), p'» 5 6 5 •
3.

EZ.

But the

Vol. XV, pp. 71-72.
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Upasakajana 1a n k a r a * a descriptive w o r k in prose dealing
w i t h the Buddha*s teachings Tor laymen,
hxm by some scholars*

1

is assigned to

As is pointed out by Saddhatissa

it is an exegetical treatise in nine chapters dealing
with the following subjects:
(2) mor a l i t i e s ,

(X) three refuges,

(3) ascetic practices',' (**•) livelihood,

(5) ten domains of skillful deeds,
(7) mundane happiness',

(6) harmful actions,

(8) s u p e r m u n d a n e happiness, and

(9 ) accomplishment of meritorious results'*

As this

list itself suggests, the Upasakajana 1 ailkara is not
pur£>orted to be a work of literary merit*

The purpose

of the w o r k is to illustrate Buddhist px’ecepts and
practices for the benefit of laymen*

This treatise

shows the tx’end towards the composition of religioxis
works of a simple character for the common devotees*
This trend can also be seen clearly in such a didactic
w o r k as the Saddhammo payana of Snanda,
kavicakravarti1*

styled Abhayagiri-

Xt is mentioned in the prologue that

the w o r k was composed in order’ to be sent as a gift to
3

Buddhasoma, an intimate fellow~monk of the author1/

1*

Upasakajanalankara, Introduction, p* 3 3

2*

Xbid ♦, Introduction, p# 1#

3*

Saddhammo pay a n a »

w#3,

6l6.
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It Is believed that this w ork was w ritten to dissuade
his friend from reverting to the lay life*

1

The work

containing nineteen chapters, all in verse, deals w ith
such subjects as the difficulties of obtaining birth
as a human being, the tendency to commit sin and the
severe penalty attending acts of evil, the misery of
existence as a preta or as a lower animal, the
advantages of being righteous and the good results
it brings *

The

entire subject matter of the

Saddhammo payana has been divided into two parts by
B.C. Law, namely, the dangers or disadvantages of
things immoral and the rewards or advantages of things
moral*

2

Though the views of the author are not in

any way new, the manner of treatment of each topic by
w h i c h he was able to reach.the heart of the devotee,
is masterly*

Buddhappiya and Vedeha
Both Buddhappiya and Vedeha, the celebrated
pupils of Vanaratana Ananda, occupy a prominent place
in the field of literary and classical Pali studies*
From the available data we are not qiiite able to fix
the time in xdiich they flourished.

1.

Upasakaja n a l a n k a r a ,

2\

B*G* Law,' A History of Pali literature
VoT* II, P# 626.

•,

Since the name of

*0,', Introduction,’ p* 3 2
(London, 1933)»
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Buddhappiya is quoted in the Vimativinodani of Coliya
Kassapa

1

—

and the Badasadhana of* Pi^adassi,

2

both

probably lived during the reign of Parakramabahu X
or a little later, and we cannot accept M a l a lasekar a *s
v i e w w h ich assigns Buddhappiya and Vedeha to the
Dambadertti period*

It is

still not clear from our

sources whether the Btiddhappiya x*eferred to in the
~
*
£{■
Sarasaaagaha of Siddhattha who introduces himself as
the last pupil of Buddhappiya, the incumbent of
Dalddhiiaara m a , and the Buddhappiya who himself claims
the pupilage of Ananda, were one and the same.

It

may be noteworthy that there were two Dakldiinaramas
*

w h i ch were located in separate places', one in
Anuradhapura and the other in Polonnaruva.

The latter

was built by Parakramabahu X in the vicinity of his
new city*

Xf this was the monastery where Buddhappiya

lived,' as some scholars have already pointed out', the
date at which he flourished may fall within the x’eign
-

-

-5

of Parakramabahu the Great *
1*

Vimat ivinodani, ed . B .Dhammadhara-tissa
p .IQ O'.

(Colombo,1935)»

2♦

Badasadhana w i t h sanne', ed * Dharmananda
P • ^7*
Pali Literature of CeylonV p. 220*

(Co 1 o mb o ,1932)’
,

3*
4*

5*

Saras a n g a h a * (a palm-leaf manuscript which is in the
possession of Dr .Saddhatissa', London Buddhist Vihara}
Colophon*
Also see Pali— sahityaya, p .280.
Pa.j.jamadhu* ed. H.Devarakldiita (Colombo ,188 7),
Xnt r oduct ion,'p ‘*1.
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The Ru p a s i d d h i , the well known Pali grammar of
Buddhappiya based on the Kaccayana system, was composed
while the author was residing in two monasteries
— —
—
1
including Baladitya in the Cola country*
Tlainp of* the Tamil country*

The epithet

(damilavasumatidipa) in the
*'
*---------------

colophon of* the Rupasiddhi and the word Coliya which is
often used before his name, suggest that the author was
a native of the Tamil country.

2

He may have been

persuaded to come over from the Cola country for the
re-establishment of the sasana activities in Ceylon
as he had achieved eminence in both countries by virtue
of his special abilities.
The work, written to elucidate and confirm
grammatical methods introduced by the Kaccayana, was
held in high esteem among the Pali scholars who
belonged to the Kaccayana school in Ceylon as well as
in B^■trmaV

A tika
v

on it assigned to Buddhappiya himself

and an old Sinhalese paraphrase written by an anonymous
author are in existenceV

The latter was in frequent use

in traditional Pali institutions in Ceylon.
Buddhappiya1s other workV the Paj .jamadhu , is a
clever Pali composition of one hundred euid four stanzas

1.

R upasiddhi, ed. K.Pannasekhra (Colombo,196^), p.311*

2.

T he Pali Litex’ature of Cey l o n , p.220*

■wxitten in praise of the Buddha*

The poem is composed

1x1 s&taka style, though not called so, and is the fix'st
composition of this category written in Ceylonv

The

l a n g u a g e , the manner of description and the other
poetical devices applied throughout the w o r k display
the influence of Sanskrit poetics and Sanskrit
devotional litex’ature as well*

It extols the beauties

of the Buddha* s person from the nails of his toes to
the halo round his head

(ketumala)V the perfections

(pa ramita) and unfathomable wisdom of the Buddha,
the Sangha and Nirvana*

It is criticised for the

*

axithor*s lack of poetical imagination and the laboured
ax’tificiality of style which renders it far removed
from the sweetness that the author suggests in its
-1
title, Fa j jamadhu *

■'

VedehaV Ananda*s other pupil,' was the author of
two Pali works, the Samant akut avannana and the Rasavahini,
the first in verse and the second in prose and verse*
lie is also credited w i t h having written the Sidatsangarava

?

the most authoritative old Sinhalese grammar extant*"

The

colophon to the Samantakutavannana and the Rasavahini
* ‘ "*"
•■iT"’1
"
>
■■ ■
furnish us w ith some accounts of the author#

In the

***•

A History of Pali Literature, II, p* 625#

2»

$ idat s angara, e d * Jame s U *Alwi s (C o lombo ,1852 ) pre fac e
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R a s a v a h i n x * probably tbe a u t h o r ’s last work, he says:
’This Rasavahini is composed by Vedeha, pupil of*
Ananda, the jewel of the f o r e s t ; he is the banner of
the Vippagamavamsa in Ceylon and wrote Saddalakkhana
*

■>"*"*..■■■■■■“■■■■

»»■■■«

—
— 1
in Sinlialese and the Samatakutavannana*
*

Xn the

** * 1■

prologue of the S amant akut avannana he mentions only

1

*■ ■"' ■v # 11

T
2
the Siliala-sadda~lalckhana as his work*

So the order

in whi c h his books were written is: first', the
Sadda—lakkhana * second, the Samant akut avannana’, and
. - n r - r-,

finally, the R a s a v a h i n i *

. j

'

L*

V

_ ""T

It is quite possible that

the Sihalasaddalakldiana of Vedeha was a separate wor k
t i t

-l _

^

— r-n—

i

-^r

from the Sidatsangara of Patiraja piruvana
of the Patiraja institute),

(the head

for Vedeha does not speak

of any connexion with such an institute called Patxraja
pirivena*

That w o r k must have been in use for some time
V

«
—

among Sinhalese scholars until the Sidatsangarava itself
replaced it*

As there is a lack of evidence on this

point we are hot permitted to infer that the Sadalakunu
/_ h
f
occurring in the ICavyasel<jaraya of Sri R a h u l i s identical
with the '
Sihala’
' " v-sadda-lakldianaV
;1"'' ’*"-' whereas this has to be
assumed in order to prove that the Sidatsangarava was

1*

R a s a v a h i n i , ed * Saranatissa (Colombo ,1928), p*19^*

2V

Samant akut avannana (PTS), edV C.S* G-odalcumbura
(London,1958) , pv 75*
jar a y a , ed* 3Iwhharxnax,aina (Colombo,1915)|XXyv*39V
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written by Vedeha*

1

The Samant akut avannana V. the second w o r k of the
I-JE1.-IB

author,

--

,

ir

,1

' . I * . , * ™ . L .

is a poem of eight hundred and two verses

including colophon,

enriched w ith literary excellence*

As the title itself implies, the w o r k purports to be a
description of the peak Samanola on which the Buddha is
said to have imprinted the mark of his left loot on his
third visit to Ceylon.

But only twenty-nine verses

( 71S - 7^6 ) are devoted to that purpose*;

The rest of*

the w o r k contains the life story of the Bud dim from his
birth to his third visit to Ceylon.

The poet describes

in detail many incidents of the Buddha*s life and, in
the course of the narrative of the Master*s visit to
Ceylon, he makes use of the opportunity to describe
in a poetical manner many parts of the island.
In comparison with the P a tj.jamadhu of BuddhappiyaV
Vedeha*s Samantakutavannana displays an easy-flowing
elegance of language, vigour of expression,

coherence

of subject matter and vividness of pen pictures.

While

the Samantakutavannana shows Vedeha*s creative ability
*"'j "»
. • ~“™
and skill in poetics,
skill*

*

the Rasavahini shows his narrative

The latter is a collection of stox'ies embodying

Sidat sangarava, ed * R.Bharmaraina (Paliyagoda ,1913 } >
Int rodue t ion’
, P *1 *

legends', historical and otherwise*

According to the

opening stanzas it is a revision or a reproduction of
a n old work*

X

The

original w o r k was compiled by a

thera named Ratthapala of Guttavankaparivena of the

•vimi...

*

Mahavihara*

*

'*

Of a total of one hundred and three

stories, the first forty deal w ith incidents which
happened in Jambudipa

(India) and the rest relate to

the incidents that happened in Sihaladipa

(Ceylon)v

The maimer in which the author ‘
n arrates the incidents
of each story and the trend which compels him to
introduce didactic verses into the narrative shows his
enthusiasm to inspire in the devotee a devotional faith
and reverence towards the Buddha, the Dhamma and the
Sanghav
Anuruddha
It is evident from our sources that the date of
a distinguished scholar and a poet called Anuruddha who
is reputed to have written three books on Abhidhamma
and a eulogy of the Buddha should be assigned to the
early part of the F o l o m m r u period*

2

Of these works

the Abhidhamma11hasaiigaha which is well known among
Pali scholars, especially those who are interested in
the Abhidhamma mentions,
I*

Rasavahini*

in its colophon, that it was

p*l*

2 *- The Pali Literature of C e y l o n , p •1 69 *

written at the request of a devotee called Namba, and
—

speaks of its a u t h o r ’s relationship w i t h Mulasoma-viharaV

1

Not muc h more is known about Namba and Mulasorna«vihara
w hich according to Ceylonese and Burmese traditions is
. p

considered a monastery located in C e y l o n * ’'

Of

Anuruddha *s two other works on the AbhidhammaV the
Paramatthavinicchaya states that Anuruddha, who was born
in a distinguished family in Kaveri of Kanei~pura-rattha
#>
wrote that work while he was dwelling in the city of
^
.
-.3
T a n ja xn Tambarattha*

•->
«
The NamarupaparicchedaV the

a u t h o r ’s final w ork on the Abhidhamma,

says nothing of

his place of residence bxvb contains a glorification of
the Mahavihara School to whiclx the author himself
belonged

-ft-

A.3?1* Buddhadatta is of the opinion that there were
two Anuruddhas, to one of whom he ascribes the authorship
of the Abhidhammatthasangaha and the Namarupapariccheda;
he lived in Mulasoma-vihara in Ceylon*

The other who

wrote the Parama11havinicchayaV was a native of India

1*

Abhidhammatthasangaha w ith sanneV p*256*

2*; A*P* Buddhadatta, Thexuvadi-bauddhacaryayo (Ambalamgoda
I960), pp.57 - 6 2 .
3.
Paramab t h a v i n i c o h a y a ed. Devananda (Colombo,1 9 2 6 ),
Colophon*
W
Namarupapar ic cheda , ed* I*.Buddhadatta (Colombo ,195^-) ,
Colophon.

and lived in Kaveri at the time when he composed the
work*

1

I n this connexion, we cannot agree with

Malalasekara who concludes that Anuruddha, a native
of Ceylon who spent part of his life at Kancipura in
South India, was the author of the three works on the
A b h i d h a m m a , for the Baramatthavinicohaya
that its axithor was a native of India#

clearly shows
Taking all the

facts into account, we can reach either of two alternative
conclusions, namely that there were two separate authors
by the same name, one in Ceylon and the other in India,
or that Anuruddha, a native of

India, wrote all three

works on the Abhidhamma mentioned above1*

It may be of

note, however', that the Ceylonese tradition inclined to
attribute the authorship of the Abhidhammatthasangaha
/
2
and the Anuruddha ~ sat aka to a person who lived in Ceylon*
As is mentioned in the colophon to the Anuruddha-sataka
the sataka was written by Anuruddha, Upasthavira, who was
3
like unto a gem in the necklace of the Uttararaula•

It

is clear that the author was one of the leading members
of the Uttaramula fraternity whereas the other Anuruddha*,
the author of the Namarupapariccheda, was.ua member of

1*

Ther a vad 1 -bauddhacar y ay o , p . 63 *

2*

Anuruddhasatakaya, ed* Batuvantudave
Intro duct ion •

3•

Xbidy, p*3 9 ) v .1 0 1 •

(Colombo, 1879)
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the Mahavihara school,

it is therefore doubtful, as

suggested by ¥ijeselcara, whether he was identical with
the Pali author of the same name whom we have already
discussed*

1

Pannasara holds that this Anuruddha who

according to him wrote the AbhidhammatthasaAgaha can
be assigned to a date not later than A.D, 11QO.

p

*

The Anuruddha sat a k a , however, does not provide us wit h
any definite evidence to help us to determine its date*
The A nuruddhasataka which compares very
favoxirably w ith the Patakas of Indian origin is one of
the few d e v o t i o n a l ,poems written in Ceylon.

The work,'

composed in elegant Sanskrit and the vaidarbha style of
Sanskrit m a s t e r s ’
, clearly shows the learning and the
skill of the author in Sanskrit poetry.

Jn its one

hundred stanaas

of different

(excluding the colophon)

metres, various episodes of the life story of the
Buddha are extolled in fervent devotional faith.

Of

his subject matter drawn from the life story of the
Buddha, the description of dasaparami

(ten perfections),

the B u d d h a fs person from head to toe and.varioxxs
qualities of his mox*ality and wisdom occupy more than

1*

History of Ceylon (UC), p. 589*

2*

D . P a n n a s a r a , Sanskrit Literature

(Extant among the

Sinhalese and Influence of Sanskrit on Sinhalese)
(ColomboV195B), p. 15&V
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half oT the poem*

There is no story r m m i n g

continuously throughout the poem*

The subjects

selected by the author seem to be separate items
connected w ith various episodes of the Buddha*s lifev
But at the same time* it seems that a certain attempt
has been made by the poet to harmonize them so as to
form an appearance of* a life story of the BuddhaV
Though the wor k however is smallV it draws our attention
by its vigour of expression and alliteration'*1 Though
many of its verses, as in other Patakas in the same
category,

seem to be clothed in high-flown metaphors

w i t h ornately elaborated ideas and jingling sounds,
there are.a few pieces of devotional poetry enriched
w i t h such beauty of sense as:
adyapi yaccaranalanchanamatradharr
ksonidharopi jagatam kurute hitani
# *.
v
tarn naumi tain pratinamami tamarcayami
*
«
« *
—
5
tarn bhavayami sugatam tanianusmarami •

1

The great sage Moggallana who is reputed to have
w ritten the Moggallana-vyakarana was one of the illustrious
♦

monies of the Polonnaru pex^iod*1 According to the available

1•

Anur uddha sat aka , p*37V v *96 •
See also Gli*XIX •
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data,' tliere were four learned monks by the same name
who probably flourished somewhere around the eleventh
and the twelfth centuriesV

The first of them was

Mugalan mahasthavira of the Uttaramula, who figures in
the Velaikkara inscription where he is described as the
royal preceptor and grammarian, well known for his
profound learning and saintly conductv

1

The second
—

was the dignitary, who as referi’ed to in the Culavamsa,
r™
'
_L'"

2

led the Saiigha of the Uparajaratfha in the ^ I d e r a 1
council.

The third and the fourth were the authors of

the Moggallana~vyakarana and the Abhidhana ppad ipika
,3
respectively*

Xt is not necessary to discuss their

dates and other facts regarding their identity since
we have dealt w ith the matter in a previous discussion.

4

The author of the Moggaliana~vyakarana was contemporat-

L r^ u ri

neons w i t h Kassapa and Sariputta,' as suggested by his
works*

Xt is mentioned in the

colophon to the

Moggallana that it was written during the reign of

IV

E Z ;.

2*

Gv . chV 78 j v .9 *

Vol.XX,' No';40, p. 25^.

3 *1 ¥ickremasinghe provides a list of four Moggallanas
in w h i c h he identifies the Moggallana who figures in
the Velaikkara inscription with the author of the
Ho ggallana-vyakaranaV
>■
H Z . IX, P.249.

4-.

See ch. I .
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Parakramabahu
purification'.

whose policy led the Sangha to the
1

According to the colophon to the

Badasadhana op Piyadassi, who claims the pupilage of
Moggallana, he lived in Anuradhapura *

The

Paneilcapradipaya op Sri Rahula says that the great
grammarian Moggallana was the incumbent oP the
Thuparama-vihara in Anuradhapurav^
M oggallana,s grammar paved the w a y Por the
beginning of a new school oP grammar in Ceylon'*^

Up

to that time the only Pali grammar available and in
frequent use among Pali scholars was the K a c c a y a n a *
Moggallana attempted to introduce a new system op
Pali grammar based on the Candra school as a n alterna«
tive to the Kaccayana w h ich followed the Katantric
m e t hodsv

Xt is difficult to surmise what were the

causes and circumstances which persuaded Moggallana
to introduce his new system as a substitute Por the
XCaccayana which had remained in use for centuries*
The influence of extensive Sanskrit studies during the
period, as suggested by MalalaselcaraV had something to
IV
2•
3V

Mo ggallana V ed *HVDevaraitta (C ol omb 0 ,1 8 9 1 }, Colophon,
v y V l 4 v'
Pada sa dhana * ed* Dliarmananda, Colophon, P PV3Q1- 3 Q 3 ♦
Paneikapradipaya < ed *Dhairniarama (Co lomb o ,18 9 6 ) , p*3*

4*

The Pali Literature of

Cey l o n * p :* 179*
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do with, itv

1

As we have

seen in a previous

discussion^ m u c h attention was paid to Sanskrit studies
in every learned circle*'

This had many results during

that and the subsequent periods.

Xt undoubtedly paved

the way Por the introduction oP a Sanskritized Pali in
the literary field*

Pex’haps Moggallana fs endeavour

might have b een engendered by the demands oP this new
phase oP Sanskritized 3?ali*

2

O n the

other hand, he

might have thought op reorganizing Pali grammar in a
new manner which', in his view,’ was more comprehensible,
more practical and more perfect than the grammatical
system in practice up to that time1.

Xn applying his

new methods, mucli inspiration was sought Prom the
Candra system which was held in high esteem among
prominent scholars at the timeV

As is mentioned in

the colophon, Moggallana wrote not only the aphorisms
but also a vutti-vannana,

called Pancika,' a commentary

on his vuttiy

school of grammar which

*#

11

This new

included such luminaries of learning as Piyadassi', the
author of the PadasadhaxiaV Sanghax^aklchita', the author
of the Sambandha-cinta, Ananda,

the author of Padasadhana-

sanne and Sri Rahula, the author of the Pancikapradxpaya
and the Buddhippa sad i n i , played an important role in
intellectual circlesV
IV
2 :.

X b i d . p .179 *
Xbid., p.186’.
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Btidclliaralddh.ita \

,

The authorship of the Jinala&kar a * a clever
Pali poem of two hundred and seventy verses,
in elaborate kavya

composed

style and sonorous language,

is

attributed to a learned m o n k called Buddharakkhita
who must have flourished in the Polonnaxn,periodi
According to the colophon of the Jinalankara
it was
1
w ritten in A*X)'. 1157 and Buddharakkhita, the author,
was born in a 1pure family * (sucivamsa) in Pohana
—

9—

and was a leading monk, well versed in the Abhidhammat
As is further mentioned he was honoured by distinguished
scholars in Geylon, Cola and Tambarattha and was well
*
»’
•#
2
known as an orator#'
A commentary called J inalanka r a "
3
vannana .also was writtdn by the same aixthorv
The
—

J inalankara purports to be a panegyric of the Buddha
and contains various incidents of the Budclha*s life#
Xt seems that the author paid more attention to
describing such incidents in separate form rather than
to m aking an organic whole of a biography of the BuddhaV1*

Malalasekara mentions that James G-ray assigned the
w o r k to h26 B*C* This dating is incorrect and seems
to have been the result of a misinterpretation of the
phrase 1sattarasasate vassal in the colophon*
See The Pali Literature of C e y l o n * p#110*
See also Jinalailkara ed# James Gray (London,189^)
Introduction, p# 1 #
.
.

2v

JinalaAlcara, ed*k#Palita

3 1.

The Gandhavamsa attributes the Jinalaxhcara itself to
Buddhadatta and its tlka to Buddharakkhitav
See Gandhavamsa (jPTS), edT J#Minayeff (London,1 8 8 6 )
p p *69- 72V

(Matara, 1 9 5 5 )Vp *31^'VV^*2^2-2*y6
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But he deliberately contrives to relate briefly the
m ai n incidents of the Btiddha*s life*

1

The incidents

chosen from the whole life of the Buddha are essential
to elucidate unfathomable qualities of the Master and
are divided into eighteen,small, sec t i o n s .

T h e y are

named as s y o gava caradJpanx g a t h a , vatthusodhanx gat h a ,
tividhabuddhakkhettadxpanx gatha and so forth*

In every

part an attempt has b e e n made to attract the devotee's
mind towards the Buddha whom the author himself worships
in fervent faith*
In such parts as

jqekkhammajjhasayqgatha,

paduddharavimhaya and mahapadhanadipani gat has

the

author seems to have attempted to display his skill in
writing verses adorned w ith compound words, difficult
const ructions', jingling of syllables and other rhetorical
devices rather than to depict his genuine devotional
feeling through the rhetorical medium*

It would be very

difficult to get the meaning of some verses if the author
himself had not provided us with a commentary#

But there

are some few verses enriched with devotional merit and
they can be regarded as pieces of Pali ballad which are
removed from Sanskrit influenceV

Those verses which

delineate variotis aspects of worshipping the Buddha
1*

Jinalankara

(ed* Palita), v v v 238-25*1*
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portray a devotee who kneels down before the B u d d h a ,
with fervent devotion.

1

Though there are a few such

verses of great devotional merit,

generally the work

does not rank as an excellent piece of creative writing1*
But it seeins to have been in use for centuries among
Buddhist scholars as a text book for Pali stud exits and
a source for Sinhalese writers as well*

Xt is n ote 

worthy that this w o r k is one of the sources frpm which
Gurulugomi quoted some verses in his Dharmpradipikavay~

Sariputta and his Disciples,
I
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Sariputta SaAgharajaV one of the most prominent
figures during the Poloxmaru period, certainly deserves
special mention w h e n we are dealing w i t h the religious
and literary activities of the age *

As Ceylonese

tradition itself extols, he was a great and erudite
scholar endowed with, an unparalleled skill of learning^
he is also called
wisdom*

*sagaramati*, like unto the ocean in

Undoubtedly he must have possessed a great

scholarly knowledge in both religious and,secular subjects*
As is extolled by an anonymous writer,

2.
3*

Sariputta was as

J inalankara
(ed* Palita)> w * 2 0 9 ^ ? ^ 7 *
c f .Pharma prad iplk a v a , p*l4, J inalanlcara (ed. Pal it a ),
p*9 • v v * 6l !*
Saddhatissa supposes that Suina&galaV the author of the
Abhidhammatthavibhavin f 9 was the probable writer of this
verse and added it to the colophon.
See Upas a leajanalaillcara t Introduction, p. 105*
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profound in the Candra and Panini as Candragomi and
*
Panini themselves j he was well versed in all l o g i c ,
as if4 he were its author, and as a source of joy to
I
thrill the hearts of other poets he was a Kalidasa*
As mentioned in the opening stanzas of the Saratthadi~
p a n ! a a masterly

sub-commentary on

B u d d h a g h o s a 1s

S amant a pa sad ilia 9

he

of hierarch Kassaioa

was a pupil

of U d u m b a r a g i r i *. Eulogizing his teacher, Sariputta
says that he reached prosperity in the sasana by
association with him*

Xn this work, reference has

been made to another exmdite t h e r a , by name Sumedhaj
he was one of his teachers of whom wc know little*

2

Sariputta played an important role in Parakramabahu*s
convocation w h ich eventually led to a unification of
the Sai*.glia«

As stated in the Culavarasa

Parakramabahu

built fox’ him a mansion of splendour containing many
halls and chambers', attached to the Jetavana—vihara at
3
..
Polomiaruva•
The Saratthadlpani says that the w o r k
„

1 *' yam cande candabhutam nisitataramatim paninim pa n i n X y e ,
sabbasmin takkasatthe patutaramati yo kattubliutam va. tain tarn
«

*

mannante kalidasani kavijanahadayanandahetum kavitt e
sayam lokatthasiddhim vitaratu racana tassa sarisutassa*
Abhidharmarthasan.gralia sanne, p'. 2-57*
2 » Sara11h a d i p a n l , pvl y w * 6~ 7 *
y. Cv, chV 78 , V . 3 k .

*
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was written by Sariputta at the request of* Parakramabahu
while he was, dwelling in the Jetavana-vihara•’*'

The

S ar at thaman .1us a . the s ub«c ommentary of the Mano rat ha pur an x »
and the Pali-muttaka-vinaya-vinicchaya-sangaha were also
written by him at the instance of the same king.
Sariputta is reputed to have written a concise Sanskrit
grammar called the Padavatara and a Sinhalese paraphrase
to the Abhidhammatthasangaha of A n u r u d d h a .

To h i s ,

authorship are a t t r i b u t e d ,four other works - a tlka on
*

*

*

<

Rat na sr i jnana *s Pane ikalankara. V 1 suddhipa thas angah a ,
“
•
2
Kammatthana sangaha and MaAgala sut ta sangaha which are
not known at the present day*

Saddlmtissa is of the

opinion that three other sub-commentaries of* Digha,
Ma.ijhima and Samyutta-nilcaya11liakathas were also written
1

*

■ 1

1

• .

1

■■

at the Jetavana-vihara by his colleagues, under his
supex'vision,

3

whereas ¥ickretnasinghc ascribes their

authorship to Sariputta himself*.

,0f Sariputta*s works

mentioned above, the Say at t had ipanr and the Abhidharraarthasangraha- sanne are regarded as masterly works.

The

immense amount of valuable information he lias collected
3**
2*

h P v c i t .V Colophon, w * . 1-3*
Abhidharmar tlias a£gr aha - sa n n e Colophon, p.25 7*

3*

Upasalca.ianalaAkara, Xntroduct ion,

k*

h.M.de .Z ¥ ickremasinghe, Catalogue •of/Sinhalese M S S *
in^British Museum (London, 1^00) , p. X V v
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and certain descriptions and comments he has given on
obscure and difficult words clearly show his extensive
and p r o f o u n d ■knowledge and exegetical ability as well*
The language employed in both works displays the wide
influence, of the a u t h o r ^ Sanskrit learning*

The

Saratthadipani* one of* the most comprehensive subcommentaries on the Vinayapitaka » whi c h follows closely
.»

the lines laid down by Buddhaghosa,

is based on Sinhalese

glossaries which are no longer extantV ,Sariputta says|
in the opening stanzas of* his S a r a t t hadipani, that the
exegetical works on the Yinaya written by the scholars
of* earlier times cannot be xtnderstood by the bhikkhus
everywhere because they were written in Sinhalese;
Hence, as the people of* different countries cannot
grasp the sense on account of the defective nature of
the extant exegetical worksV tlxe author says that he
will diseas'd the language

(Sinhalese) and extract what

is best in those works and give his explanations clearly
(in P a l i )'.1
This account shows that there were some glossaries
on the Yinaya in Sinhalese which, existed at the time of
composition of the SaratthadIpani♦

As is referred to

in the Saratthadipani* there were three Ganthipadas in

1*

Op *c i t •y p •2• ■

Sinhalese, namely the Mahaganthipada » the Maj jhimaganthipada and the

Gulaganthipada

1

w h i c h ^xrobably went

oivb of use aft ex* S a r i p u t t a fs w ork came into prominence*
While the Sara 11had ipani exhibits S a r i p u t t a ’s traditional
way of learning at the Maliavilxara school which inclined
very m u c h to orthodoxy and specialization in the study
.

y

of the y i n a y a , the Abhidharmar thas angraha — sarnie* the
author *s only w o r k in Sinhalese , shows his profound
learning in Buddhist philosophy*
I n many instances Sanskrit quotations are cited
by the author in order to illustrate subtle ideas and
to justify some statements'^

For example,

the

*mango

simile * which is used to illustrate the process of
conscious moments

( ci11akkhana ) has been cited from

—i
mm “-'2
the Apya sat y a vat ara

'
Likewise, he quo t e s a verse from

the Vakyapadxya of Bhartrhari to justify his views about
3
the significance of words depending on their context k
T hou g h the

w ork is classified as a n interverbal

paraphrase of the Abhidhammatthasangaha, as in the case
of the Bhampiya-atuva-gatapadaya of Abhasalamevan Kasub,
the glossary to the Bhammapadatthakat h a ', many explanations
and comments on cex’tain words have been added by the author
1.

Sarat tha d x p a n r , p*7v

Z.

Abhidharmarthasa&graha-sanne, p*96 •

3•

I h M *> P .9
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These passages display clearly his language', style or
writing and the manner in which he proves his yiews
l o g i c a l l y *1 Unlike the language or the Dhampiya-atiiyathe language employed in the Abhidharmarthasangraha-saxme is full or Sanskrit loan words'#

The author

seems to have often used such language w h e n he gives wordfor-word meanings and explanations of subtle facts',
philosophical and otherwise'*

Xn some passages Sariputta*s

language and syntax closely resemble those of other writers
in the Polonnaru periodv

This will be clear from the

following passage concerning the

1mango simile*

* mehi vrthi cittapravrttiya suva se darn ganna pinisa
hmbopamavek

kiyanu labe.ek purusayek palagat ambagas

mula hisa vasa porava gena nidanne taina asannaye
hunuvavu amba pakeka sabdayen pibida hisin perava-gat
vastraya pahakota as dalva daka e amba paka gena atin
n

'J

*-•

I,

mada himba piya vilikun bava dana *anubhava-kota
*

*

muldiagata v u avasesaya slesmaya ha -samaga antibhava
kota navata ehima elesin-ma n i d a m i e y a *1
i
Here, a certain illustration called the *mango simile*
will be elucidated for easy comprehension of the stream
of consciotis moments. A man who is sleeping under a
mango tree w i t h fruits and has covered himself w i t h a
cloth wakes up by the noise caused by the falling of a
fruit; he picks it up with his hand and having noticed
that it is ripen by touching and smelling it he eats
it * Xiien he swallows every thing that remained in his
m outh together with the saliva and goes to sleep there
again in the same mannerV*
1*

Abhidharmar thasangraha - sanneV p*9 6 *
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By no means does Sariputta employ this sort of language
everywhere in his work.

Sometimes, especially when he

deals with a j)hilosophical or doctrinal matter', he uses
a language full of Sanskrit loan words, the like of, which
can be found in such portions of the Pharma prad ip ileava of
Gurulugomi.

Thus the work itself is a very useful source

for those interested in the study of the development of
Sinhalese language•
S angharakkfa.ita v
Among Sariputta*s disciples whose profound learning
and high literary abilities had great effects on the con
temporary and subsequent periodsV Sangharakktrlta,
Suniangala, Vacissara and Bhainmakitti are outstanding
figures*
Sangharakkhita, who succeeded the hierarch
Sariputta, possessed expert knowledge in grammar, prosody
and poetics*

He is credited with the authorship of some

seven works on different subjects, including the Vuttodaya
in prosody, the B^^bodhalaIikara on poetics',' the Sambandhacinta,and Susaddasiddhi on grammar, and the 8umaiigalappa sad ini,o n .the Yinaya*

Of these the Vuttodaya and the

Subodha lankara are considered masterly works in their
respective fields in Pali*

Xn the introdixctory stanzas

the author.mentions that the works written in Sanskrit
on these subjects do not fulfil satisfactorily the needs

of those studying' the pure Magadhx, and his attempt was
1
•for that purpose#
This really implies that there were
no worlc© on the subjects in Pali until Sangharakkhita1s
works were written*

The terms employed, the manner in

w hich they are described and many of the examples given
seem to have been boiuowed from Sanskrits
Though his w o r k bore a close relationship to the
Kavyadarsa of Bandin, the author attempted to select what
was meant to be essential and suitable for the Pali whe n
he wrote, the Snbodhalaixkara»

Some parts which were not

in t h e 1.Kavyadarsa were added by h i m ’, for example*w in the
P T O i i > * i w f l W M i n n I ■*

M l— II * i

Subodhalankara there are nine rasas described instead of
eight in the K a v y a d a r s a ♦
tranquillity is the ninth*

The santa or the sentiment of
His formulations concerning

the rasa theory clearly shows the author*s knowledge of
?
poetic conceptions other than the a l a n k a r a *
*

-

Both works

must have been regarded as authoritative on those subjects
S iimangal a ,
Sumangala,

one of the senior puiiils of Sariputta',

is said to have specialised in the Abhidhamma*

He is

credited w i t h the authorship of two commentaries on the
Abhidhamma', namely the Abhi dhaiimiatthavikasinx on the
1.

Vuttodaya with 's a n n e , ed •¥*Dipankara (Alutgama',1925) ,
ch.l j w * 2-k •
Subodhalankara, ed *D*Dharmasena (ValitaraVl91Q ) ', p # l f
vv* 2-3*
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Abhidhamma'vatara of Buddhada11a, and the Abliidhammatthavibhavini on the Abhidhamma11hasangaha of Antuuddha-p

The

latter is well known among students of the Abhidhamma#
Xt is evident from the w ork that it is based on the
Abhidharmart ha sailgraha - sanne of Sariputta*

As is

mentioned in the Pu.Javaliya of Mayurapada Buddliaputra,
he was a co-pupil as well as.a teacher of Buddhaputra
1
and belonged to the Mahanetpamula *
V a c iss a r a .
Contemporaneotxs with, Suinaftgala, there was another
pupil of Sariputta called Vacissara*

¥ickremasinghe and

Malalasekara a re of the opinion that there were two
scholars by this n a m e ”, both of whom lived before the end
of the thirteenth century', the one slightly senior to
the other*

According to Malalasekara, the younger Vacissara

was the pupil, o f ,Baripxitta, to whom t h e .authorship of the
Sambandhacinta-t Ika, Subodhalankara-t ilea and the Vuttodava'T “ " '
111
*r'
*— — —
2
vaiinana is attributed*
The Pali T h u p a v a m sa and the
—

—

Sxmalankara were also written by a scholar called Vacissara'#

1#

Pujavaliya, ed* B *8addhatissa

(GolomboVl930), p. 75^-*

2.

¥ ickr ema s inghe, Cat * S inha 1 e s e MS S • p *X V X ;
The Pali Literature of Cey l o n , p p *202-20^#
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Xt is still not clear whether this Vacissara was
different from the other who claimed to be a pupil
o f ,Sariputta*'

According to the colophon to the

Thupavamsa, its author was in charge of1 the phammagara
of1 Parakramabahu and wrote the L ina 11h a d I p a n i , a
commentary on the PatisambhidamaggaV and Sinhalese
paraphrases of1 two works, namely the Saccasankhejpa
1
and the concise Visuddhimagga *

T h e Parakramabahu

referred to in the Thupavamsa is identified by an
editor w ith the second king of this name but Buddhadatta
does not agree w i t h him#

2

-

The T h u p a v a m s a * as mentioned
*

by, the axxthor himself , is a revision of a n old
—
3
Thupavamsa written in Sinhalese
extant•

which is no longer

The Simhala Thupavamsa of Sakala-vidya•

calo’avarti

•

Parakrama Pandita w h i c h was written
• *

somewhere about the thirteenth century is a descriptive
translation of Vacissax’a 1s work*

1#

Thupavamsa* ed* D* Vacissara
''+

(Colombo,! 9^-1), p * 82,

Xt must be noted that this concise Visuddhlmagga
referred to in the colophon appears to be lost*
2.

Ibid •, *Introduction, p# £■* .
Theravad !~bauddhacaryayo, pv 92 •

3*

Thupavamsa *
a

■

P*l* v V 3 *
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Dliammakit t ± 1
Dhammakitti, the toyal preceptor and a
distinguished poet, is reputed to h a v e (composed the
Pali D a t h a v a m s a .

He was a pupil oi Sariputta’
, and

he extols his teacher w i t h great respect in the
colophon to the work.

As mentioned by the author

himself*, the jDathavamsa was written at the request
of* Pax’alcramaV the Prime Minister of* Lilavati.
Phamraakitti speaks highly of both the Prime Minister
and the Queen, in the introductory stanzas of the
.*•'1
work.

He further* tells us that his w o r k is based

on a n older Jinadhatuvamsa written in Sinhalese by
- iifinr- T-irir-

- .. r-I*.— - ™

the poets of* Simhalav

It is believed that this

tBhu Daladavamsaya * 1 was composed in the reign of*
ICittissiri-megha-vanna,
.•

soon alter the Tootli Eelic

■2
was brought over to Ceylon.

The w o r k however, is

no longer e x t a n t .
It is ol note in this respect that to a thera
named Dhammakitti is attributed the authorship of
the Tirst part of the Culavamsa (c h •37 ~ v *57 to
c h . 79-v.S^-)4;?

lv

This w o r k is traditionally believed

Bathavamsa with s a n n e , ed.Silalankara
■■"1•
"m""* ' " *"
r

(Alut g a m a ,1 91^-) *

^

2.
3*

I b i d pal'aphrase of verse no.10, p.4.i
G.K.Godakumbura, The Culavamsa (its authorship and date)
JCBRAS. 1949 , Vol .XXXVIII, Parts 3 & 4Jd.;.107, p.123.

to have been written during the reign of* Parakramabahu
XX of Dambadeniya ♦

Godakumbura, referring to a passage

quoted from the old Sinhalese verbal paraphrase of the
Dathavaiusa concludes that some of the Culavamsa existed
“* • " ' ■ ' •

■" j— *- ■

-

before the reign of Parakramabahu XXV

1

1■

As there is

lack of evidence it is difficult to identify this
Bhammakitti with the author of the Dathavamsa.
—
-r

1.

X b i d ., p. 123*
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Author or the Maliabodhivamsa-grant h i p a d a y a :■

The a^tthors whom we have so far dealt with were
outstanding scholars who flottrished d^^ring the Polormaru
period or soon after.

Many of* them are known to us by

their names, by those of their teachers or by other
information of*.when and where they lived.

But thex’e

were some scholars and poets who are considered to have
lived in that period though there is no historical
evidence to establish the exact date at which they
flourished.

The only evidence which can be drawn from

the works they have left behind is the language and the
style of their writings and some quotations.

Among such

scholars the foremost was the author of the Mahab o dhivains a ' 1

*

■ -l

-

granthlpadayaV a Sinhalese glossary to the Pali Mahabodhivamsa*

The Pali Mahabodhivamsa was composed by a learned
T

"

1 T

11 , L L ' V " "11 ,-

thera called Upatissa who px^obably flourished about the
tenth century.

1

The highly Sanskritised Pali w i t h long

compounds possibly derived from Sanskrit k a v y a s , which
is employed in the work, as suggested by Godakumbura,
must necessarily have demanded several supplementary works
to aid its study,*'

1,

The Pali hiteratLire of Ceylon', pp* 156-157 •

2 :,

C ,25,Godakumbura, Sinhalese hiteratiire, p •3 3 •'

As £ar as we are concerned! the first writer
who came forward to supply that demand x^ras the author
of the Granthipadaya.
its author5*

The w o r k itself says nothing of

Many scholars attribute the w o r k to the

twelfth century w h e n Sanskrit learning and culture had
assumed full sway over Sinhalese scholarship5*"
Pa r ana v it ana is of the opinion that the work'," as
suggested by its language! belongs to the early
Polonnaru period and that its author lived at a time
-2
w h e n the topography o f .Apuradhapura was still familiar.
Since the Bodhivamsa—tika, a, commentary on the
Mahabo dhivamsa written. in Pali which appeax*s to be a
1Tr ""”rT""“
*' '*
translation of the Mahabodhivanfsa— granthipadaya!
i,

mentions that it was written in A . D v 1203#'

T

the

author of the Grant hipadaya must have lived before
this date1*

Xt may be noted that the w o r k itself bears

some evidence which enables one to make a sttrmise
regarding its probable date!

The author ^eerns to have

quoted a verse from the Abhidhanappad ip ilea

1•

of

Sinhalese Literature, p*3^-5 Simhala-Sahityavamsaya,
PV93* S imhala -S ah it yay a , X, p!: 8^4V
H istory of,Geylon (XTG)V XXV p. 58^- *

3*

Bodhivamsa~taka, (unpublished)
See Mahabodhivam^a■
•
*
- i 1"■■ ■■j
—
granthipadaya
*ed . ■G *Bhammapala, M*A • Dissertation
Vidyodaya, 19&7*
p*183* *
cf.Abhidhanappadipika, ed*¥ .Subhut i (0olombo,l 921)
V.107*
•
'
;
Mahabo dhivamsa-granthipada~vivaranaya
edvDharmarama
(Colombo,1910)f p.4 7*

Hi
Moggallana, probably compiled in the later part of
the reign of Parakr amabahu the Great or soon after
his death*

Sinhalese comments on the word

1k e t u b h a *

of the original text also reveals its relationship to
—
—
- 1
the Abhidhanappadipika V

l^urther,' describing the same

word the author xnfers to Dandi and Jayadeva!
.

Dandi

• *

* *

in this reference,' no doubt V must be the authox* of the
Kavyadarsa while Jayadeva must be e it hex’ the author of
the Candra l o k a , a w o r k on AlaAkara,

or the author of

-

P

the Git a g o v i n d a , the celebrated devotional p o e m . ’'
Accordingly, we may conclude that the Grant hipadaya
was written during the latter part of the twelfth
century*

However"! no evidence is available to identify

its,author*

According to Burmese tradition! the

Mahabodhivamsa-txka mentioned above was entitled

3

/

Sahassaransi ($k. Sahasrarasmi)! perhaps because its
original work, the Mahabo dhivamsa" grant h i p a d a y a , was
written by a scholar known as Sahasrarasmi!"

As we

1!

X b id ♦, p v 1 1 6 .

2*

Jayadeva, the author of the Candraloka is assigned to
the period between the later quarter of the 12th
century and
the
first q u a r t e r ‘of the l^th by S.K.De.
See History of Sanskrit Poetics, XX, pp. 196-199.

Jayadeva, the author of the Gitagovinda is believed to
have lived in the reign of Laksmanasena (A.D*11 *75-1200) .
See A *B.K e i t h , A History of Sanskrit L i terature ,
pp. 190-1 9 1 .
3* M.H.Bode (PTS), The Pali Literature of Burma (London'!1909),
■ pvl04 11.9 .
— —
■ —
—
-

have mentioned earlier* the tilca is based on the
Gr a n th i p a d a »

It appears to be a w o r d —for—word

1
translation of the Granthipadaya.

If we take this

fact into account, then we may be able to surmise that
the author of the Mahabo dhivaits a —granthipadaya was
Sahasrarasmi*

This hypothesis may be.supported by a

statement occurring in the Dharmapr ad ipilcava which says
that the author selected the words to be commented on
from among the words

'paraphrased by Sahasrarasmi*

(or 'divided into twelve

•2
(chapters)*)V

Sorata is of

the opinion that there was a certain scholar known by
this name#

3

It is, however, worthy of note that

certain explanations and phrases of both the Granthipadaya
and the Pharmapradipikava seem to be very similar as if
they were quoted one from the other#

The great similarity

in language and style too would make one think that both
authox's belonged to the same school#
1«
2*

4

The author of

Mahabo dhivamsa-gr ant h i padaya, Int roduc t i o n , pp *11-13 *
'Sahasrarasmin vibhakta* Pharma prad ipilcava pvl •
To the editor the word 'sahasrarasmin* denotes the
numeral 12#
If so, the meaning would be 'divided
into t w e l v e * • _
'
See Pharma prad ipilcaya * Introduction, p#l#

3*

Sri Sumangala 7Sabda -ko say a , ed. ¥*Sorata

4#

I I j p#1026#
cf *Mahabodhivamsa-granthipada - vivaranaya, pp #13, 129
D h a n naprad ip ikava , pp v 68 , 3G0V
pm— m m

*

« n ■ i'n1^ . iiiii

iin' ■■ w i nrt r

•

(Colombo, 1956),

i

n

the Mahabo dhivam^a~grant hipadayaV like GurulugomiV was
undoubtedly a celebrated scholar'} well versed in Pali
and Sanskrit as well*

1/ike Gwrulugomi he also cited

m an y verses f r o m ■Sanskrit grammatical and literary works
in support of his explanations and arguments and to
d e s c r i b e .certain situations in the original work, the
Pali M a h abodhivamsa•

Among the Sanskrit works cited

/ .1
- .2
a r e ,Raglmvamsa , Meghadtita *
...5 t

5

1 - 8.

~^6

. '

S isyalekha*

~
3 - k
Janakihar a n a , Kadambar i ,

Amarako sa

7

—

Mahabodhivamsagranthipada-v
i vt a"Jr a n a y a ,
i
,

,

.

-

-8

and Vakyapadiya *.

JT

q

33, 1 2 ?, 127, 11, 129, 18, 6 , 35.

pp»32V
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Author of the Jataka~atuva-gatapadaya,

The J at aka-atuva-gat apaday a , a Sinhalese glossary
to the Pali Jatakatthakatha,

is considered to have been

wri t ten during the Polonnaru period.

1

—
The Jataka stories

seem to have become popular among the Buddhists of Ceylon
from an early date *

Monies as well as laymen were

interested in reading them and listening to them while
they were recited in religious ceremonies by Jataka
:2
Bhanakas•

As the Jatakas themselves had much appeal

for society',' they necessarily must have become also an
interesting sulpject for learned circles.
Jatakatthakatha
11,1

'

"

1

■

“*

* ”1' ■

1

■ ~m

n

ir

The

seems to have been used as a text book

for beginners in Pali#

It probably demanded some sort

of supplementary w o r k like a granthipada which gave
certain explanations and meanings of obscure or selected
words •

The Jataka-atuva-g’atapadaya can be regarded as
i

■■■.# ■ m # # n fV if!w —i

i^ a m ■iV >n

ifiw ix w ^ S r i—

)

a successful attempt to meet th§t demand'#

^

In fact,

it

was not the first nor the final attempt to facilitate
the
1#

study of Pali text#
Godakumbura attributes it to the early part of the
Polonnaru period whereas Iiettiaratchi is of the
opinion that the work belongs to the end of the
same period*
See
Sinhalese Li t e r a t u r e , p,36#
Ve saturu-da-sanne , ed • D #B #He11 iarat chi (C ol o m b o ,
1950), Introduction, p# 101*

2*

Manorathapurani (PTS), ed# Max Valleser & Herman Kopp
(London,1930)
I I * p#249*
See also B ,¥*Adikaram,Barly Hist ory of Buddhism in
Ceylon (Colombo,1953TJ PP*30-31*
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As is apparent from our sources there w e r e ,some
glossax’ies and translations of the most popular Jataka
stories like Maha~vessantara and Ma h a - u m m a g g a «
h

—

—

/

A
-

„

reference is made in the Pane ileapr ad ipaya of Sri Kahula
I I I * ' ■' I'* I WKW. f — 1

i

■Wjwi i i J T u # m * '

to s o m e .Sinhalese glossaries of certain Jatakas, namely
Khandahala - .1at alca "gat a padaya V U m a n - da-gat a pa daya and
Saunaka^jataka-gatapadaya *

The Paneikapradipaya also

refers to a glossary of the Jatakatthakatha written in
~l

Tamil*

1

r-ll

_JI

r

I I,

I

"U - 1

Xt is suggested by Hettiaratchi that the.

feaunaka-jataka—gatapadaya mentioned in the
paya may be identical with the same gatapadaya found in
..... —-*rai ■ 111■■.!!>■ I M H i x i W

the present Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya, for the quotation
occurring in the Paneikapradipaya tallies completely
w i t h that in the latter work*

2

«
The Khandahala ~ jat aka-

gatapadaya in the same reference accox’ding to Ii^ttiarat•

-

chi, was an independent glossary of the IChandahala- jat aka *'
However,

it is worthy of note that, though the quotation

from this glossary in the above reference is not found

1#

Paneikapradipaya» -pp »114-115♦

2*

Vesaturu-da-sanne, Introduction, p.103*
Pane ikapradipaya , p*115 and Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya,
ed* D;li):*Hettiaratchi & M*Sri JRaimnandala ^Colombo,1960),
IX, p . l 6 6 *'Vesaturu~da-s a xme* IntroductionV p*103*

3*

in the corres ponding section of t h e ,Jat“"a"""lea
r*"' -at
*’ *vuva-gat
"A*.—^apadaya
i t—-.. .
yet it is to be found in the Nimi-jatalca-sannaya of the
—

1

present A t a -da-sannaya*
"^

-

The Atarda-sannaya also is
~ o'1T“T,--LT^""n

one of the sources the Paneikaprad ipaya quotes from*
The work itself is an independent glossary of eight
Jatakas, n a m e l y ,T e m i y a , Mahajanaka, Sama, Nimi,w KhandahalaV
It
9
Bhuridatta, Mahanarada-lcassapa and Vidhura^ and is con
sidered a later w ork than the Jataka-atuva-gatapadayaV"*
The Uman-da-gat apadaya and the Demala-jatalca-gatapadava
*
1*u
«
must be regarded as separate glossaries to the Ummaggajataka and to the whole Pali Jatakatthakatha respectively*
rT,r ■''•'■* " ” ,r

Apart from t h e s e ,‘there are two other Sinhalese
glossaries called Vesaturu-da-saime and Jataka-gatloasanyaya.

Of these the V e s a t u r u - d a - s a n n e vis mainly a

verbal paraphrase of the Pali stanzas occurring in the
Pali commentary to the Vessantara-jatalca, though it some
times comments on certain obscure words outside the words
of stanzas*

Judging by the language, it seems to be a

work prior to the Jatalca -at uva-gat a padaya and may be dated
somewhere about the
•
2V

k
twelfth century * . Nothing is known

A t a - d a — sannayaV ed*M*Vimalalcitti & N*8ominda

(Colombo',

195*0* P * m *
Some scholars read-Makhadeva-jatalca instead of

Mahanarada-kassapa-jatakav This must be a mistake.
3*
km

S e e .Sinhalese Literature1',' p*37 *
Ata-d a - s a n n a y a , Introduction, piVX*
Vesat ur u-da - s a i m e , Xnt roduc t i o n , p * ’7C*

about its author*

The

jat aka-gat h a - s a n y a y a , a

Sinhalese paraphrase to the .Pali Jatalca verses, written
by a scholar called Hajamurari of whom we know nothing
other than the mention of his name in the Nilcayasangrai —

iip - -

—

ir

i Hi*rtrfA r i r *

h a y a , is also an interesting accessary w ork for those
studying Jat alias •

The wor k which contains word-for-

word xoax'aphrases of 1505 verses is assigned to the
latter part of* the Polonnaru. period*

1

Of the glossa

ries so fax' mentioned’
, the Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya is
the largest and the foremost, containing commentaries to
all Jata leas of the Jatakatthakatha except the Vessantara
11

"• * ■

"1

and the Ummagga to which glossaries had presumably already
been written*

Xts author and date are not mentioned

either in the w o r k or elsewhere#

.The w o r k seems to have

followed the lines of the Bhampiya-atuva-gatapadaya
its interpretations and comments as w e l l v
in language and style, from the former work.

in

But it differs
Xn comparison

the language of the Jat aka-a tuva-gat apadaya displays a new
stratum which embodies many traits of the language of the
Polonnaru period*

Xt is a mixed language w i t h more loan

words from Sanskrit, and at the same time is free from
the abundance of alternative words which occxir frequently

1.

Godaku m b u r a , op .cit * , p*4G^
S imbala-sahitya-vamsaya,

pp*98~99y

Also see Nikayasangrahaya, p. 21*
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In the Dhampiya-atuva-gatapadaya »
' JT'T>
M
L
""** ~
glossaries of the period,

Though) like other

it quotes some etymological

clauses and phrases from Sanskrit g r a m m a r s , unlike the
/

~t

**

t

Mahabo dhivams a ~gatapadaya or the Abhidharmartha-sanfrraha~
$
#
samiaya it does not quote Sanskrit versos frequently in
order to illustrate certain points or to support the
1
author fs suggestions.

1*

Godakumbara is wrong when he concludes that there
are no quotations either from Pali or Sanskrit in
the Jataka~atuva~gatapadaya * Sinhalese Literature
p. 3 6.
For Sanskrit quotations soe Jatalca-atuva-gatapadaya,
Part X, e d * D «B,Jayatilaka
13^ and. Part XX,

(Col o m b o ,19^3)*PP *72 t

ed * D #F. Hettiarabchi & M* Sri

H a m m a n d a l a , p a 110*
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Atthadassi
We have seen in the foregoing discussion the
great attention paid by scholars in the Polonnaru period
towards the Jatakas.

All the works, we have dealt w i t h

there are nothing but exegeses *

They certainly do not

bear the real traits of prose; nor do they display any
literary merit .' However,

there do seem to have been

certain, attempts to prodxxce prose works based on popular
Jatakas *

A Sinhalese w o r k called the Nim i jatakaya or

N ir ayavar n a n a , ,which is based on the Nimi jatalca of the
*
Jatakatthakatha*, is found in a still unpublished palm—
. TTir»,j",“'
11 r L-m
.

leaf m a n u s c r i p t A c c o r d i n g to Paranavitana and Vitnalakitti it is the earliest Sinhalese prose w o r k of the
Polonnaru period*

1

But neither of them has made any

further remark regarding its author’
,* date and so forth*
Wiclcreinasinghe, who collected some few versions of the
work, also adds nothing more than what the introductory
2
stanzas themselves say about the author’.

As stated in

the opening stanzas’
, the w o r k was written by a m o n k called
3
Atthadassi,
who describes himself as a pupil of Kassapa
of the forest-dwelling fraternity."

If the Kassapa

1.

History of Ceylon (UC), Vol.1 1 , ’p. 580.

2 r*

M.V' imalakitti, 'sasa.'tnavajisapradimva
(Colombo, 1 9 5 p >
.-i
*
p*l6 0 . * *
DfMVde *21 ,Wickremasinghe, Catalogue of the Sinhalese
Manuscripts in the British Museum (l#ondon,1900),
pp. 12 3-12,4.

-
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mentioned in this reference was the hierarch Kassapa
of Udumbaragiri, Atthadassi', the author of the Nimijatakaya, was probably contemporaneous w i t h SariputtaQ
It is of note that three of the five opening stanzas
of the Nimi .jatakaya seem to be cited from the Saratthadx.
1
pani of Sariputtav
«

-

.

Since the Saratthadxpani* as we have

seen elsewhere in this chapter, was written after the
unification of the Saiigha', Atthadassi must have lived
during the latter part of the Polonnaru period^

The

final stanza which bears the name of the author seem
to be evidence for making a conjecture concerning the
author*

The stanza appears to say:

1 The bhikkhu

Attahdassi relates the Nimijataka at the request of
ICassapa or asking K a s s a p a fs a s s i s t a n c e 1 (to fulfil the
task)*

The word

occurring in the

^y a c e n t o * (present participle of v a c )
verse implies that ICassapa who

requested him or supported him to compose the w o r k was
alive at tXxe time w h e n it was composed*
implied by the word

b h i k k h u ■ found in the same referencei

Saratthadxpani, p#l - w
2*

And as is

• 4-6*

*vadhittam addiye bhikkhu - att h a d a s s i 1ti namako
...,

yacento kassapattheram - lcathenti nimi jatakamv
Gat » Sinha 1 es e MMS * p*123*
p

o

By comparison w i t h other versions, the word *vadhittam*
and 1k a t h e n t i f can be read as 1caittam* and fk a r o n t i * f
yet none of them gives a clear meaning*
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it seems that Atthadassi had not attained the high rank
of a thera or maha-thera in the San glia w h e n he wrote
his work*

Nothing more than this men t i o n is known about

him from our source*

A deduction has been made by some

scholars, which may be important in identifying this
Atthadassi*

The author of the Bhe sa j jaman jusa»

a.

medical tx'eatise written in Pali in the reign of
Parakramabahu XX, is said by them to be a Buddhist m o n k
called Atthadassi.

1

According to the colophon of the

Bhesa.jjamanjusa» the w o r k was written by the head of the
Paiicaparivena-samuha, whose name is not mentioned either
A
in the w o r k or in any other ancient reference*
Xn any
case,

the author of the Bhe saj jaman jusa did not claim

the pupilage of Kassapa*

3.*

As there is lac k of evidence,

Malalasekara and G-unawardhana have mentioned that the
Y o gar at xiakaray a » compiled at the end of the fourteenth
century, gives the name of the author of the Bhesa .Miaman jusa as Atthadassi*
Since neither of them quotes
the direct reference of the Yogara t n a k a r a , and these
words are not found in the printed text, this mention
seems to be based on a secondary source and its
reliability is in d o u b t • Xt is mentioned in a certain
medical repo.rt that the Man jus e was written by a
Buddhist priest ’AtthaDasse of I-arakumbura who resided
in A 11 ana galla Vihara in S iyanakorale about the year
1267 in the reign of Parakramabahu * *
See ¥ *R.Kynsey? Report 011 the Parangi disease", Ceylon
Sessional Papers (Colomt>o,18Sl), Vol.VXIX', 13.7 8 .
fpg

Pali Literature of Ceyl o n > p#215;
History of the Buddhist Sangha in C e y l o n , p *459*
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we are not In a position to identify the Atthadassi,
author of the Nimijatakaya, with the author of the
Bhe sa.i jaman .1us a *

The Nimi jatakaya 9 as px’omised by its

author at the very beginning of the work (karomi nirayav a n n a n a m ), purports to be a description of the niray a s
(hells)*

Though it is a descriptive translation of the

Nimijatalca of the Pali Jatakatthakatha, much attention
~n

a-m-~r

t

-r ..

is paid to a full description of one hundred and thirty
s^-x nirayas occurring in Buddhist literature*

Of the

n i r a y a s described in the Atthadassi's Nimija t a k a y a , only
a few are found in the Jatakatthakatha and the Simhala**
—
"™V "‘‘
Jatalca-pota which followed closely the Pali Jatalca version*
Xt is, therefore,

interesting to note that the Nimi jat akaya

of Atthadassi is an independent composition,

although, it

drew its material from the Pali original* The Nimi jatalca.
of the Jatakatthakatha contains the present and past
stories of the Jatalca including verses and their respective
1
c o mmentaries,
The author of the Jatakatthakatha does not
_

narrate the whole

story in prose*

"V*

1

In the course of his

narration he quotes quite a number of verses from the
Jatalca-gatha

and provides respective commentaries,

but

such commentarial passages seem to damage the normal flow
of the story#

The reader who goes through the verses and

their commentaries may find it difficult to grasp the main
plot and may tend to lose his way amidst the forest of
words *

x

‘

Jatakatthak atha, e d .W.Pxyatissa, Vol.XLI, Part,VII

(©olombo,1939)» pp.80-111.
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Tlie Nimi jatalca, as related in the Jatakatthakatha,
r

-l . -

,

«*

can be summarized as follows! The Enlightened One related
this story while he was dwelling in Makhadeva1s mango
park near Mithila*

Once upon a time the Bodhisatva was

born as a son of the king of Mithila and was named Nimi*
He succeeded his father, followed his fatherfs line and
became a man of good conduct and behaviour* The virtues
of the Groat Being were sung in the world of men and in
the heaven as well.

One day as usual he observed eight

precepts and spent time in his chamber in the palace,
concentrating on the

virtues he observed*

It occurred

to him to wonder whether practising charity (dana) is
more fruitful or living a holy life (brahmacariya)*
Though he thought over it, again and again, he could not
reach a satisfactory solution*

At that moment Salclca»

the king of gods, came there and solved the question,
saying that brahmacariya was more fruitful*

Sakka

related some episodes in order to support his argument-,
and returned to the heaven*

The devas who gathered in

the assembly, having heard the story of Nimi from Sakka,
wished to see him*

Matali, the charioteer of Sakka,

was sent with the divine cliax'iot to bring the Great
Being; to heaven*

Matali on the way back to heaven

showed Nimi the nirayas first, and the heavens secondly*

1
? 4Jt
lw,
This is just a summary of the m a i n incidents of the
Nimijataka whiph occupies more than 3Q pages ih the
Jatakatthakatha*

The author of the Jataka tt-hakat ha seems

to have paid eq\ml attention to the descriptions of both
n i r ayas and devaiokns (hells and heavens )*

Xn his

description of nirayas he has mentioned only ibun nirayas
by name
m

1

while two dev a t a s are .mentioned by their names

2
the description of devalokas *

Xn Atthadassi* s worlc,

as we have shown earlier* 136 names of nirayas were
ir i » i

mentioned and each of, them is described separately,
whereas the Siraliala-Jatalqa-pota provides us w i t h only
3
fifteen names of nirayas *

In many descri p t i o n s .of both

nirayas and devalokas, the Nimi ja takaya of the Jaiaka-pota
goes side by side w ith Atthadassi* s work*

Some parallel

pansages of the two works are only slightly different one
from the other, and that too not in content’
, but ih
language and stylev ,This similarity shows the close
association of the Jataka~pota wit h the w o r k of Atthadassi
Ho doubt,' the author of the Nimi jat akay a of the Simhala*J1U""■
—1L“*
Jataka-pota must have closely followed Atthadassi*s w o r k
w h e n he undertook the task of translating that Jataka
into Sinhalese*
1•

Jatakatthakatha , p * 8 9 ? 9-3rf3 $ $ 9

2•

X b i d V, pp«100r»lQi*

3#

Pansiya Panas«■>.jataka-potaV C*Fr*Munasihha ■Appuhami* &

,

Siriwardhana Appuhami

*
(Colombo,1955)* P P *1385-1390

In comparison with the Pali Nimi jataka, the
N im i jat akaya of Atthadassi hears certain characteristics
of its own while being a descriptive translation or the
first*

Thou g h it follows the lines of the Pali version

sometimes,

it seems to be different from the original

in content as well as literary technique.

Atthadassi,

in accordance with the tradition of other Sinhalese
writers, gives a short description of the life of the
Buddha at the outset of his work*

Xn this portion he

summarizes the most important incidents of the B u d d h a fs
life from Bodliisatvahood to the first sermon of the
Buddha, and then begins the present story of the Jataka*.
Next", he describes the story of king Nimi*

Xn Attha

dassi* s work, it seems that some descriptive Pali
passages have been omitted

1

deliberately, while certain

other new descriptions which are not found in the original
version have been added*^
The author of the Jatakatthakatha seems to have
-

T, --m-— . . . 1.*-^---

attempted to fulfil a threefold purpose in handling his
subject matter, viz* to praise the practice of asceticism,
to disdain sins, and to appreciate meritorious deeds.

The

m a i n incidents of the story appear to focus on these
themes*
1.

Of the episodes Sakka has related in support of his
arguments w h e n he met the king Nimi, the episode of
the ten thousand hermits is omitted.
Jatakat tliakatha, p.84*
. . . . ....

Z\

The first part of the past story of the Nimijataka

r--.#

The summary of the Buddha*s life and the descriptions
°£ nirayas and devalokas other than those of the Pali
version are newly added*

128
in tlie Jatakatthakatha, up to the conversation of ISfimi
- r - - * . - -i- j

-

i

-

-

-

with. Sakka, purports to be a praise of ascetic life
while the descriptions of niraya and devaloka .provide
the second and the third themes, respectively*

Since

equal attention is paid in the narration to the latter
two themes, it is not necessary to divide that portion
into two separate parts*

Those parts appear to be

combined as two extremes of the same incident *

Thus

the whole past story of the Pali Nimijataka could be
divided thematically into two parts*

Nevertheless, it

is desirable that the main character runs throughout the
story from a certain point at the beginning till the end.
Unlike the aLithor of the Pali Nimijataka, Atthadassi
seems to have laid stress on the second theme while the
first and the third were givexi a merely subsidiary place.
Though he too deals with the fact that asceticism is more
fruitful than practising charity, as is the case in the
Jatakatthakatha,
-.
_ j.
*-*-£- ■ n
in his narration*

that part occupies only a little place
The description of nirayas , on the

other hand, which comprises the second theme,' predominates
over the other parts, where the first and the third themes
are discussed; in other words, that part occux^ies more than
two-thirds of the whole story in Atthadassi*s work*
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Tlie Niml,jatakay a of Atthadassi does not excel in
literary value either as a translation or as a piece of*
creative writing.

The author*s desire to write a

religious discourse according to Buddhist tradition
must have surpassed any literary purpose.

The author

appears to intend to frighten ignorant and wicked people
who do not appreciate moral or social obligations and
keep them away from evil deeds by showing them the severe
tortures and pains which evil-doers have to undergo in
the hells, and at the same time to persuade them to pursue
a religious life.

He lias employed the literary medium not

for the sake of art but for the sake of religious discoiirse.
This does not mean, however, that the author was devoid of
literary skill.

Xn certain parts of his w o r k he was able

to display his skill.

In the course of his narration,

he seems to be more or less successful in using conversa
tions occasionally as a device for the expansion of the
story.

This trait can be seen in his descriptions of the

hells and the heavens •

Xt may be exemplified from the

following.paragraph i
M

tv .

_

*mese pancavidha bandhanayen kamkatu! deti. ovunge

.

karma balayen yamapalhu sita, uefiibala nirisat,
kumak rusva” yi vicarati.ekala nirisat,

u svaraini,

pipasitayemi vahanse1* yi lc! kalhi ginigena dilihena
loho diya lan kereti. e gini gat loho diya bala:’—
bhayin vevula as muva piya layi. e daka vat a kota
siti yamapalhu gini gat yahaiiduven kata depita ada
•
»
«
•
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gini gat lolio diya vatlcereti* ekala ohuge uguru
dava, atuiTu dava, adhobhagayen nikmeyi. mese malia
d uk vindinavun date nimi mahara jano ," mat ally a,
moliu kumana pav kala
minissuda " yi v i c a l• a h a *
♦
"maharaja, m e •n i r i s a t *hu minis piya Xat kalhi
rahamera tana anunta di visa kanna m e n kavun ha
*

kansa abin gann denu kota urnatu v u v a n avit pasena
X
narakaya maharajaneni," kiha * *
*Thus they are tortured in five ways*

The ministers

of Yama who appear before an infernal creature by
the result of his karma ask him,
what dost thou wan t ? 1'

"G, informal soul,

"My lord, X am very thirsty,"

says the inhabitant of the hell qriivering with fear*
T h e n they give him burning melted metal.

Having

seen that melted metal he shuts his eyes and mouth
w i t h enormous fear.

The ministers of Yama, who

gather round him, throw him down on the floor and
open his mouth with pincers and put the burning
liquid into his mouth.

Xt goes out through the

fundament burning all internal organs like throat,
bowels and mesentery*

The king Nimi having seen

the inhabitants of the hell being tortured severely
asked Matali,

"What sort of karma have they done

w h e n they were in the world of men?"
Excellency the King,"

said Matali,

"Your
"This is the

hell for those who became intoxicated by taking
alcoholic drinks like drinking poison and gave them
others, and who sold and bought ganja and opium*"

MSS.-

Nevilt, Vol. I. p.125, Or.6603

(17).

*
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This short passage cited from the description of
Nirabbuda-niraya displays one of his modes of descrip
tion.

The technique used here may give some readers an

impression of the accuracy of what the author says*

The

first part of the above passage w h ich is nothing but
narration makes way to a conversation between Nimi, the
m a i n character, and Matali, the charioteer who led him
to the spot*

The conversation, which is focussed on

the incidents that take place at the same moment as they
converse,

is helpful in heightening the realism*

From

a literary point of view, this section is not enough to
bring great credit to the author, yet it shows his
attempt to employ some literary devices for the fulfil
ment of his religioiis purposes*
Atthadassi,

the author of the Nim i .ja t a k a y a , seems

to be successful, to a certain exte n t f in using language
in accordance with the subject matter*

As we have

mentioned above, this w o r k is a descriptive translation.
Xt may not be unreasonable to regard it as an indigenous
work*

X n this connexion it seems to be necessary to make

a survey of the modes of the author's translation.

Here

are some passages cited at random from the Nimijatalcaya,
which may be compared with the original, worlc*
1 e leala budun sina pahala kala daka ananda mahaterun
Ml

\J>

vahanse dalcuna11 pasa ukkutukayen hinda dohot mudun
*
.
di sit a 11sina pahala kala karuna kimelc da svamini.'*
*
A

A

.M
,

M
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vicala
* seka* ebasata
• karuna
* nidhana vu.-lokanatha
v u tun.' lovata nangu px*adipayak bandu v u budura janan
vahanse vadarana sek, Manandaya, ma sasara perum
purana lealhi me miyulu nuvara nimi maharaja v i m i ,”
vadala s e k a * .ebasata ananda mahaterun vahanse
vicarana sek, usvamini, kavara kaleka raja vu' selc da ? ”
me nara kebandu v u viriya kala bimek da yi vicala s e k a * 1
’I-Iaving* seen that the Buddha had allowed himself to
smile, Ananda who was squatting at the right side of
the Buddha w ith hands clasped on his head asked him:
”¥ h y dost thou smile, my Lord?11
’’Ananda,1* answered the Buddha, the hoard of compassion,"
the lord of the world, like ^^nto a lamp aloft to the
three worlds,

’’once X was born in the city of Miyuilu

and was a king named Nimi while I was concentrating on
the perfections in the samsara (circle of birth)*”
Ananda having heard these words, asked the Buddha
again:
”¥ h e n wert thou born, my Lord?”
’’W h e n didst thou become a king?”
’’What sort of a spot is this in w h i c h thou hast
endeavoured?” *

The original Pali passage of the Sinhalese translation
cited.above is as follows:
1 ayasmata anandena sitakaranam p u t t h o , ” ananda, ayam
bhumippadeso maya makhadevax*a jakalc

jhanakilam kili•

•

tena ajjhavutthapubbo1t i ” vatva tena yacito*** ***
Jataka11hakatha, e d *-¥*Piyatissa (Colombo,1939)»
Vol.KLI", part VXX, p#<30*

*
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1 When asked by Ananda why he (Buddha) smiled, he

answered:
l,Xn yonder spot, Ananda, X once dwelt, deep in
ascetic meditation, .in the time of king Makhadeva#u
Xixen at his request * •• 1
Xn comparison with this short passage, Atthadassi*s
translation seems to be an independent one in which the
author has expanded what is contained in the original by
adding certain amount of* material of* his own#

Ananda *s

x’everential attitude towards the Buddha, as narrated in
the translation, and the phrases ascribed to Ananda, bear
testimony to the

skill of the translator*

Atthadassi

appears to have employed more than one device in order to
expand ideas drawn from the original version, by way of*
giving his composition a new

look*

As in the above

passage, he adds epithets, explanatory phrases and con
versations between characters, and occasionally some
descriptions which can be regarded as pieces of his own
cx’cative writing#

The following passage is a good

specimen of such a, description:
* ekala sanda ha samaga ena divyarathaya daka ada davas
pera nudutu viru sanda dedenek enneya yi kiya nangu
piyavara perala bima obagata noh£ samaharu sita
balannahu ya* samaharu kata dalva sitiyaraa axidi ru
se niscala va balatd. * samaharu nagagat susma helagata
no hi bala sitinahu ya# samaharu'divyarathayata kara
netra pujavak men aspiya no solva sititi #1
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* The men having seen the d i v i n e .chariot coming
together w i t h the moo n thought,

♦There are today

two moons coming that have never been seen b e f o r e .*
They gazed at it w i t h such astonishment that some
of them who were walking there forgot to put their
raised feet down on the ground again; others stood
still with theix* mouths opened as in a drawing;
some found it difficult to breathe o u t , and still
some othex's gazed at it without winking, as if
paying homage to the divine c h a r i o t . *

This description shows something of the creative
skill which o c c a s i o n a l ^ manifested itself in A t t h a d a s s i 1s
work*

Xt is impossible to find a word of this description

in the original

Pali passage* Everything

translator's own*
mention.

here is the

The similes used in this passage deserve

Though they seem to be drawn from tradition, they

are helpful for

strengthening

author does not

always choose his similes only from

literary tradition*

the situation depicted.

The

Sometimes he has drawn them from his

social environment,* as follows

:

♦valan vasnak i i mata tabuva se,
♦Like earthen cooking pots placed one on top of
anotherj1
♦naleka pura tibu tumba sumi se*
*Like lead powder packed in a tube,*
*uk dandu
m e n mirika*
*
* *Squeezed'like sugar-canes,*.
*gal no vadana gerin elavanna s e , *
*Like driving cattle into a cattle-fold which they
themselves do not wish to e n t e r . *
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From wliat we have discussed, it is clear that
A t t h a d a s s i !s intention was to make a descriptive trans
lation and at the same time to make it into an independent
c ompo s it ion *

Authors of the Sasadavata and the Muvadevdavata
■

I B M W M I. I H I I W I I1

■ I

H i! M I..U — ■■■■■»■
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We have seen elsewhere in this discussion the great
attention paid by writers to the Jatakas during the Folonnaru period.

Some scholars wrote accessory works in

Sinhalese for those who studied the Pali Jatakas, while
others concentrated on prose and poetry drawing their
subject matter from the Jatakatthakatha, both for the
learned and the.less learned*

Among Sinhalese classical

poems the Sasadavata and the Mnvadevdavata are the earliest
surviving examj)les.

They were much influenced by the

Sanskrit ornate poems *

The Sasadavata, based on the

Sasajataka of the Jatakatthakatha, was composed by a n
anonyinoxis poet who lived in the latter part of the Polonn a r u period*

The date of the w o r k must fall during the

first period of the reign of Queen hilavati (1197-1200)
who came to the throne by the support of general Kitti.
The Queen and her Prime Minister who extended their
magnanimoxis patx'onage towards the poets are described
w i t h gx*eat respect in the preliminary verses of the
Sasadavata.

The w o r k pxirpox'ts to be a devotional poem

of 293 verses in praise of the virtues of the Buddha.
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Its m a i n theme is to praise the aspiration for charity
of the Bodhisatva, which is included in the past story
of the Sasajataka, yet the author has also made an
elaborated description of the various virtues of the
Buddha in the course of delineating the present story*
It is of note,

in this respect,

that the poem is

described as a panegyric of the Buddha

1

in.the old sanne

(interverbal paraphrase} of the S asadavata* px’obably
w r i t t en soon after the poem*
The Muvadevadavata is also meant to be a
2
devotional poem of l6h verses, though in fact there is
an excessive amount of secular sxibjects in it*

Scholars

are of the view that the work itself belongs to the same
period as the S a s a d a v a t a »

Godakumbura and Saunasgala
—
3
hold that the w o r k is anterior to the Sasadavata* yet
their hypotheses are not well suppo.rted*

However,

the

poem seems to have been most popular among the Sinhalese
learned circles*

Some verses from the Muvadevdavata

are found quoted in. later works like the Blusanda si akuna
- 5
and the Sidatsangarava which are assigned to the
#

1*
2»

Sasadava ta - pur a n a — sannay a , ed •A *Dhammapala (Y a l i t a r a ,193^-) »
p*2.
• '
Muvadevdavata, p * 4 v •

3*

Godakumbura,

op.cit., p*l46 & Sirahala-Sahityavamsaya,

-■«

-

-

_ ..

»

^

p * 9 0 ; ah attempt is made to identify the author of the
—
o
,
Muvadevdavata by Yini Vitarana*
See Y i d ^ d a y a , Vol.I,
NoVI (lTugegoda‘,1968 ), pp *58-62 *
-t

4'.

IfI us and a s1 a k u n a , ed* K :*3?aimananda (Colombo ,1938 } » P»7*
v *J|-3 *
- •
S idat sangarava 3 ed* k*J)harmarama 5 jp.-3 L i ~

.
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Dambadeni period.

A n ancient Sinhalese verbal paraphrase

to the worlc is also found*

Like the Sasadavata the

Muvadevdavata too followed the Sanskrit k avya style.
Unlike the Sasadavata however*
iM t w w l n im

*

ii,iw

it focuses only on the
«/

past story of the Maldiadeva jataka of w h ich the theme is
the praise of asceticism,

the third perfection of the

Bodhisatva•

Gurulufiomi
ft

Guridugomi, who appears to have had great talent
*

and poetical skill,

is regarded as one of the foremost

writers during the Polonnaru period.

The distinguished

glory he earned as a n erudite scholar, a great translator
and a poet endowed with creative skill was achieved by
only a very few other writers in the field of Sinhalese
Literature.

He is credited with two works, namely the

Pharma prad ip ileav a , a compendium of Buddhist doctrine, and
the A mavaturaV a prose w o r k on the life of the Buddha.
The first displays his great erudition and poetical skill
while the second mainly shows his unparalleled skill in
literary translation.

Nothing much is known of Gurulugomi
*

himself or his date,

other than the mention of his name in

the S idat sangarava aHay nr a sand e sa and the Nikaya sangrahaya *^

1•

Sidat sangarava, .e d ..R.Tennakon (C o l o m b o ,1959)* P *5•
Mayurasandesaya, ed. ¥ .Dipankara

(Colombo,1910), v.l60,

p. 6 9 * (Gurulugami)«
*

N ikayasangrahaya, Govt. ed.
(Gur uludami ) «

(Colombo,1 9 0 7 )> P*21*
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In the tradition he is believed to have come over to
Ceylon from Kalinga in India and his language, which
bears certain peculiarities, has been ironically referred
1
to as 1kalingu e l u v a * (lCalinga*s Sinlialese) ; yet this
belief is not based on any historical evidence.

As we

shall deal with his works in detail later on, we need not
make any comment here on the matter.
Vidya cakravart i .
Vidyacakravarti, the author of the Butsarana, also
called the A m r t a v a h a , is regarded as a contemporary of
2
Gurulugomi or not far removed from his date. To him are
, -r-.-jii— rt.j-u.

i-i

""

*

atti'ibuted the authorship of two other works of the same
category as the Butsarana,

called the Dahamsarana and the

Saiigasarana*; Godakumbura is. of the opinion that this
author is identical with Parakrama Pandita,
••

the author of

the Sitnhala Thupavamsaya who bears the title of fsakala£

y i d y a - c a k r a v a r t i .*

‘

1

B\it the authox’ship of the last three

works is still in conjecture*

Many scholars profex* to

differentiate the author of the Butsarana from those of
the other works, for its peculiarities in language and
style', and for the artistic talent it displays in contrast
■3
to the other works*
As in the,case of Gurulugomi, nothing
*

is known of the axithor •

The Nikaya sangrahay a says nothing
■ ~fi ■ i

w i —i

■iirr iMTnin —

n <i ii■ iiimIim

i

**

Amavat'uraV ed* ¥ .Boi^ata (Colombo,I96G ) , Introduction,
p.VTII-IXY
S i n h a l e s e .hiteratxire, .p * 5 »
3*

Butsarana, ed. Sorata, Introduction,
S inrixala~sahityaya*1 pp *182-189*
f
*

pp*IV-Vif

^
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of Vidyacakravarti but mentions a certain-scholar called

1

—

Agamacakravarti.‘

—

—

Vidyacakravart 1 and Agamacakravarti

are generally believed to have been one and the same person*

A perspective on authors and their v/orlcs f
Before concluding this discussion,

it is necessary

to summarize what we have covered in this chapter.

It is

evident from our discussion that the Pali authors played
a prominent role in the religious and literary fields, and
seem to have invaded almost all learned faculties in Ceylon
during the pex'iod.

Since Pali was considered a common

language ,medium for international communication among
Theravadx monies in Ceylon, India and South-east Asian
countries, Pali studies at that time received much
attention in learned circles.

It seems to have been

given priority in evexy institution of clerical education.
Many scholars at the time, even though their mother tongue
was Sinhalese, tried to enrich Pali literature with various
interesting works.
creative works,

While some of them attempted to compose

others were engaged in translating Sinha

lese works into Pali and writing exegetical works and
works on poetics.

As a result, a large number of works

including creative writings', grammatical works,

commen

taries, works on poetics, prosody and lexicography were
produced in Pali during this period*
1•

Nikaya sangrahaya, p v 2 1 .
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Tlie Ceylonese Pali authors who were well versed in
Sanskrit appear to have used their knowledge of* Sanskrit
for the purpose of improving Pali*

They gave a new look

to the Pali by adding a considerable number of Joan words
from Sanskrit, and poetical terms and usages which were
shared in common with Sanskrit poetry*

Though Sanskrit

studies too were practised widely among scholars in Ceylon
by this time, the works in Sanskrit produced by them were
only a few in number*

They do not show any excellence

other than devotional and exegetical merits*

A m o n g Sanskrit

writers the a^^thors of the Anuruddhasataka* Namastasataka
•Mr-

rr-Tt

-

—

..... ...

* n n * ~ - -t

and the Buddhagadya who are believed to have lived in the
1
Polomiaru period
deserve special mention, for their
contribution to the devotional literature*

As is evident

from these works the authors seem to be greatly influenced
2
by their coLinterparts in India*
Like the Indian devotee
poets who were affected by the concept of bhakti and wrote
many volumes of devotional works in px’aise of the deities
of the H i n d u pantheon,

these authors aiopear to have released

their fervent devotion towards the Buddha through the form
of the sataka *

Their works can be introduced as one phase

of the influence of the Hindii bhakti cult *
of

Another phase

it becomes clear from Pali works like the Pa .jjamadhu,
ft- ■ 1

■ -

Xl r. »- » .r

--- -

*

- r ^ I ! IT — ! ----

-| nr

.... ■ mr* " n

ri,»m m i * in r----

n~

; i

n

i. .!■ i. t

_ _ ■~ ■

1*

Pannasara, op*cit *, pp«15^# 166, 171*

2*

Pannasara sees some relationship between the Buddhagadya
and the -Gitagovinda of Jayadeva.
See Saaaskrit Lit era ture, p* I 72 *
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Samantakutavannana,
Has availini and Jinalankara
of which
—
'— s—
r*— — * ---- ----r™—
— -- sr--- - .
authors had close relations , direct or indirect , with
Indian writers, or at least had an acquaintance with Indian
bhakti literature,

Buddhappiya, the author of the Rajja~

madhu, was certainly a.native of South India, .Vedeha, the
author of the Samantakutavannana and the Rasavahini, was
a co-pupil of Buddhapopiya, the teacher of both of whom
was Ananda, a dignitary well known in Ceylon as well as
in the Cola country.

Some relationship between Buddha~

rakkhita, the author of the Jinalankara, and his counter
parts in India is evident from the introductory stanzas
of the work.

1

Do these works in Pali and Sanskrit reveal

collectively some traces of the Indian bhakti concept that
migrated to Ceylon from India and did they pave the way to
a new. type of devotional work in Sinhalese like the
Sasadavata and BLitsarana ?

It appears that they share

some common features of Indian devotional literature.
Since these traits will be described iri their right place
none of them requires detailed mention here.

No author nor

work can be singled out as a pioneer in these devotional
traits to Ceylon.

But it is reasonable to conclude that

Ceylonese authors of devotional literature, like their
counterparts in India, were stirx,ed simultaneously by
the waves of the Indian bhakti movements which influenced
extensively most countries of South and Souith6 east Asia
dtiring this period.
1.

J inalankara» p. 31 ? v* 2 7 6 .
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Of the scholars we have mentioned above, more
than one-third were primarily Pali authors; in other
words, they were Buddhist monks of the Theravada school
whose main intention was to improve Buddhist learning as
found in the Pali scriptures by teaching, preaching and
making new contx'ibutions to it.

Most of them, however,

were Ceylonese by birth and so were also sup£>orters of
Sinhalese literature*

Their contributions to Sinhalese

literature, though chiefly exegetical in character, were
undoubtedly of great value fox'* the development of literary
activities in Sinhalese*

They facilitated the understand

ing of what was contained in the original works and, at
the same time, contributed a considerable vocabulary and
various sentence patterns to the Sinhalese language*

The

service rendered by those exegeses to the progress of
Sinhalese literature by bx^inging the language to a higher
standard and making it an adequate medium for the creation
of a literature is great.

As we lenow, the language of any

nation is a most powerful and essential Instrument which
enables its users to express their cognitive and emotional
views and ideas through the literary medium*

Bxegetical

works thereforeV as a vital part of language study, cannot
be excluded from literary studies*

Accordingly, those who

produced any kind of exegesis in Sinhalese are worthy of
mention as supporters of that literature*

But the curious

thing here is why they are not specially credited with

even a single poetical w o r k in Sinhalese*

Some of them,

as their literary works in Pali show, were well-suited
For undertaking such a. task*

For instance, Vedeha, the

author of the Samantakutavannana
and the kasavahini,
who
■ ''*■
*-■*
■"
'11 ■■ ■■ ■.■ ■ 1■
also was reputed to have written the Sadalaktmu', a grammar
in Sinhalese, was certainly a man of great poetical skill
and creative ability*

Thex’e must have been a considerable

number of such poets in Buddhist institutions.

Why,

then,

did they not leave behind any poetical w o r k in Sinhalese?
Was there any restriction oxx monies which prevented them
from composing poems in the language of natives, as in
the Danibadeni period?
the course of time?

Or were theiyt productions lost in
Those questions seem,to be difficult

to answer satisfactorily from our sources.
As we have seen in the first chapter, no restriction
was imposed on the Sangha so as to prevent them from study
ing certain subjects during this period*

Monies appear to

have been permitted to study any subject relevant to
intellectual pursuits,

including poetry and drama whi c h
y
1
were forbxdden for them later xn the Dambadeni Katikavata.
'
~
rr™JLT~'J
Otherwise, how did they write those poems and works on
poetics in Pali mentioned above?
compose poems only in Pali?
Wickramasingha,

Were they permitted to

Or as suggested by Martin

did the e n c o m n g e m e n t which the Sinhalese

poets received from the Mahayanists no longer exist after
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the establishment of the srtpremacy of one nikaya in the
_
T
Island during the reign of Parakramabalm the Great?
It is not

justifiable to suppose that the Buddhist church

or the royalty imposed any sort of language barrier on the
monies who were engaged in literary activity.

Xf versifi

cation in Sinhalese was considered a violation of eccle
siastical law, how was it justifiable to give permission
to do the same in Pali or Sanskrit?

On the other hand',

even though the Theravadins paid less attention than the
Mahayanists to arts like poetry and drama, they do not
seem to have disdained

these subjects until they were

forbidden by the Dambadeni Katikavata * Xt
—

?

"

'

is an untnistak-

able fact that the Theravadins in Ceylon at that time
studied poetry and poetics as well*

This does not, however,

m e a n that they admired the erotic descriptions found
abundantly in Sanskrit poetry, especially in some works
of the decadent epoch in India *

¥hat they have actually

done was to study Sanskrit poetry and poetics well, and
sharpen their poetical skill by that new inspiration.
At the same time they seem to have substituted the senti
ment of tranquillity in place of the erotic which was
given priority in many

Sanskrit poems. The

monks of the Theravada school in Ceylon had

fact that the
been engaged

in poetical activities widely until the proclamation of
the Dambadeni Katikavata is indicated by the evidence
—

— **v__

-T

I,

.1.

.

r

that could be gained from the works of Buddhappiya, Vedeha,
IV

Martin ¥ ickkramasingha, Simhala-sahityaye Nagima
(Colombo,19^5 )9 p* 70.
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BuddharaMch.ita, Bhainmakitti and Sangharaklchita •

OB these

authors the first three probably belonged to the early
years of Parakramabalm I, while the others belonged to the
last part of the Polonnaru period#

It is probable that

most learned monks were preoccupied w i t h literary activi
ties in Pali, their favourite subject.

Yet there appears

to be no reason to conclude that they neglected literary
pursuits in Sinhalese,

their mother tongue*

Perhaps their

poetical works in Sinhalese were lost in the cotn'se of time
or perished at the hands of opponents,
nal V

internal and exter

On the other hand, even today we are,not sure who the

authors of the Sasadavata and the Muvadevdavata were *

As

is evident from our sources there seem to have existed a
considerable munbex* of poetical works w h ich have left
behind.nothing more than a few verses or some fragments of
v e r s e s*
The
ascribed

ii
Blusanda slakuna,a work on prosody

in Sinhalese

to the Dambadeni period,

us w i t h some

furnishes

evidence to a number of poetical compositions in Sinha1
i/
—
lese.
The Sidat sangarava of Patira ja-pkruvana which is
also ascribed to the same period provides some indications
•2
of the pi'evalence of other poetical works in Sinhalese*
Xt is of note that the Blusandaslakuna is the w o r k of a
Buddhist m o n k called Bhadra of whom we know nothing else*
1.

Blusandaslakuna,

pp* 2-4, 8-20.

■
*

2.

The examples given for the metre *Minimal* seem to be
quoted from an old Kusajataka poeiii other than the
Kavsiluinina * See Blusahdaslakuna, p. 10*
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Xt is apparent from these works that there must have been
more poetical works written in Sinhalese during the period
than those that have survived to the present d a y 5 and
perhaps, at least some of them were compositions of
Buddhist monies*
Xt is necessary to give out? attention, at this stage,
to the cjuestions On what basis did our authors select their
subject matter?

All the works we have discussed here can

be classified into two categories: exegetical and creative*
Grammars,

glossaries,

compendia and other works of poetics,

prosody and lexicography are included in the first category*
All other works, prose and verse, are categorized in the
second*

Since no drama can be found in our literary history

the term creative writing here implies only prose and verseV
Xlumgh there was another kind of creative writing called
*1
1s a p u 1
(Sk.c a m p u ) it is omitted here, because it is only
nominal;
verse*

it is nothing but the combination of prose and
Sometimes a compendium like the Pharma pr ad ip ilcava

may occupy the place of a piece of creative writing though
it is primarily exegetical in character.
Xt seems to be a characteristic of this period that
many authors preferred to compose exegetical works,

either

on religious and linguistic subjects or otherwise*

Some of

them who concentrated on religious subjects tried their
hand at philosophical problems in the Abhidhainma and wrote
1*

Siyabaslakara,.e d . -H* Nanatilaka & H* Nanasiha
1T" ™ "

1

"

■m rl “ r * *

(Colombo,1933)» ch. 1 ,

r,

v.1 3 .
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compendia of doctrinal matters and otherwise*

Others

who were interested in linguistic subjects attempted to
explain grammatical matters, to reproduce or invent new
theories l-egarding the learning of* languages and to make
commentaries or glossaries.

Only a few gave their

attention to poetics, prosody and lexicography*'

Other

writers who were interested in creative writing seem to
have preferred to extol the life of the Buddha, present
or past or both,

or to narrate a story or an important

event connected w i t h Buddhist literature.
To select a subject from the religious background
was a long standing convention of Ceylonese writers.

The

SiyabaslakaraV the earliest extant w o r k on poetics in
Sinhalese, lays down the convention of selecting the
B u d d h a !s life as subject matter appropriate for the
composition of poems

(in verse).

This tradition appears

to have disciplined almost all poets of the Island for
centuries#

Just as H in d u tradition directed Indian poets

to select subjects from the Mahabharata and the R a m a y a m ,
this poetical tradition,

inspired by the Buddhist' culture,

played its part in guiding Ceylonese poets.

He see from

our sotirces that Sinhalese poets turned to the Buddhist
Jatakas for this purpose, unlike the Pali poets of this
period who inclined to select the actual
of the Buddha.

( ’p r e s e n t 1) life

in general, almost all Ceylonese poets

aiopear to have aimed at using the life of the BLiddha for
1,

S iyabaslakara, ch,J? v,2 0 .
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their poems instead, of selecting a hero as in the case of
many Indian poems where a traditional H i n d u character is
delineated elaborately*

But certainly, this does not mea n

that none of them sought to make alteration of the af o r e 
said convention*
Perhaps some of them inclined to choose their subject
matter froinaa worldly background*

He found some verses in

the Slusaiidaslakuna, pi'obably quoted from some ancient
poems, whi c h seem to be directly dealing w i t h the worldly
life*

1

The supposed Miy ur us and e s a , evidenced by some

quotations in the Sidatsangarava, might also have followed
2
a line different from the convention*
Though we know
nothing at all about it, according to the evidence provided
by the other sandesa poems,

it may be reasonable to infer

that this Miyuru-sandesa also drew its subject matter from
w o r l d l y .b a c k g r o u n d •
The M anavulusand©sa, the earliest sandesa poem surviving
in Ceylon, written in Pali by an anonymous writer who
probably lived in the reign of Parakramabahu I or soon
after1j does not contain a religious story*
partly w ith worldly matters.

It deals

It was composed as a reply

to the great sage Sangharakkh.ita Kassapa of Arimaddanapura
in Burma who had sent a sandesa earlier to Mahanagasena of
3-•
■
2*

B l u s andaslakuna, pp*2 :
,9 *1 0 * Examples of the Umatugi,
Y o h m a t v a l a 'and 'the Kanil* See also S i mhala-Sah.ityaya Q
II, p p *275-279;
• •
•
Sidat sangarava, ed* R*Tennakoon (Colombo,1959}>PP»5»75
Also see Vxni Vitarana., Puxnna-MayOTB-Sandcsayat,
Sahityaya (Colombo", 1962 ) 6-1 • pp. 29-32*
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Rambliavihara in Roliana, Ceylon, seeking liis intimate
-1
m
friendship*
This poem, filled with, picturesque
descriptions of natural beauty and the tranquil atmos
phere of the Rambliavihara,

also provides us w ith a clue

to the interest of some authors in turning to worldly
matters*

Xt is of some significance that not everything

descr'ibed even in the aforesaid religious poems concerns
religion? a considerable number of verses is concerned
xrith things outside religious matters", drawn from xxoetic
convention —

what we call *k a v i s a m a y a *1

religious poems some

Thus,' in many

episodes were purposely selected

from the m a i n stories with a view to adding certain
descriptions, erotic or otherwise*
The purpose of writing as intended by the authors,'
who produced a considerable number

of creative works,

is

not mentioned cleax'ly either in these works or elsewhere*
The giyabaslakara » w h ich followed the same lixxes as the
Kavyadarsa of Dandin, mentions a fourfold purpose of a
mahakavya (great or long poem) when it deals with that
2
genre*
The term
s i w a g a - p a l a ' , an exact equivalent
O

of (Sic*) 1oaturvargaphala

^

^

j

occurring in the Kavyadarsa,

means four kinds of aims or purpose which are said to
1.
2 ';
3 *

Manavulusandesa, (with sanne} jed* M* Nanananda
(Colombo,1925), w * 5 2 ;
, 56, -57.
S iy aba si akar a ’c h * l , * v*2 1 v
K a v y a d a r a , ed* Jivananda Vidyasagara (Calcutta, 1 9 2 5 ) V
c h v l ? - v *15♦

have been followed by poets;
artha (wealth), kama
it'"
•
of the soxil).

they are: dharma (virtue.),'

(pleasure),' and moksa
■■ ■

(liberation

Of these purposes, all except the second

seem to be common alike to poet and reader.
Mammata,
/
the author of the ICavyaprakasa, a Sanskrit w o r k on
••

-

_

poetics, pointed out that a poet like Dhavaka was rewarded
by a king called Harsa. for his literary work; here Mammata
was dea,ling with a sixfold pur.pose of writing poems (ka vy a ),
/ 3
at the very beginning of the Kavyap r a k a s a . ' Of the purposes
mentioned by Mammata,

the third’, fifth and sixth deserve

oxtr special attention though they are not traceable
directly in any of the works we have so far dealt.with.
According to the third purpose mentioned in the ICavya p r a k a s a V a literary w o r k gives the reader a knowledge of
customs', habits and so forth*

The fifth and the sixth

correspond respectively to a ♦dissociated p l e a s u r e 1
(paranirvrti), which is regarded as a n immediate consequence
of a poetical work', and to the aspect of teaching readers,
like the teaching of a loving mistress to her lover (leant a s ammita)v

Those two purposes bear witness respectively to

the Liltimate power of aesthetic enjoyment relished by a
comioisseim

(sahrdaya) and to the peculiax’ power of

suggestion concerned with a literary creation.

-**’*

K nvyap r a k a s a , ed. H.D .ICarmakar (Poona,i9 6 5 }, X y v *2 *
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Whetiler the Ceylonese writers of the period know
of these purposes introduced by Mamiiiata, still seems a
*

matter for conjecture*

Bxxt it is interesting to note

that Ceylonese poets had known of the rasas(aesthetic
*f

sentiments) since the time of the Srgiri poets*
Direct mention of the rasas can be found in the
Sigiri gra f f i t i , the Siyabaslalcara

2

and the Kavsif umina

-

I n this respect, many Pali authors of the Island appear
to have em£>loyed the terms pasada and sanvega ^(feelings
of ecstasy and self-disparagement).

This however,

suggests that some creative writers composed their works
w i t h a literary purpose in their minds while others wrote
for religious and othex1 purposes.

Amo n g the creative

writings mentioned above, all except the Sulukalinguda
of the P harmapradxpikava seem to concentrate on both
religious and literary purposes, while that episode
appears extraordinary in its prose style and the purpose
intended as well.

Indeed this episode has nothing at all

to do w i t h religious merit.

Neither the characters nor

incidents of this composition bear any special Buddhist
religious significance.

Xts highly elaborated style and

poetical imaginations certainly display the literary
purpose concentrated on.
1•
■
2*
3i
^*

Sigiri g r a ffiti, ~e d . S.Paranavitana (hondo n,1956},
vv .164, 3 0 2 ^ 3 5 6 , 3 8 0 .•
•
• - •
S iyaba slakara, ch. 1vv.2 5 , 3 6V 39-41,
Kav s i l u m i n a , ed*¥.Sonata (Golombo,1946 ) , ch.l-v.2.
Mahavamsa
vv

.3,’4*

(PTS), ed.¥ilhelm Geiger (London,I9O8 ), ch.l.
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Now, it is .necessary to consider tlie problem of
whom those authors wrote f o r •

Various categories of

readers seem to have been expected by them from both
learned and unlearned meii, including monks, kings,
queens, ministers and others who came from the nobility
and the common people*

Some of them appear to have been
1
critics well versed in poetics* The SasadavataV the
„

2
3
Huvad evdavat a and the Kavsilumina
speak indirectly of
those who might have been comioissours•

Xt is clear

that such classical poems were not intended for the
common reader but for the scholar*

.We cannot, however,

find in either of the earliest two classical poems
any direct word to indicate those readers who were
intended by the poets*
the T^ord !v i y a t '

4

But the Kavsilumina employs

which means a scholar to indicate

\

its intended reader*

It also spealcs of connoissevtrs

(rasahav^vinduna d e n e t a ) who px'obably were considered
coitipetent to critiGise the work*

B u t .G-urulugomi nient ions,

in the preliminary passages of the A m a v a t u r a « that he
composes the w o r k in Sinhalese for the benefit of the

3**

S asada v a t a , vv* 5^9*, ■*

2V

Muvade vdavat a , -wV, 4-5 • •

3*

Kavsi l a m i n a , ch*l.;. w * l ,

^*

K a vsilumina, chVl y 1 v«4 •

2~4 *

less learned people*

1

The term used here is *noviyat

h u d i j a n a y the literal meaning of* which is *unlearned
me n of v i r t u e s 1 or ‘less learned Intelligent people**
Many Pali writers seem to have used the term 1sadhujana*
in this sense*

2

This term usually implies some

relationship w i t h religious teaching*

The Amavatura

and other works of this sort, din wh ich the life of the
Buddha and his doctrinal matters are described, were
composed mainly for the benefit of devotees.

But this

certainly does not mean that they were confined to the
devotees only*

They were clearly open to any reader who

had a cultured mind and good taste*

Xf we distinguish

the term *sadhujana* from its religiotis connotation
we will be able to see some similarity in meaning
between *sadhu jana * ,

*hudi jana*

and the familiar

term *s a hrdaya1V

IV
2V

A m a v a t u r a , p*l*
*Sadhu janamano pa sadat thaya kate thupavams e 1
Th u p a v a m s a , pV81*
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Chapter XIX
The Devotional Literature
(a)

Bliakti cixlt
Xt is necessary to elucidate some problems

concerning; the bhakti cult which influenced the later
devotional literature extensively, before we deal with
the subject directly*
religious literature,

T h e word bliakti, employed in
connotes devotion or love towards

God or a religious leader, though it has the original
meaning of secular love and affection*

The verbal root

of the term bhakti in Sanskrit is blia j , w h i c h can be
conjugated in both atmanepada and parasmaipada; it means
to deal out.,' apportion, divide, share and allot to*

As

Mariasuai Dhavamony elucidates it, the concept of love
includes many aspects, dealing with the varied manifesta
tions of love, such as

(l) possession and enjoyment,

(2) preference and choice,

(3 ) esteem and honour,

(**■) attachment and affection ,

(5 ) loyalty and devotion.

T h o u g h the word bhakt 1 is considered a common
religious technical term used to express the devotion or
the love fixed upon a god or a religious leader, as far as
religious history is concerned,

'

1*

its special connotation

,

/

Mariasuai Dhavamony, Love of G o d , According to Saiva
Siddhanta ■
- (London, 1971}# p* 13*
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can be found. first in the Bhagavata religion.
and

*Bhagavat *

1Bhagavata rV kindred words with b h a k t i . are also

derived from the same rootVhhajV

While the first denotes

the Lord or the Adorable One, the latter means a person who
worships him.

It is of note that the word bhagava (P.),

the corresponding Sanskrit of which is Lb h a g a v a t '. can often
be found in the Pali canon as an epithet of the Buddha.

But

its definition as explained by the commentators seems to
have differed from the Sanskrit form, concerned w ith the
1
Bhagavata cult.

Nevertheless, no one can gainsay the

similarity between those words, b h a .1 being the verbal root.
Gurulugomi, the author of the Pharmapradipikava« a Sinhalese
classical prose work, describes a sixfold meaning of bhagava
derived from the root*

There is nothing new here, but the

repetition of the tradition of Pali commentators*

2

Xt must

be emphasised in this respect, that the word bhagavata is
not employed anywhere in Buddhist literature in order to
signify the wox’shippers of the Buddha.

Now it is obvious

that the term bhakti as its etymological meaning itself
implies connotes the love or the devotional faith towards
the Bhagavat as a means of salvation from the circle of
rebirth.

IV

Xt was considered the only way of mystica!

Visuddhlmagga * ed* Buddhadatta-

(AXutgaraa, 1 9 1 ^ )i

ppv 157-159*
Pharma prad Ipikava, ed* D h a r m a r a m a ( C o l o m b o ,
pp. 2 8 -2 9 .

1953.),

A
A
i o' 4
realization and communion with God*
described,

the bhaktimarga

As Grierson lias

(bhakti path) is introduced

in opposition to the Karmamarga (worlcs path) and the
jhanamarga

(knowledge path)

Xn the Bhagavata religion,

faith (s r a d d h a ) ♦ worship,"

sacrifice and meditation are considered inferior to b h a k t i *
For instance, according to tho concept of b h a k t i , faith
(s r a d d h a ) is described as merely a subsidiary preliminary
to bhakt i *

Xt forms only a part of all godward relations*

Being superior to Karma
and meditation),
religion.
in God*

(action)

2

J&ana and yoga (knowledge

bliakti forms the principal element in

Xts formal effect is to make one abide steadily
Though jnanar.may produce b h a k t i , the latter

differs from the f o r m e r ,
bhakti is the terminus*
but onl3r to recognise,
3
knowledge.

In tho opinion of feandilya,
**
Xt is impossible to know by bhakti

and recognition implies previous

Some interpretations regarding the concept of bhakti
made by scholars in this field may be helpful in under
standing the problem, which is still a subject of
controversy*

One of the most controversial definitions,

1 * G .A *G r ierson, Bhakti M a r g a , Encyclopaedia of R e l igion and
e t h i c s , e d * J.Hastings (Edinburgh,1909)> Vol.XX, p#539*
Narada Bh aktisutra says that bhakti is higher than action
and k n o w l e d g e . See T he Bhakti Sutra s of N a r a d a , Translated
by Nandalal Sinha (Allahabad,1911), No* ^5,” p.12*
2• The One Hundred Aphorisms of San d l l y a ,•Translated by
Manmath Paul (Allahabad,1911), No. 2 k ^ p. 22.
3 . X b i d •, N o . 33 *

is the theory of Guntert for whom bhakt 1 is merely libido
raised to the higher state of Amor Dei.

The author of

the Love of god regards this as a mistaken theory and
concludes that the only source of bhakti is not sexual
.i
desire*
Bhakti according to Betty Heimaxm does not m e a n
devotion offered to a single god, but reciprocal partici
pation, its verbal root being bhaj
to participate.

w h ich means to share,

Moreovexv, ®&e declares that it is a later

expression for the earlier sacrificial partnership between
God and man,’ w h i c h again is based on the natural law of
cause and effect,

on the supposition that bhakti has no

personal connotation*

2

The views of K.G. Bhandarkar on

this term seem to be simple and vivid though they are
disciplined by the normal Hindu tradition*
believes,

B h a k t i * as he

is a n eqiiivalent of the term priya or preyas in

the Upanisad period, and implies the love for the Atman
or the supreme soul.

Further he indicates that the word

bhakti is not always used in the sense of love even by
R a m a n u j a , to whom it was constant meditation corresponding

-

3

to the Upasana of the U p a n i s a d *

The comments concerning the word bhakti mentioned
briefly above, need no further discussion.
IV
2.
3*

hove of G o d ,

There is one

> ' R -; p *21 *

Betty Heimann, Indian and Western Philosophy'
,
' (London, 1937)J
p. 73 fT.
.
f
K.G. Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism* Saivism and Minor Religious
S ystems-^ (Bomb a y ,193*3 ) V P •2 9 V
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thing to "be stressed*

The English term fl o v e f by which

bhakti is translated is not sufficient to express its
specific connotation*

Xt is not desirable to ascribe an

erotic connotation to that word w h e n it is used in a
religious context*

The god-ward love or devotion is

absolutely pure and Tree from lust and hatred*
the Vaisnava sectarian literature,

1

But in

there can be found some

sort of* poeticised mystical eroticism, especially connected
w i t h the Krsna-gopi legend which came to play an important
• * *

part in medieval religious works *

As S .IC.De states, the

earthly moment of* the eternal divine sport of* Krsna is an
• * *

interpretation in texmis of* symbol and allegory.

2

The first occurrence in Brahraanic literatux’e of* the
term bhakti in its religious technical sense is believed
/
/
to be in the Svetasvatara Upanisad which pours its loving
adoration to Rudra-Siva*

The Svetasvatara is considered to

have stood at the door of* the bhakti school and it declares
that its entire teaching will become manifest only to him
who has the highest love Tor God and Tor the g u r u *

1*

'One Hundred Aphorisms of Sandilya, pp. 35~3b.»
Narada Bhakt i sut r a » p *3 V

2v

S *K * D e , B arly History of* Vaisnava F a ith and Movements in
B e ng a l ~ (Calcutta, 19&2), p*4*

3*

hove of G o d , p*67* See also Sanskrit English D i c t i o n a r y ,
Monier ¥ illiams (Oxfo r d ,1899)* P •7^3 *

To tho great-souled man who 1ms loyal
and great love

(bhakti) for (his) God,

who loves his spiritual master even as his God',
the matter of this discourse will shine w i t h clearest
11
l i g h t , - F i t h clearest light will s h i n e »
Xt is obvious that in this context the term bhakti means
godward love#
According to Grierson, the term bhakti in the sense of
love directed to God, which is also found quoted in one of
rules

(XV*XXX*95) by the great Sanskrit grammarian Paninx,

appears first in ua Buddhist work of the fourth century B*C.n

2

Bhandarkar points out that this term is xxsed in.the same
O

sense by Yaska too*

However,

it is fully established as a

religious technical term in the older parts of the Bhagavadgit a in which bha ;i is never used to m e a n secular love, sexual
or asexual, while the Mahabharata and the Ramayana often
employed it in the sense of both secular and religious love*
1*

A

Svetasvatara XJpanisad,' ed* Siddhesvar Varma Shastri>

(Allalxabad, 1916), VI-23, p.119.
2*

3*
4v

Encyclopaedia of Religion and E t h i c s * p*539*
¥ e are not sure that whether he is speaking of
the
Jatakamala of AryasuraL Xf so, his dating seems not
coi’rect *
r
...
Vaisnavism, Saivism and Minor Religious S y s t e m s ,p*29.
Bha gavad g it a , ed* The Pandits of Adyar Library 7(Adyar, 19^-1)
ch* k yv •3 ; ch^ 7 * vv *26-275
Mahabharat a , ed *V *S .Sukthankar. (Poona, 19^2) ,1 *92*75 3 *221 *28;
B.Jf.31.*i-jB. 3.231.57J
Ramayana * ed * G .G * J h a l a (Baroda ,1 9 6 6 .),5*^7
The author of the Love of God has made a commendable
attempt to distinguish various connotations of this term,
See op.cit*', pp*32-^2 ff.
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Apart from the great epics and the Bha gava4 git a it occurs
in the same religious sense in the Jataka-mala of
/ - .1
Aryasura,
a Buddhist w ork ascribed to tlie fourth century
A.33.2
The term bhatti (p.) derived from bhakti can rarely
be found in Pali treatises, ascribed to early times.

It

also appears to have been confined to the meaning of the
verbal root bha.jv

No special connotation,

love, occurs in those contexts.

such as god-ward

The Pali English Dictionary

refers to the Puggalapannatti» the Dhammasangani and the
J at aka gat ha where the term is found used in the meanings of
devotion, attachment and fondness respectively.

In another

context of the J at aka gat ha the term is said to have loeen
employed in the sense of affection (s n e h a )

But the term

appears to be used in the early parts of the canon such as
Anguttara and Ha .j.jhima Nikayas to mean devotion and
allegiance#^

According to the commentary on Puggalapannatti
-

-

it is an equivalent of the term saddha.

*5

Since the word

IV

J a t akamala> ed. Max Muller, translated by J.S* S p e y e r (
(Loncfon, 1895 } ,NoVKXIIl, p.211.
2 #: A History of Sanskrit literature, p.68 *

3 •: Pali English Dictionary'^( PTS ), e d . ‘T .W .Rhys Davids and
W i lliam Stede (London,1923) p*121.
k# Anguttaranikaya7 (FPS), ed. B .Hardy". (London,I8 9 6 ) ,111, p.165 •
M a 3jhimanikaya £PTS)» edVRobert G h a l m e r s ( L o n d o n , 1951) ,111 $
p *23 r
5 :. fpunappunanbhajanavasena sadd h a !va bhatti^ (Faith is
devotion in the sense of continuous adoration).
Puggalaparma tti-Atthakatha. ed.(x.Landsberg and C.A.F.
Rhys Davids, (JPTS,) (London, 1913"!9!^ ) » p#248#
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saddha is found used synonymously w ith bhatti and pema
in some canonical works it may well need some further’
explanation.

Xn the N i k a y a s , the term saddha does not
jf

always bear the same meaning as its Sanskrit form sraddha
w h i c h is translated by the English word

’faith* •

Xt loas

been pointed out that by using the word

’faith* for sraddha

in translating, one restricts one self to its meaning of
confidence, trust and belief.

1

There seems to be a consi

derable divergence of opinion among scholars on the attitude
and value of saddha in the Pali canon.
/

shown,

As Dasgupta has

pg

sraddha in Vedic texts simply implies confidence,

trust or belief based on knowledge*

According to him

tire term has never been used even in the later literature
P

in the sense of bhakti y v

f»

/

«

X n Sa^cjilya sraddha is described

as a mere faith that plays only a little part in godward
love, and also differs from bhakti*
*

3

Ill H

The term saddha in the Pali canon, as pointed out by
Jayatilaka,
pasada

is such that the meanings of bhatti', pema and

(devotion, filial and mental appreciation) overlap

w i t h it *

Saddha

appears to be closest in meaning to

pasada in the Nikayas where we can find the latter in place
1.

G-yomroi I/udowyk, The Valuation of Saddha in the Early
Buddhist Texts, University of Ceylon R e v i e w ,Vol.V:,'p«49♦

2.

Dasgupta,Srddha and Bhakti in Vedic Literatxire, Xndian
Historical Quarterly , Vol *VI,p.332 *
One Hundred Aphorisms of isandilya, No .1 4 9 p *22 »

3•
4.

K.N.Jayatilaka, Early Buddhist Theory of Kiaowledgev
(Lond o n ,19 63 ) jP •3 85 V
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of s a d d h a ♦ *yato yato imassa dhammapariyassa pannaya attham
upaparikkhey y a ,_1abhetha eva attamanatam JLabhetha^ cetaso pasa
^ug: f , i.eV, in as much as he examines w ith his intellect the
meaning of this doctrinal passage he obtains satisfaction
and a mental appreciation.

1

This short passage reveals the

close relationship between saddha and p a s a d a ♦

It is of note

that the real mental appreciation (pasada) and faith (s a d d h a )
springs from Linder standing.

In Buddhism, as JRahula has

showed, emphasis is laid on seeing,' knowing and understanding,
not on blind faith.

2

There can also be found employed in t h e .Nikayas another
term, nveccappasada in the sense of. deep faith which described
as acala—saddha

(unshaken faith).

(ava + j. = to go) means

In this usage avecca

‘understanding*V

Thus aveccappa-

sada defines the faith born out of understanding*

Gyomroi

Ludowyk holds that pasada, which is different from faith as
understood in western religions,' implies a mental attitude
w hich unites deep feeling,
satisfaction,

intellectual appreciation and

clarification of thought and attraction

towards the teacher.

3

Whatevex* may be the difference

1.

Ma .j.jhimanikaya (FTS)v

2*

Walpola Rahula, What the Buddha T a u g h t (Gordon Fraser,
1959),
S.
:
P

3.

(London ,1935) t

p. 114.

.

Gyomroi Ludowylc, Note on tlie Interpretation of Pasidati,
UCR, I, p . 82.

between the viextfs so far dealt 'with, one thing is clear,
that pasada is identical xtfith saddha, and this sheds some
light on the understanding of the fundamental nature of
the latter term*

Xt is said that saddha in Pali Buddhism

carries three distinct aspects, namely affective, conative
and cognitive#
meanings,

1

But, to Butt it carries tx\ro distinct

(i) one is faith(pasada) producing pit! (serene

pleasure},
(energy)*

(ii) the other is self-confidence producing viriya
Referring to this latter division,

Jayatilaka

has pointed out that Butt is speaking of the affective and
conative aspects of saddha respectively, not of two different
uses of the word altogether*

Fur tiier, he has mentioned that

both in tlie M i l indapanha and the Atthasalini,

saddha is said

to have the characteristics of appreciation (sampasadanalalckhana) and endeavour

(sampakkhandana-lakkhana) * The first

(sampasadana-lakkhana), according to him represents the
.....

■■■■■■

11

m w .i..i^Tilir^

affective characteristic of faith xtfhile it corresponds to
X'/hat was denoted by pasad a , bhatti and pema in the Nikayas*
Sampakkhandana represents the second aspect *
aspect

The third

(cognitive) of saddha consists of the characteristic

of trust and the proximate state of belief (inclination)

1.

Farly Buddhist Theory of KnoxvTedge, p#387*

2#

N# Butt, Place of Faith in Buddhism, Indian Historical
Q u a r t e r l y » XVI, p*63S*
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•1

(olcappana -lakkhana saddha adhiinutt i -pao cupatthana ) .
In tlie light of the foregoing discussion, we may be
permitted to conclude that the concept of saddha in
Buddhism carries its own connotation w h i c h is different
from its equivalent Sanskrit term in non-Buddhistic works,
and that the bhatti in the Nikayas, w h i c h is not in agree
ment w i t h the meaning of bhakti in the Bhagavata cult,
implies an idea consonant w i t h sad d h a *

And it also shares

the same affective aspect o±' faith*
I n this respect it seems necessary to observe the
place saddha occupies in the x’ole of salvation*

As we

have seen earlier, in the Bhagavata religion bhakti is
considered the means of salvation*

But in Buddhism

(Theravada) saddha is not regarded as a path leading to
Nibbana*

Xf saddha had been regarded as essential to the

attaining of Nibbana it would have found its place in the
*

noble eight-fold path*
division,

1.

According to the Abhidhamiuikas1

it lias been given a place in the process of

Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge, ppv387~388.
Walpola Rahula describes three other aspects of sraddha
as expounded by Asanga, the great Mahayana Buddhist
philosopher of the fourth century A*D*
According to
h im they are: (l) full and firm conviction that a thing
is (2 ) serene joy at good qualities and (3) aspiration
or w ish to achieve an object in view*
Bee What the
Buddha T a u g h t , p*8 *
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tlie tliirty seven badhipaldchiyadhammas

(qualities or items
*j
constituting or contributing to wisdom)*
Tliougla it is

described in some suttas as a means by which one may cross
^he oghas

(flood of defilements), in any case, excessive

faith is never praised in Buddhism*

It is said that a

m onk called Vakltali who was the highest of those who had
faith was requested not to attach himself to the person
of the Buddha but to concentrate on tlie Dhamrna'*

His

excessive faith towards the Buddha was considered a
hindrance to salvation*

2

However', saddha* as Butt has shown, is particular!}'
important for the laity who are interested in the Buddhist
way of life*

3

The house-holders who are engaged in their

family life should practice dana

(charity) and sila (morality)

as a first step; later on they are advised to develop saddha
(faith) and paniia (wisdom)*^

By saddha was meant the

cultivation of faith in Buddha, Dhamrna and Sangha, by panfia

1*

Abhidhammat thasangaha with sarnie * p*1 8 5 *
Jayatilaka furnishes a number of lists of virtues or
requirements for salvation, in which saddha occurs as
the first member, while panna is almost always the last*
See Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge * pp.396-397•

2*

Samyuttanikaya(FPS} ed!* H.Leon Peer"

3*

pp.119 ff*
H* Butt , X^lace of Faith in Buddhism, XHQ. * Vol *XVX*p* 640 *

km

Anguttaranikaya f FPS \, ed » B .Hardyp.271.

(London,1890), XXX,

(London, 1899) j XV,

the comprehension of the four truths*

Thus the latter

(p a m i a ) plays the prominent role in the way of attaining
of Nibbana while the first provides energy and deter
mination*'

But in the Bhagavata religion para-bhakti or

the highest devotion is taught as an essential requirement
for salvation from the circle of rebirth*

1

Now it is

clear that there is no similarity in attitude or evaluation
between saddha in Buddhism and bhakti in the Bhagavata cult
As we have, seen in the above discussion, though the term
bhatti is found as an equivalent of the term saddha in the
Buddhist canon, it does not bear any relationship to the
m eaning of the term bhakti in the Bhagavata cult*

But

later on the term seems to be influenced by the concept
of bhaktiV

As Gyomroi ludowyk has pointed out', some

evidence of this influence may emerge from the later Pali
works, especially those written in medieval times.

2

Xn

the Hasavahini compiled by Vedeha the term bhatti has been

1*

/_
. . . . . .
One Hundred Aphorisms of S a n d i l y a , p*^*

2*

Gyomroi liudowyk, The Valuation of Saddha in the Barly
Buddhist Texts, XJCR’#

V‘
, p *48 *

employed in the sense of religio^^s devotional faith."**
Here the context in which the term is need denotes a
closer relationship to the bhakti concept than to the
Buddhist concept of saddha in the Pali canon*

Xt shows

that, as time went on, the bhakti cult paved the way for
a new and higher form of devotional faith towards the
Buddha in place of saddha occurring in the NikayasV

Xt

is necessary to add that this term is used in some
medieval Sinhalese works also, in the same religious sense
as in the Rasavahini.

Xn the Butsarana of Vidyacakravarti
WW*.

p

the term bhakti is found in the meaning of faith towards
the Buddha while in the Dahamsarana
■"X— —r" it occurs in both
meanings, religious devotion and secnilar allegiance*

2

All this suggests that to the old term bhatti, an
equivalent of saddha, has been attributed a special
connotation approximate in value and attitude to bhakti
in the Bhagavata ctilt by later Buddhist writers.

IV

R a s a v a h i n i , ed. B.Saranatissa, (Colombo,1928)', p.^i-7*
The work, in one of its narrations laying stress on the
spiritual efficacy of the Buddha s a y s :
buddho *ti vacanaiii settham - amanussanam bliayavaham
buddhabhatt ilea jantunam - sabbada niudavahanam!
cf.issarabhattika, O p . c i t ., p#50.

2*

But s a r a n a , ed ♦ W .S or at a , pp;."fk, 104, 120.
D a h a m s a r a n a , ed* IX.Dharamananda

(Colombo ,1929}# pp

100
(b)

A note on the historical development of
devotional literature As we have already seen, the earliest literary

antecedents of Sanskrit devotional poems and hymns can
be found in the Rgveda+

They consist of hymns of praise

and prayer centring' round some specific god or gods, most
of whom were merely deified phenomena of nature*

In the

post-vedic Indian devotional literature, the stotras
which revived the old devotional spirit with a new outlook
and trend I seem to have played a prominent part * They
attracted the minds of many devotee poets and scholars of
Hindu, Buddhist, Jaina and various other religious sects*
Within a few centuries a large number of volimtes most of
which are still not studied thoroughly occupied the field*
Although not all of them can be considered works of high
literary merit, they certainly form an important link in
the chain of devotional literature*
Among Hindu spiritual literature some Puranas like
Visnu, Brahmanda, Markandeya» Padma, Skanda, and Bhagavata
are regarded as store-houses of x’emarkabie stotras, S *IC*Be
has described how the Tantras like the Prapanoasara,
Rudrayamala, Visvasara, Saradatilaka* Mahanirvana
Tantrasax^a and later apocryphal sectarian TJpanisads like
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Nar ay a n a , ICaivalya and Gopalatapani contain some good
1
specimens of classical s totras»

Some of these works

are mere theological collections of sacred epithets or
strings of a hundred or thousand sacred namesV while
others present eulogies of some localized deities and
sacred rivers, with great devotional inspiration*
The history of Buddhist eulogies and stotras
goes back as far as the great Buddhist poet Asvaghosa
Ttfho is believed to have flourished in the second century
A.B.

2

«
lie himsifelf and his successor called Matrceta
*

*

have written a good number of devotional poems with high
literary value.

Of Asvaghosa*s compositions the

Buddha car it a t h e . Saundarananda and t h e Gandistotra are
'
T1
' 1,1"11
“
'""Trr*.*'
''""■
well known*

The Buddhacar it a * as the title itself denotes,

describes the whole life of the Buddha in verses*

In a

considerable number of episodes deliberately elaborated
according to the kavya style, but full of literary merit,
the Buddha and his doctrine were extolled*

The author*s

deep devotional feelings towards the Buddha are reflected
in these descriptions*

The Saundarananda■'which relates

the famous love stoxy of Nanda and Sundari gives much

1,

S *K*DeV Aspects of Sanskrit hiteratxireV (Calcutta,!959)»
p*1 0 3 *

2v

M* Winternitz, History of
(Calcutta,!933)# P*257.

Indian h i t e r a t x i r e Vol*XX.
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space to devotional descriptions in its latter half.
The eulogy ascribed to Nanda who attained arhantship
by the advice of the Buddha is a specimen of early
Buddhist devotional poetry and is certainly enriched
w i t h poetical value as well as true devotional faith.

1

Though, both works are based on religious stories
they are not classified as real devotional poemsV for
the whole scop© of the works is not devoted to the
devotional purpose*

The Gandistotra, the final one*
•*

was composed for that purpose*

Xt is a hymn in praise

g a n d i , the Buddhist monastery gong*

The theme of the

poem is the religious message which its sound is supposed
to carry to the hearts of m e n xvhen beaten w i t h a short
w o oden club*

However, the work, a small poem w i t h twenty

stanzas mostly in ‘sraedhara* metre, displays great
metrical skill and attests the author*s comprehension of
■Z
the power of music **

T h o u g h it is not marked by much

poetical skill, as an early Sanskrit

*stotra , it

deserves special mention*
Matrceta
* • has ascribed to him some twelve works
preserved in T ibetan and one in Chinese*
are in the nature of

stotrasu •

Most of these

Xn Sanskrit two fragments

1# Saundarananda, ed* E*H*JohnstonY
c h. X V I I r w .63 -73 *

(London,1928),

2* A*BYIleith, A History of Sanskrit Literatux»e\ (London, 19^*1)
P*56:.

of his

s t o t r a s - have been recovered and these works

appear to be simple devotional poems in sioka metre,
of little literary merit *

The Suryasataka of Mayura

and Candisataka of Bana are also regarded as devotional
poems, althouigh they are given the

name of sat aka

w h i c h means a poem with a hundred verses *

The theme of

tlie Suryasataka consists of an extravagant description
and praise of the sun godv

While G a n d i fs mythical

slaying of the Buffalo-demon which is mentioned in the
Mahabharat a

is the subject matter of the Candisataka,

Bana makes use of it not for relating a story but for a
high-flown panegyric of Candi#
■*

*

A well-known Jaina poet called Manatunga is said to
;have written two stotras, namely the Bhaktamara in Sanskrit
and the Bhayahara in Prakrit *

The Bhaktamara is a hymn of

forty-four stanzas in the Vasanta-tilaka metre in praise
of Jaina R•s#.a b h a .

Unlike the satakas
of both Mayura and
1 ■ 1 1,1

Bana, it is set forth as a proper hymn, addressed directly
to the saint himself:*

Xt also does not apply the *asirf
/

-.V

form, a distinctive feature of satakas, which is usually
employed to invoke blessings on the devotee*

1•

E ven though

As related in the Mahabharata, Slcanda slew the demon
Mahisa *:
See-Mahabharata, edV V*S .SukthankarT (Pooioa,19^*2),
Pt. XX , 3 *229-231
See also The Candi-sataka of B a n a , ed* G *P*Q,uackenbos *
(New Y o rk,1 9 1 7 ^ Introduction, *pp*247 XX*
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the author set aside the elaborate kavya style,
especially rhetorical devices, punning and alliteration,
his rinmistakable devotional feeling is reflected in
almost every verse*

In one verse he confesses the

inadequacy of his own scholarly knowledge to compose
a n eulogy though the devotional feeling itself forced
him to undertake such a task*

1

To the king poet Harsavardhana himself are ascribed
some Buddhist s t otras*

Of these the Suprabhatastofra in

Sanskrit is a morning hymn of twenty-foiir stanzas addressed
to the Buddha.

The hymn howeverV is not of much literary

value but only a string of eulogistic epithets with the
refrain:

’’dasabala tava nit yam - suprabhatam p r a bhata m *11

Xt is said that tlie stotra established itself as a
distinct form of literature by the seventh century, and with
the rise of medieval sects and cults, the number of stotras
naturally multiplied and became the basis of the living

?

faith of the people . "

.Religious hymnology was a wide ,

congenial and fruitful field in which the Indian mind at
every period of literary history was active vigorously.
The impetus of speculative thought,

scholastic learning

and the different religious tendencies of the medieval

1.

falpasrtam srtavatam parihasadhama
tvadbhaktireva mukhari kurute balan mam.
Bee Aspects of Sanskrit hiter,a t u r e , p. 109*

2*

Aspects of Sanskrit Literature , p •11®*
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age must have imparted a variety of theme,’ content, foxmi
and expression to the Sanskrit hymns*

A large number of

Vedantic stotoas many of which are ascribed to the great
^Sankara himself , the Kashmirian feaivite poems,

the Jaina

and Buddhist Mahayana hymns, the South Indian Vaisnava
/

and Saivite panegyrics and the Bengal Tantric and Vaisnava
*

*•

eulogies display the religiotis inspiration which affected
the sixbject#
S*K.De has pointed out that the latex* history of
stotra literature presents two lines of development wh i c h
sometimes blend but which stand in no constant relation*

1

According to him, the first is a continuation of the
earlier tradition of a descriptive eulogistic character
which has sometimes taken the form of Pancaka, As taka, Dasaka
/
... '
or even Sat aka.V The other line shows the steady development
of a highly emotional type of stotra, w h i c h evolved a new
literary form for direct popular appeal by allying itself
w i t h song, dance and music, and very often passed through
the whole gamut of sensuous and erotic m o t i f ’
, imagery and
expression*

While the one became more and more imbued w i t h

scholastic learning or speculative thought, the other was
shaped and coloured by fervent religious emotion*

Qn the

one hand", the intellectual satisfaction and moral earnest
ness inspired the high-toned traditional stotras', and on

1*

Aspects of Sanskrit Literature, p.ll4.
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tlie other hand a mood of ex*otic mysticism-which was
popular w i t h the rise of medieval sects and propagation
of emotional bhakti movements pi’ovided the basic
inspiration of the later type of* devotional writings5*
These writings, which purport to express intense religious
longings in the intimate language and imagery of earthly
passion,

gave birth to a new development in Sanskrit

religious poetry*

Though this wing belongs mainly to a

religious sect its relation w ith erotic poems is very
close *
In a w o r k 3.ike the Gdttagovinda of Jayadeva which
contains both religious and erotic traits, the mighty sex
impulse is transfigured into a deep religious emotion.
In it ICrsna, tlie divine incarnation,
fervent devotion and
w i t h the gopis

is worshipped in

at the same time his bodily relation

(cowherdesses) is descx'ibed emotionally*

The theme of the Gitagovinda is Govinda*s love for Radha,
his beloved*

.The cowherd god ICrsna who is also called
• * •

Govinda is extolled in the poem*

It describes how Radha

keeps herself aloof from him on account of jealousy, the
consequent yearning of the loving pair, the efforts of
Radha*s intimate friend and confidante to bring the lovex’s
together, the dir

hopes and disappointment s and ultimate

reconciliation and union*

The poem which has cleverly

blended R a d h a fs love for Krsna
with the a u t h o r fs own
* * *
fervent devotion to lord Krsna,
according’ to some critics,
*• «
1
has mystical significance ♦
view,

« Radha,

from their looint

stands for the human soul and Krsna
* • • for God*

2

The

love of Radha is the love of the human soul for God*

The

whole eroticism of the poem is considered merely a part
3
°'£ bhakti to the god Krsna*
Jayadeva in his poem seems
to have represented his mystic experience through the
symbolism of earthly love*

k

In the hands of erotico-religious emotionalists
like Jayadeva,

devotional poetry, which was remote from

the orthodox tradition,

elevated its hymnology and poetry

from dry dogmatism and scholastic thought to a picturesque
and lviscious spiritualisation of sensuous words and ideas*
Devotional poetry, whether speculative or emotional
was an essential feature of literature in every pex’iod of

T.

A*B*Keith, A History of Sanskrit Litera t u r e , p*19^»
S'*N*Dasgupta~ & S *K*X)e, history of Sanskrit Literature
(Calcutta,1 96 2 }, Voi.X, pp.392-393?
H*Krishnamachariar, History of Classical Sanskrit
Literature (Delhi,1970 ) ,' p *3^1 *
‘

2*

M*Krishnamachariar, History of Classical Sanskrit
Literatiire (Delhi,19 70 ) > p.3^-1*

3*

S^lch an interpretation may be supported by Jay a d e v a 1s
own words*
See Gitagovinda, ed * V.M.Kullcarni
(Alumadabad,1 9 6 5 ) > ch* l^v*3, ch*7>v*12*

h*

A History of Sanskrit Literature,

p*19^-*
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literary history.

Though its original source can be

traced to the Vedic age its development began in the
second century A.D.^or so*

W i t h the rise or medieval

sects and cults, especially the bhakti cult, it seems
to have been faced w i t h a sudden change w h ich affected
the field in various w a y s •

On the one hand,

it became

enriched in quantity as well as in poetical merit and
became diverse in form,

content, pattern and expression,

while on the other hand, it expanded in m any areas and
influenced various religious sects and cults including
non-theistic religions like Buddhism and Jainism*
Some Buddhist poets of the Mahayana school, who
were interested in devotional worship rather than the
practical aspects of Buddhism,

seem to have made a

priceless contribution to the Buddhist hymnology*

A

w o r k like the Svayainbhupur a n a , the Mahatmya of Nepal
in wh ich the Buddha was transformed into god in a theistic
sense,

is a good specimen of Mahayana Buddhist devotional

literature, which reveals the direct influence of
1
Vaisnavite Mahatmyas »

likewise the Sragdharastotra of

S a r v a jnamitra, the Kalyanapancav1msatika of Amrtananda,
/
f
the Loke svara sat aka of Vajramitra and the S apt a-Buddha ~

stotra of a n unknown poet display the influence of
s
2
Vaisnava and Saiva hymnology.

Xt has bee n said that

E
> I

1 * G-.K.Nariman, X^iterary History of Sanskrit Buddhism
(Bombay,192$), p.IXCu
2 * V i n t e r n i t a , op *cit *, Vol.XX.pp *3 77—378*

tlie Buddliist hymns are in no way different iated from
those w h ich are devoted to the veneration of Visnu
* * and
/
1
Siva#
In fact the difference between Buddhist hymns
and those w h ich are dedicated to Visnu
# * or Siva,r as
pointed out by Winternitz and Be, lies in the object of
adoration*

2

According to Be, Buddhist hymns are true to

the manner and diction of Hindu stotras *
sragdharastotra of Sarvajnamitra

The Aryatara-

(8th century), the

Lokesvarasat aka of Vajramitra (9 th century) and the
f

m

wm

m

Bhaktisataka of Ramacandrakavibharati (15th century)
adduced in support of his argument *

O

are

The first two of

these belong to the theistic school of Mahayana^ while
the latter belongs to the Theravada#

Being a fervent

Buddhist', Ramacandrakavibharati composed his hymn within
the framework of Theravada Buddhism#

No special comment

on his kavya style and model is needed,

for these features

are shared in common with the early Buddhist and Hindu
hymns#

1#
2*

The fact which must be stressed regarding the

N a r i m a n , o p . c i t *,p*110#
internits, op*cit#, II, p*377*
*

#ii— 'TXh#»i*hi— >►—

-*

“

^

B e , o p # c i t ♦V pp * 116-117*
..

..

1

3*

M.¥xnternitz ‘and S*I£*De ascribe the Bhaktisataka to the
13th century*
It is obvious that Ramacandrakavibharati
a student of Sri Rahula, lived in the reign of king
Parakramabahu VI #
See A History of laidian literature, p*379*
Aspects of Sanskrit L iterature» p *117*

4#

A History of Sanskrit Literature# 10*215*
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Bhakt is at aka is the application of the H i ndu bhakt i
concept to an extravagant eulogy of* the Buddha.
words of Hint e m i t s ,

Xn tlie

the Bhakt isat aka affords an example

of how the Brahmanical Indian idea of bhakti or the love
o£ god was transferred to the Buddha.

1

Xt is not necessary to argue whether the Buddhist
poets imitated the H i ndu stotras and hymns w h e n they
composed the aforesaid works or vice versa,

for on the

one hand, the earliest Sanskrit stotras within our reach
/*
emerged from the distinguished Buddhist poet, Asvaghosa,
and on the other hand the original of Sanskrit stotras
and hymns could be found in Rgveda and the earliest B u r a n a s .
It is reasonable to surmise that the bhakti concept affected
indiscriminately the later stotras and hymns whether they
were Hindu, Buddhist or Jaina1.

The influence of this bhakti

concept brought about far-reaching effects in the religious
and cultural fields of the various sectarian and racial
groups in India and its related countries#

Xt spread among

Theravadins in Ceylon through Sanskrit education which was
closely connected with Mahayanism, while the constant
relations with IiindLis furnished it with a sititable environ1
Though the effects of Mahayana were considered a
-

ment*

-

deviation from the original principles of Buddhism as

1.

History of Indian 3uiterature, p*379*

2,

Hikaya sangrahaya, pp*!0-17 ff.
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represented by the orthodox tradition'* it was however
impossible to prevent their penetration into the heart
of contempox'ary society.

That influence must also have

received substantial backing from the Cola invasion wh i c h
forcibly established the image of Hinduism in Ceylon.
As is known, many temples were built to H i n d u deities,
offerings and rituals were held, and hymns composed in
the names of Hin d u deities were recited daily in the
temples.

All these features are in one way or another

included in the bhakti-marga or the path of devotion*
He agree wit h Bannasgala w hen he rightly concluded that
the adoration or the love of god introduced by Hindus
was transferred to the Buddha by Buddhist devotees.

!.
He

has pointed otit that not only did Hin d u architecture
v itself influence the huge Buddhist temples built in
Polonnaruva but also that some traits of Hindu ritiials
were assimilated by Buddhist religio^ls ceremonies.

1

Thus one aspect of culture* art, reveals the influence
of H i n d u devotional faith while the other,

the most

prominent one - that is to say'* literature - also displays
the fervent enthusiasm of authors towards the eulogizing
of the Buddha*
/
l v P. B. Bannasgala, S imhala -Sahit ya -yarns ay a (Colombo *1 9 6 1 }'*
*■*

p *9 0 *
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Bom© evidence which shows that the authors were
inspired by the Sanskrit stotras and hymns can be traced
in many literary works in Sanskrit, Pali and Sinhalese
during the Polonnaru period#

Of these works the AnurucIdha-

sataka and the Namastasataka» the P a .1.jamadhu and the
M

•

«

M

Ji n a l ankara, the Sasadavata and the Butsarana are the most
interesting literary sources which reflect the inf3mence
of the concept of b h a k t i ♦
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(c)

Some aspects of Ceylonese devotional w o r k s ..
Before elucidating' the elementary characteristics

of* Ceylonese devotional works,

it is necessary to deal

/—
—
1
w i t h some ax?horisms promulgated by Sandilya and Narada,
w h i c h seem to be of much influence on subsequent d ev o 
tional works.

According to Sandilya, the marks of
••

devotion to God can be lcnoxm from the acts of well
k nown devotees and the fullness of their expression
showing features such a s t honour (sammana). excess of
honour

(b a h u m a n a ). delight

from the Lord

(p r i t i ), grief of separation

(v i r a h a ) . aversion to everything else

(itaravlcikitsa) , singing his glory (m a h i m a k h y a t i )V
preservation of life for his sake only (tadarthapranasthana)
sense of belonging to him only (t a d iya ta)

the idea that

he is the all (sarvatadbhava) and absence of enmity
—

(a p r a t i k u l y a )»

2

—

Rarada, xvho summarises some concepts of

other teachers of the same cult regarding this matter,
thinks that devotion is indicated by the condition of
having dedicated all observances whatsoever to him and
by the feeling of extreme uneasiness
inlin
1
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The exact date of Sandilya and Narada Bhaktisutras is
not Irnoxm* However, /Sandilya is believed to have been an
authority on the I^ahcaratra both in Saiikara and Ramanuja
Bee A History of Sanskrit L i t e r a t u r e , p.480.
See also IIIstory of Indian Lite rat-urea Vol. XIX, part IX,
(Delhi, 1967 ) P.A-98V

2v

The One Hundred aphorisms of Sandilya, (with commentary
of S v a p n e W r a ) ,‘Uranslated,Manmath Paul (Allahabad,1911)•
pp.33-34.
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in losing him from memory.

According to the disciples

of Parasara* as Narada mentions, ardour in his worship
and like performances

(pu jad isvanuraga) is the m a r k of

devotion, while Garga holds that it is known from
indulgence in talk of his glory."

These are regarded as

the various means by which the profOLind devotional feeling
becomes clear*

Collectively,

it implies that the devotee

must inevitably be single-hearted towards god and indifferent
to all that is antagonistic to him*
one in kind,

The devotion^ though

is said to have appeared in eleven forms

according as it takes the course of attachment to the
attributes

and greatness of God

(gunamaliatmyasakti),

attachment to his beau*fry (rupasakti), attachment to his
worship) (pu.jasakti) , attachment to his memory
attachment to his service
friendship

(smaranasakti) ,

(dasyasakt 1 },' attachment to his

(sakhyasalcti)V attachment to parental affection

towards him (vatsa l y a s a k t i )V attachment to him (as) to a
beloved wife
! c

(icantasakt 1 )a attachment to self-consecration

t u v e d a p t %$cCk H J j ^ tfa c P iin

- c a ts o n

/\(tanmayasakti) , and attachment to permanent self-effacement
(paramavirahasakt i )
These aspects of devotion are not common to all
religions,

1*

especially nontheistic religions like Buddhism

Bhaktisutrasof N a r a d a , Translated, Nandalal Sinha
(Allahabad,1911), PP *8-9 *

2*

X b i d .» p*3°«
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and Jainism where emphasis is laid on discipline and
wisdom.

Xn Buddhism, though there are some teachings

concerning trust, faith and regard towards the religious
leader and his doctrine, they are deemed of secondary
value*

As we have seen in the case of Vakkali, the

attachment to the Buddha*s person is strongly rejected*
No direct mention of these aspects can be found in the
early Buddhist canon*

But later on as the bhakti cult

expanded intensively through literary and other media
of propagation, some of these devotional aspects were
probably transferred to the Buddhist literature disguised
in religious technical terms*

Xt is, therefore',' interest

ing to pay our attention to the question how far those
early aspects of

devotion appear in the Ceylonese

devotional works*1
As we have seen in the second chapter', some
Ceylonese devotional works written in Pali seem to have
/
followed the line of the vsataka' and other Sanskrit
devotional poems of eulogistic character*
***

^

---

The Pajjamadhu
1*1
^

M * l tWinll*

■ IIIP U B ^

of Buddhappiyay Tor instance, can be seen to have very
often used the

•a s i r 1 form’
,' one of the distinguished

structural characteristics of Sanskrit sataka poems,'
while the Jinalankara shows its indebtedness to them
in descriptive eulogy and in some other poetical devices1*

The

overlapping descriptions of various episodes and

other subjects which, are not combined neatly w ith one
anotlaer and are drawn at random from the life of the
BuddhaV strings of eulogistic epithets, high-flown
scholastic thoughts rather than real emotional feeling
and the laboured kavya style are some of the main
characteristics of both these works, w h i c h can frequent3.y
be found in the Sanskrit devotional works,

including

satakaV
A m ong Ceylonese devotee poets of b oth Pali and
S a n s k r it, there can be seen a common interest in selection
and arrangement of subject matter*

T hey seem to prefer to

extol the auspicious marks of Buddha*s person in extravagant
intensity*
total number

/

1
In the Pajjamadhu* sixty-nine verses of its
(104) are used for this purpose while the
P

Anuruddha sat aka ~ offers thirty-six stanzas
Jinalankara

(25-61)•

The

in this respect dedicates only one stanza

w h i c h lists them all*

(61)

,Of the other stxb jects which attracted

their minds', the ten paramitas

(perfections) which includes

the past births of the Buddha and the defeat of Mara,

seem

to have played a considerable part in these devotional worksv

T*

Fa j jamadhu, (with panne ) , ed* H.Devamitta

2*

Anuruddhasataka (with s a n n e ), ed* X)*A.de * S * Batuvantudave
(Colombo,1 9 7 9 )v

3V

JinalankaraV

(with sanne), ed * R*Palita

(Colombo:
, 1887) *

(Matara’
, 1955} •

Tlie author of the Pa.ijamadhu, who deals w i t h the subject
generally in respect of his description of the auspicious
marks, vex-sifies another twelve stanzas

(70-82) in order

to describe them separately, whereas the Anuruddhasataka
describes them in ten verses

(11-20)*

The Jinalankara

which does not mention the names of the paramitas separately
lays stress on the activities which compose the paramitas
(3 2 -4 5 ).

But it pays great attention to detailing the

defeat of Mara w h ich occupies twenty-eight verses

(133-161)

whereas the other two works describe that in only one stanza1
It seems that all the Ceylonese devotee poets lavished their
attention equally to glorify the super-human virtues and the
transcendental powers of the Buddlia which are said to have
enabled him to predominate over all living beings including
devas and brahmas , and to extol the aptness of the Buddha
to be worshipped by human beings as well as gods*

The

J inalankara and the Anuruddha sat aka have attempted to raise
the superiority of the Buddha to its utmost state so that
he is ascribed godly powers5*

The desire of the author of

the J inal ankara to give super-humanity to the Buddha and
to extol his miraculous powers is evident from some verses
in the descriptions of *Mara-vijaya1 and
(133"193 )♦
he says;

*Abhisambodhi*

Through, a statement ascribed to the Buddha,’

!that the Buddha was neither a human being nor
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a nonhuman being, nor a brahma nor a d e v a , but one, who
came to this world to show decay and death and who is
considered a human being by the ignorant*

(1*18-149).

Xn another statement,' the Buddha is said to have enjoyed
such a power as to be able to w a l k inside a mustard seed
and overshadow the universe by his own figure

(153)*

Xn

the description of lab hisambodhi1 Buddharaklchita details
how the Buddha was worshipped and lauded by devas and
b rahmas

(162-174).

The author of the J i nala&cara» who

seems to be not satisfied with the worship b^r devas and
brahmas only, -prefers to engage himself in attachment to
the worship of the Buddha in various ways'.

He offers

everything which comes to his mind, at the m o m e n t ’
, to the
Buddha including fragrant flowers of various colours in
the worlds of m e n and snakes
odours,

(naga) and the heavens,

sound of music, dancing and so forth,’ and worships

him in fervent devotion (2G9-261).

Xn this respect, the

Anuruddha sat aka which goes even beyond J i nalankara, extends
the B u d d h a fs superiority to non-Buddhist deities like Isvara
/
the supreme god of the Saivas*

As he describes it, not only

4>akra and Brahma but Isvara as well came to the Buddha to
worship and knelt down at his feet

(60).

Xt also describes

some miracles that coincided with the Buddha*s walking on
the road.

The author*s poetic imagination concerning the
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incident reads as fo 11 ows :
1On liis (Buddhafs) walkings clouds themselves form
canopies oyer his head;
road,

the wind itself cleans the

spreads fragrant flowers; lotuses sprung

from the earth take the place of his

jewelled

shoes; drums themselves begin to beat rhythm!cally (7 2 )v 1
Both the J inalankara and the Anu rud dha sat aim lay
their stress directly on the Buddha worship only and look
down on others who do not take part in the worship of the
Buddha*

The J inalankara asks:

*Who w i t h intelligence and

faith, except lunaticsV do not take part in the worship of
the Buddha?

(l92).«

And it says

*0110 who is attached to

the glorification of the Buddha and to his memory, with
beliefs in his Buddhahood, may overcome all sins and attain
N ibbana

(2 0 7 )V *
The disdain in the Anuruddha sat aka for all except

Buddhist devotees seems to be more polite than in Jlna~
lankara»

But the impulses which gave equal effectiveness

to both writers must have been aroused by the same source*
The relevant passage in the Amir ud dha sa t a lea reads as
follows:

fhe who does not listen to the doctrine of the

Buddha, neither sees his beautiful figure nor glorifies
his virtues, his ears are not ears; his eyes are not eyes;
his tongue is not a tongue

(95)*f

Like the author of
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the J i nalankara, the author of the Anurucl. dha sataka too
engages himself in Buddha worship saying:

1even the mount

w h i c h bears the footprint of the Buddha on its summit
brings every fortune to the world; I glorify him,’ wox-ship
him; I keep him in my mind and attach myself to his
memory (9 6 }V*
At the end of the Anuruddhasat aka there is to be
found a certain devotional characteristic distinguished
from that of the J inalankara w h i c h seems to be related to
some devotional aspects in the Narada Bhakti sutraV Xt is
of note that in the Bhaktisutra emphasis is laid on the
utmost intimacy between the devotee and the object of
devotion*

At the final stage of tlae bhakti path, as the

Bhaktisutra postulates', even the slightest thing which
creates a gap between devotee and object of devotion is
eliminated', and ultimately they both become one and the

.-■1

same*

Though these aspects of devotion as expounded by

Narada were not applied directly and in the same way as
in the works of BHagavata religion to these Buddhist
devotional w o r k s ’
^ their close relation with the works is
evident *

The following

verse quoted from the conclriding

part of the Anuruddha sat aka may furnish iis w ith evidence

1.

The Bhaktisutrasof N a r a d a , P*30,

(no*82)*
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or that relationship*
c tvam maul ireva sikhare mama sekharasca
tvam candrika nayanayoramrtanjaiianca
tvam candanam vapusi sararasayananc a
tvam natha', hararacana hrdi jivitanca*.'*'
*

*

1Oh, lord, tliou art the crown and the garland on my h e a d ;
thou art the beams of the moon and collyrium to my eyes;
thou art the sandal ointment and the elixir to my body;
thou art the necklace of pearls and the life to my heart*!1
This verse which depicts the authox*!s profound devotion
towards the Buddha is certainly an attempt to make a personal
attachment to the object of devotion*
Similar sentiments in consonance with the devotional
aspects discussed above, can be found in some stories of the
Rasavahini of Vedeha*

For instance, the Ahigunthika-vatthu

wh i c h lays stress on the spiritual ef’ficacy of the Buddha
displays the influence of those devotional concepts*'

Vedeha',

summing up the main results to emerge from the stox'y’,
concl u des:
fXt only is the mouth whi c h often speaks the word
Buddha;

it only is the mind which keeps in itself

the word Buddha; they only ax^e the ears which
themselves listen to the word B u d d h a * 1
And further he inf ex’s s !the word Buddha is the only guardian
and the donor of all required * *

2

1*

A n uru d d h a s a t a k a ,v *9 7 •

2*

R a s a v a h i n i , ed* Saranatissa (Colombo ,1928), p*l4 * w * 4 - 7 * :
For devotional thoughts see also ^kav fra pa t ^ ana-va11 h u *
Ibid *» pp . 5 6 - 5 8 V
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These devotional thoughts |abovQ (mentionedfc can be
seen to be affective on some Sinhalese works like the
Sasadavata and the But sarana in the same or more advanced
forms'#

The Sasada v a t a # a classic poem on the Sasajataka

of the Jatakatthakat h a , purports to be a eulogy of the
Buddha#

X n some episodes of the present and past stories

of the Jataka, the author of the poem seems to have
attempted to give impulse to his devotional feelings*
Xn the first half of the poem, he describes how nature
and devotees including devas and brahmas worshipped the
Buddha*

-r
f
Xn the other half the eulogy by Sakra and the

worship of the forest deities are described#

Fx’om the

m a i n episode of the present story the poet has had a
successful opportunity to depict devotional feeling
towards the Buddha*

Two occasions,

concerning the

Buddha*s walking to the donor*s hotise and his preparation
to deliver his sermon, are chosen for this purpose#

The

a^^thor has focussed his attention on the Buddha*s
superiority and aptness to be worshipped by the world1*
Like other devotee poets mentioned above, he too gives
a poetical description of some miraculous incidents
which coincided with his walking to the donor*s house*
*Springing of lotuses from the earth, cleaning of the
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road,

spreading of flowers by the wind and canopies by

the c l o u d s ’ are some of the miracles described by h i m v
Further, he mentions that the Buddha was worshipped w i t h
dancing and singing as on a carnival day*

1

In the description of the pi-eaching hall,

the

author focttsses on some distinguished listeners who came
to the congregation*

Among them there were Sale (Sakra),

lama , Varuna , Vesammau (Vaisravana), Mahabainba (Mahabrahma) V
Veil (Visnu)', Mehesuru (Mahesvara) , I-Iala’vi
Ganadevi

(Halayudlia )',

(Ganesa) and Kandalcumara (Skanda).

This shows

that all the deities of the Hindu pantheon had come to
worship the Buddha and listen to his doctrine*
authors

The

intention in giving such a description, howeverV

is clear.

Undoubtedly he was anxious to affirm the

B u d d h a ’s superiority over the Hindu pantheon*
Thus the Sasadavata shows some devotional aspects
which are common w i t h those of other devotional works*
In contrast to the Sasadavata the Butsara^ta provides more
devotional aspects and they require more detailed
discussion*

1•

S a sadavata* w

*156-161*

2*

Ibid., v v . 176-185*
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(d)

Some devotional aspects of the.Butsarana.
< ■ J im tan i* n * i * w > i— im , , n ,„ m

in ‘-|-i^fi~rfcn«Tfc i*i i i w w ^ i im i

-tyr—

i r T — ~fcrTi*frw*w^u-fa^-.iji

*

The Butsarana seems to be a good specimen of
Sinhalese devotional works in prose, the devotional aspect
of w h i c h have not yet been paid much attention by scholars
in the field1*

The devotional characteristics occurring in

the B u t s a r a n a , therefore,' need a critical analysis together
e

w i t h an inquiry into its influence from the Indian bhakti
cult which stimulated contemporary minds on a large scale*
Xn this connexion there may be an argument that both the
But sarana and the Amavatura are much the same in sub .iect
*

1 111 im

T ' n1

matter and purpose and nothing would appear to distinguish
one from the other*

Indeed we cannot refute completely

such an a r g u m e n t , for there is a certain similarity between
these two works*
Xt is clear that both writers',' Vidyacakravarti and
G-urulugomi, often turned to the Pali canon and commentaries
for their subject matter and seem to have had much the
same expectations — what we call religious motives — from
their compositions*

Btit of course , thex'e is no reason to

conclude that both works create one and the same picture
though they in some cases narrate the same storyv

The

authors of the But sarana and the Amavatura sometimes
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f

had a common inspiration in selecting the same subject',
usually faraotts Buddhist stories related in the Pali
literature*

For instance,- such stories as the subjection

of Angulimala, Nalagiri,

Nando pananda, AXavalca, Saccaka

and Bakabrahma are narrated more or. less at equal length
-1
in both w o r k s v

But the tone of each narration and the

stress each puts on the incidents of the story are not
the same.

E ach writer has attempted to embellish his

narrative w i t h his personal vision and to give it a new
loo k according to his own originality, personal under
standing and motives*

Xt must therefore, he emphasised

that each w o r k contains its own soul and character in
spite of its having the same subject matter*

The

difference between two works of art more often lies in
how the author says things than in what he says,
Vidyacakravarti appears to have foctissed his
attention on almost every tiny incident of each story so
that evexy one of them may shed light to depict his
fervent devotion (b h a k t i ) towards the B u d d h a , whereas
GuzufLugomi relies on the climax which flashes a light
on his faith (sad d h a ) in the Buddha*

This may become

clear from a comparison between two narrations of the

1*

Butsarana * pp ,61-91, 129-15^- f 193,-205 *
Amavatura

(ed.Sorata) pp.88-97> 159-166, 166-176,
102-118, 2 05 -2 12 -,

1 2 2

same story in the two worksv

In Vi d y a c a k r a v a r t i 1s

narration of* the taming of Nalagiri, a descriptive maimer
has been applied to almost all episodes of the story, but
in Gtirulugomi1s a coneise maimer which shortens subordinate
incidents and directs them to the main point#

It is of

note that Gurulugomi being a faithful translator tried to
retain what was in the original, whereas the other tried
his hand at embellishing what he had drawn from the
original•
The introductory parts of the story in both works
follow more or less the same lines as the original in
Pali, but the tone and the descrix^tive manner of the
Butsarana are distinctive*

1
.
1
.
1
1
— TT--ir

--rru

Bvery little incident of the

other parts seem to be given specific attention in the
Butsarana*

The preparation of the disciples of eighteen

viharas around the Veluvana temple for going into the
street together w ith the Buddha where he confronted the
elephant Nalagiri, B u d d h a !s entering into the street
and the enthusiastic desire of either party of citizens,
Buddhists and n o n-Buddhists, to watch the confrontation,
and finally the taming of the elephant Nalagiri are
described elegantly w ith much care in the But saranay
4

The tone, diction and images of each episode in this

1*

But sar a n a , pp*62~82J d A m a v a t u r a , ed*Soi',ata

pp *l62-l66v

narration differ from those of Gurulugomi*

Vidyacakra

varti seems to have employed his entire skill in order to
pour out the devotion his heart was full of *

He has

devoted four pages to describing the gathering of disciples
in the Veluvana, to escort the Buddha, where the author
provides a list of their personal names with their status
in the hierarchical order and their special personal
abilities - what we call religious tit3.es - whereas
Gurulugomi devotes only one and a half short sentences
to thisv

Vidyacakravarti*s description, however,

displays

his ardent desire to extol the Buddha*s pinedominent power
and greatness*

According to Vidyacakravarti,

each disciple

gathered there with determination to tame Nalagix’i under
the B u d d h a 1s permission^

The tone given by the epithets

and the similes in each short description of this episode
imply the author*s attitude towards miraculous powers.
It seems that Vidyacakravarti had a great faith and esteem
in such powers as performing miracles, w h i c h in fact do
not play a n important part in the early canonical works.*1'
His desire to elaborate the characters of the chief
disciples w ith such powers must have been motivated by

lv

It is recorded in the ICevaddhasutta of 1)ighanikaya that
the Buddha loathed, abhorred and was ashamed of the
xoractice of mystic wonders'*
See Sacred Books of the Buddhists, ed *Max M u l l e r ,v o 1•XI

(London,1899) > p *2 78 *

that temperament*

This attitude of the author can be seen

in almost every page of the story from beginning to the end.
In comparison w i t h Vidyacakravarti, G u r u l u g o m i 1s attitude
toward miracles seems not so ardent and firm, thoiigh his
great faith in the Buddha *s super-human spirit\ial power
and self-confidence plays a considerable part*
In Gurulugomi *s narration only one direct mention of
a miracle can be found*

It occurs in the middle of the

story where the aiithor was dealing wit h the incident of
A n a n d a fs coming forward to x>rotect the Buddha in spite of
his refusal of such help*

The Buddha, as mentioned by

Gui'uilugomi, put Ananda backwards by his miraculous power*’
The author speaks no more of miracles throughout the story
but alludes to Buddha*s super-human virtues, such as
compassion, universal love, self-confidence, unshaken
boldness and wisdom, which are regarded as the instruments
by w h i c h he tamed intractable beings.

T h o u g h these virtues

are not discarded in Vidyacakravarti1s narration they seem
to be submerged in the flood of mix’a c l e s .

A considerable

scope is reserved in his narration for miracles, apart from
indix'ect mentions.

lie begins the story w i t h a short

description of the miracles that had been performed by the
Buddha*

And thereafter,

in the description of the disciples*
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gathering*, within the dialogue of Buddhists and nonBuddhists,

in the description of4 the emanation of4 six

colours from the person of the Buddha and in the case
of* N a l a g i r i fs becoming white the miraculous power
inherent in the Buddha is held in. high esteem.
liis regard Bor mystic wonders may be evidenced
by the words ascribed to the Buddhists who spoke in
favour of the Buddha in his imaginary dialogue with the
opposition;

it says:

'me at'hu ada tamange sri pada patmayata bata
bainbarakfh u pumbuna paridden rddhipratiharya
pa ehi pahan boho dena awa maha nivanhi lati.
ada e pelahara
balainha * *
»
'This elephant may be blown away, like a bee that
has come to alight on the lotuses of his feet, by
the Buddha, showing his miraculous powerV and the
beings who are delighted by that miracle may be
—
1
led to Nirvana;-let us see it today*'
But in Gurulugomi the miracles are not paid such attentionv
lie depicts the same incident by these words:
'ada maha nagayan dedenage sangrama veyi,
nirupamana buddhalilayen nalagirihi damana
se b a l a m h a * *
'The fight between two great elephants takes place
today; let us see how the Buddha tames Nalagiri
p
w i t h his unparalleled deport m e n t .'

1.

Butsarana, p*76*

^*

Amavatura , ed *Sorata, p .163 *

•j ni?
X o i)

Here', Gurulugomi does not make any mention of* the
Buddha*s miracles but lays stress on his greatness which
lies in super-human virtues*

Now it is quite clear that

there is a considerable difference between the attitudes
towards miracles of two writers*
All that we have described above suggests Vidyacakravarti*s enthusiasm and attachment to the glorification
(m ahimakhyati) of the Buddha*

It is interesting to examine

whether the devotional aspects exx^ounded by Sandilya and
Narada, or some of them at least, have had some relation
ship w i t h this narration*
Vidyacakravarti*s description of A n a n d a *s coming
forward to protect the Buddha is noteworthy for the
specific stress laid on *self consecration*
his long-standing' intimacy with the Lord*

caused by
The author*,

unlike Gurulugomi',' exploits the occasion for his own
devotional purposes.

He attempts to illustrate Ananda*s

yearning to ensure Buddha*s safety by being himself a
victim of the furious elephanty Nalagiri*

Vidyacakravarti*s

comments and short descriptions of Jataka stoz’ies in w h i c h
Ananda had played the same part for the Bodliisatva*s sake
show his intention of conveying to his readers such a
mentality as that of Ananda towards the Buddha1.

The

motive inherent in this passage, which is also supported
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"by similar incidents of other stories of the ButsaranaV
-------- r~

permits us to suppose that the author had a direct or indirect
acquaintance with the attachment to self consecration (atm a nivedanasakt i ) expounded in the Narada Bhakt isat r a y
Another aspect which may be compared with the attach
ment to his service

(dasyasaktl) in the Bhaktisutra can be

found in the Eliminating point of the story where the
a u t h o r ’s intention is brought to fruition1.

Nalagiri, the

dreadful elephant', intoxicated and maddened by mahouts, who.
was employed to kill the Buddha on this occasion, becomes
an obedient servant w i t h fervent devotion towards the
Iktddha •

One incident of this occasion, pictured by the

following words, bears special significance;
1e vadala pans il t evala budu vadan puhunu kala sadahat i
u p a s a k a y a k ’h u piliganna se e at piligena mandak pasu basa
semen ata dik kota sripadaya alva e ata gena gos hisa
tabamin muhuna tabamin sripadaya pahala taha pas gena
tama hisa omin valgaya hakuluva depahas sehi ganvamin
buduruva balaVala namemin sarvangayehi roma t a k satutin
k e l in situvamin gauravayen sitiye yav*
»

•

*

’The elephant observes pansil

(five px’ecepts) administered

by the Buddha, as a devotee conversant w ith the three
pit alias V and having retreated slightly backwards touches
1. i. i M

ir ri *

^

B u d d h a ’s feet wit h its. trunk that it stretched out gently*
Again,

it puts the tip of that trunk by w h i c h the B u d d h a ’s

feet had been fondled on its own head and face.

It puts
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on its head soil which it had taken from where the
Buddha*s feet touched the earth.

It thrusts its tail

in between its rear legs and stands in front of the
Buddha w i t h tremendous respect, bending towards the
Buddha and making its hair stand 011 end over its
whole body , *
This short passage gives

a n idea how far Vidyacakra

varti was inspired by devotional feeling*1 His imagery of
the elephant is undoubtedly a symbol of the fervent devotion
his heart was full of; it represents the ideal characteris
tics of a devout person as conceived by the author *

Here',

the elephant seems to be substituted in the place of a
devotee who attaches himself in humble service to the object
of his devotion.

The devotional featuues embodied in the

e l e p h a n t 1s character seem to be expected by the author in
all devotees including himself, especially in his readers.
The various gestures of the elephant reveal the author*s
close relationship with the above mentioned devotional
aspects.

According to the doctrine of bhakt i , at the

stage of *d a s y a s a k t i * a devotee is said to have succeeded
in attaining such a personal relationship as that of a
servant with his master*

In other words, the devotee

becomes attached in rendering service to the object of
devotion, as a servant does to his master.

But sarana * £>*82 *
2.

Bhaktisutras of N a r a d a , p*31*

2
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N a l a g i r i 1s ecstatic n a t u r e , clue to its new
experience of devotion towards the Buddha as described in
this passage, may throw light on another fact concerning
the devotional aspects of the Bhaktisutra'•

As we have

mentioned earlier, gratification or delight

(p r i t i ) is

considered a distinctive m a r k by which devotion is known,
1 ~

-

in the Sandilya Bhakt1sutra *

/

The commentator, Svapnesvara,

compares this delight to that of Vidura in the Mahabharata
and quotes an expression in which Vidura says to the hord:
HQh, P undar ikaksa, how shall I express to thee the sense
0

t

.

*

-1-

of gratification that thrills my heart in thy presence?
...

T h o u art the soul of all; T h o u lcnowest it*n

1

The Bhaktisutra of Narada also deals w i t h such
. p

mental states as becoming overjoyed, quiet and satisfied*

A ccording to Vidyacakr avarti*s description of Nalagix'i, it
seems that the elephant has enjoyed a great ecstasy that
can be compared to the sentiment expected of a devotee by
the Bhaktisutrai«

It is clear that NalagiriV at the final

stage of the story, behaves like an ardent devotee who was
overjoyed with devotion*
Aversion to everything else other than the object of
o n e 1s own devotion occupies a considerable place in almost
all works of devotion.

Dix'ectly or indirectly, other

religiouis concepts and objects of adoration are ridiculed
1*

One Hundred Aphorisms of feandilya* p*3^'*

2V

Bhaktisutras of Narada ♦ p*3*
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and Jeered at harshly by devotee writers*
whatsoever,

Any defect

either in morality concerning personal

character or in the assessment of doctrinal matter's,
may be subjected to their contemptuous attack*

Thus,

to disdain everything else outside those w r i t e r s 1 own
religious beliefs seem to have become more or less a
common feature of devotional writers.

This featux1©",

too', receives a significant place in Vidyacak r a v a r t i 1s
Butsara n a 1#^

In the story of the taming of Nalagiri,

a m ention of non-Buddhists can be found twice;

first,1

in the dialogue between the Buddhists and non-Buddhist
communities which took place before the confrontation
of the Buddha with the elephant, and secondly,
Jubilant moment,

in the

Just after the subjection of Nalagiri1*

Vidyacakravarti showed his aversion to the non-Buddhists
indirectly, by dismissing the point raised by them in
the dialogue,

that the Buddha would be crushed by the

mighty Nalagiri, since everything happened in favour of
the Buddha*

His second attempt was to attack them

directly w h e n he stressed the actions of the triumphant
Buddhists in attacking their opponents physically'.
he has mentioned they knocked the tirthakas
1*
2.

2

As

on the head

But saranaV Tirthakadamana (pp#9G—ll^f), Gangarohanakatha
(pp,l6l-l62}, Misrakatha (pp*2 5 7 -2 6 0 ),
In this context this term seems to clenote non-Buddhistic
ascetics as well as their followers*- See But s a r a n a ,p »82
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and kicked them*

By making tlie Buddhists to attack their

opponents Vidyacakravarti directly shows his aversion to
othex' religionists and their practices1#
Thus the aversion to everything else other than
o n e 1s own object of4 adoration is one phase of that devotion
of w h i c h the other phase is to regard the object of that
1
devotion as the only supreme figure#"

To ascribe such a

predominant power as to control everything, animate and
inanimate in the universe, to the object of devotion is
the nature of almost all religions, especially in theistic
religions'-*'

Xn some branches of Mahayanism which had a

close relation w i t h theistic religions,
given god^like powersv

the Buddha was

hater on some of their features

seem to have been absorbed by the other’ branches of
Buddhism#

Though some early canonical works of the

Theravadins speak of the B u d d h a fs incomparable vix'tues
by w hich he excelled all beings inclxiding devas and brahmas
they certainly did not ascx’ibe to him any divine power*
X n the course of time, by taking these virtues into account,
the Buddha was placed o n 'such a superior place by later
devotee writers that he enjoyed predominant powers over the
w o r l d !;: T hey frequently used such epithets as

td evatid e v a t

/
—1
_
i ^
/
sakratisakra* brahmati brahma.
(god of gods, Sakra of
1*
2*

of.*' 1sarvatadbhava1, *he is the a l l 1 in feandilya#
See One Hundred Aphorisms of h a n d i l y a » p #3^-*
But sara n a , p #113 V

W
*I<W
I*W
—

*

*
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4akras‘
, Brahma of Brahmas) and sp forth in order to
emphasize his superiority.

Many Sinhalese devotee writers

from Vidyacalcravarti onward preferred to use such string's
of epithets in their compositions in order to affirm the
conventional belief in the B u d d h a fs predominant powerV
Vidyacalcravarti who had a great devotion to the Buddha*s
superiority as an embodiment of super-human virtues and
unconquerable miraculoxis powers tried to extol it both
by narrating stories and by describing it separa t e l y * 1
In the course of his narration considerable space is
reserved for detailing the superiority of the Buddha*;
X n the narration of the taming of Nalagiri such a
description can be foundV which deals with the occasion
of the Buddha*s going into the street accompanied by
his disciples-*

This passage which contains a string of

heaped similes deliberately emphasizes the Buddha*s
supremacy in one sense, which must be the direct meaning,
and shows an aversion to other religious concepts and
their objects of devotion,

in the other*

Here,' the

author who is not convinced of the appropriateness of
his similes to describe the Buddha, denies their
suitability and, finally,
■1
Buddha himself*

1*

B u tsarana, p p . 77-78*

compares the Buddha to the
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Now we have analyzed briefly some devotional
aspects w h i c h can be seen conspicuously in the story of
Nalagiri in the B u t s a r a n a ,

These fundamental characteristics

which are more or less common to nearly all devotional works
can be found either in more vivid forms,

or at least

obscurely in almost all the stories narrated by Vidyacakra—
varti*

In such stories as the subjection of the jatilas

and the descent fx’om the heaven (devarohanalcatha), these
«

devotional features seem to be vigorously effective*
Devotional aspects inherent in the Butsarana sometimes
soem to have x’eceived much vitality from the commentarial
form of the work, which perhaps provides adequate scope
for different descriptions not obviously connected with
one another*

Though this literary form has been subjected

to many criticisms the author appears to have made’anuch
use of it for his devotional purposes*

In such portions

as Prakirnakalcatha and Hisrakatha he has had many occasions
*

to extol the Buddha as he wished without confining himself
only to one theme*

This literary form which can also be

found frequently in the sataka poems must have been inspired
by thorn and adapted by the author for his own devotional
descriptions in prose*
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Xt is or note in this connexion,

-

mil ike the Amavatura

x

that the Butsarana

s
also useX the word b h a k t i , many times',

to signify the devotional reeling:..towards the Buddha*'

Here

we quote some phrases where the term is used:
Tbudun vahanse kerehi bhakt :Lyen yukta v u bhaddiya maha
ter mi vahanse ya **
f(There came) the great sage Bhaddiya who had devotion
2
towards the Buddha.*
*gharanx nam upas ilea kenek sarva jnayan vahansege sri
padaya bliakt iyen v a n d a . *1
*A remale devotee called Gharani having woi’shipped
3
the reet or the Buddha in devotion* •*
*e nagaraja tema budun vahansege sri mukhaya bala bala
bhakt in hisa hakuluva hakuluva pat radhatun vahanse
atulat*hi liotte ya.*
*The snake lay in the Bowl Relic rolding its head in
A
devotion and looking at Buddha*s race.*
The use or the word bhakt1 in the Butsarana does not in
itseir provide adequate evidence to support our argument
that its author was inriuenced by the devotional theories,
but it cannot be ignored in such an argument ir we take
into consideration the Tact

that this wox*d had previously

not been employed in such acontext as this in

Sinhalese

prose1*
1*

£*
3.
h*

The word ^bhakti* which can be round in another context
in the Amavatura seems
to be xised there in the sense or
allegiance and is never
used to denote the devotion
towards the Buddha*
Bee Amavatura ed . K.Nanalolca (Colombo, 1959) * P *79 •
Butsarana * p*7^-*
I b i d ..pT104 .
X b i d • p >120 *

The foregoing discussion shows how Tar the concept
or bhakti inriuenced the later Buddhist devotional works
in Pali, Sanskrit and Sinhalese written in Ceylon.

In

the light or this discussion we may he able to conclude
that Ceylonese devotee writers who were inspired by their
Indian counterparts transferred the concept or bhakti
consciously ox* unconsciously to the Buddha w hen they tried
their hand at devotional writings*'

SOB
CHAPTER XV
A Comparative Study of the Pilose Works of G-urul-ugomi
1 "
*■
and VidyacalcravartiAs is discussed in the second chapter',1 Gtrrulugomi
and Vidyacakravarti, the great prose writers of* the
Polonnax’u period’
, seem to have lived at the same time 1;
Supposing they were contemporaneous w i t h each other or
even if one lived few decades earlier than the other,

it

is clear that they would have enjoyed m u c h the same
inspiration and communication with major literary
movements which were causing upheaval .among the learned
circles.

It is,’ thex’efore, interesting, to make a

contrast between them by treating the role played by
each in creative activity^

Special attention should be

paid in this survey to the genetic inspiration of each
w o r k and to their respective literary values*’ Both
writers have chosen m uch the same line to compile what
each has dra%m from the original works .

Accordingly,’

though the works of the two writers differ from one
another in style, and content as well as artistic values,
and on the whole in different ways of treatment^ these
works share the same fundamental structural design or
motif w h i c h runs equally through them from beginning to
end *

A ct u a l l y we are not certain how the Sinhalese prose
narra tive genre embodying a structural design which brings
various subjects into one literary form came to operate
i n Sinhalese literature.

In the case of Butsarana some
o

scholars see its relationship with the
occturing in Sanskrit poetics*

1

Ucosakavya*

The term

-

fk o s a k a w a *

signifying unconnected verses composed on different
subjects is employed by Dandin
w hen he deals with various
<}0
categories or genres of poems*

2

This term seems not to

refer to works in prose in Sanskrit literature.
find two other genres called

1a k h y a y i k a 1 and

the manuals of Sanskrit poetics*

We also

1k a t h a 1 in

In such Sanskrit works

as the Paiicatantra, Daisakumaracarita and the K a t h a saritsagara a large number of stories were compiled in the
for m of k a v y a *

The terms

1a k h y a y i k a 1 and

*katha * are

u s e d , b y Winternitz as a common name for all such different
types of narratives

1*
2*
3*

3

despite the traditional arguments

to

Butsarana *ed* W* Sorata, Introduction, p.II*
ICavvadarsa*e d ♦ S*IC* Belvarkar (Poona, 19^4 ) ,ch* 1>>*v:13 ?
also K a v y a n u s a s a n a ,e d , R.C. Prakash, .& V.M.Kulkarni
(Bombay, 1964) p *k 6 6 *
M * W i n t e r n i t z , History of Indian Literature (Delhi,19^3)
Vol.Ill, Part,l p . 307.

distinguish, between these two terras*

1

But the prose

genre to w h i c h the above mentioned Sinhalese works
b e l o n g cannot be recognized as a direct derivative of*
so called

'kosa', 'akhyayika*

and

'katha* because it does

not share the same features as assigned to these genres
b y the exponents of Sanskrit poetics*
Of the Sinhalese prose works

the Amavatura and the

But s a rana can be rightly called collections of Buddhist
*
stories scattered in different areas of canonical and noncanonical literatures if we remove their stories from
the associated cbmmentarial passages*

But unlike those

k a thas and akhyayikas these Sinhalese prose works select
and compile their stories w ith the aim of illustrating
certain virtues of the Buddha*

This aim brings about a

u n i t y of all the stories and descriptions

they contain*

The A m a v a t u r a , for instance sets forth w i t h fervour the
i l l u s t r a t i o n of one of the Buddha's e p i t h e t s , viz*
2 /
'p u r i s a d a m m a s a r a t h i * (tamer of the hearts of tamable
men)

in its every denouement,

and the Butsarana purports
7

to be an illustration of the nine virtues

1*

K a v y a l a n k a r a *ed* P*V. Naganatha Sastri
K a v y a d a r s a , ch*l

of the Buddha*

(Delhi,1970)

vv. 23-28*

T en varieties of katha are m e n tioned by Iiemacandra,
See K a v y a n u s a s a n a * pp* 462-465*
2*

A m a v a t u r a * ed* ¥. S o r a t a ,(Co l o m b o ,i9 6 0 ) p.l*
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Xf the prose genre to which these Sinhalese works
b e l o n g does not come down from such genres as kosa,
?» r ' '

akhyayika and katha then how did it emerge?
regarded as an indigenous invention?

Can it be

Or does it have any

r elationship with other sources?
T h e Tact that Sinhalese literature was inspired by
B u d d hism is certain*

At the early stage of the Sinhalese

literature probably there were some glossaries or
commentaries containing annotations for understanding
scriptures,

and certain collections of stories, religious

and otherwise*

The early

commentaries are lost*

Helatuva or Sinhalese

The oldest Sinhalese commentary

t h a t ^ s u r v i v e s , which belongs to the Anuradhapura period
is the Dham p i y a ~ a t u v a ~ g a t a p a d a y a *
*

Xt m a i n l y expounds the

•

v e r b a l m e a n i n g of various words selected from the Pali
D h a m m a p a d a t t h a k a t h a « while giving some explanatory phrases
V

w h i c h were presumably regarded as essential.
The coinmentarial character that can be seen in the
Dhampiya"atuva-gatapad aya must undoubtedly have taken its
form from the explanatory sections of the Dhammapadatthaka-

also !. sail to have h..» h.s.h o„ a H . l a W ,.1

1*

Dhamp iya~ a tuva-'gat apaday a ,ed* M* Vimalakitti &
f
i
N* Sominda (Colombo, i 9 6 0 ), pp*5 - 6 *

X n such, a prose w o r k as the Sikhavalanda^-vinisa,
this characteristic can be found in an embryonic form,
u s e d to compile the Vinaya rules selected from the manuals
of Vinaya#

Xt is certain that this long standing

c o n vention of commentarial composition could not at
first be neglected by Ceylonese writers whe n they were
composing prose works in Sinhalese or Pali.

It is a

m a t t e r of course that those ancient commentaries, wri t t e n
either in Sinhalese or Pali, will have had some sort of
effect also on the later works of Ceylonese writers#
For instance*

the Pali Mahabodhivamsa of Upatissa which.
ri"'"r"'ir"

n ................... V

p r o b a b l y belongs to the late Anuradhapura period,

seems

to show this characteristic in rather an advanced form
for a literary purpose#

This w o r k collects its materials

from various sourses so as to illustrate and support
o ne.major theme,
bodhi,

that is to say-, the history of the

the tree under the shade of w h i c h the Buddla xms

enlightened,

and is composed to answer five questions
’ ' 'l!

raised b y the author himself#

Xn the same way the

Am a v a t u r a and the Butsarana have collected their stories
<jr
and other descriptions w i t h the intention of illustrating
some specific virtues of the Buddha#

1#

M a h a b o d h i v a m s a , ed# P# Sobhita

(Colombo,

I 8 9 0 ) p#l#
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Thtijg>* the Sinhalese prose narrative genre,
e specially its fundamental structural design seems to
h av e related to an indegenous literary tradition rather
than to the above mentioned literary genres in Sanskrit
poetics#

This is not to deny that its later developments

m a y have undergone the potent influence of Sanskrit poetic
traditions#

It is not unreasonable to think that this

prose genre assumed a new turn and new shape w i t h wh i c h
w e are dealing later in this discussion,

in the hands of

such writers as Gurulugomi and Vidyacakravarti who were
no m e a n Sanskrit scholars#

They treated the genre in

two slightly different ways*
The difference between their implementation of this
p rose genre, however,

is quite a simple one#

The A m a 

vatura collects stories and short descriptions w h i c h are
p e r t i nent to its m a i n theme from various sources but it
does not make any attempt to intersperse its narration
w i t h extraneous descriptions, whereas the Butsarana
A

combines both aspects*
After all,

the met h o d of compilation of stories is

in no w a y an unusual type to Buddhist writers, for a great
number of stories

concerning previous lives of the Buddha

h i m s e l f and those of his disciples as well were compiled
in early canonical works and in commentaries#

;-

■■

2i2

-

I n later Pali works like the Sahassavatthu and the
K a s a vahini also can he found such collections of stories
and Buddhist legends concerning the greatness and
spiritual efficacy as well as other most charming
qualities of the Buddha and his disciples,
and verse#

1

in prose

Similarly a large collection of Buddhist

stories can he found in the Avadana literature in
Sanskrit*
into

It seems to be of great interest to go further

the latter subject,

for it might throw some light

on h ow far the Avadana literature influenced our early
literary works*

As far as we are concerned the only works

in Sanskrit that can be compared, but remotely,
early Sinhalese prose works are the A v a d a n a s .

to the
It seems

difficult to make out any other Sanskrit counterpart of
our early prose works except the Avadanas, whi c h however
do not bear a very great resemblance to them*

According

to some Sanskrit literary historians the earliest specimen
of the Avadanas can be found in the Avadanas a t a k a , the
/
2
K a r m a s a t a k a , and the Divyavadana of u n k n o w n date*

1.

This type of writ i n g i s (called 1campu*in Sanskrit
poetics*
See K a v y a d a r s a , ch*l
v. 30.

2*

Avadanasataka *ed* J*S* Speyer (St. Petersbourg,
1906), V o l * I , Introduction, p*l* & Vol.II
Pref©<^yeo,. pp.XIV - XX#

-
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T h e first of these is believed to be a discourse of the
■
—
I
B u d d h a himself (sugata b h a s i t a ) •
"»>
*

—
The Avadanas are said

to have occupied the seventh place in the list of twelve
types of the discourse uttered by the Master.

2

The word

A v a d a na as has been shown by some scholars signifies a
great religious or moral achievement as well as the
h istory of such achievements*
Like the Jataka the Avadana is also a species of
B u d d h ist sermon;

both are preferably employed for

p r e a c hing purposes*
the one hand,

The main tendency of b oth is, on

to show the irresistible and all-pervading

po w e r of karma towards determining for each creature the
course and the fortune of his existence w i t h i n the b o u n d 
less and never-ending samsara,
. .^

-

irn- rin-r-i

and on the other,

to

convince men of their individual responsibility for
gathering

*white k a r m a ’♦

It seems that m a n y stories

nar r a ted in the Avadanas lay more stress on the results
of k a r m a than do the Jatakas*

We often find in the

Avadanas a stereotyped rule which says:

"Black karma

bears bla c k fruits, white karma bears white fruits and
k
the m i xed ones mixed fruits"*

1.
2.
3*
4*

I b i d , V o l *11 p*206, fn.
I b i d , Vol* II preface, p.l*
G-*K* Nariman, Literary History of Sanskrit Buddhism
(Bombay, 1 $ 2 o) p*45*
~
"
A v a d a n a s a t a k a , Vol,II p.$; D i v y a v a d a n a , ed*
L.B* Cowell & R.A* Neil (Amsterdam, 1970) pp*23»
55*135*

Xt is obvious that in the Jatakas the Bodhisatva
must necessarily be the main character, but in the Ava
danas it is not so.

Yet a large number of Avadanas4
, too4
,

contain the Bodhisatva as the main character1*

Every Jataka

may be called Avadana, but the reverse is not true*

The

Jatakamala of* Aryasura has as its second title Bodhisatva.—
- -i

avadana-malav

Though there is some relationship between

the Jatakas and Avadanas they are distinguished from each
other by a very significant structural difference*

Xn

the structure of the Jataka4
, the past story, the real
JatakaV plays the important part in the absence of which
the Jataka no longer exists*

But in some Avadanas there

are no stories of the past; and this type of Avadana has
no countex’part in the Jatakas.

All the Jatakas preserved

in the Pali canon are ascribed to the Buddha; no one of
them is categorized as a newly invented composition.

But

some Avadanas are believed to be newly invented stories1*1
All existing Avadanas are divided into three categories,
£

two canonical and one post-canonical *

As classified by

J.Sv Speyer who edited Avadanasataka in his outstanding
preface to the second volume, the first category comprises
Avadanas met with in the Vinaya or Sutras by way of
episodes or examples of rules or tenets taught.
IV

Avadanasataka* XX, Preface, p p W - VI*
Avadana^atalca* Preface, (ll), p.XTVv
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Collections of such portions are found in a work like
X)ivyavadana which belongs to this category*

The second

contains the pure (independent) Avadanas', either single
or gathered into collections, which belong to the
|M

^

***t

/

^

Sutrapitalca * The Avadanasataka and the Karmasataka
•

TT-n. T

- ■ -■

■

■

are examples of this category*

,

"

'

"

r

All the other Avadanas

found in collections or as single works are categorized
in the third type1* This final category, as has been
shown, comprises later compositions like the Jatakamala
of Aryasura and the Bodhisatva-avadana-kalpalata of
XCsemendra which actually were composed after completion
of the canon’
* The

latter-was composed as late as the

eleventh centiiry by a Kasmirian poet in verse.

As is

mentioned by Somendra, the son of ICsemendra who com♦

pie ted his father ls work by adding one more Avadana,
there were a great number of Avadana-mala s written in
elaborated prose interspersed with verse1*T

But most of

them no longer exist, though some are preserved in Chinese
and Tibetan.

Some eighteen works enumerated under the

title of Avadana are described by Bajendralal Mitra in
2

his Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of Nepal*
1♦

Avadanakalpalata, ed * P *L • Vaidya (harbhanga,19 5 9 )V
XX* pp.565 -566 *
2'*1 Rajendralalmitra, Sanskrit Buddhist literature of
Nepal (Calcutta,1881) *5
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Some of them w h i c h are mentioned as separate works
are found, din such collections as the Avadanasataka and
the 33ivy avadana under the same name hut in different
v e r s ions1/

Xt seems that these Avadanas are arranged

according to a set model which is more or less common
to every tale1*

A somewhat stereotyped formula contain

ing perpetual reiteration of phrases in descriptions of
characters as well as situations can be seen in the outer
framework of this model#

The following string of epithets

w h i c h is employed in order to describe the unparalleled
greatness and spiritual power of the Buddha is found at
the outset of every Avadana in unaltered form:
uThe Buddha, the Lord, venerated, highly respected't
held in honour, and lauded by kings, ministers, m e n
of wealth, citizens, artisans, leaders of caravans',
gods', n a g a s V yaks a s '# asuras # garudas kinnaras * and
gigantic snakes , adored by devag, n a g a s , y a k s a s , a s u r a s »
garudas # k i n n a r a s * and gigantic snakes , the Buddha', the
*
■*—
Lord, the Renowned, the Served, betook himself,
accompanied by his disciples and provided with all the
necessaries in clothing, food, bedding, covering,
refreshments and medicaments in the shape of alms
t o •# * and was so journing at #•#w

1#

M
i
of# Uposadha in Avadanasataka and XJposadha in
the .Sanskrit Buddhist Literature of NepalV
pp5#2 65 *^26 7 & As oka in Divyavadana and As oka
Avadana in Sanskrit Buddhist Literattire of Nepal',
pp# 6 -1 7 #

S imilarly every Avadana ends with:

E17

uThus spake the

L o r d and with, ecstasy in their hearts the monks applauded
s
the speach of. the Master11*

Apart from these traditional

features of outer framework it seems that a very
important place is given to the karma theory in the inner
f r a m e work of most stories*

The denouement or m a i n

incidents of each Avadana are permeated by the effective
ness of k a rma which sometimes appears in a somewhat
s t e r e o typed form of phrase or verse*

1

X n most tales

they seem to be deliberately arranged so as to imply the
m i r a c u l o u s power of the Buddha and the unfathomable
c o m p assion and illimitable love his heart was filled
w i t h for living beings*
Xn this respect,

it is desirable to deal w i t h some

stories occurring in the Avadanas so that they may
illustrate the m a i n characteristics of the genre*

The

story of Dharmapala in the A v a d a n a s a t a k a > w h i c h is also
narrated in a poetic manner in the Butsarana *shows
p

simp l i city of narration and of structure as well*

Xt

is stated that the story was related by the Buddha while
dwelling in Venuvana near the city of R a jagrha in relation
to a conversation of his disciples about the conspiracy of
D e v a d a t t a to murder the Buddha*

U s u a l l y such a phrase begins:*iti bhiksava, ekanta
krsnanam karmanamekantakrspo v i p a k a 1 etc*, and in verse
appears as ;_napranasyant£ fcarmani kalpakotisat'airapi
samagrim prapya kalanca phalanti kha l u dehinam.
See
Avadanafeataka ed. P*L* Yaidya (Darbhanga, 1953)p p . 3^- >37 >
39,42.

The secret plan, which brought nothing other than discredit
and blame to Devadatta, was exposed,1 The Buddha still had
great compassion on Devadatta in spite of his hatred Tor
him#

The disciples*

conversation on the subject paved

the w a y Tor him to relate his past*

According to the

past story, w h i c h is rather diTTerent Trom its counter-*
part in Pali Buddhism,

1

once upon a time the Bodhisatva

was born in tlie royal palace oT Benares and was the only
son oT both the Icing and queen*

The prince known by the

name Dharmapala was a handsome, kind boy oT good behaviour
and beloved by all*

He was learning with other Tellow

boys in a teacher*s house*

Once in the spring the king

went to the royal park Tor games, together w i t h women oT
his haremv

While they were playing the q u e e n Durmati1, who

had a n abnormal character which Teatured hatred, violence
and revenge, became violently Turious*

She reTused to

drink what was leTt Tor her by the king sayings

UXT I

am not permitted to drink the blood oT Dhannapala I will
not drink what you have leTt Tor m e u •" The king who was
overcome by lust granted what she asked Tor*

The prince

having heard oT this sudden torture went to his parents
w i t h tears and begged them Tor mercy*

Thmxgh the king

wanted to give him mercy the queen, his mother,

strictly

reTused to give way and asked Tor his bloodV

1* Jatakatthakatha (SBH)

(Culla Dhammapala)

(5*1*8) edV'

Wv Piyatissa, Part IXX (Colombo,1931)> P P •123-126*
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The prince Dharmapala, even at this fatal stage, never
felt anger or hatred for his parents; instead, he remained
loving and compassionate towards them*

The executioner,

ordered by the king, came to,the prince, cut his throat
and fulfiled the desires of the queen*

Thus the Buddha

exposed the past, and said that the prince Dharmapala
in the past story was he himself and his mother queen
Durmati was Devadatta*

At the end, pointing out the moral

of the story the Buddha advised monks to concentrate their
minds on loving and compassion*

The monies applauded what

the Buddha preached, with great ecstasy filling their
hearts*

1

This story, which bears a great resemblance to the
structure of the Jataka, differs somewhat in contents
from its

counterpart found in the

—

*2

Ja taka tthakatha* In

the Pali Jataka, which is named Culla Dhammapala, the king
Mahapratapa, father of Dharmapala, plays the part of queen
mtm

M

/

Durmati in the Avadanasataka,

mm

According to the Jataka,

the Bodhisatva*s mother queen Candra was engaged in lulling
the little baby, seated on a chair.

1*
2*

Avadanasataka * ed* P.L. Vaidya (Darbhanga, 1958)
N o . 33, pp* 82 - 8 3 .
J a t a k a t t h a k a t h a , ed* W.Piyatissa, part XXX, pp*123
126;
Jataka Stories of the B u d d h a ’s Former Births, E*B*
Cowell, (Cambridge, 1897) Vol*IXX, pp*117~120*

With, her min d on her son,

she did not stand up to respect

the k i n g w h e n he came to her room#

The k i n g Mahapratapa

was inflamed by fury and ordered the executioner to
torture the little prince in defiance of the q u e e n 1s
cry for mercy#
As is evident from our discussion,

the tenor of the

story in b o t h the Avadanasataka and the Jatakatthakatha
,

» *

shows nothing of difference but the characters#

1

Both

stories formulate the doctrine of love and compassion
w h i c h motivated the life of the Bodhisatva so that he
asp i red to Buddhahood*

The prince Dharma p a l a symbolizes

the great love and compassion of the M a s t e r for the world,
in spite its response to himself in the opposite way#
The queen Durmati and the king Pratapa,

though they

d i f f e r from each other in sex and name,

characterize

the immense force of the w o r l d fs hostile response to
love and compassion#

Another aspect of the Avadanas

comes out from the Pratiharya sutra of D i v y a v a d a n a *^
The sutra was actually designed for illustrating Buddha*s
m iraculous powers*

The outer structure of this sutra

is more or less the same as of the Dharmapala story#
The significant feature of this new model is that it
confines the whole narration only to the present story in other words,

the past story w h i c h is always found in

the Jatakas is not given any room in the s u t r a #

1#

D i v y a v a d a n a * pp# 143-166#

As in other Avadanas* some stereotyped phrases recur
frequently between narration of this sutra too,

Xn the

course of its narration a number of subordinate incidents
are related as they happened, perhaps in detail*
Nevertheless, the main theme, that is to say illustration
of Buddha1s miraculour powers, can be seen permeating
every episode, subordinate or main, throughout the sutra.
The first episode, accoring to the sutra* took place
in the city of Rajagrha while the Master dwelt in Venuvana*
Xt begins with a short discussion of six ascetics well
known at the time of the Buddha who actually appeared aas
rivals of the Master*

Once the ascetics headed by Purana

ICasyapa met together and discussed the situation they had
to face under the circumstances that had led the Buddha
to win much popularity and resounding glory*

Finally they

decided to make a public declaration saying that they would
challenge the Buddha to show his miraculous power and they
themselves would perform miracles twofold and threefold in
response to the Buddha*

The ascetics did not receive any

support from Bimbisara, the king of Magadha and went to the
king of lcosala and asked for his assistance#

The second

episode which took place in the kingdom of Kosala paves
the way to some other minor incidents connected with the
Buddha*s superiority*

It describes Buddha?s going to Sravasti escorted by his
disciples and king ICosala’s visit to the Master to invite
him to perform miracles#

In the third episode the

corporal punishment inflicted by the king on prince Kala,
the ki n g ’s brother, and his miraculous recovery from
suffering by the mysterious power of the Master are
described in detail#

Similarly the building of a pavilion

to the Buddha where he was to perform his miracles, the
gathering of many thousands to see this most significant
event and Buddha’s performing the miracles are detailed
one by one in fascinating manner#

Xt seems that special

attention is paid in the narration to the sudden
disappearance of Purana Kasyapa when the Buddha reached
*

the climax of his miracles#

Xt is said that this

ascetics who had failed to make good his declaration
fled away from the spot and was drowned in a pond tied
up to a pot filled with sand*

At the final stage of

the sutra is described the most interesting miracle the
Buddha ever performed, in which he created another Buddha
precisely resembling himself and answered the questions
asked by that Buddha.

This sutra ends with two verses

which emphasise the greatness of taking refuge in the
Buddha#

The Pratiharyasutra,

composed in elegant prose

i n t erspersed w i t h a few verses of simple character,
except in a few cases nearly always goes hand in hand
w i t h the description of 1yamalcamahapatihariya1 in Pali
commentaries

1

•

The Pali works exclude the episode of

k a l a and add another episode which relates the story
of Gandamba,
*

*

p e r f o r m e d his

the mango tree under w h i c h the Buddha
’twin miracles#*

The stalling incidents

in bot h cases took place in the city of Rajagrha while
jtf

the final one occurred in Sravasti*

Similarly,

the

kings Bimbisara and ICosala played their parts in much
the same way#

M a r a ’s part which occupies an important

place in the first episode of the Sutra is excluded
from the Pali sources#

Though the drowning of Purana
•

K a s y a p a was described in the same way in both sources
he was not given such an important place in the Pali
wo r ks as he occupies in the s u t r a *

Xn b o t h sources

disciples and lay devotees who a s k e d for B u d d h a ’s
p e r mis s i o n to perform the miracles were not allowed to
A m o n g those who sought B u d d h a ’s p ermission Luhasudatta
Cunda, Utpalavarna and Maudgalyayana can be identified
i n b o t h sources#

Vira in the Pali source replaces

R d d hil a m a t a in the sutra*

1#

Phamma'padat thaka t h a » ed# IC# Ratanasara,,
(Co l o m b o , 1922), pp# kk6 ~ 452*

But no one appears there for Itala occurring in the sutra.
It is of note that the Butsarana which is interested
in the miraculous power of the Buddha reproduces the
whole story in a poetic manner.

Its narration seems to

have had a closer relationship with the Pali source than
with its counterpart in the Sanskrit*

But this does not

mean that the Butsarana has had no relation at all with
b

the above sutra or that it did not receive any influence
from the Sanskrit source.

What we can see here, is that
X

_

the main episodes of Tirthakadamana in the Butsarana are
o

correlative with those of the Pali source.

But its

theme and the tone of narration seems to have absorbed
much influence from the Pratiharyasutra*

Both the

Divyavadana and the Butsarana lay their stress at length
on the super-human powers of the Buddha^

The author of

each work had a great desire to detail every aspect of
miracles or of trivial incidents connected with them, as
if each intended to direct devotees, actuated by his
2

descriptions, to take refuge in the Buddha*

i*

B u t s a r a n a * pp* 95 - 109*
*

2*

The Pratiharyasutra ends with following verses:
dhanyaste purusa loke ye buddham saranam gatah
nirvrttiin te gami'syanti buddhakarakrtau janah
yeipamapi jine k a r a m N.karisyanti vinayake
vicitram svargam agamya te lapsyante*mrtam padam.
Divyavadana No* XI, 16 6 *
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Though these A v a d a m s were not quoted directly in
our early Sinhalese prose works undoubtedly they must
have had some influence on our authors*

We have seen

in a previous discussion how much our scholars of the
Polonnaru period were interested in Sanskrit studies*
It is therefore, permissible to think that authors like
Vidyacakravarti and GuruTugomi were conversant with such
an arresting feature of Sanskrit Buddhist literature as
Avadanas*

Nevertheless, as suggested by Sorata,

they

always tried to be in line with the Theravada traditions
It is of note in this respect that such stories as the
subjection of Dhanapala^ Nando pananda',' and !3akra occurring
in the Ainavatura of Gurulugomi can be found in the
i.mr-r-'rm" T-

-

,

—
— -2
Avadanalcalpalata»

The first and the second of these

are elaborately described by Vidyacakravarti too*

In

the light of the foregoing discussion we will be able
to re^ch a conclusion that the prose genre of those
Sinhalese narratives I’eceived a substantial inspiration
from such Buddhist Sanskrit works as Avadanas in
addition to its close relation to the national literary
tradition which includes the earlier prose works of
Ceylonese writers in both Sinhalese and Palir*

1*

Ainavatura, e&* £Sarata* Introduction p *X •
Avadanalcalpalata, Nos*' 28, 33» 7^*
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Dharmapradipikava

Some Sinhalese literary historians and critics have
i n v e stigated the sources and relationships of the
subject mat t e r occurring in these early Sinhalese prose
works*

Most of their investigations seem to have b e e n

d evoted to finding out the original sources of the works,
that is to say - where each author drew his subject m a tter
from*

As has b e e n shown, Vidyacakravarti turned to the

Jatakattakatha,
Dhammapadatthakatha,
Visuddhimagga*
'
''
nn"i "'
^#
—TT-rrrr-

Virnanava11hu* Petavatthu and the Digha, M a j j h i m a , and
S a m y u tta Kikayas in order to collect his materials^
Similarly,

G-urulugomi
drew his subject matter for the
A

A m a v a tura from various Pali works like the Jatakatthakatha, Dhammapadatthakatha,
"

•

Papancasudani, Manorathapurani,

•

a

Su m a n g a l a v i 1as i n i , Buddhavams at t h a k a t h a , V i s u d d h i m a g g a ,
2
S u t t a n i p a t a and the Nikayas above mentioned*

Apart from

these works, many other Pali and Sanskrit works were
r e f erred to by him in order to gather materials fox* his
-

compendium of Buddhist doctrine,

1.
2.
3*

-

the D h a r m a p r a d i p i k a v a *

3

Siyqhala-Sahityaya* (A.Kulasuriya), I, p*170*
A m a v a t u r a , ed U* Sorata (Colombo, i 9 6 0 ), p*224.
A. Critical Study of the D h a r m a p r a d i p i k a ,ed>M*Sri
Rammandala, Unpublished Ph*D* Thesis, University of
London, 195^, Introduction, pp* XLVI - LVI; also see
C.E* G-odakumbura, Reference to Buddhist Sanskrit
U riters in Sinhalese Literature, U C R , Vol.l (19^3)*
pp* 86-93*

2 2 1

This work,

the first composition of G u r u l u g o m i , has taken

the form of p a r i k a t h a , a round about discussion of some
Pali words,

selected w ith intention to produce commentarial

descriptions.

He provides detailed explanations of some

five h u n d r e d words selected from Pali Mahab o dhiyarns a .
Not all the words selected by Gurulugomi were described
at equal length or in the same way*
Sometimes his discussions are restricted only to
grammatical or semantic problems while on several other
occasions they are devoted to doctrinal matters*

In a

few cases his commentarial form gave rise to some pieces
of excellent literary creation*
Pali

As has b e e n done b y m a n y

commentators Gurulugomi narrates some stories w i t h i n

his commentarial discussions to illustrate or to verify
the fadts he mentions*
in this,

There is not h i n g to surprise us

for it is common in the Pali commentaries*

problem, however,

is why he adapted this commentarial form

to produce creative writings*
li t e r ary masterpiece,

clauses

Gurulugomi creates his
■ a

the Sulukalinguda w h i c h runs to

seven printed pages, as a commentary to the
- - '
_ i
fdantapure raja h u t v a 1 (having become a k in g in

the city of D a n t a ) •

1*

The

Dharmapradipikava * ed* Dharmarama, p* 296*

-
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S u l u k a l i n g u d a or Cullakalingabodhi*-* j a t a k a , tlie subject
of G u r u l u g o m i 1s creation, was wholly narrated in the
Jatakatthalcatha while some parts of it were elaborated
c;

in elegant prose in the Pali Mahab odliivamsa *

The theme

of b o t h works is to lay stress on the unfathomable
e f f i e M y o and greatness of the Bodhi,

the holy tree

u n d e r the shade of which the Buddha was enlightened*
The distinctive glory of Culla Kalinga and the invincible
p o w e r of the Bodhi overwhelmingly dominate the story of
b o t h the Jatakatthakatha and the Mahabodhivamsa* Thou g h
•

•

-.1

r— mn-lT-

rn

Iinm„T.„rTT,M

the emperor Kalinga, as main character, plays a very
i mportant role, his childhood and the details of his
parents were not given any significant place in the
story of the Jatakatthakatha
-----r where they were narrated
v e r y brieflyi

The Mahabodhivamsa w h i c h elaborates the
*

e m p e r o r ’s life from adolescence neglects his childhood
completely*

The Dharmapradipikava seems to have come to

fill the gap left in both works,
Mahabodhivamsa*
•

However,

especially (Pali)

it provided Gurulugomi wit h
•

a fruitful field where he was able to b r i n g his creative
skill to fruition,
composition,

The subject matter of G u r u l u g o m i 1s

as mentioned above, was given only a little

place in the J a t a k a 1 1 h a k a t h a ; its narration does not run
j'»
to more

than one printed p a g e 1
*
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The J a t aka 11haka tha just narrates b r i e f l y the main
a

*

events of the life of Culla Kalinga,
b r o t h e r of k i n g Maha Kalinga#
to the Jataka,

the younger

The prince,

according

fled away from the city before he was

caught by the king and lived in a forest where he met
a c c i dentally a beautiful princess,
K i n g Madhu,

and got married to her#

the daughter of
Afterward,

they

got a son who succeeded his uncle Maha Kalinga and became
the emperor,^
Gurulugomi made use of this sketch for his artistic
*
creation#

He seems to have collected necessary materials

from Sanskrit poetics and other poetical works of well
k n o w n writers like D a n d i n and Banabhatta in order to
**
*
••
b u i l d his poetical mansion#

As we me n t i o n e d elsewhere,

b y this time the contemporary learned circles of Ceylon
w e r e inspired on a large scale by Sanskrit scholarship#
It is natural to expect m uch influence of Sanskrit
literature on most literary works of the age*

In fact,

the subject matter provided b y the Jatakatthakatha
*11...

m u s t have b een attractive to a poet like Gurulugomi
w h o possessed the mentality of a scholar tempered by
Sa n s krit poeticsi

1#

The Jataka (PTS)> ed# V. Fausboll (London, 1 9 6 3 )
Vol#IV, Noi 479 PP» 230 ~ 2 3 6 ; Mahab Cl dhiv^aigs a
(PTS), ed# S*A. Strong (London 1891), pp* 66-82#
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It is likely that when he referred to the Pali Jataka
in order to translate the necessary portion to meet

:

the demand of his commentarial discussion about the clause

j

quoted above, the aesthetic- environment connected with
the episode might have aroused his emotional world and
persuaded him to create his prose poem*
There may be a psychological motive also which
motivated Gurulugomi in creating such a tasteful
■*

composition*

He will have noticed that Upatissa, the

author of the Pali Mahaboohivamsa * in adapting the
Cullakalingabodhijataka had applied various Sanskrit
poetic devices*

His indebtedness not only to the

actual figures of speech but also to the whole s tyle
of such works as the Dasakumaracarita and the Kadambari
must have been seen clearly by Gurulugomi*
to

So, when he

began to write his compendium on the words selected
from the Mahabodhivams a , he might have intended to
*

complete the preliminary part of the same story, which
the original work left untouched, in the same poetical
style*
The subject matter itself which Gurulugomi has
ip

chosen might strike the mind of any poet, especially
one who was tempered by Sanskrit poetics*

-■

.
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It certainly provides a poet with m any opportunities
to make various picturesque descriptions of nature,
as in the case of many Sanskrit prose w o r k s w h i c h belo n g
to the post-Kalida san period.
mentions,
pictures.

As Neeta Sharma rightly

Sanskrit poets are very fond of drawing w o r d
1

_
In the post*-Kalidasan period w h ich was

h i g h l y affected b y Alankara theory this tendency to
d r a w word pictures increased to such an extent that
some poets started to dwell on descriptions more than
on any t h i n g else in their works.
therefore,

Sanskrit literature,

is exceedingly rich in graphic descriptions

of nature and.other subjects.

The Kadambari of

Banabhatta,

in this respect,

excels all others of

this kind#

Bana seems to show such an enthusiasm in

d e l i n e a t i o n of nature he sometimes does not min d even
the disproportion of his descriptions.

Bana who had

m i n u t e l y observed the glories of nature in its various
aspects,

seems to admire them greatly.

He was imbued

w i t h the sensitiveness to appreciate the magnetic
a t t r a c t i o n of nature;
and soft music,

its Various

colours,

its sweet

its pleasant fragrances and gentle

touches have all drawn him to it.

1,

Neeta Sharma, Banabhatta A Literary Study
(Delhi, 1968), p.' 155. A

He turned, various minute features of nature into word,
pictures and brought them before his readers#

Bana

in Neeta S h a r m a fs words, describes "forests with their
trees,

creepers and flowers, lakes w i t h their swans,

lotuses and humming bees, hermitages w i t h deer,

sages

and holy fires, the seasons with their changing effect
X
on the atmosphere, animals w ith their natural gestures"’
w h ich touched the poet*s heart extensively#
It became a matter of course that most poets of
the age including Bana, his precursors and followers
who belonged to the same school,

shoiild give an impor

tant place to the descriptions of natrire and such
requisite subjects in their narratives*

They developed

their .plots and interwove their episodes as if they were
seeking more and more sco£oe and opportunities to
intersperse them w i t h more and more descriptions*

2

GurulugomiV who was inspired by the poets of this school'
sought to develop his story from the Jataka in the same
poetical fashion as that followed by Bana and his
colleagues.

Xt is desirable,

consult with his narration*

in this respect, to
The summary of Gu r u l u g o m i 1s

1*

Banabhatta, p* 157* ,

2#

S.N. X3asgu.pta & S *I£*De, History of. Sanskrit
Literature

(Calcutta,1962) PP* 236-237*

narration. Is as follows:

1

A prince called Sulukalingu (Cullakalinga) of Dantapura
fled away from tlie city in fear of his brother, the
king of the same city who had ordered his arrest, and
went to Himavat forest* He walked farther inside the
forest until he came across a suitable place to live in,
admiring the beautiful scenery. He built himself a hut
on the bank of a brook, put a s c e t i c ’s garments on and
lived there*
This portion of the story furnishes the author w ith
adequate scope to describe various aspects of nature*
Gurulugomi describes them elegantly as if they were seen
by his mai n character, prince Sulukalingu, while w alking
through the forest.

Among the woi^d pictures drawn by

the author, the fighting of elephants in rut,

clusters o

blood-stained pearls falling onto the green sward from
the foreheads of elephants which had been split by the
claws of lions, siddhas accompanied by their beloveds,
blossoming trees w i t h humming bees can vividly be seen.
ITie next episode introduces princess Madhu,

the

second character, who also came to the same forest with
her parents in fear of enemies who had surrounded their
kingdom seeking her hand*

1.

This episode is narrated

Dharmapradipikava, pp. 296-302.

briefly without any rhetorical ornamentation*

There

after, the rainy season, the axitumn, and the spring
are delineated picturesquely one after the other by
the Lise of various figures of speech and highly
•ornamented style.

However', the author was careful for

his description of seasons to be kept close to the m a i n
character so that it would not obstruct the floxv of the
narration*

This takes the reader to the very important

turning point of the story where the prince and the
princess meet together,

for which this description

provides an apt setting.
Gurulugomi begins his description of the rainy
j

season by saying *the rainy season came as though to
comfort the younger prince Kalinga, who was oppressed
by the fierce heat and far removed from the luxuries
of Vicero y s h i p * f

And he ends it with

A l t o g e t h e r the

rainy season brought no coolness for the younger prince
Kalinga, rather it was as a great heat which scorched
him.*

The n he describes the

happiness and refreshment,

autumn that brought him

and, thereafter the spring

which gave him the unexpected chance to meet the
princess M a d h u •

The spring, according to the descrip

tion, adorned the world with its various aspects;

it

painted the world w i t h the pollen, of various flowers;
drove the cuckoos to song; made the flocks of intoxi
cated peacocks spread their tail-feathers and cry out;
fulfilled the h e a r t Ts desire of stag and doe, maddened
the must elephants;

caused the forest to burgeon with

tender leaves and flowers;

caused the bees to hum;

caused the petals of fully blossomed water-lilies to
be scattered by the rings of breaking waves which
spread from the breasts of swans as they struck the
water of the forest lakes; brought i3ollen to the mass
of lilies and lotuses,

drove the swarm of humming bees

to the champak, hora and sal groves; united the separate;
fulfilled the hearts*

desire of the united and drove

those in the prime of youth to the forest, mad for
sport*

By this time the princess Madhu,

inspired by

the fascinating beauty of the season, adorned herself
with flowers and went for a w a l k through the groves
while her parents were out searching for fruits*

She

gathered many beautiful flowers and fashioned them into
a chaplet,

hearing the chaplet in her hair she climbed

a mango tree, played there for some time and then
floated the chaplet down the stream*
in this game for several days*

She engaged herself

One day the chaplet of

flowers w h ich she threw thus on to the water floated

down stream and circled the younger xorince Kalinga
as he rose from the water after bathing*
seeing the chaplet thoughts

The prince,

’This is the handiwork

of a girl in her first youth,*

Filled w i t h curiosity

to see the imagined maiden he set forth upstream look
ing at groves carefLilly, and eventually came across
her inlaying on the mango tree.

They talked to each

other and understood that both belonged to the
Ksatriya clan.

He asked for her hand and she agreed?

nothing obstructed their union*
The author here pays groat attention to depicting
their conversation dramatically.
employing direct speech.

He delineated it by

Through this narration he is

able to present both the prince and the princess before
the reader in their persons*

The princess was taken

to a grovo by the prince and was enraptured with his
tou.ch.

At their first union they are enamoured w i t h

hearts touched by brand new romantic feeling's.
embraced each other,

They

ovex’powered by love, and stayod

there for a while in the greatest ecstasy they ever
experienced in their lives.

The princess,

enthroned

in the heart of Sulukalingu, was led b a c k to her
monastery and both waited there until her parents
returned *

She revealed every thing regarding their

first meeting before her parents and introduced her
suitor*

The parents greeted him,

listened to his

story and consented to their marriage*
lived happily,

blessed by the parents of both sides,

and ten months later,
_

t

prince Kalinga*

The new couple

they got a blissful son named

t
lie was ntytured delicately by both the

parents and the grand parents*

W h e n he grew old enough

to hold the burden of kingship he was permitted to
proceed to his father*s home country on an auspicioiis
day*

By this time the king Mahakalinga was dead and

his ministers were searching for a prince to be crowned
1/hen the young' JSEimogr. Kaiingd. arrived in Dantapura
he was recognized by tokens by a former minister, an
intimate friend of his father Cullakalinga,
to the palace in trfumph.

and was led

Thus the prince •Kalinga

siicceeded his uncle in the city of Bant a «
G u r u l u g o m i fs narration of the above story not only
furnishes the narration of the Cullakalingabodhijataka
in the Mahabodhivamsa w i t h a necessary prologue but
■

■L_.IM._i-*..
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*

also brings about a perfect artistic creation as a
whole*

He seems to have gained much inspiration from

Sanskrit poetics as well as from influential Sanskrit
writers like Bandin and Banabhatta.

The Kadambari of

Banabhatta might have strongly influenced our author
*

m m

w h e n he was writing Sulukalinguda • Though it sounds
ludicrous to compare this small piece of creative
writing with such a voluminous w o r k as the Kadambar i ,
a narration which interweaves a series of stories,
episodes and descriptions,
Gurulugomi seems to

the Tact that Bana influenced
a

unmist a k a b l e .

As in the case of

Ifadambari the plot of G u r u l u g o m i *s composition mainly
concerns a love affair of a prince and a.princess*
the Ifadambari
—

Xn

the love affairs of Candrapida and

-

Ifadambari play the predominant role among its stories.
-

f

-

Candrapida,

w

1

«

the son of Icing Sudralca in Vidisa, met

Kadambari who lived at Ileinakuta while he was travelling
*

in the forest.

Every major

place in the forest, remote

event

of the narration toolc

from the city.

Bana seems

to have preferred to take away some of his characters,
including Candrapida,
some duties in the

immediately after their performing

city, to the remote forest with the

intention of delineating nature,

as well as to open the

way for them to meet with other characters who inhabited
the forest.

Gurulugomi did the same as Bana did.
*
*

all his characters came from cities*
appears from the true inhabitants
Ifadambari, Mahasveta and so
1

But

No character

of the forest like

forth in the Kad a m b a r i ;

. X.n the Kadambari there are two love s tories,via *, the
episode_of Mahasveta and Pxmdarika and the episode of
Candrapida and. Kadambari.
S e e
K a d a m b a r i , translated,
C *M*Hid ing (L o n d o n ,1896},Xnt roduct i o n , p p .V X I X —X .
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none of them belongs to any species like apsaras or
gandharva «

All of tliem were human beings and members

of the same ksatriya clan*
"" * IT

The story of the Kadambari opens the w a y to its
lovers to unite at the end in spite of .various obstacles
w h i c h prevent them from union; Candrapida marries
Kadambari and Pundarlka marries Mahasveta,

¥e have seen

* *

that the lovers in G u r u l u g o m i fs composition also were
led to a happy union, but without any obstacle.

Since

the Kadambari provides the author w ith a large scope in
time and space, he enjoys more chances than Gurulugomi
and can delineate various aspects of the mental and
physical actions of his characters,

B a n a 1s narration
%

which intertwines a series of stories and descripotions
by employing a system of fsetting a story within a
1
s t o r y 1 is a very complicated one; it always goes on an
oblique line; the reader finds it d i f f i c u l t ,to reach
its m a i n plot.

In contrast to the K a d a m b a r i ,

Gur u 

lugomi *s narration whi c h does not entangle such a series
of plots and characters proceeds rather quickly towards
the m a i n event as a one-act drama.

Its main character

is encircled by subordinate characters,

though the story

takes a sudden turn in the latter part of the narration
1

,

S,N. Dasgupta &

op,cit.,

pp, 2 3 1 ff*
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where the yoxinger prince Kaliftgu starts to play the
predominant part *

B a n a 1s

characters, whether they

are m ain or subordinate ones, appear to have behaved
m u c h more freely than G u r u l u g o m i !s *
-

*

As we have seen here, whatevex' differences between
these narrations there may be, they do not damage their
affinity which results from the same poetic background#
Both works seem to have adopted more or less the same
poetical devices and theories in order to develop their
X>lots, to depict situations and describe nature and
other requisite objects.

As we mentioned elsewhere,

a tendency fox’ artificial decoration was increasing
at the time of Bana*

It gave rise to a highly orna

mented kavya style which was rightly called

!vicitra-

marga * by ICuntaka f** Xn this kavya style a short plot
of a poem is elaborated to a large extent, by inserting
detailed descriptions of nature and otherwise#

As a

result of this, the delineation of nature and other
objects may occupy a considerable part of the wor k
while the actual plot becomes s e c o n d a r y •
long descriptions,

Besides

there is a continuous effort to

adorn the subject matter through various other poetic
skills*
**■•

Bana undoubtedly must have been influenced

Valero let i~Jivita , ed* 8 *IC*t)e (Calc i.ttt a ,l$)6l) v v * 3 ^-~4 3 »
PP. 34_3 5 .
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by the current literary tendency of his age, whereas
Gurulugomi who lived some five centuries later might
*
have been inspired by the same literary concepts
through the works of Bana and other writers of the
same school*
The main plot of G u r u l u g o m i fs composition contains
»
the accidental union of Cullakalinga and the princess
1
Madhu caused by fate or daiva *

Two-thirds of the

composition is devoted to elaborating this short plot
'while the rest is occupied by the story of the you n g
prince Kalinga who became emperor after his u n c l e fs
death*

Gurulugomi who was fond of highly ornamented
*

descriptions in accordance with the so-called v l c ltramarga

developed this plot by insorting various

descriptions in it.

Though he was engrossed in giving

fanciful descriptions he was careful that the story did
not lag behind*

Gurulugomi was always true to his main
♦

plot and he never neglected its important parts*

At

the very outset of the composition the author removed
his m a i n character from the city and took him to the
forest so as to pave the way for the description of
nature*
1.

The peculiarity of his narrative system, however,

Gurulugomi quotes a vexue from the R a tnavali to
imply that it was ajneeting that took place by
chanc e * Dhannapra d ip ilca, p •3 © O *
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rests on his skilful continuous effort to keep the
descriptions close to his characters and to make them
remain within the intended limits#

Unlike Bana.
* k'

Gurulugomi had a very good sense of proportion. Though
*

his descriptions are decorative and full of conventional
figures of speech they do not halt the movement of his
story*

The auithor appears to be so skillful that his

descx'iptions move onwards hand in hand with his
characters.

The descriptions of nature, seasons and

male and female beauty are not seen as patches artifi
cially inserted into the plot*

They appear to be

attached intrinsically to the body of the prose p>o©m*
Suppose one should say, disagreeing with the way
of Gurulugomi 1s narration, that Ills descriptions of
seasons are not merged into tho main plot and that they
can be removed easily without doing any damage to the
flow of narration*

Our answer is no; they are inserted

into it in an appx’opriate way, the removal of which
halts the normal flow of the story*

Our answer is

given for two reasons; first, they furnish tlie plot
with a suitable atmosphere which nurtures the main
characters, especially the character of Sulukalingu,
and secondly', they open the way for us to enter into
the mental world of the characters nurtured by that
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atmosphere,

The first is concerned with the design

of the author and the second with the aesthetics*
Gurulugomi, through his descriptions o £ seasons, seems
to have thought to imply the sojo urn of Sulukalihgu
in the forest, sunk deeply into loneliness and over
powered by natural human feelings*

The gloomy rainy

season symbolizes loneliness, the grim life filled
with sorrow and grief which Sulukalingu had to lace
just after his arrival in the forest, deprived of
princely life.

The impressive atmosphere of the spring,

on tho other Imnd, arouses the feelings of the lovers
which led them to union*
Further, from the point of view of Rasa theory,
these descriptions xalay an important role in tho deve
lopment of rasa as intended by the author*

According

to the rasa theorists the erotic (srngara) is one of
the foremost among all rasas *
of Gurulugomifs prose poem.

It is the chief sentiment

The love episode of

Suluka 1 ingu and the princess Madhu makes up the main
theme of this composition.
(sthayibhava) of tho erotic.

Love is the permanent mood
This main rasa is divided

into two classes, love in union and love in separation
(sambhoga and vipralambha)»

The first of these two

sorts

is successfully depicted by Chirulugomi«

The

delineation of the first union of the lovers on the
shore of the stream surrounded by charming scenery
conveys the climax of tunion in love1*

As far as

rasa theorists are concerned there are two excitants
(vibhavas) which awaken or foster the sentiment of
love in the hearts of lovers or of connoisseurs,
namely the substantial (aiambana) and the enhancing
(uddlpana) .^

The characters of the lovers in this

composition serve as the substantial excitant, while
their exceeding beauty and the sjxring with its various
impressive features play the x^art of the enhancing
excitant*

Gurulugomi fs delineation of the heightened
*

beauty of the spring in which his lovers mot each other
prepares an apt environment to increase the emotion
of love in both the lovers and the connoisseurs *

On

the other hand, Gurulugomi seems to have attempted to
*

convey 1love in separation* through the delineation of
the rainy season which affected the main character
deeply and caused him to feel grief and loneliness.
1.

According'to Bharata the unity of v ibhava, anubhava
and vyabhic aribhaya gives rise to rasas or sentiment
(vibhava anubhava -vy abhic ar i-s amy o ga t .ra sanispat_tih )
See N a t y a s a s t r a , ed. H.Ranialcrisxialiavi,

p. 274.

(Ba.rod a ,1926)
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Here, the poet was able to depict the tormented
mentality of the prince Sulukalingu by delineating
his mental and physical changes w h i c h coincided wit h
the changes of weather in the rainy season*
This discussion shows how nicely Gurulugomi has
inserted his descriptions into the m a i n plot and in
d oing so how far he had been inspired by the works
of Banabhatta and the literary tendencies they
•

* *

exemplified *

A m avatura
He do not rind any other prose poem which,
follows the line of Sulukaliilguda in its spirit and
style, among the stories related by Gurulugomi*

He

made no attempt to carry this new mode of writing
w h i ch appeared in the Suluka1 ihguda any further or to
exercise it more effectively in his second wor^c, the
Amavatura *

Instead, there he seems to have exercised

his inventive skill in a rather different way*. The
construction,
in fact,

style and the language of tho A m a v a t u r a ,

display a vast difference w h e n they are

compared w i t h those of the former work.

Nev e r t h e l e s s ,

no one can say that they are exclusively invented for
tho purpose of the A m avatura because they could be seen
in a somewhat immature form in stories other than the
V
«
—
1
S^^Aukalinguda of the P h armapradipikava»
city,

The simpli

straightforwardness and vigour that lie in the

language and the style of those stories in the Ph a r m a pradipikava

seem to have been develox^ed to a great

extent by the author when he was writing the Amavatura *
So m uch has been written aborit this w ork that one
can hardly add any thing ndw to the assessment of its
literary merits*

Some literary historians and critics

• Sinhalese L i t e rature, p. 59*

tend to appraise tlie w o r k as a perfect creative
writing,

disregarding its interpretative aspect,

1
1
while others consider the matterdi f f e r e n t l y .

Xt

seems to be still d is Tinted whether this w o r k should
be regarded as a translation or a perfect artistic
cx’eation *

In fact,

one cannot deny either its

interpretative aspect or at the same time its creative
aspect*

Xt is, however,

desirable in this respect to

pay our attention to the latter part of this problem
first,

since we shall deal in detail with its role

as a translation later on.
The A m a v a t u r a , as wo have mentioned earlier,
was written for an edifying purpose - that is to say
to benefit the readers,

in the author's words

learned virtuous or intelligent xoeople',

2

*less

w ith devo

tional faith towards the Buddha which, an he thought,
should be based on the proper understanding of the
Master's unparalleled virtues.

By his own account

at the outset, he pays special attention to extolling
one aspect of Buddha*s virtues, namely his quality as
1prr i aa d aimna sa r a t h i *, one of the nine v ir t ue s vested

1*

M *¥ickramasinha, Simhala-Sahityaye Nagima (Colombo,
19*1-5), p p . 82-96;' "
Bu t s a r a n a , ed * W^.Sorata, Introduction* p.XX*
.

2V

rr

i — L._ -ag-r-1

A ♦Kl^las^lriya interprets the word 'n o v iy a t 1 as the
common people who do not know Pali and Sanskrit
but only S i n h a l e s e »
See S iftihalasahityaya,, X , p *139 *
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in the Buddha which is said to have empowered him to
tame beings of* hardened disposition.

U n der this theme

he outlines the whole life of the Buddha and various
important incidents connected w i t h it.

Of the

eighteen chapters the w o r k consists of, the first three,
which are devoted to narrating briefly the whole life of
the Buddha beginning from his first assurance

(of

becoming a Buddha) from the Buddha Dipankara up to the
attainment of P a rinirvana*
respectively;
d am a n a ),

These chapters are.entitled

the taming of the stubborn

tlie taming of one 1s own mind

(durdanta-

(s v a s a n t a m *

d a m a n a ) and the taming of the minds of others
t a n a damana) *

(parasan-

Thereafter, he nari’ateo stories meant to

be illustrative of B u d d h a !s ability to subjugate beings
of hardened disposition including various types of
human beings, devas,brahmas, n a g a s , y a k k has and a s u r a s »
Gurulugomi made use of this theme to 3,ink up the chain
of his stories.

As Martin \Jickramasinha pointed out,

the Amavatura bears a unity of construction and purpose
from beginning to end which is certainly lacking in
many S inhal e s e wo r I s •

1

Though Gurulugomi drew his materials from Ccinonical
works and commentaries he lias made a certain attempt to

1«

Simhalasahityaye Na giina, p .8 7 •
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give each of his stories individuality and a new look
through his own g e n i u s , experience and distinctive
skill in using the language *

Xn the Amavatura tho

author seems to have exercised two ways of narrating
the subjects selected, vis*, abridged form and des
criptive form*

Sometimes he preferred to give only

the abstract of what he has drawn from the Pali
sources by avoiding details, no matter how far the
Pali was lengthened by elaborate descriptions*

This

form of narration can be seen in the first three
chapters where he narrates the life of the Buddha very
briefly*

X n the first chapter he provides a s^tmmary of

two hundred and eight Jatakas

in order to illustrate

how the Buddha while yet a bodhisatva tamed stubborn
beings of various categories and set them on the right
path*

The second and the third chapters are devoted

to narrating the life of the Buddha*

There he so

abridged the life story of the Buddha which had been
elaborately described by the Pali commentators as to
accommodate it within & limited number of pages by
paying special attention to the incidents w h i c h showed
how the Buddha tamed his own mind and tho minds of
others.1 G u r u l u g o m i *s version of Buddha *£3 life,
»

1*

A m a v a t u r a » pp. 1-5*

though
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it is true to its I’ali source,

strikes the readers

as a n independent new production*

He narrates what

lie draws from the Pali in a manner of charming
simplicity as if he x^ere producing a creation of his
own*

Sometimes his characters and situations whi c h

are saturated w ith his personal touch may be vividly
present before the reader and seem more lively than
the ir original f o r m s *
Here we refer to a piece of his narration which
inay show something of the way in w h i c h he dealt with
the subject*

The following, passage is cited from his

description of Prince S i d d h a r t h a *s great renunciation:
* ekaliii diva-saran ba&du satalis-dahasak naluvo
#

sav-baranin sadi pasangaturu gena..m a h a purisa
pirivara ha turn gandav pa vat -vu-iia »ekenehi maha♦

bosatano nidanta van-ha ,ovun nidana so daka taman,
*

taman gat pasangaturuyehi vatira heva nidanta vana

hu*ekalhi maha-bosatano pibida 3^a liana ~ma 11 e palak
#
*
banda hunnahu ganda-tela diliycna pahanin nidi gat
magamun nalia,handavanuvan m i y e n vahena lcelin tet*
*
siruru atiya-vim dat kanuvan yala-kata atiyavun
*

*

kasnavuix valapnavnn no rnuvaha-rahas — p±3re s

atiyavun

dUganda-va v i h i d u n a v u n ,daka sanvega lcota sakrabhavanayalc bandu mabal-talaya amu-sohonalc so vataha
*

giya-kalhi mulu-trm-lev gini gat geyak so daka ada
ma paviji v a n n a t a .g i y a ,manava yi yahanin nagi gos
*

hinifgehi hot san-maha-amatta pobaya gena asak-lhu
sada gena enu kota as lialata nanga yawu-hu.
h
1* Amavatura,

ed * Sorata,

p* 11,
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1 At that time fox’ty thousand dancing girls
resembling' divine damsels began dancing and
singing in the presence of the Bodliisatva
pi ay ing wi t li f ive kind s of mus i ca 1 ins t rum ent s •
The Bodliisatva Bell asleep. The dancing girls
too noticing that tlie prince was fast asleep
Bell on their instrunents and began to sleep*
The Bodliisatva got up alter a while and sat on
the bod and saw them sleeping in the light of*
the oil lamp;
their noses;

some were making noises w i t h
others were wet with the spittle

dropxoing from mouths;
teeth;

some were grinding their

some had their mouths opened;

coughing and groaning;
genitals,

some were

others had uncovered

and some were breaking wind*

Seeing

them the Bodhis^tva was filled with apprehen
sion and perceived that the three worlds are
like a burning house,

regarding his own palace

as a cemetery w ith corpses cast there unburied*
Tlie Bodhisatva having decided to renounco the
worldly life on that day asked one of his
ministers by name Channa who was sleeping in a
chamber (where tho ladder or stairs are) to bring
a horse.1*

Comparing this version of G-urulugomi with that of
*

-..1
the Jataka11hakatha, it is reasonable to feel that
<

1*

, «r

. ,_r- -

—

Jatakatthakatha
' ...
^
Part I, pp*
■in

■

(SKB), e d * tf.Piyatissa (Colombo,1926),
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Gur ulugomi portrays the situation in a more lively
»

way tlian the author of the latter*

Gurulugomi who
*

concentr&tos on tlie abstract of what its original
says was not onslaved to tho words of it.

And at the

same time he did not distort the meaning.

¥hat he has

actually done is to leave some words and clauses out
which he felt were less necessary or less important
and to reproduce the same situation in his own words
by entering into it through his m i n d 1s eye*

The

author of tlie Jatakatthakatha describes Bodliisatva* s
sloop by these words;

Moodhisa/bto kilesesu viratta-

cittataya mulmttam niddam okkami* •
—

-

■

'

'

*The Bodliisatva

slept lor a while because he was of a mind detached
from worldly pleasure „ 1

The author of the Amavatura

who leaves out a part of the Pali sentence abridges it
in a very short simple sentence; it reads;

*plcerehi

mahabosatano nidanta vanha*.

*At that moment tho

Bodliisatva began sleeping* «

Some one who isolates

this sentence from the context might accuse Gurulugomi
*

ol distortion of the original sense*

But there apioears

little justification for such an accusation*

Gurulugomi
A

might have been of the view that the Bodliisatva *s
indifferent attitude towards worldly pleasure would not
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be worthy of mention here, for this idea was
conveyed through, the preceding incidents*

The author

who was keenly interested in the straightforwardness
of his writing might have preferred to give the whole
sense in jList a few words but charged with meaning.
It seems that the indifferent attitude of the Bodhisatva is so left as to suggest itself.
The second aspect of his narration, the descriptive
form, is evidenced by .almost all chapter's other than the
first three of the Amavatura»

The main characteristic

of this narrative form is to furnish the story with
more and more details as fas? as he could gather them
from different sources.

He develops the story by

inserting those details in an appropriate way.

Pie

does not allow them to overshadow or to distort tho
main story*

Nor are they allowed to occupy it dis

proportionately*

It is of great significance that

though ho was interested in this method of narration
he never adapted the descriptive style of narration
exercised in the Sululcalinguda in order to enlarge
tho stories in the Amavatura *

G-urulugomi, avoiding

that ornamented kavya style, appears to have attempted
to relate them more realistically so that they may

strike tlie hearts of his readers, the less learned
virtuous or intelligent people#

The incidents which

have been given the most important place in his
narration are drawn from different sources*

Sometimes

Gurulugomi fs desire to provide more details may damage
the artxstic value of the narration#

1

For instance,

in the story of converting Angulimala where materials
are gathered from the Angulimala--suit a in the Ma tjjhimanilcaya, the Papancasudanx« its commentary, and the
Manorat h a p u r a n i , Aiigul iraala1s whole life is narrated
from beginning to end#

Xf the atithor had really been

true to his main theme he should have stopped the flow
of the story just after the m a i n incident, viz#, the
subjection of Angulimala, has come to the climax#

But

Gurulugomi carries it further till nearly the end of
#
Angulimala*s life by relating many incidents concerning
his attainment of arhatship,

some immediate effects he

had to cope with as a consequence of his own karma and
his treatment to pregnant women#

Gurulugomi*s enthu—

siasm for developing stories in this way can also be
seen in the story of Upali the ho u s e - h o l d e r , where he
narrates a series of stories including the episode of
Ditfchamangalika#
#«

This form of descriptive narration

1* A*V»Suravix,a >Simhalasahitya-Sampradaya

p •114«

(Nugegoda,1966)
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however,

seems to be inspired by the traditional way

of relating stories*
But sarana
The But sarana of Vidyacakravarti on the other
hand, though it belongs to the same category as the
Amavatura differs from it in many ways despite certain
similarities*

As we have seen earlier some of his

subject matter has been drawn from m u c h the same
sources*

Like Gurulugomi, Vidyacakravarti too meant

to write his w o r k for the benefit of ordinary B-uddhist
1
devotees*
The structural design of the Butsarana
' * ’ ir

also corresponds with that of the A m a v a t u r a *

But

V i d y a c a k r a v a r t i 1s approach to his w o r k by which he
intended to reach the hearts of his readers shows a
remarkable distinction from G u r u l u g o m i *s *

His setting

*

and style as well as language show V i d y a c a k r a v a r t i 1s
effort to invent a new approach w h i c h appears to be
more effective than the other on later prose writers*
His new approach, which was probably a derivative form
of the current literary tendency of his age, would have
had m u c h appeal for many readers and hearers among
congregations gathered in preaching halls where it was
read aloud by monies rhythmically*

1*

The auditory pattern

Vidyacakravarti employs the w o r d

*satpnrusa*

(virtuous people) in order to denote his readers
and hearers *
B u t s a r a n a * pp.l, 291*
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tlie melodious texture, one of the main characteristics
of this approach —

it sell shows that the text was

meant to be read at gathering’s of worshippers, whereas
Gurulugomi1s approach appears to be more fitting for
ft

readers than hearers *

The high ornamentation and

verbosity, as opposed to the simplicity and straight
forwardness of the Amavatura, are more effective on
the emotional who admire it for arousing their emotional
feelings.

Undoubtedly this kind of approach can be

applied more appropriately in a devotional work like
the hut sarana»
Unlike G-urulugomi, Vidyacakravarti provided
#

much space in his work to the descriptions of different
aspects of BuddhaTs ninefold virtues, though the
significance of the single word fBuddha * permeates
them throughout *

By the help of this internal coherence

he no doubt intended to retain the unity of his different
subjects described in the work.

All the main descriptive

passages and stories of the But sarana are ended by
*

r exoeating the words : ’budun sararja yeiaifv.i butsarana
yayiitu* ,

*it is meet to take refuge of the Buddha,

and so saying 1 take refuge in the Buddha1, as if
following the same lines as the Amavatura where each
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chapter ends by reminding us of the m ain theme of*
the author, namely, the epithet _*purisadainmasarathi1
This feature of the But sarana which runs from Taeginning to end not onl}' keeps the unity of its subjects
but also prevents it from falling into the category
of ’catalogue of powers and virtues of the B u d d h a 1,
which is what Ifickramasinha accused it of being#
Vi d y a c a k r a v a r t i 1s descriptive passages,

1

full of

oft-rexaeated expressions and strings of consciously
chosen epithets in praise of tho Buddha, are really
reminiscences of the
earlier.

•s t o t r a j form that wo dealt wit h

These passages which have nothing in common

w i t h the Amavatura in their sp^irit or form, tmdoubtedly
accord with the m ain purpose of tho a u t h o r , though they
sometimes seem to damage the unity of the w o r k as a
whole.

Such passages,

in contrast with the praises put

into the mouths of his characters,

are neither particu

larly effective nor rich in sentimental value.

Let us

compare such a descriptive passage w i t h a eulogy put
into the mouth of a character:
*dora dor a nangi sandak se liama satun tamatama
jivitayak se no hakila ipixaivanin sitina ratpiyumak
se kararasa nati va amarasa gat xriahamuliudak sc

1.

Simhaiasahityaye Nagima , p. 102#

2D8
<.

—

^

«

hamakalhi ma adu. no va sitina pun sandalc so
panup i la vim no van mihivadayak so senabhaya
nati mahamekulalc
se, , ♦, *marukatanelii dutu
•
*
maliavilak se mululovata amutu va dutu mihiri
#
*
1
budun sarana yemi yi but sarana ya yutu* 1
*Xt is meet to seek refuge of the Buddha saying
X take refuge in the Buddha, for he can bo
compared to a moon that has risen over every
do ox1, a life which belongs to the whole world
of living beings, an eternal full-blown golden
lotus, a sea of ambrosia devoid of salt water,
an eternal full moon (that does not wax ox1 wane),
a honey comb devoid of worms and maggots, a gx’eat
cloud without thunderbolts, , ****a huge lake seen
in a n arid desert,

the sweet Buddha who looks

ever miraculous »f
The string of similes employed in this long passage
of one sentence which is rather a production of
intellectual power than of creative skill is not rich
enough in vitality to give a gentle shake to the heai't
of the reader or heax'er, although the vividness of some
of these similes and the suggestive power they generate
do throw a dim light upon the object that is to be
compared*

Instead of deep devotional feelings as

intended by the author the whole passage merely conveys
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a superficial and slight sense of respect to the
Buddha mixed w ith xoleasant and sweet reeling’s of
affection*
But V i d y a c a kravarti1s time and real devotional
faith in the Master is seen portrayed vividly in some
passages attributed to his c h a r a c t e r s »

Following is

sLich a passage cited from the story of converting
Angul imala :
!datiini s v a m i n i h a n d i n n e m i svamini, maliamayadevinvahan sege putamivanvahanse numba da?
s uddhodanara j jrxruvanvahanse ge putanuvanva£jans e
nulnba da? gattavu karana pav svamin asata penini
*

da? metek tan vadiye hudakala gattavu kerehi kala
k a n m a y e n da? divi pamanin sarana v a i m i a s a nivl
#
*
giye*sita sanahi giye.kala pav gevl giye *ga11avuta
***
*■«
*•
1
#
karuna kota vadala manava * *
*
*
*
1X laiow thee Lord, X know who thou art.
not the son of Mahamaya?
king Suddhodana?

Art thou

Art thou not the son of

And doth the Lord see the sins

that his servant committeth?

And hath the Lord

corne so far out of love for his servant?

With

all my life X fly to thee for refuge.-The fire
in my eye is cooled* My heart is calm. My sins
have been forgiven me. Be t hou kind to thy servant.1

1•

But sara n a , p .65 *
b
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This praise strikes our heart not simply because
of its being narrated by direct speech but because of
its sincerity,

humility, and propriety to the place and

the character,

Angulimala who is employed to express

the a u t h o r ’s own fervent devotion to the Buddha was
essentially a man of honest and innocent character
as his name Ahimsaka itself suggests though he became
*
a cruel murderer owing to the environment he had to
live in.

He who had xoursued the Buddha first, and

had it in mind to murder him and to cut off his
fingers eventually reveals naively his genuine feelings
mixed with humble respect and affection just at the
moment when he realised the great loving kindness and
compassion of the Master as contrasted w ith his own
hatred and oppressive feelings*

This short xanssage

w h ich may be descz’ibed as a 'self* r e v e l a t i o n 1 of
Angulimala does not contain any sophisticated usage
or any figurative devices

Ho extraordinary epithet

is used to extol the Buddha * But every single sentence
of this paragraphj

though simple and naive in character,

as if reflecting those same qualities in the character
to whom those words are ascribed,
of respect towards the Master*

pours forth a sense

Hero some words like
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1s v a m i n i ! (lord) and
soen repeated*

1g a ttavnn* (servant) can be

This does not do any damage to the

meaning.but strengthens it exceedingly *

It shows

A n g u l i m a l a ’s trend of feeling and behaviour,
with respect, affection and fear*

imbued

The last three

sentences of this passage, as their whole meaning
and s o imd themselve s sugge s t , throw a f1 o od ~1ight
on the heart of Angulimala which was experiencing
the sentiment of tranquility as a result of extin
guishing the internal fire*
This same occasion is pictured by Gurulugomi
*

in the se wo r d s :
* me vani s i\v>hanaday ek anelcak* hat a vanne no veyi*
»
*
me mahamayadeviya putu siddhat mahanarajahuge
garjana ya.mam tiyununuvana ati sammasam1
bud tin vis m dalma lada bandomi.*
•

•

* Such a majestic sound belongs not to any but to
the son of the lady Mahamaya;

It is the trumpet

call of the royal ascetic Siddhat * I am indeed
a m a n who has been visited by the A 11-Buddha,
2
of piercing w i s d o m * 1
It seems that this Gurulu g o m i *s expression which
*

closely follows the original source is not so effective
• A m a v a t u r a , ed* Sorata,
2

«

p*

9 2

m

Anthology of Sinhalese Literature, p #6 l .
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as that o:IT Vidyacakravarti in depicting specific
feelings regarding the

*great c o n f r ontation! which

might stir the pulse of Angulimala intensively*

Xt

does not show a devotional feeling smile into the
depth of his heart, but a superficial magnificence
w hich he imposes on the B u d d h a *

The majestic figure

meant to be created through pompous words like
m

1s inhnaday elc * and

*garjana T soon collapses w h e n it

is not supported by the words nearby and the sugges
tive power of the sentences.

Gurulugomi added nothing
*

and created nothing when he was portraying this event
but simply translated what the commentator produced.
Vidyacakravarti on the other hand,

1

stands on his own

feet, though he too turned to the Pali source for his
subject matter*

What he has created here is his own

property.
It seems to be helpful to make a general observa
tion on some peculiarities in the narrative art of
Vidyacakravarti in order to distinguish him from
Gurulugomi*

It has been pointed out that the narration

*

1* Cf* ftato coro mahayam sihanado mahantam gajjantam
naidam annassa b havissati;mahamayaya pana puttassa
siddhatthassa saraanaranno etam gaj jitam*ditthovata1mhi
Irtv>

*

—

manne tildxina caldchuna sambuddhena»1
PapancaSudani (P T S } f e d .I .B diorner, XXX

P*333‘
.~

**

(L o n d o n ,1933),
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of Sulukalinguda of Gurulugomi and the narration of
•

Vecsantara jataka of Yidyacakravarti,

though, oacli

differs from the other in language and style, have
followed one and the same traditional system,

that

is to say, the Alankara theory which nurtured Sinha
lese poetry for centuries as a main discipline borrowed
"^■1
from Sanskrit poetics.’ ¥e find that both stories
were composed ixi accordance with this convention*

¥o

have seen in our previous discussion of Sululcalinguda
how far Gurulugomi was influenced by the convention
*

of the Alankarists when he was writing his work*

He

expanded his short plot to such an extent that it runs
to more than seven printed pages, by inserting various
poetical descriptions into it*

Did Yidyacalcravarti

too follow the same poetical system so as to expand
his plot drawn from the Jatakatthakatha or did he try
to invent his own system ?
Xt is necessary in this resxoect to lay emphasis
first of all on the fact that the author of Vessantarajataka always gives the most significant place to his
story, whereas the reverse is true of Sulukalinguda
in which, as in the case of our classical £>oetry,
poetical descriptions occupy more than two-thirds of
1*

Simhalasahity a sarapraday a , p*120*
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the work#

Similarly, Vidyacakravarti in his stories

follows more closely the Pali sources and the conven
tional material of the Pali commentaries than the
conventions of the A l a n k a r i s t s *

This of course does

not deny his interest in the Alarikaras and the
inspiration he received from Sanskrit poetics and
Alankara theory.

It is;,: however, true that he

inserted certain descriptive passages into the story
w h e n he came to mention certain places and persons
of significant character#

Such a dcscrifotion can ho

found at the very outset of the story just after we
read the name of Jayatura,

the city where the Bodhi—

satva *s father, king Sanjaya, reigned according to
the ten royal virtues* The passage reads:
f
epura sampatti namati mahamuhudamada bindena ralapela
se nirantarayen divanna v u pananna v u asvayange hesarao

vayen ekakolala ya* ese ma nanaprakara v u varnakambala
atula v u noyek rat hay chi cakranaday on ha hasti nadayen
ha sankhana day en ha ekana da ya.s ant us ta vu s t r ipurus a —
yange nanaprakara vu mangalayehi ha nrtyagitavadyapra—
*

sangayehi gasanalada mihinguberohi gambhiradhiranadayen
sravanaramaniya ya* pravinavxnakarayange v ina sva ray en
*

*

*

#

•

sadambara v u nanapinakara vesa ha bhusanayen yukta v u
sampattin aiuuia v u yauvanayen uddama v u rupaycn manohara
v u Imlayen anindita v u vidyayen parisuddha vu sarasumhi

2G5
»t

w

—

a

n

*—

tanvasi v u keliyehi vidagdha v u antarangabahirangakaryayehi pramadayak natta v u ganun ha pirimin vis in
14
T
11*"
5* 1
gavasigatte ya ♦
•This city resounded with the neighing of4 horses that
ceaselessly ran and jumped, like breaking waves in the
midst of the great sea of its wealth. Xt reverberated
also w ith the sound of4 conches and the tnumpeting of4
elephants and the noise of4 the wheels of4 many chariots,
spread wit h blankets of many colours* Pleasant to hear
was the firm deep note of4 the drums beaten at many a
lestivity and many a festival of4 dance,

songs and music

where men and women made merry. Proud were the notes of4
the lute in the hands of4 the skilled lxvfce-players • The
city was crowded with men and women,

decked in manifold

array and with many jewels, of much wealth, fiery with
youth,

of pleasing beauty,

clearest knowledge,

of impeccable family,

of

skilled in adornment and skilful

at play, not lacking in respect of anything within or
without *1

2

Anyone who

just reads this passage may certainly

incline to suppose that Vidyacakravarti had intended
to expand his plot within the framework that had been
established by the Alaiikara convention. There are a
few clauses and phrases in this passage which also
/ ** ».*
find their place in the description of Visala,

3

the

city of the Liechavis, which was clearly influenced
3-*

But s a r a n a ,

2*

A n anthology of Sinhalese h 1ier a t u r e , pp.130-131*

3*

But sarana, pp *15k -15 7 *

. itm

ru li
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2SS
by the current literary tendencies and conventional
modes of thinking*

One may think that Vidyacakravarti

had a definite picture of a wealthy city ihimind that
could be employed in any description of a city w i t h
slight changes*

Xt is, however,

difficult to determine

whether his mental picture was given that definite
shape by the so-called A l a n k a r i s t s 1 conventions or by
the traditional thoughts of the Pali commentators*
The construction and the contents of this description,
whatever method was employed for the narration of
Gauigarohanakatha, may lead us to think that it is more
akin to the tradition of the commentators than to the
conventions of Alankarists, by comparison with a real
poetical description*

^'his description, which is

designed to depict the richness and the hapiciness of
the city and its people, reminds us of similar
descriptive parts in some Pali commentaries.

1

Vid3racakravarti *s description here, like that of
commentators,

is not highly ornamented with imagery

and hyperbole.

His description of the forest Himavat

Xout into the m o uth of Madri,

the consort of Vesaturu

(Vessantara), also does not show any relationship with
1•

Jat akat1hakat h a , pp * 2 -3 V

,

T

r „.

:

Madhuratthavilasini

J

(Bud dha vams at thaka taka ) also

gives a traditional description of a city* See
op *cit (S H B ), ed * Y *Pannananda (Col o m b o ,l p 2 2 ),p .55 *
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tlie Alankax'a convent ion* whereas it Is a reproduction
of the thoughts of the commentator who described it
1
in the same w a y *
few expressions

2

No other evidence

(except a very

that could bo found abundantly in

any £>oetical work) is available from the whole
narration of Vessantara to testify that this Alankara
convention had influenced the work at all deeply*
If Vidyacakravarti really load been so interested in
the Alankara theory as to narrate his story in
accordance w i t h it he would not have restricted h i m 
self only to these few descriptive p a s s a g e s ;undoubtedly
he would have adopted other devices too that were
followed by the poots of that school in order to
decorate it more fascinatingly*

And if so, the

narration of Vessantara would have abounded w ith
highly ornamented superficial descriptions and various
poetical usages that might dominate the real story*
As it is, the real story of this narration proceeds
onwards as designed, with a substantial power u n h a m 
pered by irrelevant decorations*

1*

The J a t a ka 1;tha ka t ha describes it in 23 verses; the
T.TTT-.

nr

^

r

^

^

description begins as follows;
revam vatva puna sa
(maddi) ditthapubbam viya himavantappadesam vamient
aha» f
°P »cit. (SHB), e d * ¥*Piyatissa (Colombo,1939) #
Part VII, pp* t 35-^3 6 *
But sar a n a , pp* 293-301 *
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Vidyacakravarti seems to have created his own
narrative diction expressly for relating stories
drawn from the Pali works, having received substantial
inspiration from the traditional thoughts of the Pali
commentators and the current literary tendencies of
his age.

Both these would have played their parts

equally in fostering this diction even though the
first aspect is seen more vividly than the latter.
However,

in some narrations like the description of

the dance of Mara *s daughters and the preliminary
part of the Gangarohanakatha

the inspiration of

contemporary literary tendencies,

especially the

Alankara theory, does take a prominent place*

Of

these descriptions the first, which seems to be
reminiscent of the Sululealinguda of the Pharmapradipikava,

is one of the most striking episodes of the

But s a r a n a .

Not only its language but also the

poetical conventions involved convey some close
resemblance to the other.

This composition which is

intended to depict one of the throe main virtues of
the Buddha, namely the quality of Tv i r a g a *, the
extinction of desires that cannot be changed by any
kind of enticements worldly or otherwise,

is so
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arranged as to afford excessive erotic feeling
through the loveliness of the surroundings and the
fascinating beauty as well as the playful behaviour
of the three divine damsels,

the daughters of Mara.

Purposely at its close an emphasis is laid on the
firmness of that virtue in defiance of such an
exciting enticement of the damsels.

The frequency

of images and the exu7;>eranee of emotional feeling
invested in this description, which give it a poetical
shape in accordance with the Alankara theoxy, make
the occasion more sharp#

Althoxigh he appears to

borrow some ideas for this composition from the
Samantakutavamiana of Vedeha, horhahbshowed :hisiekill
as a poet to fashion everything ho observes and imagine
into a tasteful creation within the framework of that
literary convention*

1

But he, like G u r u l u g o m i , did
.

not like to apply this narrative form as a usual
method for relating stories#
Vidyacakravai'ti *s narrative art that can be found
employed in most of his stories,
earlier,

is his own invention.

as we mentioned
Indeed it is not a

simple mixture of the commentators1 tradition and the
1*

c f *Samantakxit a v a n h a n a , od *C *E.Godalcumbara (L o n d o n ,
*
• *TT' *
1958) , v v *^19~^- 62 and But s a r a n a , pp *21-23*
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Alankara theory*

It is an embodiment or collective

form of three mai n forces, namely the current literary
tendencies of his time which comprise scholastic
speculations and the conventions of Sanskrit poetics,
the tradition of the Pali commentators and the motifs
of folk lore*

Contemporary scholarship,

except in

few cases, was more or less affected by the radiation
of these current forces*

V i d y a c a k r a v a r t i , no doubt,

was a very erudite scholar, well versed in many
subjects of art and science as far as his knowledge
could get; not only the works of doctrine and
philosophy but also those on poetics and many other
subjects written in Pali and S a n s k r i t , that were known
to the contemporary learned circles, must have been
studied by him*

Similarly he must have received muc h

inspiration from his surroundings - that is to say,
from the common folk among whom he was actually born
and nurtured, and lived until his death*

Vidyacakra-

v a r t i ’s narrative art was the result of his erudition
and originality combining under the influence of these
current forces#

Cruru.lugomifs narrative art on the

other hand, which was hardly penetrated by the vital
features of folk lore,

tends to proceed, on a scholarly
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037 more sophisticated line*

The real face of this

narrative art with its spirit and vitality can be
seen in the Sulukalinguda

of the Pharma prad i plicava

while its modified form is available in the stories
of the A m a v a t u r a »
Unlike Gurulugomi, Vidyacakravarti nearly always
*

consciously or unconsciously widened his scope and
seems careful to take account of his own experience
and the inspiration received from folk lore within
his narr’ations in the But s a r a n a »

The following short

passage may illustrate how widely this ins£3iration
of folk lore was effective in the construction of
his narrative a r t :
*pavkiliya, to dat Bitmu na ram a ha 11 a ku t a me he kereyi
9

9

"

da? me kadadat mahallata ti dun tige demavpiyo tita
*

*

*

caturu van-ha • ti imta apriya vana niya y a *to pin no
kala pavattiyaka bandehi *t‘
£ giyajatiyohi kavuduvanta
*
*
»
pihdu dun-kala ti l u bat kaye mahalu kavuduvaku vana*
•

*

*

ese heyin (vada) ti me nara mahallata ambu vuye?
yeh&li mese vu jaraham mahalla ha ek va pane a kama visa yehi kavara nam almek da? ohu kadadat dalva gena sena
*

velehi tit a kavara nam samadlriyek da? kimbul“pitak
*

«

se korasadi v u uge sariraychi gavi kavara asvadayek da?
*
s o ndura,t ige m o l o k vu sariraya mirika e bamunu kanatu*
*
vata
mehe
kota
dttk
no
gena
ti
se
v
u
abhirupa
v
u
ladaru
*
*
U
.
,
"
sam ay a i m soya gana *.
11
-*■* But sara n a » p p # 3 H ~ 3 £ 2 *

t i t

f¥retch,
teeth?

do you serve an old gray-beard with no

Your parents who gave y o u to this toothless

old man certainly did y o u an ill deed*
have hated you.

They must

You are a wretched girl, without

merit*

W h e n y o u gave food to crows in your past

birth,

it must have been an ancient crow who ate

your morsel*

This must be why you have become wife

to this old gray-beard *

Friend, what pleasure is

there in fleshly delights with such a wrinkled old
man?

W h e n he smiles his toothless smile, what peace

can it bring 3-011?

What enjo3'mont can there be in

touching his body that is as rough as the back of a
crocodile?

My dear, do not trouble yourself to serve

this old lump of a brahmin and tire your tender body',
but find yourself a handsome young husband like 3rour
s e l f .f

1

These abusive words aimed at Amittatapa,

the wife

of the Brahmin Jujaka, are put into the mouths of
village maidens who gathered at the w e l l •

They have

the naive and real flavour of the common folk.

At

the same timo they high-light Vidyacakravarti *s
virtuosity that was tempered and experienced in this
field*

The intonation of this conversation which

accords w ith the mental process of his characters,
and the naivety of similes and expressions, as well
as the straightforwardness and tangibility of many

1*

Anthology of Sinhalese L i t e r a t u r e , p * 1^7*
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words in tliis passage have much in common with folksayings and display some of V i d y a c a k r a v a r t i 13 materials
out of w h i c h his narrative art was made* Though it docs
not need a commentary to this passage in order to show
its close relation with country folk,

there is one

expression which should be xoaid special attention*
The phrase which is intended to set out tho concept of
karma and rebirth casts light on a new as£>ect of the
author*s skill*
was

According to the village maiden who

involved in this dialogue, the marriage of A m i t t a 

tapa to sLich an ugly creature as that old Brahmin
Jujaka was a result of her past karma *

The food she

had given to crows in her past b i rth had been gobbled
1
by an old crow#
In fact, all those suppositions and
beliefs that have sunk into the depth of tho Sinhalese
mentality which has been disciplined by Buddhist thought
for centuries, must havo been well ^mderstood by the
author*

The withering sarcasm in some words and

expressions in this passage remind us of the naivety
and crudeness of ironical usages abundantly found in
common intercourse*
was

This shows how far Vidyacakravarti

inspired by the motifs of golk-lore in addition

his inspiration

to

from the other literary traditions#

1* This supposition is absolutely V i d y a c a k r a v a r t i 1s own
creation* Nothing resembling this expression can be
traced in the episode of Jujaka of the Vessantarajataka
in the Jat aka11 haknt ha *
^ ee Ja>taka1ji;hakatha, pp.h^S~-h59 *
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Chapter V

A. Comparative Study of the
Sasadavata and the Kuvadevdavata
(a) A n observation, on the Concept of Poetry

;

Xt seems necessary to make an observation 011 the
concept of poetry by treating the views of the exponents
of Indian schools of poetics, with special reference to
Sinhalese literary traditions as a means of understanding
of Sinhalese poetry.

The Siyabasiakara, the earliest

w o r k on poetics written in Sinhalese, w h ich followed
closely the theories expounded by Dandin, the author of
ICavyadarsa, laid down that poetry (leavya} is divided
■1
into three, namely verse, prose and mixed.

This

classification clearly shows that our earliest rhetorician*’
like many other literary critics, acknowledged the term
poetry as a generic usage that could be commonly employed
to denote every poetic expression despite its various
genres ox* categories*

Xn fact, he did not give any

definition to the term, yet he hastens to define its
body.

The body of poetry, according to him,

consists

of a series of words calculated to convey aptly a

1*

3 iyabaslakara,.edited by H* Nanatilaka and H v Nanasiha
(Go 1 omboJ;i933)V ch* 1, vV12V

■1

desired meaning#’

And at the same time he holds the

view that this body of poetry differs from the
aiankarasV the figures of speech which embellish
the poetic expressions'*
■It is of note in this respect* that this
metaphorical expression *body of p o e t r y 1 with its
implied

1soul of poe t r y 1 plays an important part in

Sanskrit poetics throughout its history5*

S *IX*X)e

is of the opinion that this conception takes its origin
from .tli© allegory of the JVeda Purusa*
t
.

.

.

in the '
Rgveda,
-y*-

op the analogy of whi ch Rajaseldiara, the author of the
ICavya-Mrmamsa, ,has cx*eated. his

*Kayya p u r u s a T # ~

According to Rajasekhara, the body of *kavya pur u s a * is
composed of words, and meanings while moods and sentiments
-3
malce .up its soul*
Xt seems that almost all literary theorists in
Sanskrit poetics were unanimous when they postulate the
body of poetryv

The postulate of the soul of poetxy

however, brought about different views among them.'

^•

S iyabaslakara V ch.l ^ * V . 11*

2*

S *Il»I)e , ■History of Sanskrit Poetics

.-

P a r t ‘XXV pv35*

3*

Kayya^MimamsaV ed« Gangasagara Rai (Varanasi ,1.96k-},
chapter 3V PP* 16 Xf.

'

(Calcutta ,1960 ),’
-

Vamana, the author of the ICa
vyalamkara-Sutra,
made
1
-1
1
.1
— —i

rr

—tr i i~mnr~r~

- -|m * i

1R i t i *

.........

(style or diction) to he the soxxl of poetry while the
Dhvanikara laid down IQhvani or 1vyajgyartha;
meaning) as the soul.

(suggested

Visvanatha who rendered the final

contribution to this metaphorical concept comprehended
all the elements of poetry discussed by the previous
writers-*

According to h i m ’, word and meaning are the

body of poetxy while sentiments are the soul v

3

Some

early writers like Bhamaha and handin did not give any
definite view on this conception of tsoul* though they
seem to have discerned it vaguely.1 Bhamaha proposed to
take

vakrokti

as t h e ,underlying principle of artistic

k

expression

___

on which Rajanaka Huntaka based his new

theory of v a k r o k t i .

Bandin’
, going a step further’
,’

designates the gunas as the pranas or life-breath of
r

ft

*

,,rt

diction w h i c h isj in his view, an integral part of
5

poetry.'

The author of the Siyabaslakara also preferred

to use the term

pana'

(Slc.prana) instead of gmia in the
e

1*

Kavyalamkara-Sutra—Y r t 1 1 , •ed . Narayana Nathaji,

3.

Kulkarni
(Poona ,1927) Y p*4Y
Bhvanyaloka * edi Jagannatha Bathak (Varanasi,1 9 6 5 ),
p*8
ch.l
v . l v
*
' <
Sahitya--Barpana, ed* P.V.Kane (Bombay ,1923 ) , ch.lyp.3*
1kavyasya /sabdarthau ,sar ifa m ,rasadis catina, gunah s a n >
-ceryadivat ,dosah kanjtad iva t '
t r it ay ovayaval. saipsthana
visesavat..,.
alamkarah
lea
taka-ktmdaladivat1
v ^
*
*
•
•
•.

4.

Ka vy a 1 ank a r a , ‘ed . B .V .Naganatha Sastri (Delhi, 1970),

2.

‘

■5*

p

:. 4 9 j

y

^

V

;

8

5

f;

;

*

■

Kavyadarsa * edV S .K.Belvalkar

•

.

(Poona,1924) ,

.

.

.

.

.

v .42Y

K a v y a d a r s a Xt is however, difficult to decide whether
he used the term conscioxtsly to connote a special signi
ficance concerning the metaphorical conception of poetry
or otherwise*

But it is worthy of note that there was

an attempt among some literary theorists to postulate
another concept

what we call the life of jioetry.

ICsemendra, the systematiser of the theory of Aucitya
who wrote the Aucityavicara-Carca for this purpose,' laid
down that aucitya or propriety is the life
poetry.

(jivita) of

-He emphasised its essentiality saying;

*Enough

w i t h A l a n k a r a s ; of what use are the gunas if there is
no life there?
are excellences;

Ornaments are ornaments; excellences
but aucitya is the life of rasa-

ensouled kavya *y ^

Kxmtaka on the other hand, was

considering the vitality of vakrokti as the underlying
animating principle of poetry.

He set up it to be the

life of the vicitra-mav gaY one of ,the three dictions or
modes of writing expounded by him#

3

Prana or jivita,

in the above cases more or less eqxxivalent in meaningY
seem to have differed from atman or the soul.

Whether

those who did not give any definite view on the cone exit
of the soul of xioetry accepted rasa as the very soul of
1*
2*
■ 3*

Siyabaslakara.
, v.32 i
Ancitya-Vioara-Carca; ed ;Acarya Sri Brajmohan Jha
(Varanasi, 1964 ); p *4 , w i 4-5*
■
Vakrokti-Jivita, ed. S .ICihe (Calcutta,196l),p*57, v.42
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p o e t r y is not clear*

As we have

,seen in the foregoing

saying of the Auoitya-Vicara-Oarca special stress is
laid on the rasa of poetry by Ksemendra*

Whatever may

be the value of this metaphorical conception,
is clear, viz*,, that feabda and artha

one £>oint

(word and meaning)

form the.central pivot round which all the theories of
Sanskrit poetics move to cope with some deep problems
/
.
of poetry*
Sabda and art h a , or more te clinically vacya
an<* v&caka

(expressor and expressed) itfhich,' as S *K.De

has pointed out

1

originated from grammatica 1 speculation,

were taken for granted by many early literary theorists
like Bhamaha and Rudrata as an essential part of poetry.
Bhamaha *s .well known view of poetry, viz*,. *sabdarthau
2
sahitau k a v y a m *
which is followed by R u d r a t a fs saying,
1sabdarthau k a v y a m *, shows clearly their great attention
to the subject1.

Kuntaka describing B h a m a h a fs view,

emphatically that poetry lies neither in ^abda

stated

nor a rtha

alone, but in both-,' as in the case of sesamum oil which
3
pervades everywhere in that seed .•
It is iierceived that
both must be united and are not separable.1 This is

IV
2*
3*

S'iK.De, Some Problems of Sanskrit Poetics (Galcutta,1969)
p * 2 Y '" v ......
Ravyalankafa V p ‘*6 V -v *1 6 V
Vakrol^ti^-JivjtaV p*7*
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revealed not only by l i t erary,theorists but also by
grammarians and poets*'

Kalidasa, the illustrious

Sanskrit poet , conveys this inseparable u n i t y .of* sabd_a_
and artha in his meaningful simile, in whi c h I?arvatI and
Paramesvara are compared to the

1v a k y and the

1artliaf

3
respectively* ~
What is ideally meant by the unity of sabda and
artha?

What is the pecxtliar connexion it has with x^o^tx'y?

m
.
/
—
The unity of sabdartha indeed is a grammatica 1 fact',
common to all utterances,

literary and otherwise,’ antd

connected w ith all human activities*

So why did, Bhamaha

and the like hasten to specify the unity of Sabdartha as
poetry?

Bid they not perceive the differences between

poetry and.ordinary utterance?

As is evident from early

Sanskrit rhetorical works, they tried to distinguish
poetry from ordinary,utterances, e s p e c i a l ^ from, the
■

woxdcs of sastraV

'
Bhamaha at the outset of the Kavyalan-

karai, emphatically pointed out:

yunlike the study of

sastra which can be done on the instructions of a teacher
by even the dull-witted', poetry is impossible for all
but those who possess poetic intuition* *

1*

Raghur-Vamsa, .ed * M*?l * Kale

2*

ICavyalaioIcara , p*2,

2

Further, an

(BombayV1922),

chapter 1, v *5 •

ch .l *

v.i*
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attempt was made toy toim to distinguish poetry from mere
ordinary utterances —

what we call v a r t a ,

He emphati

cally denies v a r t a 1s toeing poetry, sayings 11 *The sun
has set; the m o o n shines,' the toircls are w i n g i n g back to
* their n e s t s y 1

What kind of poetry is this?

called v a r t a ,

This is

though this view of Bhamaha was

denied toy some later writers,

2

it is interesting to

; make a brief note on this pointv

What Bhamaha ideally

meant toy the term varta is still not clear.

There is

considerable room for doubt whether this refers to mere
ordinary utterance and information, or expression bereft
of vakrokti As has

1that is to say,

jati or svatohay o k t i 1v

been pointed out toy Kaghavan the term varta was
—

—

- 3

u s e d loosely a$ a synonym of jat i or svatohavokti ,

The Jayamaiig ala , a commentary on Bhatti where the term
is apparently xised as a synonym of svabhavok t i , says:
u 1vax'ta* is natural description;
two V visisfa.and nirvisista;

it is divided into

of these, the first is

called

svatohayokti ; the other is just called varta and

is not

a 1 arnicara,u^

1;
2*
3*

But in Bhamaha varta is distinguished

Xbid
p,5 0 , ch,2V Vi97.
* ;
ICavyanus a s ana; ed • R ♦C *Par ikh & V ,M,ICulkarni
(Bombayi 1 9 ^ 0 V P*'286v
f
VvRaghavan, Some ..Concepts of Alankara Sastra
(Adyar^l9^2), p , 9 6 .
.
.

**"•' .Bliatti-lcavya (with Jayamangjia;.?)V e d » V , N , S a s t r i &
¥ *I/*S^,Pansikar (Bombay ,1920) pp ,2 79 “28 O'*

from svabhavoktiv

The term varta and, its derivative

form 1v a t t a * can be found in the ICavyadarsa and
1
Siyabaslakara respectively1,1
'

1-11

Bandin and the author of

r-iMmmm . w t j j i i h u I j i h

^

^

Siyabaslakara employed the term when they were discussing
a literary excellence called leanti (Sin*d a n a k a l )y

As is

i

explained by them, the so-called *leant i guna*
tl-rr— rr-TT "1.

in *v a r t a 1 and in descriptions,

'

«

P

is met with

Xt is mentioned further,

that this literary excellence is agreeable to the whole
world because it does not transcend reality or the
natural order of the world,

2

Xt is however, not quite

cleax* from this context whether this refers to ordinary
utterance or to a figure of speech as illustrated by
Bhatt X,
* *

S,K.De is of the opinion that both Bhamalia and B a ndin
*■*
allude to a figure called varta which, according to him,'
3
was included in the scope of svabhavokti ,
Raghavan does
-

not agree and emphatically denies that the term occurring
in Bhamaha refers to an alankara known by the name of
v a r t a , which he concludes was used to denote a bold
communication of facts*

4

On the other hand Premacandra,

1*: K avyadarsa, .ch.l,’.v,85? Siyabas 1 a k a r a , ck,l,' v*53 *
3#

X b i d ; ch.l, v^85.
• .■
S :.IC,I)e J
, op ,cit, part XI, p*86,

4y

Some Concepts of Alankara ^Sastra, p ,100 .

.

28 2
a comment at ox* of* Kavyadarsa,
H
i i^iiw
im H i 9

says that this term in.
*0

*

Dandin signifies friendly enquiries

t

(anainaya priy a l a p a );*-

He also gives another meaning to the term in sonie others*
views,

'historical description*

(itihasa v a r n a n a )which

1
means description in harmony with, reality*-.

As is implied

by the example itself in the Kavyadarsa* varta in Dandin
seems to differ from a bald communication of facts since
the expression in the example is striking though it is
not marked by any conventional alankaiyr*
Now,it is evident from the foregoing argument that
while Bhamaha refers to the term w ith derision as a name
for insipid detailing of some

facts, Dandin includes it
-

in poetry and appreciates it greatly*

o

ff

The latter

illustrating *jnapaka hetu a l a n k a r a * quotes the very
words of Bhamaha *s example , considering that alankaraV
as

—' '

■Z

1uttamabhusana * or a highly valued ornament'*
*

j

-

This

subtle argument which involves the chief theorists of
Sanskrit poetics shows that from early times there had
been certain attempts to define poetry and to determine
its demarcations, hut

that they failed to achieve an

imaniinous definition*

Whatever may be the term used by

-*-•

Navyadarsa with the Commentary o f Pr ema cand r a ,
ed* Ktunud Ranjan Ray - (Calcutta^1956) , p*75 «
. .

2,

of ; ICavyadarsa, ch.2 ,
vv. 86-8 7 .

v . 2 k h

; Kavy alaiilcara, chr. ,2 ,
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them to denote non-poetical expression^ all of* them
seem to have been unanimous on one point',' viz*', that
exqLiisiteness of word and meaning forms the essence of*
poetry.

This exquisiteness of1 word and meaning in

poetry again, paved the way to the different schools
of poetics known by the name of the theory formulated
by each protagonist, such as Alankara, Riti, Dhavani
and so fortliV

Bach school tried to expound its theory

based on what each had conceived and regarded as the
prime element of poetry*

Bor instance, BhamaliaV XJdbhata
*

and Rudrata were of the opinion that the so-called
exquisiteness was caused by the figures of speech,
while Vamana and the Bhvanikara laid down that it came
about as a consequence of diction and suggested meaning
respectively•

All of them postulated the inqportance and

the necessity of sentiments and literary excellences
inherent in poetry as well as the absence of flaws —
what we call kavya-do sa » None of them completely denied
or refuted the theories of other schools saying that
they do not bring about any extra beauty to poetry,
though each judged poetry from different points of
viewV

Actually, their controversy over the problem of

X^oetry was not on the matter of determining the xoresence
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and the absence of the principle element of each theory
biit on the matter of value-judgement', that is to say,
on the point of which should be given the preference
in the problem of poetry,

or on the point of how the

terms, should be defined1*
Anandavardhana, for instance, who expoxxnded the
Dhvani theory,' referred to other theories before he
distinguished his own theory.'1'
*

He divided it into
*

4

three, namely vastu-dhvani, alankara-dhvani and rasad h v a n i , and made it clear that dhvani predominates in
-

dhvani kavyaV

2

He also showed that suggested vastus

alaiikaras and r asas bring about more charm to poetry',
than those which ax'© bereft of suggestive power*

It is

of note in this connexion that Aiiandavardhana put a
special stress on rasadhvani which seems to afford the
most weighty criterion by which a poem is to be judged*
As is evident from the above discussion, almost
all the theorists we have referred to in one way or
another, were of the opinion that the exquisiteness of
word and meaning whether it is caused by the Alankara,
Riti', Rasa, dhvani or any other elements, constitutes
the nucleus of poetry.

According to them poetry consists

1.

DhvanyalokaV ed# Jagannatha Pathak (Varanasi,!96 5 }

2*

I b i d , p .^lV
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of word and meaning on the one hand, and of the
underlying principle which is meant to bring about
embellishment or extra beauty to it, on the other*The problem of the underlying principle of poetry again’
,
which was subjected to even more exhaustive and subtle
speculation than the other, played a very important role
throughout the history of Sanskrit poetics.

Whatever

may be the results those speculations brought to the
understanding of poetry, they seem to have afforded
more and more subtility and profundity to the field of
poetics.

However* the problem of poetry remained

unsolved.'

Some later writers who did not expound any

specific theory but contributed some interesting works
to the field seem to have been inspired and affected by
almost all the early theories when they confronted the
problem of defining poetry.

Jayadeva, the author of

Candidal oka for instance, defines poetry by summarizing
elements of early theories and says:
f

nir&osa
• laksanavatl
.■ »
' saritir gimabhusana
*
* • ■
—

,

—

—

- 1

salamkararasaneka-vr11 irvak kavyanamabhak *♦
*

The word devoid of flaws and consisting of
laksana, r a t i , guna, and rasa etc*1 is called
poetry.

1

1* Candraloka, ed* Ananta Rama Sastri Vetal
p , ch.l, v 1.8 v

(Benares,1933) »

How it is necessary to make an enquiry into the
problem of poetry from the standpoint of early Sinhalese
literary theorists*

The 8 iya ba s1akara * w h i c h followed
—

—

/•

very closely the line of ICavyadarsa* formulated more or
less the same views on poetry as its Sanskrit counterpart
had done*

He have seen at the beginning of this discussion

that the author of the S iyaba si akaro, laid down two main
divisions of poetry, via*,' the body of poetry, a series
of words determined by desired meaning,

and alankara,

ornamentation which lends beauty to the poetry*

What

the author of the Siyabaslakax*a really meant by the
term Hcamatiya a t 1 (desired meaning) is not quite clear*
No doubt he must have used it as a synonym for 11st a r t h a 1
*—

in the ICavyadaivsa *

A n ancient commentary on the

ICavyadarsa describes the term 1ista*

in the following

. _

words;

--

t

1 istatvanca sahityasastre camatkarapurvakavaraana-

bhilasah;
9-

camatkarasca 1 oko11arahladah1 •
_

_

* —

Here the

m eaning of the term ’istatvar is the desire for making
descriptions marked by sublime delight.’ Xt is difficult
to know whether our earliest rhetorician knew of this
commentator’s exposition*
or not.

But no matter whether he knew

Undoubtedly he must have discerned exquisiteness

of meaning in poetic expression*’
1*

/

ICavyadarsa wit h original Commentary, ed*Vidyabhusana
Pandit Rangacarya Raddhi Sastri (Poona ,1938), p*8V
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He knew not only the

old metaphorical sense of the

body of poetry hut also appears to have had some acquaint
ance w i t h j.jivita1 , the life—breath of poetrs^* He employed
the term

(t/panaf (Ski>prana) to denote the literary

excellences which were designated as
and

1guna * by Dandin

the like w h e n he w a s .dealing with the

*mar gas * or

dictions'*'1
. The term itself suggests that the author has
drawn some inspiration from Yamana w hom he has ref erased
to at the very beginning of the w o r k v

As we know Vamana

was the father of the Rrti theory in which he considered
Riti the soul of poetry*

Xn the Kavyadarsa two mar gas

were distinctively described,' namely Yaidafbha and Gauda,
rr

the fii'st being,

■rm~. t r n r t

given much admiration and priority*

r - j- M

Ten

literary excellences were also elaborated there as the
px'inciple elements of dictions*

The Siyabaslakara which

consciously left three of them undescribed saying that they
were not foiind in Sinhalese poetry,
and priority to the first diction*

1

also gives admiration
Xt really makes us

think that the author of. the S iyaba slakara was of the
opinion that the

first marga was more suitable to

S inhal e s e po et ry

than the ot her’*Tho ugh t he S iyaba slakara

like its counterpart is mainly concerned w i t h 1guxxa*
*alankara. * and

k o s a 1 * it does not neglect the vitality
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X

and essentiality of4 *rasa1 and *d h v a n i 1 .
to prominence in later times.

which carae

The term *rasaf is

mentioned there several times with a special stress
as if it is an intrinsic element of poetry.

The

Siyabas 1 akara speaks of it Tor tlae first time w h e n
it deals witli the characteristics of a 1malaa-kayya?
(long or great poem).

As is laid down, the maha*

should be pervaded throughout with poetic sentiments

-2

and m o o d s v

Further,

it notes that though such a poem

is impepfect in certain aspects it acquires the title of
*maha-kavya * if its varieties of sentiments strike me n
of taste*.

3

Rasa again,

is postulated as an underlying

characteristic of *miyuru pana* (S k A*Madhura Prana)
• ••
,•
•*■
where it is divided into two,' sada-rasa and at~rasa based
on alliteration of soimds
vulgarity

(srtyanuprasa) and absence of

(agx^amyatva) respectively*^

At the same time

eight kinds of,rasas are described briefly,
—
.-‘5
*rasavat alankara * .

illustrating

It is evident from these views that

the author of 3 iyabas 1 akara was of the opinion that the
rasa in poetry plays a vital part as a means of striking
3**

Siya b a s lakara, ch.3,

2i
3.

Xbid i Chil, v;25.
Xbid V cliil, v. 27v

ki

Xbidj, cliilj W i 3 5 - i H ff,
ibid, cli.2, -v-v.272 -2 7 5 .

5.

w

*4G2-4Q9.
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connoisseurs'.*-

Its absence according' to him brings

about mere vulgarity*

1

Xt is true that rasa is not given

such detailed treatment as alankara in the Siyaba slaka r a *
But it is worthy of note that the treatise emphatically
laid down : Granted that each and every figure imbues
the meaning w ith sentiment*

This is a direct and more

convincing indication of the main purpose and objective
that every poetic expression is ultimately meant to be
aimed at*
Apart from this concept of rasa the author is said
to have been conversant with the dhvani and aucitya
concepts which were no doubt in their embryonic stage*

3

He spoke of two kinds of meaning inherent in word", namely
1p e n e n h t 1 and 1at belen ena arut 1 (primary or denotative
meaning and secondary or implied m e a n i n g g )♦

The first,

according to him, is the meaning understood as soon as
a word falls on the ear while the latter is considered
the meaning conveyed by the light of inference, .as in
the case of seeing a pot in the light of a lamp.

Both

meanings are illustrated by the following examples:
*This fat m a n does not eat during the d a y - t i m e * 1

Here

the fact that he does not eat during the day is the
expressed primary meaning*
1«

That he eats at night is the

S iyabasiakara * ch *1 . v *41 *

Ibid, ch.l, v.39.
3:. A .Kulasuriya, Siyabaslakara Ha_ Paranl Sxmliala -Itavi
Samaya, University of Ceylon Review', 1956,Vol,xlv,
Z i

PP. 77-78’
v

;

m eaning implied*

-
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1

Th.es e remarks in the S iyaba slakara concerning the
twofold meaning of a word, which have no parallel in
handin', throw light on a new turn of poetic speculation*
*

9

Do they bear any similarity to the theoretical writings
of the Dhvanivadins? Xt is known that Anandavardhana,
the formulator of the Dhvani theory,' based his new
tlieoretical scheme on the fimction of word; and meaning
in poetic expression*

The function, of words as he

analysed it becomes effective through a threefold process
called

1abhidlia* (denotation)

V)
—•
"S
1vyan.jana1 (suggestion)*

*l a k s a n a 1 (indication) and

Of these the first and the

second are considered drawn from ancient grammatico-poetic
spectilation of pre-dhvani theorists'.

The third and by far

the most interesting is regarded as his own invention*
The .explanation of *abhidheyartha* (denotative meaning)
in Anandavardhana leads us to think that the denotative
meaning and
identical*

the

|penenfat * in the S iyabaslalcara are

But the second meaningV viz*', the implied

m eaning or lat belen ena arut * in the above context
cannot be identified either with *la k s y a r t h a 1 or
*vyangyartha * in Anandavardhana, though some extraneous

3-*

S iyaba slakara, ch*3, w *397-399 Tf.;

2;

Dhvanyaloka X^ocana however describes fourfold functions
together w i t h tatparya * op* city, p * 6 0 *

affinities between them which apicear on a cuirsory view
make us feel its identity with one or other of them*
However', a word used in order to explain the abovementioned

’atbelen ena a r u t 1 may cast some light on what

the author of the Siyabaslakara meant by it *

Xn the

a u t h o r ’s words it is the meaning conveyed through
inference

(anumenen dane n a ) *

Xt is of note in this

respect that there was a poetic theory called

*anuinltif

(inference) which became i:>opular among some Sanskrit
critics and

on w h ich the Vyaktiviveka of Mahimabhatta

-1
was based*'

This theory as is evident from the Vyakti-

vivelca,' acknowledges only two meanings of a word, namely
*v a o y a 1 (expressed) and 1a n u m e y a ! (inferable), the latter
including both the indicative and suggested meanings of

-2

the dhvani theory.

Hence, as ¥ 1 jayawardhana rightly

concluded, the implied meaning occurring in the Siyabaslakara subscribes to some rudimentary theory of a n u m i t i *
Nevertheless, the twofold meaning referred to in the
Siyabaslakara clearly shows its a u t h o r ’s interest in
postulating a meaning of words transcending the primary
meaning in poetic expression*
1* History of Sanskrit- B o e t i c s ,

* iXX,p*155«

2* Vyakt iviveka, ed * Sri Madhusudana Misra

(Benares,1936 )9

■ PP-39»,(-0.
3 # Gr*W± jayawardhana, S iyabas3.akara and a The ory of ■Sngge s t iony .
University of Ceylon Heview (196^ - 6 5 ) ,Vol.XXXXX ,p *27•

Kulasuriya is of the opinion that the author of the
SIyabaslakara was conversant with a concept of aucitya
1
too*
As he pointed out, the work f a m i s h e s .some clues
to this w hen dealing with, a figure called b h a v i k a »

In

characterising the bhavikalankara, it stipulates that
the poet should abstain from employing inappropriate
P
description, indistinct expression and l o c alism.’' Xt is,
accordingly',' not unjustifiable to surmise that the author
had a dim knowledge of aucitya. whi c h was developed by the
later writer KsemendfaV
•

¥he n all these facts are taken into consideration,
it is justifiable to conclude that the SiyabaslakaraV
being a-treatise on poetics which is m a i n l y concerned w ith
the alankaras as principal elements of poetry, more ox* less
accepted the vitality and essentiality of poetic sentiments
in literary creation.

Bimilax’ly it postulated a n implied

or secondary meaning, no matter which term was used for it,"
and also a propriety in poetic expressions.
Thus, having detailed some poetica.1 concepts formu
lated in the S iy aba slakara, we shall now proceed to examine
their role in the process of disciplining the Sinhalese
poetry that falls within our period*
at the outset of

l.' ucr
2.

the

Xt is postulated

w o r k that the life of the Buddha

(1956); voi:
.\xry, -pf». 7 9 .

S iyabas 1 a k a r a , chv Sj-v* 339 *

should be in verse while works on rules of conduct and
custom (or lives of others?) in prose.

Does this

formulation really become effective on the poets of the
subsequent p e r i o d ,or is it ignored?

Xt is considered

that our early *g i 1 poems which drew their subject
—
2
matter from the Jatakas may reflect the above convention*
As we know the Jatakas really describe the past births of
the Btiddha, yet the if starting point is his present life;
Apart from the Sasadavata wherein two stories, present and
past, are described', the other surviving two such works
deal only with previoxxs stories'.

Xt is therefore, wo r t h

saying that they do contain the life of the Bodhisatva
rather than the life of the Buddha.
As is appax’ent from the Kavsilumina which is based
on the Kusa jat aka', a new convention, namely that of
describing the life of the Bodhisatva in verse

(rather

than the life of the Buddha) appears to have been held in
high esteem by early Sinhalese poets.^

Buddha*s real life

on the other hand, has b een taken as subject matter for
oxxr early prose poems, the Amavatura and the ButsaranaV
We have seen in a previous discussion that these two
works contain the B u d d h a !s whole life, describing his
past life too in its appropriate place, while the first
1;
^*

S iyaba siakara,~ch. X, v. 20* • '
Siftihalasahitya, X, p* 2 2 3 *

3*

Ka vsilurnina, ed . W.Sorata

(Colombo,1946),

* ■

- ■

ch.l, v*4*
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has been given the sxib-title Buddha car it a'*' (life of
the Buddha).

It is however,

difficult to surmise, due

to lack of evidence, how and w hen this modification of
the convention proclaimed by the Siyabaslakara took
effect on our literature.

At the same time it is a

matter of conjecture whether the phrase

*life of the

B u d d h a 1 in the above-mentioned reference conveyed no
substantial difference between his present and past to
early Sinhalese poets,

owing to their equal reverence

fox’ both the Master and the Great Being.

But it must

be noted that the convention might have been strictly
observed in the literature of the pre-Polonnaru period.
Some evidence of Sinhalese poems ascribed to that period,
w h i c h were probably based on the

life of the Buddha,

be traced from some Pali commentaries,

3

can

and some frag

mentary verses surviving at|iong the examples of Blu-sandas1k
la kuna and the S idat sangarava y
Of the prose works
«

attribxited to that period, the Sikhavalanda and its Vinisa
are indeed compatible with the convention which says:
1works on males of condxict should be in prose *'V; Phis
convention might have been modified by the writers of the
P oloimaru period who sought to describe the B u d d h a fs life
3-*
2 !*

A m a v a t u r a » ed. W.Sorata", p . 97*
A ’view on tliis is discussed in an-essay written by
A .Itulasxiriya.: See UCR (1955) , Vol . XXIIV P.202Y •

3*

Paramatthajotika (PTS), ed.' Helmer Smith (hondon.71917)
voiv ifV 2 ; p.397* ; ;
•' •
Biln-sandaslakunaV e d . A .Pannananda (Colombo ,1938 )’
,p.12,
w # 5 9 , ; SidatsaxigaravaV ed .* k.Tennakon, p.3 76*

;
^*
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in proseV
The S iyaba slakara again, following the XCavyadarsa»
outlines the m ain characteristics of a mahakavya. A
'
i
m a h a k a v y a , according to it, is a composition in cantos*
It begins w i t h an indication of the subject matt ex'*,' a
benediction or a salutation.

Its subject matter is based

on history or some other story.

It aims at the fruition

of the fourfold ends and its hero is a noble person*'

A

proscribed list of necessary descriptions is also
furnished in accordance w i t h the practice of Sanskrit
- -1
maloakavyasv Ihese chax’acteristics w ith a slight modification caused by either addition or omission seem to be
applicable generally to Sinhalese poems whether they are
mahakavyas o r ,khandakavyas H o w e v e r ,

a distinction

between a inahakavya and a khandakavya which principally
*•
<1 I l n i m - I ^ ■—■ii L iuJfiiw i

i

*

Ii»nI11*11 11*1

I » u u < JE t w in

**“

A*

depended upon the division into cantos is taken for
granted from early times up to the end of. the. eighteenth
century.

Thus the ICayminikpndola of Pat t ay am e lekam of tlie
-

In T —

1

eighteenth century does not acquire the designation of
inahakavya though it contains almost all the characteristics
of the sorcalled mahakavya except the first *
hara of Saliale Maniratana,
same t y p e .but

The Kavnmtu~

on the other hand, a workj.the

divided into cantos,

finds its place among

the
1* S iyaba slakara, ch.l % w . 2 1 - 2 5

ff.
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Those characteristics w i t h a few modifications
made by adding’ new features could be found most com
pletely in the Kavs ilnmilia > our earliest surviving
mahakavya»

'Each canto of this work ends wit h a coup3.et

in a different metre; this characteristic is, however,
’ :1
not emmierated by the author of the S iyabas1 aimra •
Similarly,

its opening is not in harmony with the postu

late, laid down by either the SiyabasX akara or the
ICavyadarsa •
T h e ,khandakavyas like the Sasadavata and the
■
i
f
l■
!t
w
i
i
w
i
n
im
i
n
i
i
t
a
t
i
*
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•
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■
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M uvadevdavata w h i c h are designed to narrate in much the
same way as a mahakavya contain many descriptions from
the prescribed list.

But they appear to avoid deliberately

some descriptions like sporting in gardens,

or in water,

festivals of drinking, love, in separation, marriages and
battles which are considered to find a place only in
stories designed for m a h a k a v y a s . .In the same way,

the

formulation of interesting alankaras and r a s a s demanded
in m a hakavyas seems to have been acknowledged a s ,an
inevitable element of poetry-by both genres, mahakavya
and khandakavyaV-

Poets of both categories gave a prime

place to the alankaras in their kavyas;

1 ’*

sometimes they

The Kavyadarsa laid down that each' canto should ■end/
w i t h a verse o f different ■metre> .K avy adar IsaV ch . 1 $>vV19
cfv Siyabaslakara, GhVl a w -., 21-27*

were in such enthusiasm and such a hurry to employ
figures of speech that they neglected their responsi
bility for keeping those alankaras appropriate to the
subjects,

characters and situations they selected.

Again, of the two aspects of alankaras, via. , svabhavokti

.1

an<^ v a k r o k t i ,

the latter appeal's to liave been held in

.higher esteem than the, first in both k a v y a s . A similar
attention to ^sabdalankara, a particular manner of

2

arranging, syllables, is also given by both sides1.

The Sasadavata and the Kavsilumina indulge in the disiolay
y

9

hH

of their a u t h o r ’s skill in using the sabdalankara» rightly
called verbal gymnastics, whereas the Muvadevaavata does
not show any interest in them.
These poetic convent ions laid down by the Siyabaslakara

must, have been, primarily adopted by vex'se writersy

ho evidence is available from our early sources to' surmise
whether they were applied generally to prose works too*
Xt seems from the Sikhavalanda-vinisa and some paragraphs
of the Dhainplya -a t nva—gat a padaya that the prose x^rriters
of the pre-Polonnaru period might have preferred to apply
to their works a more straightforward narrative form xirit.h
less figures of speech*

Evidence for such literary

Siyabas1a k a r a ,\ c h .2 7 .v * 3 3 7 •
2'*

•

-

Sasadavata , •w « -75 «,7<$» 92,93 >111 *112,131,132*
K a vsilumina, ch*9 ? vvi*19~21,23,27»3SV39»^l-^5 *
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simplicity may also be provided by some prose narratives
or the subsequent period', especially by the Amavatura
But this realistic form or narration might have raced a
drastic change owing to the new inspiration engendex^ed
by the above-mentioned poetic convention.

Xt is obvious

from our sources that such an attempt to adapt the
nax’rative ronn or the above-mentioned metrical compositions
to prose works is made by our prose writers or the Bolonn a r u periodV

W e have,seen in our discussion or the

PharmapradipikavaV Amavatura and the Butsarana how rar
those authors made efforts to develop their short plots
by adding various descriptions as in the verse poems
compatible w ith the works in verse during the period'^
They not only added such descriptions as occur in the
verse poems in accordance with the rramework laid down
by the Siyabaslakara but also indulged in various rigures
of speech* including hyperboles and such a poetical
language as is normally found in metrical compositions
alone*

This discussion shows how far and how strongly

the poetic convention established by the S:iyabaslakara
was effective on Sinhalese literature," especially on
poetry*,' and helps us to understand the background of the
Sinhalese poetical works of the Polonnaxui period*’

(b)

A general con3ideration of tlie Sasadavata and the
Muvadevdavata

■The earliest extant specimens of Sinhalese poetry
w h i c h display the direct influence of the Sanskrit poetics
that came to Toe known through the S iyabas 1 a kara can be
found in the Sasadavat a and the Muvadevdavata of ttnknown
authors*

Due to the lack o f evidence, it is however

difficult to determine their phrenological order*

As we

have seen elsewhere the Sasadavata was wri t t e n during the
latter half of the twelfth centyry*

On the other hand,

tradition ascribes the Muvad evdavata to some ear 13^ part
1
of the same century *‘

Both works, whatever may be their

chronological order, seem to be modelled on much the same
poetical framework which is in conformity with many
Sanskrit verse poems *

They have been subjected to severe

criticism such as calling them mere imitations of
2

1decadent Sanskrit poems* *

IDven thoitgh the so-called

imitative manner has been severely criticized by many of
our critics, it must be stressed that this imitation or,
more specifically inspiration received from *those
Sanskrit works of decadent age*

1*

or other sources, has still

B inhalese hit erature, p*l46 & S irnha la-sahitya-vamsa y a ,
p v 90 «

■
‘•
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not been studied deeply and critically.

It is accordingly,

interesting to have a i:>erspective on this matter.
It is undeniable that the authors of these two
works turned to the Sanskrit poems that were known to them
for structure as well as other poetical devices, while
they borrowed the subject matter from the Jatakas so as
to be in harmony- with the Sinhalese poetic convention.
None can reasonably assert on this ground alone that those
works are mere imitations of rdecadent Sanskrit p o e t r y 1
unless they have an exact knowledge of the works imitated.
Before reaching such a conclusion it is desirable to make
a thorough inquiry into different sources well known or
less known which a 3?e supposed to have inspired these two
works *
The wish to extol the life of the Buddha and the
Bodhisatva had b een popular among Buddhist writers,
especially those who came under tire influence of the,
Mahayana,

from early times.

The Jatakamala of Aryasura

for instance, brings out quite a number of Jatakas decked
with poetic devices,

for the first time in the history of

Sanskrit literature.

.Similarly the Ayadana sat aka of

unknown author, the Jatakastava of Jnanayasas and the
i

Avadana-kalpaiata of ICsemendra describe the life of the
-------------------------------:--------;------------------------- :------

-

■

Jt

*

Buddha , paying pro found homage and praise to the Master1.

These works which abstain from the ornate kavya style
are always true to a simple and' realistic diction of
poetry*

The first and the second of these are written

in prose and verse - in what we called
while the latter two are only in verse'.

5campu-kavya

-

It is not un

likely that these compositions of Sanskrit Buddhist
writers achieved a fair reception from scholars of both
Mahayana and f h e r a v a d a , in India as well as in Ceylon.
¥e have discussed the dominant role played by Sanskrit
scholarship among the learned circles of Ceylon during
the Polonnaru period elsewhere in our research;

Thus

it s e e m s ,n o t .improper to surmise-that the author of our
early

vg i ' kavyas might have been given the impetus to

extol the life of

the Buddha, more rightly called the

life of the Bodhisatva, by the spirit of the tdimes which
was dominated by Sanskrit scholarship as well as fostered
by Buddhist culture, more or less backed by Mahayana
teachingsv
According to the postulate of the Siyabaslakara
they ought to have selected the life of the Buddha as
subject matter for their compositions.

Biit they preferred

to extol the life of the Bodhisatva instead.

The reason

for this modification of subject matter might have been
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either the indiscriminate attitude of authors towards
both the Buddha and the Bodhisatva or the high esteem
for the Bodhisatva tBat resulted from the constant
relation with Mahayanism#
It is of note in this respect that all other.well
known Jataka poems in Sinhalese except the Muvadevdavata
and the ICavsHumina deal with, both aspects', the present
and the past stories of the Jatakas,

The conventions of

Jataka poets before the Polonnaru period are beyond our
reasonable approach due to the lack of evidence.

To two

poets who were reported to; have lived during the time .of
—

■—

king Akbo 1 (A ,*D *5 75“ 608) , namely Salcdamala and Asakdaraala,
are described the authorship of two Jataka poems SLipposed
to be called the Sakda and'the A s a k d a Y yet nothing is left
3
behxnd but a few fragmentary* verses .
But in some earlier
sources written in,Pali and Sanskrit like the Jatakatthak a tha and the Ayadana(sataka both stories, present and past
may be delineated as if they were two intrinsic, episodes
of the same story.

While the J at aka tt halca tha almost

LY

S *Par anav 11 a n a , Mahay anism 'in Ceylon, Ceylon Journal

•
2,
•■
3*

of Science, S e c t i o n ' G . - V o l Y U 1933V PP* ^3Y 67*^70*
NIkaya sangrahay a , p ,17 » Pu .
javal ly a , ed . M edhankar a ,
ch , XXXIV, p ,19 *
'
'
A n attempt to make a survey of the 'A s akdakaval has
been made by-John Siriman de Zoiza,
See SahitayaV IV,'
195$ i pp* 1 2 —1 6 ,

2
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always deals necessarily w i t h both stories of the .jataka
the A v a d a n a —sataha
past story*
.

in many cases ,delineates only the

The Avadana-kalpalata, a voluminous metrical
i i■

.

w

n w n « i n *i n

ii* ■!■» ««.. a *

.

c o m p o s i t i o n ,ascribed to the eleventh century,
the same line as the A vadana -s at aka *

1

follows

The Jatakainala of

Aryasura on the other hand, which is concerned only with
past stories of* Jatakas^
present stories*

makes no reference to their*

Accordingly,

it is probable that our

early Sinhalese jooets w e r e , in one way or another , affected
by these Sanskrit works and the writings of their kind in
taddition to the' Pali sources in designing their poems;,
Thus, the author of the Sasadavata followed the former
tradition of the Jatakatthakatha and the Avadana-sataka
w i t h the intention of having equal opportunity to praise
the Buddha as well as the Bodhisatva while the other two
poets preferred to follow the latter line in accordance
w it h the Jatakainala which extols, the life of the Bodhi
satva alone.

However, the tradition reestablished with

the emergence of Sasadavata made its way through the
centuries in the history of Sinhalese Jataka poetry*
It is reasonable to believe that the reason for
selecting the subject matter and the
1*

design of the

A y a d anakalp a i a t a , ed*P *h*Yaidya (D a r b h a n g a ,1959}* I,
Inirocluction, p*VII1 ; H i story of Indian L i teratur e ',
II, p .293 *
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early

*gi t poems was not only tlio desire of4 our poets

to be in harmony w i t h Sanskrit poetics on w h ich many
of our literary critics lay their stress.

Apart from

*poetic purpose* religioiis purports too played an
influential part in the discipline of poetry in every
period of our literary history*
discipline may be designated as
1doctrinal path*

This twofold literary
*poetic p a t h 1 and

or path of discourse,

*

of which the
*—
■

f

first reference coxild be traced in the Kavyaselferaya
K
of Sri Rahula in the fifteenth c e n t u r y • The combination
/

m*

mm

of these two paths exercised by Sinhalese poets probably
met with general acceptance from the contemporary readers
including poets and critics,

since the first furnished

the sentimental requirements of the reader while the other
imparted the spiritual requirements*

Xn fact, they seem

to call for an inseparable combination in their application
to a literary work,
Accordingly,

so as to give artistic coherence*

though they were to be applied intrinsically

to the poetry they are easily recogn i z a b l e .2

Thus, we

often meet portions exemplifying b oth paths in our poetry*

1*

fKivilakara ha b a n a m a g a 1*
ed * Dharmarama

2,

/

h

See Kavyaseklaraya *
■ —
(Colombo,1915)» ch#l
v.2 6 «

These two paths are compared to the ornaments and the
body of a king respectively* Kavyas e l ^ r a y a , ch*l^v*26
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This sort of poetic diction which, combines both
paths could be traced to such works of the remote past
7
X
„2
as A s v a g h o s a ^ Buddha car it a and Bau n d a r a n a n d a > , Xt
also seems to be exercised in the Jatakainala of A r y a s u r a .
>

Xt is likely that the Sinhalese

"fc* immm i l ua ^ i m in m nmw

!g i * poets were influenced

by the poetic tradition of this Buddhist Sanskrit
(I'eligiotxs) poetry apart from the later

*a l a n k a r a ;

tradition known to them when they became obsessed with
poetic discipline.

Therefore, the allegation made by

some critics against our *g i 1 poems’, that they are
strings of

* —

verses written in illustration of the rules
3

of a l a n k a r a ,

is not fully justifiable*

Xt must be

mentioned that those who make such allegations consciously
or ^inconsciously neglect the service rendered hy the early
Buddhist poetic tradition in the formation of poetic
discipline which, became effective in our early poetry.
Some discussion is needed therefore,

on the

question of what influence Sinhalese *g i * poems actually
did receive from early Buddhist Sanskrit poetry •

The

Sasadavata refers to two occasions of the B odhisatva1s
It
practising charity
in past births w h ich are not traceable
I.
2*
3*

Bud dha car it a , ed*G.R.Nandargikar (Poona,1911), ch.XV,
v v •'63-1 0 0 . • ■ ’
‘ ‘
. . .
Saimdarananda, ed *32 .H .Bohnst on (London, 19^8 ) ch*VXXX f
vv.14-62.
. . . .
Simhalasahityaye nagimaV p *32 •
Sasa d a v a t a ,

v v

*275 j 276*

in the Pali Jatakas, w h e n it is dealing with the eulogy
by feakra in connexion with the B o d h i s a t v a *8 (the hax'ets)
self-sacrifice in the fire to feed the Brahmin enfeebled
by himger, thirst and weariness.

The occasions however',

correspond to MaitribaXa and Hasti Jatakas in. the
1
Jatakamala .
~

-

This

~

-

mention occurring in the S a sadavata

presumably reveals its. author* s familiarity with the
Sanskrit poem of Aryasiua.

Whatever may be the method

applied to the first part of the poem,in order to expand
its short plot, the author of the Sasadavata undoubtedly
must h a v e ,received considerable influence from, the
Jatakamala in designing its latter part*'
The past story.of Sasajataka is elaborately described
in both the Jatakamala and tlie Jatakatihakatha; b oth works
are probably based on the same plot, perhaps derived from
_
.2
the Jataka P a l i .

Pour verses o c d u r i n g in the Pali

source allude to a certain discussion between a Brahmin .
and four other characters who are identified in both
works, respectively as an otter, a jackal, a monkey and
a hare, the last being the Bodhisatva'.

There is another

v ersion of this story-",’ probably originating fx’om the

IV
2*

J atakamala, ed. P :* 4Max Muller j Translated by
JiS.#Speyer (London, 18<?3 ) , >Nos VIII',1 X X X ;.
O'ataka Pali V ed .Harada, 1, Catukkanipata
pp. 5 68 -5 7 1 *

. , ..

(Colombo

),

s a m e .soiirce but reading' rather differently, in the
—
/
_
^ i
Avadana-sataka and the Avadana-kalpaiat a , which does
not accommodate any character other than the hare and the
Brahmin and shows 110 connexion with the,works above
mentioned.

The past story of the Sasadavata on the

contrary, always,goes hand in hand with the same story
of the Jatakamala and t h e ,r_r
Jatakatihakathav
7
■- 1
■**

^ ae Ja-takatt hakatha deals with the story in a
simple and more or less realistic manner while the other
proceeds with it by indulging in poetical imaginations *
Xn the former w o r k 110 space is reserved for elegant
descriptions of nature or such other subjects, but only
2
for narrating the Incidents of the t a l e .5
work*

The latter

on the other hand, accommodates some poetical

descriptions within the sphere of its narration in so far
as they do not damage the coherence of

the story#

Thus

we m e e t ,at the very beginning of the Basa jataka in the
Jatakamala a short poetic description of

a forest where

the Bodhisatva and his three friends lived togethexv
T h e n there emerge gradually a discourse of the Bodhisatva
a n imaginative description of the surroundings and a

Tv

Avadanas at aka V P#I/#Vaidya (Bar b h a n g a ,1 93 8 )’,X V ,No* 3 7 V

2#

Avadana-kalpalata, ed*P.L*Vaidya,XX,N o #104V p p *556^557
Jatakatthakatha (S H B ) ,, ed* kVPiyatissa (Uolombo ,1931)

■
3*

Part l i t ; '(k*2;6) *pp* 36-40*
J a t a kamala, No#VX#
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eulogy of Sakra on the Bodhisatva'*'

X n the description

of the surroundings the poet portrays,

in less figurative

but more charming words, the imagined delightfulness of
atmosphere caused by the great ecstasy the Bodhisatva*s
heart was full of due to his final decision to entertain
any guest with his own body*

As discerned by the poet

the rejoicing moment of nature is put into a poetical
e g r e s s i o n by these words:

*fhen the earth along with

the mountains shook, w ith her silken garments, the
.oceans, being tossed> as though in delight;

the sounds

of celestial drums spread throrigh the sky, and the
quarters shone with tranquillity*

Clouds smiling w it h

encircling flashes of lightning, and w i t h gentle rum
blings of thunder,

showered on him flowers whose pollen

dust was scattered all round by their mutual contact v
The w ind w i t h majestic gait,

carrying fragixtni pollen

dust of flowers of various trees, worshipped him with
pleasure as though with fine silken pieces w i t h uniform
designs*! ^
The delineation of the same situation occurring in
'fck0 Sasadavata must have received substantial inspiration
from this piece of poetic creation of Anya’sura *

1*

I b i d *, (selectipn)* ed*3X*C vDwivedi & Bhat
pp*24~25, w . 1 9 -2 1 .

Though

(Delhi, 1 9 6 6 )

3§9
it is not impossible that the author of the Sasadavata
was motivated by his own personal and individual poetic
intuition,

inspired by constant contemplation on the

magnanimous sacrifice of the Bodhisatva, without
indebtedness to earlier writers w hen lie himself engaged
in composing the descript ion, nevertheless some similar
ideas in common w i t h both descriptions make us think
that there is a greater possibility that ho was inspired
by A r y a s u r a »

Despite the slight difference concerning

the setting of the two descriptions and their length',
many materials employed in them and the tenor,of each,
bear a great affinity to each other;

in the Jatakamala

the description is found before the act of sacrifice
took x>laceY while in the Sasadavata it occurs after it
had happened,

I n the same way the description occurring

in the S a sadavata is four times as long as that of the
-

-

-

Jat a k a m a l a ,

1

The Sas a d a v a t a , on the

other hand, bears no relation

here to the Jatakatfhakath a , which does not find room for
such a situation1#' The next and the final -important
incident, after the magnificent sacrifice of the
Bodhisatva', in the Jatakatth

is feakaraTs adorning

of the lunar disc w i t h the sign of a hare in order to

^ * Sasadavata, w V

282-293V
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proclaim the.heroic action*

A

*—

Though the Avadana'sataka
1
•i —
*i*
,im
it ii ^ n
W
H
iiijM
ii ■
vn
*m
i

and the Avadana-leal palat a just mention a sudden pouring
of rain w h i c h caxised the end of a long-standing drought
as a mark of great respect of the gods to the Great,Being,
they devote no 3?rirther space to-it*

2

But the Sasadavata

being inspired by the Jatakamala deals with the

matter

at considerable length.: Xt musters all the miraculous
happenings it coiild mention,

in x^espect of the homage

paid to the Bodhisatva throrighout the w o rld at the time
w h e n feakra held him on his head', and describes them in
a poetic manner*

Xt is desirable to cite some interesting

verses from the work,

in this connexion,

in order, to make,

it easy to understand its relationship with the Jatakamala:
1 tahavuru dagum vat - noha^ra natum^ piyalet ,
beren*obala sana mihikat - dariya-no-hi niti'gugulev
visula
dala
hela liali - salu
k u l* u at in tanava
•
*
.
dalanindu rud^^ rangora - giriruja i m l u vilas gat.
nirada hivi gigurn,- ulangasi hovanmiV
dala rala atneni - Icemali pudata hala meni*.
•

*

'

V

•

suran lean vuhu tu - kolcum kesaru s a n d m sunu*
turunu rivi viduna - hima inusu meni meraja raja-*gugule lnuru bera - dili vena l i y a !nurav gat ,"
’J

M
l

tan tanhi ruvan « vidurindu nube sasalota * *

3

'Jataica -Stories , ed *15VB .Coxvell (Cambridge ,1897), XXI,
- No .316 , p .37 . 1
*
#
.
'
'•
2 . Avadana sat aka ,-XV*, -No .3 7 V PP •93 -95 t Avadana -lea1 pa 1 at a ,
• - NovlQV, ”p p *55^557^*
3*
S asadavata, v v *285-287, 289, 291*
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1

While all phenomena of the universe, mobile and

otherwise,

engaged in rejoicing play

(as.though

paying their respect to the Great Being), the Barth
hercself sho.ok and cried as if* she was tired of their
heavy burden.

The royal Mount

(Meru} took the form

of* a dancer on the stage of the ocean taking her
white silken garment, orf streams and shaking them by
hex'' hands, the mountain summits. As if* wishing (him)
long life with its loud noise
of waves) the Ganges,

(caused by.the motion

the king of rivers,

Blow ex'-like foam in ordei'’ to worship

spread its

(the Gx'eat Being)

w i t h its hand--like waves*. Pollen dust of saffron
flowers and sandal powder, spread by deities were like
the rays of the rising sun passing through the snow.
Celestial drums resounded; lutes played themsolves
rhythmically;

lightnings occurred in the sky;

jewels

shone e verywhere*1
These few verses cleaxfLy show the influence of the
Jatalcamala»

Though the imagex’ies created by each poet are

not identical, much the same materials employed by them
unmistakably display the latter*s inspiration from the
former.

Box’ instance, the earth*s shaking,

the spi'oad of

flowers and pollen dust as a m a r k of wox’shipping the Great
Being',’ the x'esoxuiding of celestial di’imis in the sky and
the flash of lightning were mentioned by both of them.
E v e n though some materials including H i n d u myths, possibly
drawn from latex* Sans la:1it poetic convention, have taken
abode in the Sasadavata*s description and affected it
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leather more than the former, they cannot destroy the
relationship*

On the other hand, the similarit}'* of* these

materials, however close it may be, certainly does not
lead us to conclude that the latter is an imitation or
a tx’anslation of* the former;

it is rather an individual

cx’eat ion*
It is, hoTtfeyex’, probable that the axithor!s
knowledge of* the Jatakamala may have hired him to compose
sxich a description where he desired to use some materials
which occurred in it v

Perhaps he considered that they

would hit easily and benelicialiy into the stox'y in the
latter work*
More or less similar deductions could be reached
in X’egard to the poetic convention in whi c h the Huvadeydavata was designed and its sources in spite oh similar
serious criticism as the Sasadavata encountered *. As a
matt ex’
’ oh fact, the Muvad evda va ta like the Sasadavata had
a notable inspiration hrom the eax’ly religious poetry
written in Pali and S a n s k r i t , which again is not taken
into account thoroughly by its critics*

Xt seems there

fore, unreasonable to rxile oxit or ignore the important
role played by the religious poetic convention in the
process oh poetic discipline that affected the Muvadev-

davata and to stress only the so-called Sanskrit ornate
poetic convention, however predominant a place it
occupied in the contemporary Sinhalese poetry.

The

creative nrriter is always attached inseparably to his
X^sychic world wherein his aesthetic experiences played
a n important part’,

vfhen he is actually engaged in a

creative process he submits himself consciously or
unconsciously to the reperctission of the past experiences
in his mental world.
in one way or another,

Thus nearly every poetic creation
comes out as representation of

past experiences resulting from the sources tlie author
has to draw upon throughout his life, no matter whether
the sources be literary or otherwise1*
As we have seen in the case of the Sasadavata
wh i c h shows the considerable influence of early soxirces not
only on the subject matter but also in the inoetic dis c i 
pline,

it will also be apparent from the following

discussion how far the early sources were influential on
the emergence of the Huvadevdavata, in spite of the
simultaneous effectiveness of tlie so-called Sanskrit
oxmate poetic convention•
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Xt seems inevitable that one should think that the
author of the Muvad evd a vat a designed the latter part of'
M a k h a d e v a *s character within the framework. of the
narration of Vessantara occurring in the Jatakamala and
the Jataka11hakatha, w hen one goes through these throe
compositions with careful observation*

The parallelism

of some events met wit h in the latter part of* both
stories certainly leads us to thinlc of o n e ’s inspiration
from tlie other*

ICing Vessantara as narrated in the above

mentioned works was in exile owing to the extremes he went
to in practising charity5 he lext for the Himalayas where
he lived an ascetic life*

Makhadeva,

in the other work',

abdicated on seeing a grey hair on his head,

safely

bestowed the royalty upon the eldest son and left for
Himavat to lead an ascetic life.
two chara.cters found in the

The similarity of the

latter parts of both stories

might have be on taken into consideration by the author of
the MuvadevdaVata when he designed his narration.
Undoubtedly it must have provided a profitable chance to
add a poetic description of beautiful sceneries in the
forest glade that the king came across on the way to
Himavat *
Xn both the Jatakamala and the Jatakatthakatha
thero could be found poetical descriptions of tlie forest

Vessantara had. to. pass by on his way to Himavat.

1

The

Jatakati h a k a t h a , giving Tull details of* his long journey,
describes some interesting places in verse as well as
prose in a realistic manner.

Though it strikes us as a

natural description of simple character,
certain lack oB poetic imaginations1*
avoiding details,

it displays a .

But the Jatakainala,

gives a lovely description adorned with

poetic imagination, using more,or less the same materials
as Bound in the Jatakatihakatha but in a diBBerent way .
This piece of poetic creation presumably inspired kp- tlie
author of' the Muvadevdavata in designing his description
of M a k h a d e v a 1s, journey to Himavat.

W h e n the latter is

compared w ith the former their close relation will be
clear.

One part of the

journey of Vessantara is pictured

by Aryasura in these charming words;
‘The trees’
* stretching out to him their branches
adorned at their ends with charming Bruits,

invited

him, as it were, to enjoy their hospitality; and
paying homage to his merit-obtained dignity, bowed to
him *like •obedient disciples, when they got sight of*
h i m . And, where ho longed Bor water, in those very
places lotus-ponds appeared to his e y e s c o v e r e d on
their surface with the white and reddish-brown pollen
Ballon down from the anthers of the lotuses shaken by
the wing-movements oB the swans* The clouds overspread
him w i t h a beaut iful c a n o p y ; there blew an agreeable
and odor*iBerous wind; and his path was shortened by
Y a k s a s , not enduring his labour and Batigue.* ^
1 * JatakaiiialaV Translated by ’J*S .Speyer,Ho .9 ,pp*8l-83 ’
J a t a k a ,' Translated by JE'.B'.Cowell, VoT*VI', No .5^-7YP *2^9 *
Xn both the Jatakamala and the J at alca1 1 hakat ha is Bound
a lovely'description of the Borest, p u t 'into the mouth
' of Hadri. See X b i d » p p *79-80 and pp*268-269*
,
J atakamala, 0' .
. pp»S2-83 , vv*^-9w5 1 *

The echo of these words could be heard :Ln tlie
following verses cited from tlie Muvadevdavata :
*samaga guvana gana - vala valaki Iiiru teda
hami maiida nala suvanda - muva randa ron sala di.
maiigatehi lala liya - vamiyo kusum netneh
baluhu lo liimiya - sara sisi bimbu somiya ♦
palanda rus iru lela — tisara kada mal kada
v

*

* “*

diti vana vil vamiyan - tai’aiigatni vandana v a n .1

1

*Shadowing him, dense clouds in the sky screened him
from the fury of the sun. A gentle breeze, lavishing
breaths of - the fallen flowers blew upon him. Wood
land winds, like sweet girls on the way, looked at
the king mild a s ,the disc of the autumn moon, with
their eyes, full-blown blossoms. He gazed on forest
pools like girls worshipping him with their wave-like
hands and wearing the shining chaplets,

lovely swans'.1

On even a cursory glance at these two descriptions",
one would incline to think of their textual similarity,
and to take seriously the affinity, of some ideas and mater
ials in common i>bt.th^mQ; •
. But nobody could find the latter
an exact imitation or copy of the former,

Sach picture

shines with its own individuality in spite of o n e Ts
inspiration from the other*

Yet whatever may be the

difference between those pen-pictures they are combined
together by the same underlying principle*
lying force,

in fact,

This under

is connected w i t h the psychological

world of the two iDoets rather than with the actual facts
3-1*

fcnvad 0v d avat a , ed, M .Kumar at uuga
w . 13<rTT37, 141.

(Colombo V1931)

or materials of their descriptionsV

This mental

relationship between the two poets could be illustrated
by outlining the psychological background of Aryasura,
which gave him impetus to, create that -description
Xt is iilcely that Aryasura who was deeply in
sympathy with the Bodhisattva*s patlietic situation caused
by his devoutness in. practising virt ties.'might have
imagined the supernatural powers by which he provided the
Bodhisatva with necessary facilities1. The idea of super
natural power which seems to have prevailed in the later
Buddhist tradition might have incited the author of the
Jatakamala to imagine such a scene'.

The same idea .which

is distinctly echoed in the above cited verses prestimably
inspired the author of the Muvadevdavata too *

After all’,'

both poets employed natural phenomena in the service of
the Great Being when he was in need of such service, and
deserved to have it •

It seems that both of them were of

the same view on the BodhisatvaTs worthiness to receive
veneration and attendance not only from living beings
but also from all natural phenomena of the world*

This

short account may throw light on the influence of the
Jatakamala on the Sinhalese ^gilspoeinsV
How it seems necessary to have a glance at the
normal structure of the Jatakamala, which each story is
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designed to follow', and to Inquire.into the question
how far it was effective in our

Tgi* poem?'* Generally

speaking, each narration of the Jatakamala can be
divided into two parts, namely prose and verse.

The

verse or metrical part again, as has been pointed put
by Max Muller in his introduction to the J at akamala t
admits of a foLir-fold division*

The first according to

him‘
, contains the laudatory verses praising and pointing
out the virtues of the hero which are commonly found in
the preamble of the tale.

The second division consists

of descriptive verses carrying poetic pictures of fine
scenery or of natural phenomena.

The third contains

religious .discourses which are sometimes put into the
m o u t h of the Bodhisatva'*

This feature as he says mostly

finds its place at the end.

The fourth and the last

consists of verses treating of facts in the story*^
These characteristics.of the structure of the
metrical part of tlie Jatakamala could b e .found to be
more or less in common with our early

1g i T poems,

Considerable space lias been given in our discussion to
the second of these features,' and we have seen there how
enthusiastically the authors of both languages, Sanskrit
and Sinhalese,

engaged themselves in the delineation of

J&takamala', e d V F v Max Muller (London, 1895} » vol.X,
Xnt ro due t i o n . p * 3CXVX •

-
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nature where in fact the Sinhalese poets showed more
enthusiasm than Aryasura did*.
division,

The first in the above

the laudatory verses, are adequately featured

in both *gi' poems.

Sometimes these praises are put into

the mouth of a character while sometimes they emerged
from the author*s own narration.

There could be fotmd in

the Sasadavata quite a number of laudatory verses which
are connected with either the author's own narration or
M

his character's.

/ —

Aryasura as well as the author of the

Sasadavata praised the Bodhisatva or his magnanimous
sacrifice through the mouth of 4>akra, one of their
characters,

just after the Great Being fell into the

-1
midst of the flames.

Similarly,

the third and the

fourth characteristics are also features in common with
the Sinhalese

*gi * poems, wliere the third, religious

discourses, plays the most significant part*

Both the

Sasajataka of the Jatakamala and the Sasadavata contain
an elaborate sermon of moderate length which emerges from
the same situation of the story and is ascribed to the
m a i n character, the Bodhisatva.

The

♦s a s a ' according to

the narration gave a sermon in the company of his friends
describing the importance of pei’forming rel:Lgio^^s duties
2
and observing precepts *
In the same way the Muvad evda vat a
1.

J atakamala,, NoV 6 , pp. 44-45? Sasadavata, vv. 27^,281*

2*

Ibid *, pp . 39-40 and vv * 242 ,2 5 2 .

c a r r i es.a religious discourse of Icing Makhadeva who gave
his sermon in the council of ministers', ambassadors and
the royal chiefs*

1

From this discussion,

it is clear

h o w those characteristics occurring in the structure of
the metrical part of the Jatakamala are closely connected
wit h the structure of onr

fgi* poems*

O n the whole, the foregoing comparison would permit
us to conclude that the Sinhalese

Tg i 1 poems had a notable

inspiration from the early Buddhist poetry in spite of
their undeniable indebtedness to the so-called Sanskrit
ornate poetry*

This ornate poetic tradition', indeed^

appears to have played a distinctive role in the formation
of stmicture and the formulation of poetic discipline for

our poems; but since the mattex^ has been tx^eated at length
2
by many hands there is no need to repeat the details*''.

But it must be stressed in this context., tlxat this poetic
tradition,

enjoying wide apxelieation in a vast field of

Sanskrit poetry*,' includes the great poems of Asvaghosa
'
*

and Kalidasa

as well as some woxdes of second-rate poets

1*

Muvad,evdavata, w * .100-10*5v

2*

Ananda * ¥ *P #G-uruge ,-Simhalaya •Ha Sams’
krtaya (Colombo ,
^

*
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1954 ), pp’,49-70}

BvPannasara, Sanslcrlt L i tei-ature <
(Colombo ,.1958) ,'p p . 2k8-253i ■ A . V *Suravira, Slmha l a (N&g®«oda-u-966)* p P0 * 9
..
G .Ii*¥i jayavardhana, Kavyavicara-gave sana (C o1 ombo,1 9 68 )
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pp.112-133*;
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like Magha ' and Harsa.

P

Whatever may be their poetical

merits, all these works are linked by the same chain what we call the ornate poetic tradition.

Though our

*gi i poems , as a matter of coimse, tended to the
alankara convention of* later ornate court poetry they
are not by any means deprived of the heritage of its
other links j in other words , they might have drawn some
inspiration from the works of first-rate p o e t A m o n g
the verses of the Sasadavata and the Muvadevd a vat a there
are some poetic thoughts", the sources of w h ich could be
traced to the Haghuvamsa and the Kumarasambhaya of
a

—
»
_
' 3
„
Kalidasa, and to the Janakiharana
of Kumaradasav

Iv

The influence of M a g h a !s work, the ^ i s u p alavadhaV
on the Sinhalese fgST* poems is often mentioned by our
critics# See Simliala-Sahityaye N a g i m a , ppV 25*26,30
and Sxmhala-sahitya X", p V 267: The old Sanne of
Sasadavata also cites some verses of Magha, pp#l6 V 46*

2*

Ilarsa, the author of Ha is adhiy a , is said to have lived
in the second half of the 12th century* History of
Xndian Lit erat u r e » XXXrl» P V 5 6 #

3*

The old Sanne of Sasadavata traces the subject matter
of some verses' in the text to t h e i r 'Sanskrit sources*
S e e 'Sasadavata-sa n n e , pp*5 2 , 79 V 3&V 4l«
Kumarana t unga cites quite a number of Sans la?it verses from the Janakiharana in order'to sliow their relation
ship w ith the Sinhovlese verses * -See M u vadevdavivaranaya,
p p #38 -3 9 * 49V 6 2 , 7 8 *
" “r"’r*Jr"

For instance, the following verse occurring in the
Muyad.evdavata appears to reflect the shadow of a pen
picture drawn by K a l i d a s a : ,

,

1 diti. ai. geviyan - tama yasa^gl gana

'.
—*•- =

karalbara al k e t fhi — siya tanhi no varadava.

1

* lie (Maldiadeva) beheld women',' who in strictest
measure were chanting songs in his praise in
the rice fields where the paddy sxoikes sagged
w i t h grain, 1
The sLipposed Sanskrit source of this verse is found in
the JRaghuvamsa, as f ol 1 ows ;
1 iksuochayanifeadinyastasya goptur gunodayam
*
'
*
,•
akmiarakathodghatam saligopyo jagur y a s a h
*

*■

f Ifomen engaged in protection of -paddy fields,
seated in the shadows of canes, were chanting
songs in praise of the king (haghu)V that
described his glorious life from princehoodv*
The poetic thoixghts of these verses seem to be closely
related as if one is motivated by the other, though the
context of each is clearl}?' distinct j the first speaks of
M a k h a d e v a 1s journey to Himavat to become a hermit while
the latter deals with the victorious journey of Kaghu to
become an emperor.

Poetical thoughts and imaginations

4

.*

of this nature - what may be called textual similarities —
^*

op Vc it *.v .139♦'

* ‘

' ' *

2•

Eaghuvamsa, ed VK *S .Adhikari (Katmandu, 1958 ),ch *k7 -v*2k ,

could b e ,abundantly f ouncl in tlie 3 asadavata and the
Muvadevdavata, and their subject matter can be traced
to such Sanskrit uorlcs of various categories as the
Ha giiuvamsa,^
...li

harana,

*

Etimara samb h a v a ,^

Mo ghadnt a »^ Janaki-

5

i

Sisupalavadhav and so forth.

These sources

clearly show how closely our eaxiLy Jgx * poems are
related w i t h those Sanskrit works of various standard,
and the whole field*

out of which the Sanskrit ornate

poetry is compiled', must have inspired Sinhalese
looetry in one way or another.

*g x *

Nevertheless', the

effectiveness ,of the inspiration the Sinhalese Lgi*
poetry received from the first-rate poems mentioned
above, appears not to have afforded it the vigour and
vitality or the soul of those great poems*

^*

Qnsadavata-sanneV p p ♦

2.

X b i d .V ppv

3*

Xbid.

^*

Muvadevda-vivaranaya, -ed .Mtinidasa ■Eimiaranatimga,

•

5*

16

, 79 •

3 Sj & 1 V

pp.*. 25, 3 9 . ............

(ColomboV1931-)V PPU8',39V^»55*62,78V

Sasadavata-sanne, pp.;
l6,46.
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(c)

A comparison b etween^the Sasadavata and the
Muvad evdava t a

Xn tlie foregoing discussion we liave dealt with
some problems concerning the genesis of tlie early
Sinhalese

1g i * poems.

literary merits.

As

Now we proceed to evaluate their
we have mentioned earlier these

two poems purport to achieve a twofold

merit, religiouis

as well as literary, by using a religious story so
adapted as to accord with contemporary xDoe^Xc tradition.
Both poems therefore, which are sketched out within a
framework provided by the poetic tradition/,’ contain
religious discourses and poetic descriptions of cities,
kings,

seasons and other aspects of nature*

Even though

these features, discourses and descriptions, are
adequately accommodated in both compositions they show
lack of coherence;
intrinsically*
namely Savat

in other w o r d s ’, they are not interwoven

For instance, in the Sasadavata two cities',

(PL,Savatthi) and B a r a m s

(P*Baranasi) are

described at considerable length; the first is connected
wit h the present story while the latter finds
remotely in the past

story. According

its i:>lace

to the poem the

m a i n event which caused the Buddha to relate his past
took place in the city of Savat whore he used to live.

t h o u g h in the past story all incidents, m ain and
subordinate, took place in a remote forest, the city
of Baran&s is described at tlie same length as the
description of Savat *

The city of Baranets has no

connexion at all with the incidents but, being the
capital of the country which the forest belongs to,
the poet had to make a special attempt to link up the
description with the story; so he describes the king’ of
Baranas, and, appearing in his own guxise, says that the
Bodhisatva was born as a hare in a beautiful forest
glade while the k ing Bambadat

(P#Bralunadatta) was

reigning in Baranasv**"
Had he not expressly said so not only the
description of the city but the description of Bambadat
as well wouild not make any sense to the poem#

However,

the device used by the poet in this connexion appears
to be artificial and does not bring about much profit
to the w o r k as a whole as expected by the author*

Such

descriptions, which are not intrinsically related to
the main.incident or character, can be seen in the
Muvad evd avat a too*

The description of the isarat*

season (autumn}', the evening, the night and the dawn

**-*

S asadavata* v*2l8V

occurring in that w o r k show tlie normal, trend of its
structure where the poetical convention appears to
dominate the real story*

Accordingly,

it is not

unreasonable to say that each poet handled the story
in such a manner as to give more and more accommodation
to- poetical descriptions which are intended to meet the
sentimental requirements of readers of each composition#
without due consideration of their propriety and
coherence*
The desire to adorn the story with poetical account
is neatly expressed at the outset of each work; the
Sasadavata compares the relating of the story in detail
to the painting of a picture in a variety of colours;
for the Muyad evdavat a V it is like making a full-grown
tree w ith its leaves

flowers and fruits, whereas its

summarized plot is compared to a small plant*

1

Thus

each composition necessarily makes way for a series of
descriptions within its story*

This trend can be made

clear by treating the way the plot is expanded by each
writer*

The Sasadavata for instance,

so expands its

short plot as to accommodate certain poetical descrip^
tionsV

1*

Its plot unfolds as follows;

Once the Buddha

Sasadavata, v.l7l Muvadevdavata, v l*:7v

32*
was dwelling in the Jetavana monastery in S a v a t *

The

Master was venerated not only by human beings and gods
but also by nature;

six seasons came bringing w ith them

a variety of offerings to him in the shape of manifold
flowers of the various times of the year*

This is how

the author of the Sasadavata paved the w a y for his
descriptions of

Savat , Bevram and the six seasons1* The

poet then continuing his story that was held up to add
those descriptions says that one day the Buddha was
invited by a lay devotee, and the following morning the
Master w ith his disciples was taken in procession to
his house where they were offered food*

The Buddha

having received all due hospitality agreed to preach '
the Dhamma in the evening of the same day*

The Buddha

reveals his past in the course of his sermon*

This

sketch accommodates the descriptions of the morning, the
variety of offerings and the evening*

In the same way

the past story also includes a series of poetical
descriptions1^
Similarly the Muvadevdavata which deals w ith only
the past story of the Makhadeva-jataka r e s e r v o o •much room
for such poetical accounts*
descriptions of

Thus we come across the

the city of MiyuTu (p*M±thila),

of the

king, of the autumn’season, the evening', the night , the
dawn, the royal park and finally the forest Himavat *
Now it is apparent how far our fg i 1 poets tended to
embellish their plots with various poetical accounts
w h i c h are loosely connected w i t h one another*

They

seem to have played such a vital part wit h i n the
structure o f each poem that there Would be no longer
a poem if they were removed', that is to sayV the real
story is ovex*shadowed by somewhat extraneous poetical
embellishments.

This actually does not m e a n that the

story is entirely ignored.

Tlie core of each story

proceeds from beginning to end despite the intemulation
of the descriptions.

Furthermore, a certain attempt is

made to recall the story within those descriptions’,’
1
though as a whole it is not a successful device*
Since the optimum delineation of sentiments in poetry
is postulated by almost a3.1 poetic traditions in one
way or anotlier, tlie utility of those descriptions as
a means of enhancing the projected sentiment or
sentiments may well need some explanation*

As is implied

by the introductory verses themselves in the Sasadavata
and the Huy ad evdava t a as well as the denouement of each

1.

The Sasadavata mentions the Buddha again and again
throughout its descriptions of six seasons; See

op.city* wV* 52V 6 k 'i 6 6 ‘i 73 V 79V 80V 38V 90, 93V

story’, the underlying principle of b o t h poems is to
lay stress on the practice of certain religious virtues
such as charity, observation of precepts and asceticism
through the poetic medium.

1

No doubt both poets might

have been motivated by a fervent devotion towards the
Buddha, which probably made them select these Jatakas
containing the above mentioned religious themeV

The

Sasadavata lays stress on the practising of charity
through its main character, while the other poem
elaborates asceticism through Makhadeva*s character.;
This religious theme must necessarily be conveyed
throughout the poems,

in other words,

each and every

part', vis.,' descriptions and narrations,

incidents and

situations’, and the characterization of the p o e m ’
, should
be so arranged as to convey the

main theme1.

As formulated by Anandavardhana in a w o r k as a
whole',' the delineation of a single sentiment as a
predominant one will endow not only novelty of content
but also abundance of charmV

?

This formulation, which

does not deny the delineation of a variety of sentiments
in a poem,

emphatically calls for their siibordination to

the principal r a s a .
1.

2.
3*

According to this the subordinate

Both stories of the Sasajataka in the Jat akat thakat ha
m ainly deals w i t h the virttie of charity'.
See Jatakatthakatha, edv W.Piyatissa (Colombo,1931) XX,
p p *36 - 40. "
P h v a n y a l o k a » ch .4, p»57Qv
Xbid v, ch .3 r v .24, p .420;y
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rasas cmght to be sttbsidiary to tlie m a i n rasa *

Now the

question may naturally arise what the principal rasa of
our Le S 1 P oem£3 would be1*
or pathos

The sentiment of tranquillity

(santa. or Icaruna) has been postulated as the

probable predominant rasa of these poems by some modern
criticsV

1

It appears that these critics were mainly

concerned with the apparent or most common characteristics
of the works*, viz*, the glorification of the Buddha, when
they were dealing with the rasa conveyed by the poems'**
The terni *karrnia-rasa1 fii one of these critics does not
appear to m ean what it originally connotes in its
traditional theoretical sense*,1 for neither of the sulDjects
of the two poems has any connexion at all w i t h sorrow as
the permanent m o o d ’*'
However,

it is justifiable to postulate the

santa-rasa as the predominant sentiment and final emanci
pation as the foremost human value

(pur u s a r t h a ) in the

Muvadevdavata because its introduction as well as the
denouement convey the idea of renunciation of worldly
pleasure and put the emphasis on asceticism as a means
of emancipation*

But such a conclusion cannot be reached

safely in regard to the

1*

subject of the Sasadavata mainly

Simhalasahityaye n a gi m a , p*40 $ Simhala -sahit yaya *X*
pC252^:

for two reasons*

First, the poem predominantly

delineates the glorification of the Buddha in its
present story while dealing with the incident: of
charity practised by a iay-devotee, w h i c h undoubtedly
plays an important part in this portion though actually
it is not given such a significant place in the poem*
Secondly', while the first part of the past story conveys
the idea of asceticism or observing precepts,

its second

part and the main incident delineates the heroic selfsacrifice of the Bodhisatva*

This dilemma makes it

difficult for us to decide its principal rasa and highest
human value *

How should we tackle this problem?

The

traditional analytical treatments of rasa and x^asadhvani
concepts would provide the necessary clue in this dilemma*
The Sahityadarpana of V i W a n a t h a formulates some
i iii hii nMO'fci * i w i i m i » i * u i i i ! u » i . « u » H i

*

m

rudimentary facts x’egardihg the identification of each
rasa in poetx^y while the Dhavyalolca sketches an approach
to the principal and subordinate r asas in a literary work,
as a whole*

According to Visvanatha the distinction

between the 'santa and the vira-rasas is very clear*
1
*
1
H|!| I *
1
ly*—
(

rw
tflP H
H
W*
h*h
w
>

^

The

f H*
f
H
/
santa rasa as fox'mulated by Visvanatha has sama or repose
resulting from freedom from mental excitement as its
permanent mood, while heroic or vira-rasa has energy
(u t s a h a ) as its pex'mtanent mood*

Both moods are deemed
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those of the noble or best of men (uttamapralerti) *
The

essential excitant of the santa-rasa is emptiness

or vanity of all things by reason of their not being
lasting,

or else it is a form of supreme spirit

(pai^araatma)U

The essential excitants of the heroic on

the other hand, are held to be persons that are to be
conquered.

f*
"*

The enhancers of the santa-rasa consist of

holy hermitages,

sacred places, places of pilgrimage',’

pleasant groves and the like,

or the society of great

m e n 5 while its ensuant is horripilation and its
accessories are self-disparagement,

joy, remembrance,

resolve and kindness towards all beings.*

But the

enhancers of the vira-rasa are the behavious of the
persons to be conquered;

its ensuant is the seeking for

allies while its accessories are firmness, resolution,
pride, reminiscences, reasonings and horripilation. The
vira-rasa is divided into four kinds, namely heroism of
liberality, heroism of duty, heroism of war, heroism of
benevolence

(dam,

dharma V y u d dha, day a )

The characterization of the isant a-rasa in this
analysis is more or less common with that of the
_
2
Dhvanyalokay

if one takes this subtle classification

1*

S ahityadarpana, ed1. by P.V> Kane

2.

chi . III, pp';. 39 - ^2 .
Dhvanyaloka, ch. XV, pp. 573-576.

(Bombay,1923),
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/
of Visvanatha as a n authoritative identification of
-

each rasa in a literary w o r k one might perhaps incline
to decide on santa as the predominant rasa in the
Sasadavata hy paying more attention to its religious
trend than its heroic trend*

But then, the question of

the S a s a fs heroic sacrifice which predominantly occupies
the main body of the poem still remains unresolved*
it is likely that the division of heroic sentiment into
four kinds in the reference cited above could provide
some light by whi c h we would be able to reach a reliable
solution*

it seems that the heroic sacrifice of the

Sasa is moi^e or less the same as the heroic liberality
described in the Sahityadarpana*

The latter part of the

poem makes a good field to produce the heroism of
libera-lity in a prolific way*

To be in harmony with the

sub-classification of Visvanatha, here the permanent
mood-of the sentiment is the S a s a ’s great energy to give
himself in sacrifice without any affection for his body;
the essential excitant is the Bhahmin recipient,

the

king of gods who came in that guise; the enhancing
excitants are the goodness and detexamination of the
benefactox1; the ensuant is the relinquishment of his
whole possession, the body, while the accessories are

1
liis cheerfulness and firmness in giving' liimself.~
Accordingly,

it is not unreasonable to conclude that

vlra is the principal rasa of the Sasadavata'. or more
specifically of the main body of the poem.
Xt is of note in this connexion that, according
to the arbitrary theoretical analysis,

the santa-rasa

2

consists only in the extinction of the egotism’,
on the other hand, nurtures the v i r a ~ r a s a .

which

The hero of

the past story of the Sasadavata cannot be rightly called
devoid of egotism*

As is apparent from what the Sasa has
i
said in response to Sakra, he apx>ears to be very proud of

his own magnificent charity which is put into these words;
1 madan*adahasa balata — ta taba hama tilovvaai
nissek lova madassek - sadissek novana nomati*1
1 Qhl feakra, neither y ou nor anybody in the three
worlds certainly would be able to inquire into
my desire of practising charity; no one surpasses
me, no one even can be compared to me in this
respect * *
The blissful feelings embodied in these xvords seem
more close to a rather worldly pleasure sprung from
splendid valour than sixiritual pleasure touched by caim~
ness or repose resulting from a fulfilling religious duty*
1*

2.

Sahityadarpana^ ch.IIX, p.^0; also see The Mirrox1 of
Composition (Saliityadarpana) translated by Pramada Dasa
Mitra (Bombay ,19^6) p !;126v ^
Ibid*, ch .III, p * 4 i ; Dhvanyal oka V cXi*1X1, pp.403-^3^

3*

S asadavata,

1, _

v .27^1-.

After all, the verse as a whole implies that the
liero*s mentality is filled with pride of his own
generosity and a desire to surpass the world by this
virtue*

This is corroborated by successive poetic

descriptions too, vis* the eulogy of feakra and the
world*s paying homage to the hero*'

Besides,

the poet

himself appears to have intended to extol the hero*s
magnificent endxtrance in liberality when he composed
the poem*

Probably he hinted at this intention in the

introduction w h e n he summarised the whole subject in a
single couplet which says:

*Buddha , the hero, in his

birth as a hare gave himself in sacrifice in the fire
1
to a Brahmin and was drawn 011 the lunar d i s c * 1
not unlikely that the word

Jvuru*

Xt is

(hero) xised in some

verses as an epithet of the hare might denote the p o e t fs
intention of delineating the heroic sentiment as the
principal rasa through the main part of his poem*
By taking these facts into consideration,

2
if we

conclude that the vira and the santa are the predominant
r a s a s in the Sasadavata and the Muvadevdavata

respec

tively, it will then be necessary to explain the functions
of subordinate rasas in heightening the pjrincipal r a s a *

S a s a d a v a t a , v* 16.

2.

S asada v a t a , w *

231 > 2^2*
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01* the poetical accounts occurring in the first part
or present story of the Sasadavata the description of
Savat, which shows its i^ro s per it y and portrays imaginary
scenes of the city and of the splendid lives of its
youth, does nothing much to highlight the main character,
the Buddha", of that portion or to convey the sentiment
that is intended to he delineated*

Q n the contrary,

the erotic feelings prevailing' in some verses make no
sense as an enhancing of the sentiment conveyed through
the successive desci'iptions«

All the other descriptions

of this pox'tion seem to he so designed as to gior'ify the
Buddha as the principal theme, though their course is
intex,rupted hy some irrelevant poetical imaginations
frequent in the description of the six seasons*

1

Nevertheless, many of them ax^ouse the devotional feeling
of the reader in an artistic manner*
Devram,

The description of

for instance, pervasively conveys the a u t h o r 1s

intention to glorify the Briddha *

The tranquil atmosphere

of the temple where the Master used to live is pictured
in such an impressive way that one would incline to think
that everything, animate and inanimate,

in the environ-

ment shares the excellent calmness of the Buddha and is
touched by his spiritual virtues*
poet the courtyard of the temple,
***•

As discerned by the
spread with white sand,

S asadavata, w'# $ 1 , 57, 5&, 59, 60, 6 l , 62,

63,

64 v
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seems to symbolize his purity while full-blown trees
1
reveal the loving-kindness of the Buddha1*

Xn the same

way the author rs devotion towards the fester is conveyed
through the description of the six seasons where he makes
use of nat*ural phenomena in worshipping the Enlightened
One*

E ven though his desire to delineate nature may

overshadow his intention to glorify the Buddha some pen
pictures drawn by him bring about the intended results.
The following verses from the description show how
successfully it conveys -the a u t h o r 1s devotional feeling
towards the Buddha;
1 nnminduhu dakinata - serena maiigiya liyan
gavasi pipi kusuni l u - manahara uturu salu
* van*
no pa tala da immindu - savanalc ras pabasara
♦

numba mandate banda sura sav ~ kale lo bandadili mudim
'*
*'
'
I
U
/1
nava sadala nil diyxxl - ratindu gov vala mevul
mihikata immindu pudev gat a - kanahilla mal semarevy
rangota malu*turehi - s i k i n ^ m b a l a pil pilsak
dig^^ kata indu nalat - salana mini tal vat a van*
"’
midel mevul dam
nava ni kusum iDasklan
sadi yarn siri vandi ev - muni rajn paltx d a l a Ttnen*

1*

S asadavata» w *

h2 f h-6\

2.

Ibid., vv. 5 2 , 6?, 73, 74 # 80*

* Jasmine flowers full-blown on the jasmine creepers
are like the upper garment w o r n by damsels who kept
coming to see the Buddha*

Even though sometimes

B u d d h a !s six-coloured rays are not spread, the
rainbow shining in the sky makes the world clasp
hands on heads

(ill order to worship the Buddha,

thinking that it was his six—coloured rays}*

The

Dame Earth, wearing a dark garment of freslx green
sward and decked with a girdle of red beetles,
took the fan of Ucanahilla* flowers to worship
the Buddha*

Tails of the dancing peacocks on the

sandy court-yard resemble fans made of blue
sapphires, waved by the damsel of the region in
her hands, the eastern wind*

The damsel of the

woods, decked with girdle of fm i d e l f flowers and
wearing ear-rings of fnipa* flowers',' as it were,
worshipped the Bxiddha with hands of leaves.

1

These images, though they do not reach the level of firstrate poetry", are sufficient to convey the devotional fervour
of the author*

The most commendable thing hex’© is his skill

to utilize nature for that purpose*

Tn every trivial

phenomenon of nature he appears to have seen with the mind*®
eye a certain liveliness filled with devotion towards the
Bxiddha*

By ascribing life to inanimate things he must have

thought of suggesting that the spiritual powers and virtues
are felt not

only by living beings but also by each and

every phenomenon of the environment •

Xn the same way
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all the successive descriptions ol the present story
are intended to gloriTy the Buddha*

Descriptions like

the xoreparation of the devotee *s house Tor alms-givingV
the Buddha*s walking to his house Tor alms, accompanied
by monies and the Buddha *s preaching the Dhamma in the
evening, are exclusively devoted to this purpose* though
the attempt at conveying the same idea through the
description oT the morning and the evening does not turn
but profitablyv
W h e n we take these Tacts into accounty we would
necessarily incline to conclude that the Tirst part or
the present story oT the poera is so designed as to
convey the santa as principal rasa and that the heroic
in liberality which is predominantly delineated in the
past story lias here been given a very remote place*
This portion as a whole does nothing in heightening' the
principal rasa oT the mai n portion*

XT soj this would

be a case oT conveying two independent rasas in the
1
same poem that has been condemned by A n a ndavardhana*
2
This actually ought to be regarded as a poetic Tault
oT the author caused by carelessness in securing coherence
of the setting oT the m ain and subordinate parts1*

1 ?*

Dhvanyal oka <

ch * XV V p# 470 *

^*

Siyabaslakara, chy XXX, v y 33$ ♦
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The descriptions of the past story again* needs
some explanation of how they, on their part, make a
meaningful service to heighten the principal sentiment*
This portion of the poem begins with an elegant poetical
account of a city called Baranas and then we come across
another description which contains praise for Bambadat,
the king; both of them are not intrinsically connected
wit h the main character*

At the end of these descriptions

the poet directs the way to the real point by saying that
there was a beautiful foxiest glade in the Himalayas while
this virtuous king was protecting the w o r l d by his mighty
ax'm*

1

Xn the description of the forest he delineates

two aspects together, attractiveness otl the one hand and
horror on the otlierv

The usefulness of this description

as a means of enhancing the main rasa will be perceived
w h e n the reader comes to the next item, where the Sasa
plays an active pax’t amongst his fellow animals though
he himself is a tiny hare •

Xt is described how the

whole animal world in the forest lived in friendship
with one another and developed the loving kindness within
them by the power of the h a r e !s immense kindness to the
w o r l d 1*

Wild animals who engaged themselves in practising

this friendliness not only abstain from eating others

1*

Sasadavata, v* 217*

but also took care o f them^

Xn the course of this

description^ the poet says;, !A leopard who say a deer
caught by forest creepers came out from its place and
Tj
cut the creepers with its teeth and let it free, ’
This poetical account which contains many such occasions
highlights the Sasa's virtues* loving kindness, mercy
and the like and brings about a suitable environment
whi c h would enhance heroic sentiment', the predominant
rasa due to be delineated in the next descriptions**
.2
Here, the har’e seems to be regarded as a hei’o in mercy*"
-

He himself behaves as a n energetic figure .fill! of
endurance and self-confidence*

He not only preaches

m e r c y , kindness, asceticism and charity for the edifi
cation of others but at the same time engages himself
in practising what he has preached*

That is why he came

to the decision to feed anybody in need w i t h his own
flesh*

All this,' in one way or a n o t h e r ’
, throws light on

the heroic sacrifice occurring in the denouement*
Advising his friends and leading them to observe precepts
plays the part of ’seeking for a l l i e s ’ and becomes the
3
ensuant of the rasa * ■

Sasadavata, v v 236*
Snhitya-darpaaaa, ch*3 j p#40*
3v

X bidy, chV 3 r v*23 3 v
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The climax of the rasa is correlated w i t h the
moment of* the liare1s self sacrifice in the fire to feed
the hungry Brahmin, feakra.

The poet , at this stage’
,

creates an appropriate background to illuminate
dynamically the most important situation of the storyV
Un t i l then the flow of the story is sluggish and is
often interrupted to give more room for poetical
episodes within the structure*

But now there opens

a conversation between the hare and the Brahmin, the
donor and the recipient*

This brief and straightforward

dialogue which throws light , fx'om its every corner', on
the m ain point comes to an end very quickly v

The poet

recounts their conversation after describing their
accidental meeting in the forest’*' As he describes it,
the hare,

seeing the Brahmin oppressed with fatigtie and

hunger, kindly asks the reason for his coming*'
Brahmin replies

The

$

* sadukin ayem - topa dunu vatak ada biiida
*me vene davas*arinata - upavas ita risiyemv*
*

1

1 Xn fatigue and hunger 1 came here to eat whatever
y o u give, and wish to stay here observing the
precepts of

1*

Sasadavata, v *

uposathaV*
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Tlie hare replies:
1 apa boclmi tana mut - kisi tala mungu mat riat
u
*
•
t i
bliida risi se tapa kara - me anga pirunu mas at *
1 I have no sesames nor even green grain but grass',"
m y food* Nevertheless',’ 1 have this body Tull of
flesh; 3^ou may live an ascetic life depending on
it * *
Saying this, the hare asks him to kindle a fire with wood
and makes primary px’eparations to sacrifice himself*
This crucial moment is so turned into a poetic picture
as to illuminate the character and the principal rasa
connected with it by these words:
1 guna gamini huna - tosa rala bavaga aga pat
*

*

*

siya Icul'umi sayura - salamutu smiera gira men*

2

e vip nuduru tana nima no saigas gini ras
—
u —
3
diyunamni bo sat - muliunehi bali somnasV
gini kala b a v a !tbav - lada ladimi dana hanga
siradahu vilasin dalamada hebi giri sire.

1

^

1 The waves of great ecstasy of his ocean-like
kindness rose to such a lofty place as the
summit of the u n i v e r s e V
of virtue,

The hare, the abode

sat there immobile like Mount Meru.

The Brahmin, who kindled the fire very soon near
by, looked at the face of the Bodhisatva that
glittered w i t h ecstasyv knowing that the fire was
burning the hare who perceived his own sacrifice
as the frrxition of his life made himself shine
amidst the flames as a king of lions on a
mountain summit v *
1-4*

Sasadavata* v. 2 6 7 , 2 6 9 , 270 and 271*

The first of these verses embodies the hare's immense
pleasure in his heart and tlie insuperable determination
in his decision to give himself as a morsel to anybody
in need*

The metaphor 'ocean of kindness'

occurring

there refers to his unfathomable kindness towards the
world*1 Similarly, the immeasurable height of its waves
represents his great ecstasy caused by the contemplation
on the opportunity of performing the virtue that load been
admired and longed for so heartily.

And

'Mount Meru'

in

this reference symbolizes his courage and the firmness of
his desire to practise charity.

Xn the next verse these

characteristics are further heightened through the second
character, the Brahmin*

from his point of view,’ as

described by tlie poet, no wavering, hesitation or dis
appointment could be noticeable 011 the Bodhisatva's face,
but only glittering pleasure*1 The third verse illuminates
further the mind of the Bodhisatva.

By this time he is

assessing his self-sacrifice which is due to take place
within the next few seconds*

This self-sacrifice, as

he describes it, is the foremost value of his life.
Bnjoying the great pleasure caused by this understanding^
he faces the situation without any fear or wavering.’
Accordingly,’ the. simile

'as a king of lions'

in tlie verse

is precisely appropriate to the character and it carries
the desired meaning;

it exposes the energy,' endurance

and perception that were shining within his soul.

Thus,

the most important incident of the story lias come to an
endv

The m a i n complex of the plot has unfolded5.

What

is to be specifically mentioned here is that each and
every wox^d as well as poetical usage of this delineation
is artistically arranged,

so that each of them plays its

part meaningfully in order to convey the intended heroic
sentiment1.1 Though it is now virtually over', the poem
itself proceeds a little further;

it continues with

another two poetical episodes; one contains feakra*s
eulogy and the other the world's homage to the Bodhisatva\
Both of them appear to be related to the main incident
intrinsically.

The sentiment which reaches its climax

in the sacrifice follows calmly and gently to the
termination*

U n t i l the very end, it invariably receives

sufficient backing from these d e s c riptions.
eulogy is

^Sakra's

mainly concerned with a recollection of past

experiences of the Bodhisatva where he practised chax’ity
at the same level as this,

or more highly*1 Since as a

whole it delineates the energetic power of the main
character, it serves to heighten the v i r a - r a s a .

But

the final description which contains various manifes
tations of respect that the Bodhisatva received from
the w o r l d , including' both animate and inanimate phenomena
appears to convey the sentiment of the marvellous, for it
mainly deals with the marvellotis manifestations of nature
2.
caused by the incredible sacrifice *

Here the marvellous

(a d b h u t a ) being the subordinate rasa plays its part as
a subsidiary to the principal r a s a »
a whole,

The description, as

illiistrates the magnificent sacrifice which

causes the: world to pay its fervent respect and honour
to the hero v
F rom the foregoing discussion,

it is now clear

that the Sasadavata conveys separately two rasas',
santa and v i r a , through its present and. past stories
respectively-, vira being the predominant rasav

Since

the v i r a —rasa delineated in the main body of the poem
is conveyed through the energetic activities of the
hero', the Bodhisatva', the santa-rasa dominating the
present story neithex1 does much damage nor yet supports
the principal rasa*

Thus’
,' each portion shines with its

own light 5 they are not correlated w i t h each other
intrinsically nor are they reciprocal either1*'
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But for the Muvad©vdavataV the facts are not
the same as in the Sasadavata#

Unlike the Sasadavata

it appears so designed as to convey the feanta-rasa
predominantly*

The siibject matter of the poem, the

story of Malthadeva itself which is drawn from the
Jatakas,

is intended to stress asceticism

lying principle*

as an under

This theme becomes clear not only from

the denouement but also from the introduction*

In an

introdixctory verse where the whole story is summarized
into a couplet the main turn of the story is otitlined
by these words: *apa raunindu ek kalak isa narak dutu
-

kenehi isives x^is vi

>2

/

(once our hord seeing a grey hair

on his head longed for asceticism).

Malchadeva,s

relinquishment of the throne from aversion to worldly
pleasure,

fundamentally relates with the santa-rasav

The aversion to worldly pleasure, again,

that is tradi

tionally considered futile and temporary is one of the
basic temperaments which constitute the sentiment of
tranquillity*

As is laid down in the Sanskrit poetic

tradition, the essential excitant
of the santa-rasa is the emptiness

1*

or vanity of all

Jatakatfhalmtha (SHB), e d • ¥ VTiyatissa
'...i
>r™4
I,

2V

(alambana-vibhava)

(1 •X » 9)» pp.125-1 2 7 .

Muvaclevdavata» v .6

(GolomboV1926),
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tilings by reason of tlieir not being lasting'."

The

idea of the futility of worldly things and the longing
for ascetic life as a means of attaining final emancipa—
tion, the highest

human value, are pre-eminently conveyed

through the latter part of the poem.
The poet seems to have designed his work with a
v i e w to throwing light on this main theme or principal
rasa from a threefold distinctive division of the mai n
storyV: As the poem itself shows", the first division is
concerned with the most luxurious life of the king.

The

second deals with the conflict of abdicating' the throne
from aversion to worldly pleasure," which resulted from
the appearance of a grey hair on the head, the symbolic
figure of decay", and describes how he went to the royal
park to live an ascetic lifev

And the third consists of

the journey to the Iiimavat, concentrating on the final
emancipation by bx’eaking the last and only remaining
link w ith worldly life*

Each description of the second

and the third divisions plays its part very convincingly
so that each may heighten the 'santa-xusa *

Xn this

respect we need some explanation how this rasa is worked
out through its various channels’.
3-*

SahityadarpanaV chv3^P*^£^ • v*243*
Anandavardhana dealt with this as the m a i n element
of ;santa"rasa whe n he reached the conclusion that the
Mahabharata conveys the 'santa as the principal rasay
See Dhvanya 1 o k a » c h v 4 , pp*5 73***5 7^*
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Xn the poem, the most important part or climax of
its story is Maldmdeva*s abdication in spite of the
earnest request of the covmcil of ministers to remain on
the throne*

Iiis abdication is caitsed by aversion to

sensual pleasure on the one hand and the aspiration for
final emancipation on the other*

This is apparent from

his discoLirse to the cotmcillors who were summoned to
receive the announcement of the abdication*

In the course

of his self-revelation he emphatically expressed his great
dissatisfaction with the luxurious life he had experienced
'up till then, and repeatedly praised the ascetic life as a
means of attaining emancipation-*

The kingly life indulging

in every sensual pleasure', according to his own. perception
and assessment,

is just a *living in the d a r k 1*

His new

v i s i o n resulting’ from the past experiences is rightly
conveyed by these words:
* pamayin banda vada - dala pem videv diviyata
gali me tele kalhi - visimi sapat andurev 1
1 X have been far too firmly bound'to life that is
compared to a flash of lightning, and have lived
heedlessly till now sunk in the darkness of
pleasure v■*
*paradi behevin - balata sapat*hi lagi lov
pavasin pana yi - miringu sililata davana Xavehel**
*

*

*Xf one rightly observes how the world is bound fast
to delights, it would seem sillier than the fawn who
kneels from thirst at a mirage,thinking here is water.*“
1*

Muvad evdava t a ", w * 10 0-101 *

The idea of the emptiness riai worldly xoleastxre J' abimdant
in tlie first part of* this discoursej

serves as the essen

tial excitant to heighten the feanta-rasa** while the latter
■w 1

mwi

m

m
* n.*» mm* n*

part of the same discotirse which is devoted to stressing
the authenticity of final deliverance and the importance
of asceticism as a course leading to that destination
supports the sentiment by providing its most essential
source* that is to say'* quietism* the permanent mood* So
tfie following verses which again and again praise asceti
cism, as opposed to the sensual indulgence subjected to a
thorough disdain in the first part of this discourse*
throw light on the intended r a s a ;
* osu visa vasata - kelesa*ndarata sara hiru

♦

v

sa sara gimata se turu - pih.it a sura lo yaturata
*
*
•
vene vasa tava gat - bav nivan toia£*eka manga
•

*

vasan muhudata
pasuru - pama liyata
tiyimu
kaga#
*
*
*
ebavini dan gos - ramani pul vana gele
tava kota saha nitten - yehen vesem a m a t n e n i . *
* To become an ascetic while living in the forest is
the antidote to the baneful joys of sense,' autumn*s
m o o n against the darkness of evil', shade-tree in the
heat of existence in *samsara*V firm bedrock for the
pilgrimage to the world of the gods'* ferry over
waters 0 3 ? sorrow* sole path to emancipation or
Nirvana and the sharp sword to the creeper of heed
lessness*1 Hence, dear ministers, I shall set out to
the s%veet forest glade* become a hermit without delay
and live there untroubled.1
1.
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F u r t h e r , the next description, put into the mouth of*
a minister, which is intended as a x*esponse to the k i n g ’s
discourse also gives substantial support to the same
sentiment', though it is so designed as to persuade the
Icing to remain on the throne*

The description which is

mainly concerned with the fame and admiration the king
received from the world and his SLibjects makes a flash
b a c k to the righteousness of the k i n g ’s past life*
Accordingly,

it supports the principal rasa as a congenial

accessory and at the same time it renders its service in
heightening the rasa as a resistant force which demands
an extra reaction from the other side, the main character*
That is why the king says these somewhat determined words
that put emphasis on asceticism in reply to the ministers
* eb’
a vih dan gora - maranat ’ini a t ’hi tama
no het ma gos valhi - tava gat bav dinu bav*;
ma navatannata - piyo piya amatteni
het a heta kavuru valalcat - yuganduru pokuru d a l i y e n V ’
* T h u s , going now to the forest and becoming a hermit
before falling into the hands of the dire elephant
of death will be victory over him*
Ministers, give
up your attempt to dissuade me* How can one prevent
disaster with a lotus-stalk when the mountain
Yuganduru is falling? * ^
The strong feelings reflected in these words,
motivated by the aversion to sensual pleasrire as expressed
Muvadevdavata, w * 118-119 *

in the first part of this discourse, perhaps quicken the
king* s departure for the forest5;

The straight forwardness

and serio^^sness of the expression contained in these
verses more potently convey the santa-rasaV
of the first verse which says:

1tava gat bav dinu b a v 1

(to become a n ascetic is victory)
present views on human values.

The last line

suggests the king*s

According to his new

conviction he no longer believes in victory over worldly
enemies so as to widen the frontiers of his kingdom* Now
his entire hope relies upon asceticism*

How firmly he was

fastened to the decision of leaving for the forest is
apparent from the metaphorical utterance:

fJ.Teta heta

kavuru valakat yuganduru pojkuru daliyen**

All this

readily assists in heightening the rasa *
king*s realization the

Through the

helps the reader to relish

the intended sentiment'*
The poet proceeding on the projected structure
turns to the next stage*

Xn accordance w ith his poetic

structure*, the king put the harden of kingship upon \iis
elder son, left the court and hastened to his park where
he engaged himself in meditation.

Though his depax’ture

actually brought about a sorrowful moment wit h i n and
outside the court the poet seems to evade it skillfullyV
for the occasion is not suitable to the sentiment of

'*-1

pathos V

So lie lets everything connected with, this

.2
situation come to a sudden end,
and proceeding with the

same sentiment of tranquillity,
point of the poem'V

comes to the next turning

There he delineates nature impressive

ly, ,with special reference to its quietude and calmness
caused by the spiritual power of the sage Makhadevav

In

this description the pleasing groves and bowers are so
artistically controlled as to convey the /santa-rasa» Here
we see the p o e t ’s sldll in conveying such an atmosphere

.

as is aptly congenial to Makhadeva?s ascetic lifeV
At the end of this description the poet speaking of
Maldiadeva *s moral achievement s a y s ;
1 somi ramani val - uyanhi vesemin mese
y

-

3

dahamak seyin ves gat - nirindu m u l u lo sit g a t .
1 The king who had w o n the whole w o r l d ’s heart
became the very embodiment of dharma and thus
spexit his da3^s in the fair enchanting forest
glade *4
■ The poetic usage,

!the embodiment of d h a r m a 1 in this

verse suggests the k i n g ’s pre-eminence in morality as a
herinitV

The last line of the same stanza refers to his

fame spread all over the world and the admiration he
lv

T ho u g h the final speech of the minis t e r ,which is
intended to dissuade the king contains some sorrowful
thoughts it seems to focus on the strong decision of
the king and certainly does not subdue the main rasaV

2%

dp»cit ♦, rv*» 125-127 •'

3V

MuvadevdavataV v v 133 *

gained

(which were undoubtedly not expected by him) fox'

his detachment to the w o r i d v

That must be the reason

Tor his decision to leave the royal park*

This turning

point of the main- character seems to be made use of to
convey the same sentiment further*

The moment of leaving

the royal park and the temperament which caused him to
reach such a decision are expovmded in these words

:

* mehi vasata kavara — pura isuru ma duhuye
vi e i^mmsna len - bihi va supul vana gelen
tava nadan himav - vana ya gat guna nadan
v
*
3
sanahamini m e n manga hi - vadan amayin dutuvanV*
1 Thinking:

Mwhat are the city joys that X renounce

by remaining here'1 he felt distaste in his heart
Tor life in woodland parks and left that forest*’
He‘
, a treasure-house of good, delighting all he
met abroad with the nectar of his speech, left
for the forests of Himav, rich of penance **
Makhadeva*s departure from the royal park which marks
his second renunciation stops entirely every remaining
fringe of relationship) with his kingdom as well as w i t h
worldly life1*

Xt presupposes his disinterestedness in

sensual pleasure on the one hand, and his aspirations to
attain high dignity of spiritual purification or humility,
on the other*5 Thus by turning the hero to the path towards
a n exalted state of mental purification', the p>oet sharpens
1*

MuvadevdavataV w

* 13^-135 *

tlie emotional feeling of4 the reader so that he may Z’elish
the intended sentiment*
The next description contains Maldiadevafs journey to
Himavat from the royal park*

Xt delineates how the sage

proceeds through the forest watching the sweetness of
natitre w i t h delight and reaches H i m a v a t , where he saw the
hermitages.

There he lived till the very end of his life

enjoying the great ecstasy, dissociated from worldly
desires, which he has attained through meditationv

The

poet h o w e v e r ,aptly conveys t he sant a -ra sa throughout the
description',' imobstrueted by any subordinate r a s a *; The
poet seems to be able to connect every part of the
description,' in one way or another," with the principal
rasa and to support it by furnishing it w i t h appropriate
accessories*

Tn the same way the final description of

the u n p r e c e d e n t e d friendliness amongst the animal world
in the forest’
,' caused by the loving kindness of the
ascetic, also plays its part in heightening the same rasa*
How it is evident from the foregoing discussion that
the second and the third divisions of the m a i n story
abundantly convey the intended rasa *

We need some expla-

nation here of what could be the effectiveness of the
first division in heightening the principal rasa-*- As we
have mentioned earlier,

in. this division Makhadeva*s
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lclngly life lias been given a very important placeV

No

doubt Maldiadeva would have indulged in luxurious life
as a young king*

The poet', therefore, must have deli

neated his joyful life purposely w i t h a view to putting
stress on the idea of ^’enunciation that was due to take
place in the next stage p-f the same character*

Bo he

describes the king^s life elaborately in this section
which contains in addition to the praise of the lcingy the
descriptions of Miyulu,

the city, the autumn, the evening,

the night and the morning.

Of these, the description of

Miyulu, which delineates the prosperity and the playful
ness of the citizen and the sweetness of the city within
and without', makes a suitable ground for the next
descriptions1*

The description of the king elaborately

praises him for his various qualities, his fame and valour
and his virtues such as charity, mercy and the

like*

In the same way all the other poetical features of
this portion are intended to delineate the loveliness and
joyfulness of the city life including that of the king*
W h e n all of these descriptions are collectively taken
into consideration, despite some defects in their setting,
they throw light in one way or another on the iLixurious
life of the king;

in other words,

concerns the erotic sentiment*

this division mainly

If so", what would be the

support it affords to heighten the principal r a s a ?
Would it not be a hindrance to that rasa?
Xt is true that qxiietude and erotic sentiment are
regarded as mutually opposed in the Sanskrit poetic
tradition*

So then, how does this portion sexwe as a

subsidiary to the ;santa r a s a , predominantly delineated
in the second and the third divisions?

In this respect,

the Dhvanyaloka would furnish us w i t h necessary guidance
to resolve this question*

Xn Anandavardhana it is

regarded as a hindrance of sentiment w h e n after portixiying
a person as spiritually minded', the poet makes the same
1
person appear in the role of a romantic lover abruptly*'
According to this theory such hindrance of sentiment is
caused by a defect in setting the plotV

Since the author

of the Muvadevdavata made his setting the other way rou n d ‘
d
as opposed to the case above mentionedy by delineating the
erotic sentiment first’, and the quietude sentiment next,
it cannot reasonably be regained as a hindi-ance to the
sentiments

Xt is of note that here,

even though the m ain

character, Makhadeva," indulges in a luxurious life in the
first stage of his character as a you n g king, his latex1
behaviour as an ascetic in the next two stages is entirely
devoid of every worldly pleasure*

d h v a n y a l o k a » ch * 3 , p v 317 *

So it seems unreasonable
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to accuse tlie poet of causing a liindrance to tlie
principal rasa by delineating an opposed sentiment
first’
* for this does not contradict either the x^oe'kic
postulate or the natural behaviour of a human beingv
Further, no formulation is laid down to prevent
the poet from delineating various rasas in the same poem*
The Dhvanyaloka which propounds the theory of a single
sentiment in a poem as the predominant one while others
are subsidiary to it also formulates:

* Xf the subsi

diary sentiment happens to be an opposed one', it should
be carefully depicted only as lesser than the principal
sentiment.

For example,

if quietude is the principal

sentiment, the erotic should be lesser in importance *:t

1

Though in comparison with the other two divisions this
whole portion occupies nearly half of the xDoem, the
erotic sentiment conveyed appears to be lesser in
importance #*■ The descript ion of the night

P

is the only

place where the erotic sentiment is conveyed directly
and abidingly throughout this portion;

Xt is also not

directly related with

the main character5it

is deli

neated just as a part

of the joyful life of the

city*

The erotic sentiment conveyed through this portion
certainly does .not reach such a prominent position as to

1*
2.

Phvany al olca,
* cliv 3> PV k-2b^
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overcome tlie principal sentiment, the quietude*

Xt is

also laid down that this delineation of a n opposed
sentiment as subsidiary one should be intended to heighten
1
the predominant sentiment'

and that such hindrances will

serve as Toils or ancillaries only when the3>- are positive-2
ly overcome by the intended sentiment**''

Xt is however

not unjust iXiable to say that the santa rasa delineated
abidingly through the latter halT of the poem has reached
such predominant rank as to overcome the erotic sentiment
conveyed through this portion*

Xn Tact this portion may

serve to the principal sentiment as a resistant element",
enticing the main character into enjoying worldly
pleasures so as to highlight his reaction which re stilted
in the reverse course;

in other words'," it implies,

in a

suggestive way, what a great endeavour the king has
TulTilled by relinquishing a kingdom Tull oT luxuries to
become an ascetic*

Now it is clear Trom this discussion

that"," while the Sasadavata delineates two individual ra s a s
in its present and past stories respectively, the Muvadey~
davata conveys a singular predominant rasa throughout the
poem w h ich accommodates varieties oT r a s a s , ancillary to
the principal sentiment in the course oX its descriptionsV

3**
2*

bhvanya 1 o k a , chv 3>" P'*- hZh * (yirodhinastu raoasyangirasaoeksaya leasvaciimyuna ta samnadaniya^ »*
Xbid * 8 cli. 3* pV 4Q2:.

CHAPTER VI

A Study of tlie Art of Translation

(a)

Some A s p e c t s of Literary Translation During the
Period;

As we have mentioned elsewhere’
, Gtirulugoini and
*

Vidyacakravarti drew their subject matter Tor the
Amavatura and Rutsarana
1^1 Trom various Pali sources*
i.i»— — -

Xt

1-*

has also been pointed oxit that both authors sometimes
treated the same subject, but in diTTerent ways#

These

different manners of treatment were probably caused by
various reasons such as pex'sonal interest,’ artistic
conceptions', individual fcerception oT arts and literary
expex'ienceV the authoritative efficiency in languages
possessed by the authors', and finally the purpose which
the works were written forv

Many Sinhalese literary

critics have shown Gurulugomi'* s achievements as a
#
translator rather than as a creative writer and others
have hastened to appreciate his endeavour while dis
regarding its interpretative aspect*

On the other hand,

V i d y a c a kravarti*3 achievements as a creative writer very
often seem to have received many appreciative comments.
Neither side tried to make a thorough enquiry into the

interpretative aspects of each work*

In fact', V i d y a 

cakravarti *s w o r k as a whole takes an entirely different
path from G u r u lugomif-s composition, and in some cases
it is very different from an ordinary translation*

In

this respect, we may well need some explanation of the
theory of translation that was in practice among the
ancient Sinhalese writers with special reference to
these two authors'.
Prom very early times Sinhalese literature had
a close connexion w i t h Pali and later w ith Sanskrit
literatures*
Buddhism,

Pali, the main vehicle of fheravada

introduced to the Sinhalese the Buddhist

literature originating in India about the third century
B.C., which was brought by the first Buddhist mission
*

dispatched by the Emperor AsokaV.

As Is evident from

our sotxrces, the earliest- Sinhalese literature comprised
the translations of (Pali) commentaries*

The

Atuva-Gatapadaya and the Sara11had ipa n i V a subcommentary
«
.ji »

ni^i i

i

in 'I ■■■ ■nflSliwm ma ipi.Milnaff i‘
»i ■■■*

*■>»>*i

*m»<r<m 'i1i. n

m^ »

*

to the Samant a pa sad ika of Buddhaghosa, mention that the
commentaries to the Pali canon, which were assigned to
the Buddha*s time, were brought to Ceylon by the venerated
Mahinda and were translated into Sinhalese by native
scholars.

1.

1

Another such event is recorded in the

B h ampiya-Atuva- "
,
ed* D*B* Jayatilaka
- ™"«r ' *
(Colombo^1932), p*6; Saratthadipa n i , ed * B.heva
ralddaita (Colombo ,191^*} , p • l6'y

MalmvamsaV
,

r. T

r

,

H

According to the chronicle*' a learned thera
■■

, I. II-

called Maha 3}hammakathi who lived in the reign of king
Buddhadasa

(a *B* 3^0-368) translated the Sutta-Pitaka
*

xnto Sinhalese*

1

Similarly, the Culavamsa speaks of

|[t.

3,

' -

Vijayabaluiis translation of the Dhamma sangani * " Since
none of those translations survive,

it is impossible to

dot examine the actual nature of their interpretative art.
Buddhaghosa’, who translated some of those
Sinhalese commentaries into Pali somewhere around the
\

fifth century A.Dv,
his rendering*

outlines the main principles of

By way of illustrating the principles

here we cite two passages in translation from Buddha
ghosa ; one fx’om the S amant a pa sad ika, a commentary to
the V inaya-PitakaV and the other from the Dhammapadaftha-*
* iiwil ■*! i
«

1-irTiT-*iir*»n«

>
.-1
—
I

rrfc-"TT*Ti- -*«■~rtinMij.r*
•

k a t h a V commentary to the Dhammapada of Xfhuddakanikaya y ..
The first of these is a w o r k of instruction containing
the rules of moral conduct or discipline; the other is
a w o r k of literary meriti

In the introductory verses

of Samant a pa sad ilea, .he states:

lFrom these

(Sinhalese)

commentaries after casting off the language, and cond e n 
sing detailed accounts but including all authoritative

1*

2.

Mahavaxnsa, ed:* H.Sumangala & B*A*De Silva Batxivantvidawa

(Colombo ,1908) chy 37 r V y 175 ♦'

Cv *

chy 60 , v * 17 *

decisions, and without overstepping' any Pali idiom','
X shall proceed to compose my work * V ^
This statement speaks of a ’
.fourfold characteristic
that he intended to aim at in his work, namely,

casting

off the original languageV abridgement of detailed
accounts,

inclusion of all decisions and keeping in

harmony with idiomatic tisage of the receptor l a n g u a g e «
As is implied by these determinant words,

Buddhaghosa

was not considering a sort of word for word or perfectly
literal translation:

rather he seemed to have had some

attraction towards the sort of free translation which is
entirely accurate in meaning#

Much tlie same method, but

enjoying more latitude and flexibility, appears to be
applied in his literary translation, the 3jhainma pa da 11 h a -«
katha»

Xn the introductory verses of this w o r k he says:

.’Here X shall cast off that

(Sinhalese) language and

syntactic peculiarities and render it
. 2
beautiful language1 *

into Pali, the

Further, he says:

fX shall

explain only words of the verses which were not explained
there

(in the original work} and.X shall simply render

into Pali everything other than this according to the
meaning of the ori g i n a l 1*

As far as these words are

1*

Samantapasadika,

ed'# Baddegama Piyaratana and

2*

¥ alivit lye Sorata (Col ombo,±$ 2 9 ), X'i P • 1.
JDhamma pa d a 11 haka t ha ? y ...} ed* ICahave Rat ana sara
"
*•
(Colombor,1922), X , P* 1*
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r
concerned his version should differ from tlie original
in two point s'| tlie language and tlie additional expla
nations of certain verses*

At tlie same time, a sxoecial

stress is laid on tlie identity of meaning in both the
original and the translation*-

Though this method of

translation sounds somewhat distinctive in contrast to
that used in Samantapasadika itV also, does not claim
to provide a simple literal-translation*■, The idea
behind this conception of translation may become clearer
from a commentarlal explanation occurring in the Bhampiya—
Aiuva-ClatapadayaV an old Sinhalese paraphrase to the
BhammapadatthakathaV
* l iJ‘

V

^ r i : r - n . x - L l * o _ .. l , .

i

Commenting on those words of

Buddliaghosa.1, the work says s T,arut vis in me kiyanemi*
.

1

pada vis in no kiyanemi * padavisin magadhabasin kiyanemi V *
11 shall render it in meaning but not in words

original)1*

(of the

X shall compose it in words of Pali. *

This

makes clear the translator*s intent to preserve the
content of the source language without making change or
distortion other than the casting off of the language.
As the Sinhalese originals are lost, the translating
process adapted by this celebrated Pali scholar is
hardly to be determined and we ax*e not cjuite sure
whether it would be reasonable to compare this with

IV

Bhampiya-Atuva-Gatapadaya* pv 8 V
—r-ni I JlfMW Iipiniwn

Ifcwhm i r I.II

|I . . nr—

*

the generally accepted hypotheses describing translating
as the decanting of a liquid from one vessel to another,
ox- as the pouring of an old wine into a new bottle*
Xt is pointed out that both metaphors suggest that there
is a single content, the original one, representing one
thing or substance remaining unchanged in the translating
1
process1.

However,

it is difficult to surmise how much

of the total content of the original w o r k is spilled or
lost during the operation of decanting or pouring into
the new container1*1
No doubt several other Pali scholars of later
times who tried their hand in rendering Sinhalese works
into Pali must have adopted much the same principle as
this.

Or perhaps some of them would have preferred a

further modified method with more freedom to decorate
or recreate the subject matter of the original work*
He find three Pali works with literary merit,

two in

prose and one in verse, namely, the Mahabodhivamsa,
Thupavamsa and Da tha varasa , which, perhaps exemplify a
new process of literary translation that appears to
have enjoyed much latitude in handling the subject
matter.

1.

All three compositions acknowledge their

Renato Poggioli,

fThe added Artificer *

lation^ edy R,A* Brower
1959), P. 1^0.

O n T r ans 

(Cambridge, Massachusetts',
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indebtedness to original works in Sinhalese w h ich wex'e
probably known by the same name as the new version in
•Pali.

But none of them directly expresses that they

are dealing with a translating process*

Each author

appears to prefer to denote his w o r k as a new x^oduction
rather than a translation.

1

Unlike Buddhaghosa none

of them makes any comment on the authenticity or faith-,
fulness of liis composition in respect to the original
work*

The subject matter extracted from the original

w o r k may have been lavishly elaborated in accordance
w i t h poetical and stylistic devices*

Xt may not be

imju.stified to supxoose, under such circumstances,

that

the subject matt ex* of the ox’iginal did meet w i t h additions
and changes, possibly engendered by the a u t h o r fs indi
vidual urge and originality*

However1, it must be stressed

in this connexion that we are not in such a position as
to reach a definite conclusion concerning the nature of
these versions', for none of their original works is
extant*

.1 ;*

Upatissa,

the author1 of MahaboihivaiiisaV uses the word
- lm n — - -i. r

o:

Jracavanto1 to denote tliat lie is comxoosing the woxdc
in Pali whereas Buddhaghosa translating into Pali
says ftantibhasam aropay i t v a 1> Mahabodhivamsa.
ed> Sobhita (Colombo', I 8 9 0 ),’ p, 1, and D h a m m a padat thakatha , p.*‘ 1*

There are quite a number of Sinhalese paraphrases
to Pali and Sanskrit works, literary or otherwise, wh i c h
actually constitute the earliest or primitive form
translation in Sinhalese*

1

of

Though they are known by

,2
different terms, namely, gatapadaV sanna and pitapot * ~
in fact they are nothing but glossarial works or works
of word for word translation.

The earliest survival of

the kind is the Dhampiya~Atuva~Ga*tapadaya * which is
reunited to have been written by the king ICassapa V.
The work, also called the Dhampiya ~Atuva - S a n n a y a ,
furnishes Sinhalese equivalents to the words selected
from the original text that were probably considered
difficult of comprehension or obscure,

in addition to

giving some detailed descriptions or annotations in
commentarial character*

T h e n we find another two

important works of this category, viz., the Vesaturuda
Sanne

and the Mahabodhivamsa-grant h i p a d a .

They

seem to have selected more words for exposition
from original texts in addition to giving various

IV

Tlie od ore Savory^ The Art of Translation (bond on, 19 68 )
p V 51#

2.

A n attempt is made by DV©,* Hettiaratchi to distinguish
the meaning of these terms*
Introduction^

See Ve sa turuda-Sanne,

(Colombo,1950)» PP* 7^-78 ff*
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annotations#

grammatical and otherwise.

The

Mahabo dhivamsa-Granthipadaya is abundant in such .
annotations,

contrasting with the other two w o rks1*

Apart from the' formal word-by-word paraphrase it
accumulates quite a number of.commentarial details in
which it tries to trace the source of the original where
it needs such explanations1*1 Xt is of note that none of
these early exegeses p3?ovides the meaning of every word
in the original work*- They furnish, meanings to selected
words only.

However’
# a great improvement in this process

ap£>ears in Sinhalese paraphrases which came into circula
tion from the late Polonnaru period onwards*'

The works

w h i c h came to be known by the fixed term *samie * contain
1
a complete word-for-word translation of the ori g i n a l .
For this sort of paraphrase, good examples are the
Meghaduta.- Sanne and the Janakiharana -Bamio w h ich are
2
assigned to the later part of the Polonnaruva xoeriod. •
As is a p p a r e n t ■from the existence of an old Sasadavata
Sannaya this sort of paraphrase became so popular among
*i I

m u i m r f ’iiwnl

^

***

**•

V—7

the Ceylonese scholars as well as students that some
scholars produced such works even to poems written in
Sinhalese.

1.

Yesat.uruda- S a n n o , ed*.

Hettiaratchi'V Introduction'^

p. 76.

2 . .Sinhalese Literature, pp. 140-1^1.
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The purpose of paraphrases# whether they be

of them were intended to facilitate the study or
understanding of the originals in their real form.
No doubt this purpose must have resulted more effec
tively from samies or complete verbal paraphrases
than from the othex' two sorts, for they convey all the
word-fox'-word meaning of the original texts as well as
giving necessary annotations in suitable places*

All

these categoriesV whatever may be the fundamental
diffex'ences in the nature of their paraphrasing, seem
to be connected inseparably to their originals.‘ Each
certainly calls for intimate acquaintance with the
source language in which the original is written*
Accordingly, the underlying px’inciple of these para
phrases must be perfect literalness or faithfulness
to the original work*

Under this method, the author

of the paraphrase might have thought of avoiding every
distortion or change of the subject mattex1 in the
source language.'

Since the author of the paraphrase

had every opportunity also of providing all sorts of
explanatory portions pertinent to the perception of
the student of the translationV he must have achieved
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at least the greater part ox the intended resuitV
Actually the main purpose of1 such a paraphrase is to
make the reader reach the original worlc by improving
his knowledge of the source language.

However, under

this method, bringing the subject matter of the
original text to the realm of the reader's own language
by removing the language barrier inevitably became
subsidiary to the teaching of

the original languageV

It ^insisted on the .reader's studying the original
language instead of just facilitating his reading of
the. matter of the original in his own languageV

Thus','

this type of paraphrase imposes a very heavy burden on
the reader which makes him thoroughly exhausted and it
takes him long to complete the reading of the original
text1.’
However,

certain attempts were made by Sinhalese

writers to remove this burden by breaking the language
barrier*

The first surviving example of s^^ch an attempt

is the SiyabaslakaraV the earliest extant w o r k on
Sinhalese poetics, which closely followed the Kavyadarsa
of Bardin.

As is asserted in the introduction the w o r k

is intended to meet the demands of those who did not
know earlier works on poetics and those who did not
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1

study Sanskrit*'

The work makes no mention regarding

the translating process.
its original work*

Neither does it comment on

Similarly,

it does not acknowledge

indebtedness to any such work directly,

though it

mentions such names as; Mahabamba, S a k a , Suraa*jara,
Easubu, Vamana, Dandi and so forth who were known to
*

P
him as early protagonists of Sanskrit poetics*'

Though

\j

Dandi in this list is identified as the author of the
<- *
Kav y a darsa, nevertheless the author of the Siyahaslakara
did not refer to Dandi* s w o r k by name#
P

This makes us

»

feel that he really wished to pretend his w ork was an
original treatise*

In most cases, his simple couplets

follow the verses of the Kavyadarsa line by line, if
not word by word*

Above all, the Siyabaslakara is

totally designed within the basis of the Kavyad a r s a *
But one thing must be stressed, that this w o r k is not
a perfect copy of the original*

Instead of covering

the entire subject matter the author preferred to select
a considerable part of it which he considered as the
most essential and appropriate to the Sinhalese poetic
tradition*

Thus,

in practice’
, certain matters are left

out which, according to the author, would be found
difficult to apply properly to Sinhalese poetry*

3

Siyaba slakara, .ch* l 7 v*3 *
2*
3,

Ibid *, ch.l v v.2 *
Ibid., ch.l j v,62 * The w ork leaves out three p r a n a s *

Sometimes new tilings were added so as to illustrate
certain tlieoretical lacts,

especially where tlie autTxor

found that the original examples were not sufficient to
convey what was really intended.

1

Sometimes certain

names of the Alankaras were replaced, by new, probably
p
popular native names,''
Apart from these exceptions,
the author of the S iyaba s1 aicara gives the most faithful
or literal translation of the K a v y a d a r s a ,

To illus

trate the nature of the translating pi’ocess in the
Siyabaslakara we may quote a few verses from both the
original and the translation:
T vastu kincidabhipretya-tattulyasyanyavastunahW
ukt ih saiHcs epai^upatvat «sa samasokt irucyat e *
piban madhu yathakamam-bhramarah phullapanka je
*
•
apyasamiaddhasaurabhyam-pasya cum bat 1 kudmalam*
iti praudhanganabaddha-rat ilrlasya raginah
•

— v*

*

—

„

a

kasyancidapi balayam-icchavrttir vibhavyate,*

1•

Siyabaslakara,

ch, 2, v» 263* 3 2 2 ,

2.

Xbid •,

3,

K avyad a r s a , ch* 2 , vv , 205*207*
Having a certain
object in mind w hen an assertion is made about another
object analogous to it, that, as being a shortened
mode (of expression), is called inclusive assertion*
Xn the full-blown lotus, while sipping honey according’
to his desire, the bee, mark you, is now kissing a bud
in which the fragrance is not yet developed.
Here can
be made out in the case of a certain x^nssionate man
having amorous dalliance with a grown-up matron, the
tendency of his desire for a certain young girl,
(Translation of Vex’ses No, 205*207) See Kavyadarsa,
edv S ,K, Belvalkar ,(lk>ona ,1924 ) ,

oh* 2, w .

75V ^ 3 2 ,

ts £J

1 vat ale yam kiyat i va-eme vat vani a n vat ale
pavasat sakev runen-samasaya yet lie mese,
borain mi risi se-tamara supul piyumhi
piya ganda no pat kalhi du~bala elambe nava muhulu*
valanda mana atiya-sara tara kumariya kere
hange banda adahas nugi-min puva 1 aiigana attire *f

^

Here the first three verses cited from the Kavyadarsa
contain respectively the theory, illustration and the
exxxLanat ion of an alankara called samasolctiy

The second

three verses quoted from the Siyabaslakara reclothe the
essential meaning of the original tongue*

Xn this

respect the translator api5ears to have followed so
closely the original verses that his version makes no
difference -at all in respect of the original.
The Sinhalese version gives the exact meaning of
the original verses following them word by word *
in fact,
original.

Thus ,

it represents an identical entity with the
During the operation of turning the Sanskrit

verses into Sinhalese, the translator was able to retain
not only the identical meaning but also a metrical form*
In this case he seems not to have wished to make any kind
of reduction or addition!

3* •

The only alteration committed,

S iyaba slater a , ch. 2, vv>; 218-220*
Alavisi Sabihela gives different order which is more
natrural*
See Siyalaas l a k a r a , ed. Alavisi Sabihela
(Colombo,1 9 6 3 } p*3i6*

.374at bis discretion is to change the word order of the
last two lines and to add two or three new words so as
to accord w i t h the metrical requirements.

But even

though he followed this type of literal translation in
most cases, he was unable to retain it throughout the
work*5 Since he asserted his preference to select certain
essential portions from the original and to be in harmony
1
wxtla 'Sinhalese linguistic and poetic tradition,
he made
certain alterations by reducing some featimes and adding
certain others*

Thus his version cannot be called an

absolute literal translation of the K a v y a d a r s a ,
Thus we see that two types of translating process,
vis,., literal and free, were practised among the Ceylonese
translators#

The first category includes all sorts of

T\rord for word translations which asserted the identity
of the subject matter in the original language *

The other

category consists of all the other sorts of interpretative
and descriptive or decorative translations which involved
any type of alteration,

such as addition, reduction,

abridgement or substitution.

While the first kind placed

stress on faithfulness to the original,

the latter kind

involved a sort.of reproduction or re-creation.

The

second type of translation laid stress on the essence

1,

Siyabaslakara, chv 1, v y 32 *

or particular features of1 the subject matter in the
original text instead of on the absolute identity of*
meaning involved in the former type#

Accordingly,

it

can hardly be expected from the second category that
it will reclothe entirely the essential meaning of the
original tongue, for such an ideal sort of transparent
translation is difficult to reach even in the first
category#

The distinction between these two types of

translation can well be illustrated by the following
pair of alternatives formulated by a m o d e r n theorist
of the ax’t of translation:
1)

fA translation must give the words of the
original, and

2)

A translation must give the ideas of the
1
original1•

Of these two kinds of translating process,

for most

scholars, the lattex* had perhapjs more attraction than the
former, not necessarily because of their inefficiency in
linguistic affairs but because of the applicability of
that method in practice*

Viewed in comparative terms,

the practitioner of the second method is more privileged
than the one who practised the first#

He is not bound

to strive for a perfect faithfulness to the original
since his duty is, to speak in somewhat vivid modern
IV

Theodore S a v o r y The Art of Translation (L o n d o n ,1 9 6 8 ) ,
p* 50.

terms, to show where the treasure lies or to make a
new production.

1

Of* course, not even the second type

is allowed to be x:>ositively unfaithful to the original.
The latitiide that the translator of this second category
has is not intended to encroach on the original entity*
Xn fact, it is suggested by a modern critic of translation,
that independence is to be pursued for the sake of the
original*

2

To judge by the Siyabaslakara. there may have

been a theory that the translation of verse should be in
verse among our ancient translators• Ke have no evidence
to determine how far such a theory was effective on them
or by which group of translators^ either the first or the
second, or both, it was followed.

However, the principle

behind such a theory might be the faithfulness, in other
words,' to preserve not only the meaning of the original
but also the metrical form*

Xn the case of the TOathavamsa

we find that unlike the other two Pali works of the same
category this work was composed in verse1*

Since the

original Sinhalese Baladavamsaya is lost for ever* it is
***

♦

*

*

not possible to feel sure that the reason for writing the
1.
2.

John Hollander, fVers ions’
,' Interpretations ,Performances *
On Translation, ed. R.A. Brower (Harvard ,1959 )> p'V213*
Anton Popovic *The Concept “Shift of Expression1* in
Translation Analysis*, The Nature of Translation
(Prague,1 9 6 3 )V P* SO*

work in verse was the influence of that theory* However,
it must be noted that the aiithor of the hathavarasa refers
in his introduction to an original work written by a
Sinhalese poet*

1

The term tised b3^ him for fpoetr is

Tkavir of which the familiar meaning is the composer of
a verse poem, though it is a common word for writers of
both prose and verse.

Xf we suppose that the original

work in Sinhalese was a verse poem by taking into account
the familiar meaning of the term, then it would not be
unreasonable to conclude that one of the reasons for
composing the present version of the Ppsrthavamsa in verse
i«. . .... ~n...»PNi

might be the influence of such an accepted theory of
translating poetry*
Similar problems would arise in the case of the
present version of the Pali Mahavamsa wherein an original
work called Sihalatthakatha-Mahavamsa is said to be
embodied*

Mahanama, the author of the Pali Mahavamsa,
t

_m

a..,

r-~

#*.— « - *

refers at the outset of the work to an original work in
Sinhalese*

2

As he does not speak much of this early

work it is difficult to determine whetlier it was written
in verse or prose *

Re garding his new performance, the

author says t iSince the original work in Sinhalese is

^*

bathavamsa,

^ *

Mahavamsa,

v * 10 #
ch.1 1, v. 2 V
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uneven in character, being' sometimes too diffused,

some times too short,' and full of repetition, I shall
proceed to compose this in Pali, avoiding the said
d e f i c i e n c i e s 1*

The ”*
Vamsatthappaica
”r
.........—

the commentary

to the Mahavamsa which is ascribed to the tenth century’
,'
says that the author of the Mahavamsa just set aside
the original tongue and turned the contents of the
Sihalatthakatha^Mahavamsa
*

*

—

— —

——

into Pali verses with a view

—

1
to facilitate the leaxming of them by heart*-

This aiad

the second name of the Mahavamsa, Pajjapadoruvamsa which
means versified Mahavamsa, compels us to think that the
Sinhalese work was not originally written in verse.

It

is believed that the original work was mainly written
in pilose intermingled with a considerable number of
stanzas in Pali.

2

M

Xf the Sihalatt haka tha-Mahavamsa
....

1- r

- ■— -M

was written in Sinhalese prose intermixed with Pali verses,
then the rendering of Mahanama makes no contribution in
support of a theory that verse should be translated into
verse*

On the contrary it may sxix>port an alteration of

the above-mentioned theory which might read as:

the

translation of £Drose should not necessarily be in prose,
it may be turned into verse also*
1.

Mahavamsa Tika (Vamsatthappalcasini} , ed * B * Pevarakldiita

"

,

n ■«■■■■■■-"—

■-

■ -I-— —

and Ii*:Sumangala (Colombo , 1895) ) P* 25*
M i p a v a m s a , ed. If. Qidenberg (London", 1 8 7 9 ) VXntrodxtction,
p.4; ¥ v Geiger, Dipavamsa and Mahavamsa (Colombo, 1908 ),
n1

pp*

63V

69*

1“

1 ■ 1■■

■ ■—

■*'
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However, we rind some evidence from our sources
showing a certain trend to preserve the metrical form
of the original verses, which were leXt unchanged and
not translated*

This mode or treating verses in the

original tongue can he seen not only in the early prose
works like the Ainavatura and the Butsarana hut also in
many Sinhalese prose works or later periods * The authors
or these works seem to have preXerred to quote verses in
the original language with or without a summary of their
meaning'*

To quote verses oX various metres became very

popular in Sinhalese prose, especial^ in the later
works, and this seems to have been regarded as an
important Xeature o f the Sinhalese prose style*

As such

a mode or writing, prose intermingled with verse, is a
1

commonplace feature of many Pali and Sanskrit works,'

one might think that there is nothing much to say about
the adoption of original stansas in Sinhalese works*'
Xt is plausible to regax'd this as a separate Tact Xrom
the problem we are dealing with*
many Sinhalese writers of

As a matter of Tact,

latex' times tended to use

verses in the original language as an eXXective means
off
1*

pleasing the ears oX listeners*.

This Tact which is

According to Sanslcrit poetics, kavya is divided into
three categories,' namely, px'ose, verse and mixed* The .
last of these contains verse as well as
prose in
appropriate places* KavyadarsaV ch* 1,v* 11*

related to the melodious stylistic pattern has no
connexion with, the translating process of* poetry *■ Xt
is a normal characteristic of a X^ali and Sanskrit prose
work to quote or compose verses so as to emphasise the
more important ^joints Qf the narration and to raise them
above the level of the rest, or lor some such other
purpose*

Motives or reasons for such a normative mode

are easily conceivable*

But to adopt or quote verse

of an original tongue in a Sinhalese translation such
as Amavatura which is not intended for public reading
without making any change or turning them into Sinhalese
verses appears less nattiralV
Xt is quite natural and reasonable to raise a
number of queries such ass

Why did the translators not

try their hand at turning the verses into Sinhalese
.verse?

Why were they not satisfied with at least prose

translations of the selected verses?

Was there any deep-

rooted tradition which compelled them to leave them
unchanged?

And above all, were they without the requisite

«

linguistic and artistic ability?

Xt is quite obvious

that the early writers 3-ike Gurulugomi and Vidyacakravarti
ft

were well off in linguistic as well as artistic abilities*.
On the other hand, it is .likely that such a tradition
might affect them#

Xn translating verses into Sinhalese
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and in adopting verses of the original tongues in their

works, our translators are not of the same •opinion*
While Gurulugomi adopted a considerable number of* verses
preceded or followed by their summarised meaning or,
perhaps by a perfect literal translation, Vidyacalcravarti
1

simply quoted just a few untranslated verses ;■

The

latter, unlike the former, does not bother about giving
their meaning or translating them directly into Sinhalese,
Sometimes he adds some annotations on account of the theme
or main idea of the verse that he quotes,

Gurulugomi,
*

on the other hand, does not always quote all the verses
which he is rendering; sometimes he translates a whole
series of verses into Sinhalese prose after merely
quoting the first verse of the series."

Xn the light

of this short discussion,' we may now be able to reach a
conclusion regarding the verse translating process*

As

is,apparent from our early sources, especially from the
Amavatura,' tlaere was a certain trend to preserve the
metrical form, of the original tongue, whether with or
without a rendering into Sinhalese prose.

Whether the

idea of adopting verses without any change received

1.

Xn the Amavatura Guru-lligomi quotes altogether about
33 verses whereas Vidyacalcravarti qxxotes only 9 verses
in'the Butsarana*
...
. ,
*»

Ainavat.na.ra, ed • Sorata, pp* 197“19S *
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traditional backing or not, it appears to be an
important Teatare of the translating process in
Sinhalese,

of which a more primitive stage can be

seen in the verbal paraphrase where the verses were
translated word by word.

As far as we know, neither

Crurulugomi nor other prose writers tried their hand
*

in translating verses into Sinhalese verse.

What they

have done in the case of verse translation was to tarn
the verses of the original tongue into Sinhalese prose
and to insert this within the prose narration togethex*
with those original verses, which in most cases follow
the translation.

H o w e v e r , this practice seems not to

have acquired the status of an accepted theoxy of the
verse translating process and, at any rate,
affect the liberty of translators5*

it did not

They x’etained the

liberty to translate verse of another tongue either
into verse or into p r o s e .1

(b)

Some distinctive features inherent in the renderings
of GurulUft'oini and Vidyacakravarti

¥e have seen in our previous discussion that there
were among' our early translators two types of translating
processes, v i z ., literal or faithful translation and
idiomatic or free translation, and for many of them the
second type had a greater

attraction than

the first# In

fact,

precise meaning

of the

if we take the most

term of

the first category into accotint we ought to excltide all
translations other than verbal paraphrases from it.
However,

it is desirable to include in it all translations

wh i c h asserted the identity of the subject matter with
the original or committed

their energy to retain what

is

contained in the original

w ith fidelity* Before we put

^ ie Amavatlira into either of these categories, we may
need to consult some views of a tr0.ditional scholar.
Pandit K # .Nanaioka,
of the A mavatura say

in the introduction to his edition
cholars other than Gurulugomi

who tried their hand at the translating process elaborate
the selected x^ssages either from the Pali canon or Pali
commentaries by adding their own similes and annotations.
They tend to widen the subject matter of the source
l a n g u a g e , like an outspread iDeacock*s tail,

in order to

display their sagacity and scholarship*
the selected iDarts lor the Amavatura,
■■ ij<
departs from that path*

In rendering
Gur uXugomi
*

He turns the original version

into Sinhalese by adding nothing and omitting nothing?
he adds neither a simile nor any annotation of his own.11
Whatever may be the plaixsibility of this view in its
exaggerated account of the literality of Gurulugomi1s
*

translation,

it firmly asserts the distinctiveness of

the Amavatura in contrast to other works of translation*
As an interpretative artist who tried his best to
be faithful to the original, G^lrulugOlni excels many other
«

in the field of literary translation in Sinhalese*

in

most cases his rendering reaches the most acceptable
approximation to the meaning,
lent of the original;

if not the precise ecjuiva-

sometimes his translation agrees

w ith the original word for word and phrase for phrase,
sometimes it elucidates by adding something of its own.
Xn some cases he leaves out certain words and phrases
which, according to him, are not so important or do not
comply w i t h the conventions,
conceptions of his time.

thoughts and cultural

On such occasions he appears

to have preferred to furnish the essence or summary of
the meaning*
3-*

Gtumlugomi generally did not seek to add

A m a v a t u r a , ed . Kodagoda Nanaloka
Xnt ro due t i o n , p .XXX *

(Colombo ,1959 )j
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materials of his own by way of embellishing: the sxibject
matter of the original tongue, but rather engaged himself1
in reducing or omitting certain things for the sake of
brevity.

To illustrate some characteristics of Gurulu*

g o m i ’s translating process here we may quote a passage
from,the Amavatura with its original from the Jatakatthaleat ha

:

1 mahabosatano lidviji va anupiya amba vana^ata vada

■

paviji suven upan somnasin satiyak ehi davas galava
peravaru pay in tisyo janak tan gos ra jagahamivara v a d a ,
gepilivelin ahara *s ingat ♦ ekalhi m u l u nuvara m a h a s a t 1—
huge rudasnen nalagirihi van ra jagahanuvara seyin
asuran van devnuvara seyin ulela vi. nuvaravasiyo gos
11maharaja mese v u satvayek nuvara vada ahara s ingay i.,
ohu deviyakubava no da danmaha *bambaku .gurulaku minisaku bava no da danmaha ** yi sala kolo.
♦

•

raja sihimadurehi sit a balanuye mahapurisa daika'vismita
v£l

u

mama da inohu deviyaku bava no da danmi .hainbaku,

nayalcu, gurulalcu, yakaku, minisalcu bava no da danmi*
topata upayak kiyami.mohu pasuxpas yava'.idin deviyek ■
vi nam bambek vi nam nuvarin nikma.devlo bambalo bala
yeyi*nayek vi nam polo kimida yeyi, gurulek vi nam
ahasa piya pahara yes^i.yakek vi ham no peni yeyi.
minisek vi nam lad ahara ara ekt^anek1hi hinda valanda
kere*u ^

1.

A m a v a t u r a , e d * Sorata, p, 14.
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* The Bodhisatva having become a m o n k went to a
mango park called Anupiya, and stayed thex,e Tor
seven days enjoying the ecstasy engendered by
the feeling inherent in himself as an ascetic#
And then, he went in the morning on foot thirty
yojanas to the city of Rajagaha and began his
alms round from house to house*

At that time

the whole city was confused by the sight of the
Bodhisatva, as when that same city was confused
by the approach of the elephant Nalagiri or when
the city of gods was confused by the aggression
of the A s u r a s »

Citizens rushed to the palace

gate and cried to the king: u 0h, king, there is
a personage begging for alms in the street; we
do not know whether he is a deva, brahma f garuda
or a human being*u

The king looked at him from

the balcony of the £Dalace and was surprised by
■ the sight of t h e .Great Being, and said to them:
uFellow citizens, X do not know who he is,
whether a deva, brahma, naga, garuda, yakkha
or a human being#

But X suggest a device by

w h ich y o u would, be able to find out# Follow him;
if he is a deva or a brahma he will go towards
the heaven or the world of braloma as soon as he
leaves the city; if he is a naga. he will go
through the earth;

if a garuda he will fly
♦

through the shy; if a yakkha he will disappear;
if he is a human being he will take his meal
sitting in a (suitable) place •'* *
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The following passage must he the source of that
translation:
* Bodhisatto*p± pabbajitva tasmiA yeva padese Anupiyam
nama ambavanam atthi,tattha sattaham pabba&jasukhena
*
*
vitinametva ekadivaseneva tiiisayo janamaggam padasa
*
gantva Ra jagaham pavisi.pavisitva sapadanam pindaya
•
«•
cariVsakalanagaram Bodhisattassa rupadassanena
Bhanapalakena-pavittha-Ra jagaham viya asurindena♦v
•
pav it;bha-Devanagaram viya ca samkhobham againasiv
M

M

—

* #■

•

Rajapiirisa gantva 11deva, evarupo nama satto nagare
pindaya carat i*devo va manusso va nago va supanno
va lco nama eso fti na janama *ti arocesum *■ Ra ja
*

pasadatale thatva Maha pur isam disva acchariyabbliuto
•

*

jato purise anapesi: ”gacchatha bhane vimamsatha, sace
amanusso bhavissati nagara nikkhamitva antaradhayissati, saee devata bhavissati akasena gacchissati^
sace nago bhavissati pathaviyam nimujjitva gamissati,
*
~9’
sace manusso bhavissati yathaladdham bhikkham paribhunjissati^i* v ^
* *

By comparing the first passage with the latter,
one could distinguish some characteristics of Gurulugomi1s
translating process*

Indeed, in this case Gurulugomi1s

attempt to bring home to his own tongue what was contained
in the original language resulted in the intended fidelity
in relation to the source, yet he made a little change by
omitting and adding a few words and clauses during his
dataka (FTS), edv VVFausboll (London, 1 9 6 2 ) , Vol*I, p *66 •
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ope rat ion*

The words put into the mouth of the king

in G u rulu g o m i fs version display a sort of addition and
*

transposition*

Xn the above Pali passage the Icing

mentions nothing regarding his inability to recognize
the person whom they are talking about btit is merely
said to be surprised by the sight of the personage,
and orders his service m e n to keep watch 011 the
stranger*

Xn the same way Gurulugomi transposes
*

certain words and changes the syntactic order of some
phrases*

Xn the Pali passage the king refers first to

the amannssa

(non-human beings) whereas this is placed

in the Sinhalese version between the 1g a r u d a T and the
*'
e
1manussa *, and. translated by the word

*y a k y *

The

original version does not speak of b r a h m a , but the
Sinhalese version includes this together with deva *
' Xn the Pali version of the two sentences w h ich were
put into the mouths of, the service men the second
sentence reads

!devo va manusso va nago va supaimo v a !

etc., whereas in the Sinhalese translation the order of
the words is *deviyaku» bambaku, gurulaku, minisaku e t c * 1
Here the translation omits the meaning of the word fn a g a f •
This shows Gurttlugomi1s willingness to make certain changes

during the operation of his translating process where
it calls for such changes *

Xt seems that such changes

were very often intended either to elucidate or to put
stress on certain materials of the original*

Xt is one

of the most obvious characteristics of his translating
process to add some annotations so as to elucidate a
certain word or a phrase.

Xn order to translate the

word Tjpabbajjasukhena * he employs four words which
certainly perform the ftraction of an interpretative
translation.

Sometimes Gurulugomi appears to pay
*

attention more to the specific meaning than the literal
meaning*

Probably that was the reason for translating

1ekadivasena * as fperavaru* which means the first half
of the day., A similar reason might cause him to
translate !akasena gacchissati 1 to read ass tdevlo
bambalo bala yeyi.*

However, it is hard to understand

the reason why he translates the word *ra.japurisa* as
tnuvarava sso 1

which does not give the equivalent meaning

of the original word*

Xt seems that the Pali word is

more appropriate than its Sinhalese translation to the
context of the sentence.

Whether this was caused by any

social or psychological reason we do not know*

However,'

it is likely that when Gurulugomi transposed a phrase
4

as we have shown in this discussion he was influenced by
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eithex’ conventional or psychological causes.
phrase referring

to the

The

fa m a n u s s a T which is first in

order in the Bali version is transposed in Gurulxtgomi*s
m
version.

He puts anothex^ phrase in its place which

speaks of *devas and b r a h m a s 1 perhaps because the
amanussas are inferior to the other category according
to conventional thought or his own persona,! views*
In spite of these variations in relation to the
original, G u r u l u g o m i 1s translation is very faithful to
*

it.

Some critics of G urulugomi!s translation who tend

to elevate the quality of literalness contained in his
rendering of Amavatura appear to conclude that Guru
lugomi *s translating process is just a further develop*

ment of the earlier verbal paraphrases,
and the like*

1

saraia, gatapada

According to these critics Gurulugomi
*

retains not only the meaning of the original but also
its structural or stylistic substance.

2

As is apparent

from the Amavatura V it is true to say that our titans labor,
while he wrote in conformity w i t h the grammatical order
of the Sinhalese, made an attempt to retain some gramma
tical and stylistic peculiarities of the original language
1.

A.V. Suravira, Simhala-sahitya -sampradaya* p* 93*

2.

A m a v a t u r a , ed * K.Nanaloka (Colombo ,1959) Introduction,
pp.ixvi ff*
Ibid., ed. TA.Sorata (Colombo ,1 9 6 0 ) ,Introduction', p.VIX
Simhala-sahitya- sampradaya , pp *93 *96,98> 99 s180,
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As tliis fact lias been discussed by many in detail, we
need not enlarge on it .

But it is necessary to remark

011 the author *s success in many cases in retaining the
puns of the original, which is generally considered
diffi^olt to achieve."*"

For instance,

the Following

phrase of the Pali Jaiakatthalcatha is rendered into
Sinhalese with all the meanings the original contains.
G u r u l u g o m i 1s slight change does no harm.

On the

*

contrary,

it ftu’thers that meaning.

The phrase reads:

*tata, Kant aka, tvani a j ja ekarattim main tarayaj aham tam
nissaya Buddho hutva sadevakam lolcam t a r e ssami’ • *me ra
*

*

ma tarayaj mam raulu lo taravami* *

’Y o u carry me across

tonight, X will carry the whole world across*.

Here the

words taraya and taressami carry a pun; they are charged
w ith meaning; their most vivid meaning is to carry and
the other meaning is to redeem.

Both meanings are

retained in Gurulugomi*s rendering as in the original
tongue.

Z

Xn this case the translator* s economy in the

use of words also adds some weight to his rendering.
1*

2.

Leonard Forster, Translation: A n Xntroduiction, A s p ects
of Translation',' (Studies in Communication, 2.) Seeker
and Warburg (London, 195 8)? p .4 .
Xt is also held that words charged w i t h meaning cannot
be replaced* S e e ‘Hendry Gilford, C omparat ive Lit erature
(Lond o n ,1969}, pVk-h •
Amavatura ftarnishes quite a'number of such examples.
See op «c i t . , ed * Sorata, pp.50, 59 j 120.
HRere he seems to prefer to use the words derived from
the same verbal root 1t a r a ’.
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Gurultxgomi1s desire for economizing might be
*
one of* the m a i n reasons which prevent him from resorting
to a descriptive sort of translating process.

Though

his translation acquires sometimes certain features of*
the interpretative sort of* translation,

it does not

cross the border of the descriptive method.

Its brevity

and faithfulness in relation to the original can be
distinguished by comparing it with a passage rendered by
Vidyacakravarti.

¥e may quote two passages from the

narration of the subjection of Alavaka occurring in both
1
tlie Amavatura and the Butsarana. 2
Since the source of
both itarrations is one and the same, the story of Alavaka—
yakkha found in the Suttanipatatthakatha*
j ... .-I

„ —

r...,

r--

r

.— « *

the difference

between the two types of translating processes can be
illustrated easily.

Gurulugomi,

in this rendering too,

following the same line as we have seen earlier, translates
into Sinhalese by giving the most obvious meaning of the
Pali version.

But Vidyacakravarti,

following an entirely

different path from that of Gurulugomi,
ft

expands and

embellishes the original subject matter by adding various
things from his own world.

Thus, while the first repre

sents the identical entity of the original,

the latter

A m a v a t u r a , pp. 166-^176.
2*

B u t sarana, pp. 129"15^♦

3•

Buttanipata11haka
tha (SHB) , .ed . S .Sumangala, Vol .YXX
—
“ "■*n"-— •
*
(Colombo ,193k ) , pp .161-177'.
.

..

— —

produces a new entity partly related to the original
version*
matter*

Nevertheless, both deal with the same subject
Xn some cases both narrations go side by side,

btit in many cases they differ from each other*
outset of the story Gurulugomi,

At the

following the commentator,

outlines some reasons which led the king of the Alavaka
country to the jungle, whereas Vidyacakravarti completely
omits this*

He merely mentions the king*s going out

hunting w ith his army*

TIae two translators meet each

other when they handle the conversation of the Buddha
wit h Gadrabha, the care-taker of the mansion of Alavakayakkha*

The first part of this conversation is rendered

by Gurulugomi in these words:
1 " gadrabhaya, kalamana
deyakata
amha*idin tata
*
•
ft
nobara vi nam ek ray ale alavakayage bhavanayehi
va samha "y i va,dalaha •

vahans e ,mat a nobara *anekek

matna *eyak k a k u l a ;par us ay a jmavpiyanudu pava .no
vandi.vahanse mehi vasanu no rissi" yi k i y a . f
1

" Gadrabha, X came here for a certain pur£30se *

Xf

thou dost not mind X shall stay tonight in the
mansion of Alavaka,'1 said the Buddha*

11Lord, X do

not mind, but there is a fact to be considered* He
is a cruel and malevolent yakkha, and does not even
worship his p arents,

X do not like thy staying

here," said Gadrabha*1

1*

A m a v a t u r a , ed. Sonata, p.168*
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Vidyacakravarti expands this conversation by
adding further details of A l a v a k a fs cruelty*

His version

reads s
1 ugadrabhaya, eseya ;no velehi tage yaksa vinianayata
amlia ,idin tat a no bar! vi nam ada ek ra me
viinanayehi davas galavamha#to eyata amidanauyi
vadalaseka.e asa gadrabha •nam yaksa Usvam:uii,
m a s a t n tenoka numbavahanse vasat hot e mat a
*

bari no veyi*ita d a d i v u alavaka yaksayage
vimanaya ya * s v a m i n i e a l a v a k a •yaksaya it a
kruraya; numbavahanse vaniyange* bas no a s a y i «
H

v

mm

■

M*

M

inavun piyan noda vandi viriya*ma daima- tana, sita
*

me vimanaya ekant ay en pinakata
* sarahuva nudutu
•
vir iini une vimanayehi as anna bima u kolin
vagira *
giya le vatura gena p i y a vtibena niyava bala vadala
*

—*

manava* e yaks aya ka mini balat hot siyalu raaha
ratak il kota liya haki minissu ya*ita canda ya*
•

*

* •

numbavahanse vaniyange guna danna ekek no veyi.
e dan t erne bahara ya *o huge ambuvo gehi ya •
numbavahans e brdbma -car ibava. no damxi*ita ma
canda ya*me vimanayehi vasanabava no kSmdttemi
*1
svaminiftyi kiya?*
* uIes, Gadrabha, I have arrived at thy yaksa mansion
at a wrong time*

Xf thou dost not mind X shall

stay tonight in this mansion*

Couidst thou give

thy permission pieaseu , said the Buddha,

Gadrabha

the yaksa having heard these words said; uh o r d ,
X do not mind thy stay in this mansion if it is

1* Butsarana, p* 132 *

* in my possession* But this is certainly not mine*
This is the mansion of* Alavaka, the violent one?
Lord', that yaksa Alavaka is very cruel*
not listen to personages like thyself*
not worshipped his parents*

He does
He hath

As far as X know

this mansion was never decorated for any sort of
meritorious deed*

Pray look at the ground near

the house covered with blood spilled from both
sides of his cheek*

The number of human beings

that have been eaten by him is enormous and would
occupy a vast country*

He is malevolent and is

not aware of thy virtues*
are in*

He does not know of thy celibacy, and is

extremely violent•
house*"

Now he is out. His wives

X do not like thy stay in this

1

The original version of these two renderings would bes
* araa gadrabha, agato*xnhiVsace te agaru vihareyyame-

karatt iin, Alavaka ssa bhavane 11i:
? 1na me bhant e,garuV
*’
api ca so yakldio kakkhalo; pharuso; matapitunnampi
abhivadanadrni na karoti.ma rucci bhagavato idha
vaso1
ti .* 1
A comparison of this with the other two passages would
clearly show the distinction between the translating
processes of our translators.

Xt shows, on the one hand',

Gurulugomi1s intent to retain in his own language the
identical meaning of the original without adding anything
of his own', and on the other, Vidyacakravart i *s enthusiasm
1*

Suttanipatatthakatha» p 1*' 16*1*V
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to redecorate or to recreate what he has gained from
the o r i g i n a l •

Though Vidyacakravarti*s version is

entirely based on the subject matter of the original
it stands as a new production* neither identical with
it nor with A m a v atura, its counter-part i n •Sinhalese.
Here Grurulugomi seems to have tried to retain not only
the identical meaning but also the tone and the rhythm
of the original.

Xn Vidyacakravarti*s case, he did not

pay much attention to that.

Instead, he invented his

own tone and rhythm for his reproduction.

lie included

them into the passage together with his new material.
Wit h the assistance of these, Vidyacakravarti was able
to give a new look to his version*

As is apparent from

the collective meaning’ of his passage he appears to have
intended to endow the main character with a self-confidence
double or treble that which is given by the other two
versions.

This type of translating process which enjoyed

muc h freedom can be seen practised by Vidyacakravart! in
almost all his renderings.

Sometimes he seems to indulge

in this latitude beyond its normal frontiers*

As we have

mentioned elsewhere, a translator *s independence is to
be practised for the sake of the original.

1

• Xhe Nature of Tran slation, p*80,
Xt is formulated that the latitude may be sufficient to
make of the translation an example of
the translator*s
language correct in idiom, exipression and structure, hut
it should not be more than that* .
See The Art of translation,

It is clear that during V i d y acakravart±fs time
writers were vested with such privilege as to handle
any subject matter borrowed from an early w o r k by taking
as m u c h liberty as they wished.

They might have been

encouraged by contemporary readers as well as critics
who appreciated their works, which enjoyed such freedom.
Th o u g h direct evidence is hardly found from our sources
in support of such a hypothesis,

certain evidence is

available from Sanskrit poetics.

A n a ndavardhana, the

author of the Dhvanya 1 olea» speaking of the coincidence
of poetic themes f ormula tes ;
samvadothyanyasadr^syam - tat punah pratibimbavat
aiekhyakai'avat tulya-dehivacca sarlrinam,
tatra purvamananyatma-tucchatma tadanantaram
«
i
trtiyam tu prasiddhatma-nanyasamyain tyajet kavih.
-

«

1Coincidence means correspondence w i t h another.
be like that of a reflected image,

It may

or like that of a

painted picture or like that of two living persons
resembling each other.'

Of these, the first has no

separate existence at all of its own; the existence
of the second is no more than a nonentity; while the
third has a definite existence of its own*

A poet

need not reject such similarity in themes.*
Putting stress on the third category he further states:
TSo long as there is separate life of its own even
a XDoetic theme bearing close corresiDondence to an ear
lier one will acquire exceeding beauty,
•

hhvanyaloka, c h . h

w .

1 2 -1 3

#

just as the

3S8
delightful lace of a woman will appeal"1 exceedingly
charming in spite of its strong resemblance to the
mo on * 1 **"
Xn this case, Anandavardhana was not speaking of*
any translating pi'ocess.

He was dealing with the problem

of borrowing poetic themes or subject matter from earlier
works of art1*

But properly speaking, translation is also

a sort of borrowing or imitating.

2

The m a i n difference

between them lies in the fact that the translating process
always deals with two language groups, namely, the
language of the original and the language of the receptor
while the other process becomes effective within the
framework either of different languages or a single
language *

According to Anandavardhana such literary sorts

of borrowing may be of three kinds;
(1) Identical image of the source in soul as well
as body;
(2) Identical image of the source in soul only; and
(3 } Two different' images bearing close resemblance
of features*
The first two of these were deprecated and the third was
acknowledged and recommended for practice by poets.
1*
2*

3*

Xt

h h v a n y a l o k a , translation, K.Krishnamoorti (Poona,1955)»
p p .151-152.
It is pointed out that something of imitation, a con
trolled surrender to another p o e t Ts mode, is required
from the translator.
See Comparative Literature
(Hendry Gif ford) ,p.54 * '
D h vanyaloka, c h .41 pp #5 95-5 9^ *
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is likely that Vidyacakravarti was influenced by sncli
poetical conceptions as formulated in Ariandavardhana
whe n he handled the task of rendering these Pali stories
into Sinhalese*

Xf so, the qnestion is why they did not

affect Gurulugomi.
♦

ho doubt Gurulugomi was aware of
* t-

these foxniilations laid down by A n a n d a v a r d h a m ♦

Xt is

also likely that they might have affected him when he
composed snch artistic writings as Sxilukalingiida in the
Pharmapradipikava where he recreates a new product based
on subject matter borrowed from the Jatakatthaka t h a *
But in the case of rendering the stories of the Amava tura
he seems to have chosen to practise the entirely different
translating process, as opposed to the process followed
in the rendering of Suliikalinguda, so as to retain the
identical entity of the original without giving it a
separate life*
Before winding up this discussion it seems
necessary to make a further enquiry into Gur u l u g o m i 1s
•

-

attitude towards the vex\se translating process*

As we

have mentioned earlier his verse trans3.ation received
special care.

He nearly always quoted verses with their

translations except in a few cases where verses contain
nothing more than mere proper names or something like

that*

To illustrate t h i s ,translating process we may

quote a few passages from Ainavat ura *

Just

close of the story of Nalagiri, he cites a

before the
Sanskrit

stanza preceded by its translation:
! rnese kopola *t Mil pahara mada' dali musitva bamana mat —
bamara-mandulu rua bera ati ko*-ginin diliyena yugatgiriikanda men yana Dhanapaluva visin ovim akusu-siyo
mangul-lakuau pirivarana ladu sak-lakunen visituru
0

e

depatlehi bUsa heva vahdana lada.eyin
jastavayohi :

'

kxha padapailka-

*

gandas
tha! iluthit
adanaraas ini s• eka
^
* *
*
bhrant onnamadblir amar amand al a d ind im ena
* *

• •

kro dho smanabhidavat a dhanapalakena
padadvaye pranatainarya drtankuse te* ^
•
*
! Thus, at his feet which bear the m a r k s 'of the mahout *s
hook, worshipped the infuriated D h a n a p a l a , that ele
phant over whom a swarm of bees continued whirling and
humming sonorous as the beating of drums, and who with
his head smeared with rut trickling down his temples
like soot ran amok infatuated by'the fire of anger*
Accordingly,

it is said in the Padapaiika.Jastavas

gandasthali
•••••etc*
•*
This verse is cited to vex*ify or confirm the main theme
of the story*

It certainly furnishes an appropriate

backgx>ound to terminate the narration.

Here, the titans-

lation of verse is merged into the normal flow of the

Amava tura
2.

ed. Sorata, £xp*!G8, 1?9«

Ibid *, p* 1 6 5 *
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narration though its tone and rhythm somid slightly
different from the normal flow*

Xt compels us to think

that Gurnliigomi is attempting to retain not only the
meaning of the stanza hut also something of its under
lying spirit or vitality connected especially wit h the
form*

Xn fact, he was so attentive as to retain at

least something of the sound effect inherent in the verse
which abounds in sonorous compounds,

in addition to the

entire literal meaning*
It is wrong to think that Gurulugomi always
*
followed this type of verse translating process* Another
aspect of his verse translation can be foxind in his
rendering of the famous love song of Pancasikha, the
divine musician:
1 sobana angapasahga attiya,mata sonmas denuviya,
padantayehi patan gena kefeantaya dalcva lahiruraskalabak seyin nagena sarira rasmin suriyavaccasa nain
lad s ohdura,ti piya timbaru nain gandcvdevrajahu
v a n d l m i ;sosuluvanata sulanga seyin, pavas atnata pan
*

*

seyin,ratnata daham seyin, aturayanata belaet seyin,
- •

*

sa atiyanata bat seyin,diliyena gini nivannata diya
•
*
seyin,ti vis in upan mage kamaragapar idaha niva .yam
so miringu-avala-anganelta pul piyum-vilakata bata
»

*

*

a t e k ’pan bi aksonda m a t e panena se diyehi gali sxxva (
vihdi da,eseyin ma ti tanabadaturata m a m kavara-dava*

*

seka v&da suva vindimi ho ? yam se madamat atek totra
t omara -ankus ay on vidxmaladde avas vana bavin kisi
karanayak no darnii da eseyin ma main umate vana bavin

I Q 2

viragayata nisi leisi karanayak no danmi.ti kere
bandasita,bill gilu m a s a k fhu seyin,galavannata no
ft

nissemi .yam se ratnata mada deyakudu dima no ek phala
«

vo d a ,eseyin ma agbambnrn kelie attiya, manda balum
Uttiya,mata palamu upan eka sit a dan noyek sit vi y a .
rat an kere hi inakala yam'pinkamek ad da, he mat a ti ha
•

*

samaga pliala *devayi .polotelelii satnata ma dun yam
•

♦

danek *adda,he mata ti ha samaga phala devayi .yam se
ft

saha mahanaraja .palamu nivan soya avidi da eseyin ma
*

*

m a m ti soya avid hui .yam se bud lira ja malm b o p a l a g Thi
vada hihda savne dana soinnasvi da, eseyin ma mam ti
ft

lada davas somnas v e m i .sakdevra ja mata vara demin
ft

dedev lova rajaya ganhi da suriyavaccasava ganhi da
yi ki nam dedev lova rajaya piya ti ma ganmi.ti ■
piyage nuvara-dox'a aluta .pipi salrukek ati.he ita
manohara ya.e salruka seyin siribari v u ti piya
gahdevdev~ra jahu vanda namaskara lceremi. * ^
!T h o u that art of lovely limbs and body,

thou who givest

me joy, through the lustre of thy body that issues
forth from the tips of thy feet to the crest of thy
hair like the morning sun, thou art called Buriyavaccasa

(sun lustre). Darling, X worship thy father

Tiinbaru, king of the celestial gandharvas .

Like wind

to them that sweat, like water to them that thirst,
like the Dhanima to the rahats,

like medicine to them

that are sick, like rice to them that h u n g e r , 1 ike
water to quench the biasing fire,

so do thou quench

the burning passion within myself that has arisen
because of thee*

Even as an elephant enters a lake

3-* A m a v at u r a , ed. Sorata, p p*197~19S•

of flowering lotuses lying in an open ground that
is thick with mirages and drinks thereof, and sinks
into the water so that only the tip of his trunic is
seen, and hath comfort therein,

even so whon should

I enjoy the comfort of thy bosom.

ISven as an

elephant that is maddened with r u t , w h e n he is
pierced by lance and spear and hooks knows nought,
for that he may not be controlled,

even so I being

infatuated know nought of dispassion; with heart
fixed upon thee X hear not what any m a n saith unto
me.

My heart that is entangled in thee, lilco a fish

that has swallowed its bs.it is unable to free itself
Just as even a little gift offered to rahats yields
m u c h fruit, even so thou who hast curly locks, thou
of tender looks, a single thought that first arose
in me has now become many*

Xf there is some act of

merit that X have done to the rahats may it bear
fruits for me with thee.

Xf there is some gift that

X have offered beings of the earth, may it bean frui
for me w i t h thee.

Even as the king of the Sakyan

recluses first wandered in search of Nirvana,
X wander in search of thee.

so do

Even as the Buddha,

sitting cross-logged beneath the Great Bo tree,
gained enlightenment and attained joy, so shall X
become happy the day X w i n thee,
gods,

here Sale, king of

to offer me the choice of kingship of the two

worlds or Suriyavaccasa,

the kingdom of the two

worlds would X reject and choose thee.

At the

entrance to the city of thy father there stands a
sal tree newly burst into bloom;

it is exceedingly
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lovely.

Thy father, the king of celestial

eandharvas*

is handsome even as that sal t r e e «
1
X worship him * *

i1

»

Xn tills case Guru!ugomi quotes only one verse in
*

the original, the first of a series which contains four
teen verses of Anustubh metre, but turns them all into
*

Sinhalese prose*

fr

During the operation of the translating

process only two and a half lines were left untranslated*
The lines omitted in the translation ares
v a muru saja m a m bhadde,- saja m a m mandalocane
*
—
palissaja mam kalyani - etam me abliipatthitam*

P

¥ ithin thine arm embrac e m e , l a d y , me
w i t h thy soft languid eyes embrace and hold,
3
0 nobly fair, fThis X entreat of thee>
The motives that prevented him from rendering these lines
are not clear.

Perhaps he might have thought them in

appropriate duo to the over-amorous trend inherent in
them*
is,

However, he selected one epithet from them, that

1man d a l o c a n e * which is added to the translation of

the next verse.

As in most other cases, here too he has

1*

See also Sinhalese Literature, pp .60— 61, and
A ii Anthology of Sinhalese L iterature, p p «83-8£|-*
c f » Translation of Pali verses corresponding to this
Sinhalese version. Dialogues of the Budd h a *ed. T* ■¥* &
C.A.k. Rhys Davids (London, 1910) Yol.XXX, XXP .301-304 *

2*

Pighanikaya (PTS}s ed .Rhys Davids (hondon,19^-7) , XX,
pp.265-267.
Dialogues of the Buddha, XXX, p* 303 •

*3*
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attempted to add certain annotations w h i c h were intended
to give more details to some original words.

In the

arendering- of the first verse such an annotation is added
to the word

*suriyavaccasa * .

It is apj)arent from the

translation of the last verse that the commentarial
additions were sometimes made before the translation of
the verse*

In the verse there is no mention of a sal tree

at the entrance of the city of Timbaxm;
him to a full-blown sal tree.
refers to such a sal tree.

1

it just compares

The commentary! h o w e v e r ,
Despite a few such changes

Gurulugomi tried to retain the identical meaning of the
*

original.

Here, nothing extraneous to the meaning has

been added by the translator.
Xn contrast to Gurulugomi1s verse-translating
#
lorocess, Vidyacalcravar’ti *s .rendering of verse shows an
entirely different pro cess.

By no means did his verse

translations receive more attention than his prose trans
lations .

As we have mentioned earlier, he quoted just a

few verses within the prose without giving even a summary
of their meaning.

lie just quotes them as if he were

thinking that they were well known and familiar to the
reader,

Xn the case of his narration of Vessantarajataka

he did translate quite a number of verses where he had no
1.

Dighanikayatthakatlaa (FTS) , ed . W .St ede
P . 703.

(London, 1932 ) i

choice other than those verses to receive necessary
information for the

story*

Here he seems to follow

very much the same translating process as practised in the
prose translations occurring in the early ixarts of the
Butsaran a .

Unlike Gurulugomi, he generally makes no

attempt to render verses into Sinhalese word by word ox*
line by line.

¥hat he has really done is to grasp the

most important meaning or the core of the original verse
and to reproduce it in his own tongue.

Sometimes his

liroduction represents a n entirely fresh and new creation
in relation to the original.

Sometimes he gives just the

summary of the meaning of a number of verses,
repetitions and details of the original*

casting off

For instance,

the following passage which delineates the physical
character of Jujaka is the summarized meaning of four
Pali verses of Jatakatthakatha;
*me avalaksana
bamimata
a pa no di a n i k a k 1hata
denne •
*
*
*
*
u hisa Ice tambavana.as iiihga .vamarasi ya.bun nasa ya*
lean roiribu. ya. pit in valca bad in usa.bada mahata.xoa balcala
ya .niya piriti ya.mese avalaksana v u yakuta a pa no denne ♦1
~
*
#
*X)o not give us to this ugly Brahmin, but rather to some
one else; for his hair is red, his eyes are bloodshot,
he squints, he has a crooked nose, his ears are hairy,
he is long’ in the tooth, he is hunchbacked, he is all

1 * But sarana, p *3^3 *
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belly, his belly is huge, his legs are deformed,
and his nails are dirty ,

ho not give us; to -budh an ugly

d e v i l .'1
In this rendering certain words and clauses of the original
are omitted,

Vidyacakravarti*s intention to select the

most important words for his translation is clear from the
last sentence of tlae foregoing paragraph, whereas he has
left untranslated everything other than a single word
(Valckho) in the original verse.
affords the core of the original.

Yet, on the whole,

2

However,

it

the remark

able feature of this rendering rests on its appearance of
originality.

By virtue of the sum of all its parts,

it

flourishes as an original production rather than as a real
translation,

X n this connexion he appears to treat his

original script as a servant rather than as a master,
whereas Gurulugomi,
*

in many of his verse translations,

regards the original as a master.

Many of Vidyacakravax’t i 1s

vex'se translations in this part of his work ai;>pear to have
•

A n Anthology of Sinhalese Literature, p ,13 6 ,

2,

balankapado addhanakho— at ho ovaddhapindiko
dighuttarottho capalo - kalaro b h a gganasiko*
kumbhudaro bhaggapitthi -*atho visamacakkhulo
lolrnmassuharitakeso — valinaiii tilakahato,
pingalo ca vinato ca - vikato ca brahakaro
a jinani ca'sannaddho r* araanusso bhayanako *
manusso udahu yakldio- - m ansalo h it a b ho ja no
gama a r a m i a m 'a gamma - dhanam tarn tat a yacati
niyamane pisaoena --kinnu tat a udilckhasi*
Jatakatthakatha t ed, H.Piyatissa (Colombo ,1939) ,VXX,
p,A8A, cf, Jataka, Translation, B,B*Cowell (Cambridge,
1907), VX, |>p.283-28A,

resulted from this sort of decorative translating
process.

His intention to summarize the original during

the translating process can he seen in the description
of the Himalaya attributed to the queen Madri, which is
intended to encourage Vessantara in his jjourney to the
forest*

The whole description consists of approximately

one hundred and forty words while the source contains
twenty-four verses in the Anustubh metre*

1

In the light

of this discussion now we may be able to reach a conclu
sion that Gurulugomi and Vidyacakravarti tried their hand
in translating verse and prose by practising two different
types of translating processes; while the first type seeks
the most acceptable literal meaning of the original,

Z

the

other category claims fidelity to the original in terms
of basic facts and relies upon re-creation#

1*

Butsarana,

2v

A#Kulasuriya distinguishes three kinds of translating

pv

302V

processes exerted in the Amavatura *
See Simhala^-Sahityaya, X, ppVl6A-l65#

Conclusion

The foregoing study has attempted to apxnroach the
selected literary period by first outlining the national
literature of the period as a. whole, which includes tho
works of various categories written in Sinhalese, Pali
and S a n s k r i t , and then tideating the selected works in
Sinhalese individually.

Special attention is paid to

the intellectual bodies which organised the religious
and literary activities on the one hand, and to the
i n s pirations, trends and motives of contemporary minds
w h i ch resulted in or demanded stich literature

011

the

other *
The discussion of authors and their works shows
collectively the nature of the national literature of
tho period and also includes a description of authors
who contributed to that literature#

In the course of

this discussion we have made a careful observation on
an unpublished palm-leaf manuscript of the N i m l ,jatakaya
of Atthadassi,

a Sinhalese narrative, which is different

'from the present version of the Nimijatakaya occurring
in the Siuihala-Jataka-Pota, and we give an added perspective on the problem of the purpose of writing as
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exercised by our authors »

Here we have seen that in

genera! they composed their literary works with both
religious and literary purposes in their minds except
in the Suiukalinguda of Pharmapradipikava where the
literary purpose predominates over the other*
Since the concept of bhakti or love of god which
has been subjected to a general consideration by some
Sinhalese literary historians appears to have affected
the Ceylonese during this period it is given some
detailed discission*

Comparing the bhakti in Bhagavata

religion with bhatti * an equivalent of saddha

in

Buddhism* we have maintained that there was no similarity
between them in attitude or evaluation*

Xn the same way

b y treating briefly some significant devotional works of
Indian and Ceylonese writers we were also able to show
how this concept of bhakti was transferred to the Buddha
by Buddhist devotee writ ex’s •
¥ e have then apiDX’oached the selected literary works
in Sinhalese, paying individual attention to each work.
Referring to the genetic inspiration of the prose genre
to which such Sinhalese narratives as the Amavatura and
the But sax1ana belong we have ti'ied to show its closer
c

relation to a national literary tradition than to the

41 i
so called literary genres kosa, Icatlia and aldiyay ilea in
Sanskrit poetics.

The inspiration that the Sinhalese

narratives received from such Buddhist literary works
as A v a d a n a s is also detailed,
the Sulukaliiiguda

Xn the discussion of

of the Pharmapx^adiplkava we have

seen that the axithor had gained m u c h inspiration from
Sanskrit poetics as well as such an influential Sanskrit
prose w o r k as the Kadambari of Banabhatta*
°

Focussing

• •

on the characteristics of V i d y a c a kravarti*s narrative
art in contrast to G u x m lugomi1s we have also seen that
T
his narrative art combined three m ain stands* namely
current literary tendencies*

tradition of Pali commen

tators and tho motifs of folk lore.
The study of the Sasadavata and the Muvadevdava ta
begins w ith an observation on the concept of poetry*
which leads to the discussion of the Si y a b a s l a k a r a »

^n

the light of this discussion we have seen the distinguished
role played by the S iyabaslakara in disciplining Sinhalese
poetry.

Focussing on the genetic inspiration of the

Sasadavata and the Muvadevdavata w i t h special reference
to the early Buddhist literary tradition we were able to
maintain that these Sinhalese poems received a substantial
inspiration* material as well as psychological,

from the
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Buddhist literary tradition in addition to the potent
influence of Sanskrit poetics*

We have also exercised

an attempt to evaluate these two poems following* the
principle of rasa as expounded in Anandavardhana and
V i svana tha *
The final discussion of this study deals with the
problem of literary translation*

Its first part examines

the translating processes put into practice by Ceylonese
writers from early times*

After treating various types

of translating processes we maintained that two t3^pes
of translating processes, vis*, literal and free, were
practised among the Ceylonese translators •

The first

category includes all sorts of word for word translations
which asserted tho identity of the subject matter in the
original l a n g u a g e •

The other category consists of all the

other sorts of interpretative and descriptive or decorative
translations which involved any type of alteration,
as addition,

such

reduction, abridgement or substitution*

Referring to the verse translating process we have also
soon that there was no accepted theory of verse transla
tion and our translators had retained the liberty to
translate verse either into verse or into prose*

The

second part of this discussion is designed to illustrate

413
the distinctive features of translating processes put
into xoractice by Gurulugomi and Vidyacakravarti 0

In

*

the light of that discussion we were able to maintain
that not only in the translation of prose but also of
verse they had exerted the two different types of
translating processes*
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